


























Background:, The! relevance! of! neighbourhoods! for! inequalities! in! children’s! development,!
while!receiving!increasing!attention,!is!still!debated.!This!PhD!thesis!aimed!to!examine!whether!
children’s! place! of! residence! influenced! their! social! and! cognitive! development,! and! to! test!
two! specific! pathways! through!which! such! place! effects!might! operate.! It!was! hypothesised!
that!schools!contribute!to!the!variability!in!children’s!socioNemotional!and!cognitive!outcomes!
across! neighbourhoods,! and! further,! that! neighbourhood! characteristics! affect! children! via!
maternal!psychological!distress!and!parenting.,
Methods:, Participants! were! 7NyearNold! children! and! their! mothers! from! the! UK!Millennium!
Cohort! Study.! CrossNclassified! multilevel! models! were! run! to! simultaneously! estimate! the!
variability! in! the! child! outcomes! between! neighbourhoods! and! schools;! and! to! examine!
potential! mediating! effects! via! maternal! psychological! distress! and! selected! parenting!
behaviours.!,
Results:,Most!of!the!variability!in!children’s!socioNemotional!difficulties!across!neighbourhoods!
and! schools! was! explained! by! the! clustering! of! children! from! similar! socioeconomic!
backgrounds.! However,! for! children’s! cognitive! test! performance,! considerable! variability!
between! neighbourhoods! and! schools! remained! even! after! allowing! for! such! compositional!
effects.!Structural!neighbourhood!factors!such!as!median!household! income!were!associated!
with! cognitive! outcomes,! while! neighbourhood! social! processes! were! related! to! children’s!
socioNemotional!development.!,
The! data! did! not! support! a!mediating! role! for!maternal! psychological! distress! in! relation! to!
teacherNreported! socioNemotional! difficulties! or! cognitive! test! performance.! However,!
maternal! psychological! distress! was! on! the! pathway! between! social! processes! in! the!
neighbourhood! and! socioNemotional! difficulties! reported! by! the! mother.! There! was! no!
evidence!to!suggest!mediation!via!the!examined!parenting!practices.!
Conclusions:, Children’s! experiences! within! their! neighbourhoods! and! schools! contribute! to!
their! social! and! cognitive! development.! Schools! appear! to! be! an! important! area! for!
investment.! However,! given! the! fundamental! role! of! families’! individual! circumstances,! an!
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The! thesis! is! structured! as! follows.! Following! an! introduction! to! the! topic! in! chapter! one,!
chapter! two! provides! a! review! of! the! relevant! literature! and! justification! for! this! research.!
Chapter!three!states!the!aims,!objectives!and!research!hypotheses!of!the!thesis.!Chapter!four!
introduces! the! data! source,! the! Millennium! Cohort! Study.! Chapter! five! gives! a! general!
description! of! the! statistical! methods! that! were! employed! in! the! analyses,! while! analytical!
strategies! and! concrete! model! specifications! are! outlined! at! the! beginning! of! the! relevant!
results!chapters.!The!results!of!the!analyses!pertaining!to!the!three!main!research!aims!of!the!
thesis! are! presented! in! chapters! six! to! eight.! Chapter! nine! outlines! the! key! findings! of! this!
project!and!how!they!compare!to!previous!research,!as!well!as!addressing!the!strengths!and!










Research! has! consistently! demonstrated! that! children’s! early! experiences! are! extremely!





it! is! true! that! family! background! is! a! strong! predictor! of! children’s! developmental!
outcomes.!But,!recognition!has!been!growing!that!social! inequalities!in!child!development!




Where! a! child! grows! up! will! influence! their! daily! experiences,! who! they! meet,! the!
friendships! they!make,! the! friendships! their! parents!make,!where! they! go! to! school,! the!
spaces! they! can! use! to! play,! and!maybe! even!whether! their! parents! are! happy.! Parents!
want! their! children! to! grow! up! in! neighbourhoods! that! are! clean! and! feel! safe,! where!
schools!have!a! good! reputation!and!where!both!parents! and! children! can!befriend!other!








however! assumes! the! existence! of! contextual! effects! influencing! people! over! and! above!
their! individual! circumstances,! in!which! case! being! poor!and! living! in! a! poor! area!would!
carry!a!double!penalty.!Studies!on!neighbourhoods!usually!attempt!to!account!for!possible!
selection! bias! by! adjusting! for! multiple! family! level! variables,! and! tend! to! find! modest!
remaining!effects! that! can!be!attributed! to! factors!operating!at! the!neighbourhood! level.!
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But,! it! has! also! been! argued! that! composition! and! context! cannot! be! separated! because!
people! influence!places!and!places! influence!people,!and! that!over!controlling! for! factors!
that!might!be!on! the!pathway!between!neighbourhood!characteristics!and!outcomes!can!
lead! to! an! underestimation! of! neighbourhood! effects! (DiezNRoux,! 2000).! These! questions!
are! complex,! and! are! still! debated! among! scientists.! Some! researchers! have! questioned!
whether! focusing!on!neighbourhood!effects! is! informative!at! all! (Bauder,! 2002;!Cheshire,!
2007;! Slater,! 2013).! In! his! recent! critique,! Slater! (2013)! turned! the! premise! on! which!
neighbourhood! research!ultimately! rests,! namely! that!where!people! live! affects! their! life!
chances,!around!by!saying:!“Your-life-chances-affect-where-you-live”.!!
These! are! fundamental! considerations,! which! have! important! policy! implications.! For!
example,!there!is!the!question!of!whether!money!spent!on!area!based!initiatives!is!money!
spent!well.!Given!that!family!background!is!such!an!important!factor!for!child!development,!
and! given! that! only! about! half! of! all! poor! families! live! in! the! 20%! most! disadvantaged!
neighbourhoods!(Joshi!et!al.,!2000;!Melhuish!and!Hall,!2007),!it!might!be!more!effective!to!
improve! the! financial! situation! for! all! families! at! the! individual! level,! for! example! by!
redistributing!wealth!(for!a!debate,!see!Dorling!et!al.,!2001).!
Possible'pathways'





maternal! mental! health! is! a!mediator! between! neighbourhood! characteristics! and! these!
child!outcomes.!Another!potential!mechanism!is!via!the!school!environment,!assuming!that!
the!majority!of!children!go!to!school!locally,!thus!having!choices!limited!by!where!they!live.!
This! project! is! based! on! the! secondary! analysis! of! data! from! the! UK!Millennium! Cohort!
Study! (MCS).! Being! a! nationally! representative! study! which! includes! the! whole! range! of!
neighbourhoods!in!the!UK,!as!well!as!containing!a!wealth!of!information!on!family!and!child!
characteristics,! the! MCS! is! well! situated! to! the! study! of! neighbourhoods! and! child!
development.! This! PhD! thesis! aims! to! contribute! to! the! field! by! investigating! whether!
neighbourhood! conditions! contribute! to! inequalities! in! children’s! social! and! cognitive!














the! reviewed! literature,! thereby! highlighting! the! limitations! of! past! research! and! gaps! in!
current!knowledge.!
2.1 Background,
"Early!Child!Development"!has!been!defined!as! the!period! from!prenatal!development! to!
eight!years!of!age,!and!includes!physical,!socioNemotional,!and!languageNcognitive!domains!
(Siddiqi,! Irwin! and! Hertzman,! 2007).! It! is! important! in! two! ways:! first! as! a! set! of!
contemporary! markers,! and! second! as! a! sensitive! period! influencing! life! chances! and!
lifelong!trajectories!of!health!(Siddiqi!et!al.,!2007;!Hertzman!et!al.,!2010;!Maggi!et!al.,!2010;!
Marmot,! 2010).! This! PhD! project! is! concerned! with! the! socioNemotional! and! cognitive!
domains!of!child!development.!!
Children’s! externalising! behavioural! problems! and! cognitive! skills! are! known! to! be!
interrelated!(McCulloch!et!al.,!2000;!von!Stumm!et!al.,!2010),!and!both!have!been!shown!to!
be!powerful!predictors!of!later!educational!achievement!as!well!as!adult!employment!and!
social! class! (Deary! et! al.,! 2005;! Heckman,! Stixrud! and! Urzua,! 2006;! Heckman,! 2008;!
Johnson,! Brett! and! Deary,! 2010;! von! Stumm! et! al.,! 2010;! Cheng! and! Furnham,! 2012).!
Further,!children!and!adolescents!exhibiting!conduct!problems!are!also!more!likely!to!have!
poorer!mental!health!and!relationship!problems!in!adulthood,!as!well!as!being!more!likely!
to! become! involved! in! criminal! activity! (Simonoff! et! al.,! 2004;! Fergusson,! John! Horwood!
and!Ridder,!2005;!Hodgins!et!al.,!2008;!Colman!et!al.,!2009).!Continuity!into!adulthood!has!
also!been!demonstrated!for!internalising!problems!in!childhood!and!adolescence,!which!are!
associated! with! mental! health! problems! in! adulthood! such! as! depression! and! anxiety!
disorder!(Colman!et!al.,!2007;!Moffitt!et!al.,!2007;!Reef!et!al.,!2009).!Therefore,!giving!every!






million!children! in!the!UK!were! living! in!relative!poverty,!that! is,! their! families! lived!on!an!
income!of! less! than!60%!of! the!median!of! the!population! (Cribb,! Joyce!and!Phillip,!2012).!
With! the!cuts! in!welfare!spending! introduced!by! the!current!government,! these!numbers!







during! the! primary! and! secondary! school! years! (Goodman! and! Gregg,! 2010;! Kelly! et! al.,!
2011b).! Given! that! cognitive! as! well! as! nonNcognitive! abilities! in! early! childhood! are!
associated! with! later! achievement! and! employment,! these! social! gradients! mean! that!
children!growing!up!in!poverty!are!starting!their!lives!at!a!disadvantage!that!might!lead!to!
the!accumulation!of!even!more!disadvantage!over!the!life!course.!!
Researchers! and! especially! policymakers! increasingly! focus! on! parenting! and! the! home!
environment!to!explain!and!target!the!existing!inequalities!in!child!development!(Ermisch,!
2008;! Field,! 2010).! The! presence! of! routines! and! structure,! provision! of! learning!
opportunities!and!parental!responsiveness!are!thought!to!be!crucial! for!children’s!healthy!
development,! and! several! studies! have! demonstrated! that! these! aspects! of! the! family!




differences! in! attainment! and! socioNemotional! development! between! children! from!
disadvantaged!and!affluent! families! that! remain!unexplained.!Also,! there! is!a!danger! that!
the! focus! on! proximal! factors! such! as! parenting! leads! to! victimNblaming,! and! to! policies!
which! place! the! responsibility! for! adverse! child! outcomes! squarely! at! the! door! of! the!
family.!Theoretical! frameworks!that!focus!on!the!wider!and!more!distal!contexts! in!which!





The! notion! that! children’s! development!must! be! understood!within! the! context! of! their!
environment! was! first! made! explicit! by! Urie! Bronfenbrenner! (1979),! who! has! become! a!
point! of! reference! in! most! journal! articles! on! neighbourhoods! and! child! outcomes.!
According!to!Bronfenbrenner’s!ecological!systems!theory,!human!development!takes!place!
through! interaction! with! the! immediate! environment! within! the! family! and! the! school,!
which! in! turn! are! influenced! by! the! larger! contexts! of! the! neighbourhood! and! available!
social! networks,! and! eventually! the! wealth,! culture,! and! social! politics! of! the! broader!
society.! Bronfenbrenner! distinguishes! between! microN,! mesoN,! exoN! and! macrosystems,!
which!he!describes!as!a!“set!of!nested!structures”!(Figure!2N1).!His!model!emphasises!the!
relationships! and! interdependence! between! overlapping! environments! that! are!
geographically!as!well!as!socially!defined!(Bronfenbrenner,!1994).!!
The!family,!being!the!most!proximal!and!intimate!environment!for!a!child,!is!thought!of!as!a!
microsystem! that! shapes! children's! experience! via! factors! such! as! intraNfamilial!




Neighbourhood!or! community! contexts! and! social! networks! constitute! exosystems!which!
also! influence! processes! at! the! microsystem! level.! The! social! organisation! of! a!
neighbourhood! (e.g.! social! networks! and! support,! norms,! crime! rates),! the! physical!
environment! including! green! spaces,! and! the! availability! and! accessibility! of! institutional!
resources! such! as! schools,! health! care,! transport! and! leisure! facilities!might! all! influence!
children's!lives!(Leventhal!and!BrooksNGunn,!2000;!Maggi!et!al.,!2010).!
Fundamental!causes!of!early!childhood!inequalities!are!embedded!within!the!socioNpolitical!
context! of! the!wider! society! –! or!macrosystem!–! via! factors! such! as! income!distribution,!
employment!patterns,!and!education!and!welfare!policies.!An!important!question!is!hereby!
to! what! degree! children’s! upbringing! is! regarded! a! societal! responsibility! or! a! private!
matter!(Morrow,!1999;!Maggi!et!al.,!2010).!
A! fifth! parameter! is! historical! time,! or! the! chronosystem! according! to! Bronfenbrenner,!










advances! in! neuroscience! and! epigenetics,! which! have! provided! new! insights! into! the!
effects!of!early!environments!on!biological!processes! including!gene!expression.!The!term!
“biological!embedding”!was!coined!by!Hertzman!(1999)!and!relates!to!stable!and!longNterm!
changes! in! bioNdevelopmental! states! that! are! caused! by! experiences! within! social!
environments! (Hertzman,! 2012).! Kuh! et! al.! (2003)! defined! biological! embedding! as!
processes!by!which!“extrinsic!factors!experienced!at!different!life!stages!are!inscribed!into!
an! individual’s! body! functions! or! structures”.! Experiences! can! affect! brain! development,!
immune! function! and! stress! responses! (Hertzman! and! Boyce,! 2010).! One! of! the!
mechanisms! for! biological! embedding! is! via! epigenetic! processes,! which! are! changes! in!
gene! expression! that! occur!without! changes! in! the! underlying! DNA! sequence! (Goldberg,!
Allis! and!Bernstein,!2007).! These!can!be! thought!of!as!geneNbyNenvironment! interactions,!
where! depending! on! environmental! influences! genes! are! activated! or! inhibited.! For!
example,! it! has! been! proposed! that! such! interactions! play! a! role! in! the! development! of!
antisocial!behaviour!in!children!who!were!subjected!to!maltreatment!(Moffitt,!2005).!!












being,! including! the! development! of! children.! Neighbourhoods! might! affect! children! in!
several!ways,! for! example! via! the! norms! and! social! interactions! they! experience,! via! the!
safety! of! the! spaces! where! they! play,! the! quality! of! their! schools! or! indirectly! via! the!
emotional!wellNbeing!of!their!parents.!!
Qualitative! neighbourhood! research! has! related! the! often! strongly! felt! consequences! of!
neighbourhood! disadvantage! (Lupton,! 2001;! Popay! et! al.,! 2003).! One! example! are! the!
accounts!of!lone!mothers!from!two!disadvantaged!areas!in!England,!from!which!it!becomes!
clear! how! the! sense! of! fear! and! alienation! caused! by! living! in! a! place! with! which!
identification!seems!impossible!can!lead!to!withdrawal,!isolation!and!depression!(Popay!et!
al.,! 2003).! In! contrast,! quantitative! studies! on! the! associations! between! neighbourhood!
conditions!and!wellNbeing!have!so!far!shown!only!modest!effects.!This!might!be!due!to!the!
fact! that! the! measurement! of! neighbourhood! characteristics! entails! methodological!
challenges,! one!of! the!biggest! being! the!problem!of! disentangling!neighbourhood!effects!
from!outcomes!that!are!due!to!the!characteristics!of!individuals.!
Massey! (2001)!argues! that! living! in!a!poor!neighbourhood!exacerbates! the!disadvantages!
that! arise! from! being! poor,! whereas! living! in! an! affluent! neighbourhood! reinforces! the!
privileges!that!come!with!being!born!into!a!rich!family.!To!quote:!
“Clearly-it-is-disadvantageous-to-live-in-a-poor-family-and-disadvantageous-to-live-in-a-
poor- neighbourhood,- but- the- total- disadvantage- of- experiencing- both- at- the- same-
time-is-much-greater-than-their-simple-sum.”-(Massey,-2001)-
It!is!however!far!from!clear!whether!Massey’s!assertion!is!true,!and!despite!the!huge!surge!








related! but! different! research! questions! (neighbourhood! effects! on! children’s! socioN
emotional! and! cognitive! outcomes,! and! on! maternal! mental! health),! a! full! systematic!
review!was!beyond!the!scope!of! this! thesis.!Rather,! the!present!review!aims!to!provide!a!
critical! overview! of! the! relevant! empirical! research! that! has! been! undertaken! to! date,!
without!claiming!completeness.!!!
The! structure! of! this! section! is! as! follows.! It! starts! by! presenting! the! findings! and!
conclusions! of! two! landmark! publications! which! reviewed! neighbourhood! effects! on!
children’s! behavioural! and! cognitive! development:! these! are! the! reviews! by! Jencks! and!
Mayer!(1990)!and!Leventhal!and!BrooksNGunn!(2000).!The!paper!by!Leventhal!and!BrooksN










Systematic! reviews! and! individual! studies! were! identified! via! searching! PubMed.! In!
addition,! the! reference! lists! of! eligible! studies! were! also! screened.! Considered! was!
quantitative! research! that! was! published! since! 1998.! Studies! were! included! if! they! had!
analysed! the!association!between!at! least!one!neighbourhood!aspect!and!an!outcome!of!
interest.!Outcomes!of! interest!were!measures!of! children’s! socioNemotional!development!
including! problem! behaviour! and! delinquency,! children’s! cognitive! skills! and! educational!
attainment,! maternal! mental! health! and! parenting! practices.! The! upper! age! limit! for!
“children”! was! 18! years.! Not! included! in! the! present! review! are! studies! on! children’s!
physical! health,! physical! activity! and! health! behaviours! such! as! smoking,! and! studies! on!
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child! maltreatment.! Also! not! included! are! studies! which! examined! only! school! effects!
without! any! reference! to! neighbourhood! contexts,! however! studies!which! estimated! the!
variability! in! one! of! the! child! outcomes! between! neighbourhoods! and! schools! were!
included.!
Using! these! criteria,! apart! from! the! two! landmark! reviews! the! literature! search! retrieved!
one! systematic! review! and! 43! individual! studies! on! socioNemotional! development,! 27!
studies!on!cognitive!development!and!13!studies!on!maternal!mental!health!and!parenting!
practices.!!
The! details! of! all! individual! studies! (study! design,! outcome! measures,! study! population,!





Jencks! and!Mayer! (1990)! were! the! first! to! review! the! evidence! on! the! consequences! of!
growing!up!in!poor!neighbourhoods.!The!authors!looked!at!the!effects!of!neighbourhood!as!
well! as! school! socioNeconomic! status! (SES)! and! ethnic! composition! for! children’s!
development! and! later! life! chances! in! the!United! States.!Outcomes! included! educational!
attainment,!cognitive!skills,!delinquency!and!teenage!sexual!behaviour.!The!review!set!out!




role!models! for!all! children! in! the!neighbourhood! (not!only! their!own),! as!well!as!
being!prepared!to!intervene!if!unruly!behaviour!occurs.!
3. Institutional- models! postulate! that! children! and! youth! are! influenced! by! adults!
coming! from! outside! the! community! to! work! in! the! neighbourhood,! such! as!





4. Relative- deprivation- models! assume! that! children! and! young! people! compare!
themselves!with!their!peers!and!neighbours.!Children!who!see!that!their!classmates!
are!more!successful!might!either!feel!encouraged!to!try!harder,!or!feel!discouraged!
and! give! up! altogether.! In! an! environment! where! a! majority! is! unable! to! meet!
societal!expectations,!deviant!subcultures!might!develop.!!
5. Competition- models! imply! that! peers! compete! for! grades! as! well! as! later! job!
opportunities,!which!might!be!more!difficult!to!secure!for!poor!children!in!affluent!
neighbourhoods.!
The! first! three! models! can! be! summarised! as! “advantages! of! advantaged! neighbours”,!
while!the! latter!two!would!be!“disadvantages!of!advantaged!neighbours”! N!as!such,! these!
models!can!be!seen!as!competing!mechanisms!which!may!neutralise!each!other.!
The! authors! then! went! on! to! summarise! the! results! of! the! available! empirical! studies.!
Included!were!only!quantitative!studies!which!controlled!for!at!least!one!aspect!of!parental!
SES.!The!upshot!of!the!review!was!that,!at!that!point! in!time,!it!was!not!possible!to!make!
robust! generalisations! from! the! published! research1.! The! results! regarding! adolescents’!
criminal! activity! were! inconclusive.! However,! some! tentative! conclusions! regarding!
children’s!educational!attainment!were!drawn:!




• Generally,! affluent! neighbours! appeared! to! be! an! advantage! where! they! shaped!




Jencks! and! Mayer! (1990)! noted! that! not! only! were! neighbourhood! studies! on! child!
development! scarce,! but! the! analytic! methods! to! study! neighbourhood! effects! were!
underdeveloped!as!well.!Identified!as!a!major!challenge!was!the!unresolved!question!which!
                                                




family! characteristics! should! be! controlled! for! to! obtain! unbiased! estimates! of!
neighbourhood! effects.! Most! family! characteristics! are! probably! not! entirely! exogenous!
(not! dependent! on! place! of! residence)! but! partly! endogenous! (influenced! by! where! the!
family! lives).!The!choice!of! too!few!or!too!many!covariates!can!therefore! lead!to!overN!or!
underestimation! of! neighbourhood! effects.! The! reviewers! also! highlighted! the! need! for!
longitudinal! data! to!measure! changes! in!neighbourhood! conditions! as!well! as! cumulative!
effects.! Other! research! recommendations! were! to! examine! whether! the! effects! of!
neighbourhood!characteristics!are!linear,!and!to!investigate!possible!interactions!–!whether!




to! date! is! still! the! most! comprehensive! systematic! review! on! neighbourhood! effects! in!
relation! to! child! and! adolescent! wellNbeing.! The! review! included! studies! that! were!
published!between!1990! and!1998.! The!outcomes! considered!were! school! readiness! and!




The!majority! of! the! empirical! studies! conducted!by! then!had!examined! associations!with!
neighbourhood! characteristics! derived! from! census! data,! mainly! mean! neighbourhood!
socioNeconomic! status! (SES),! residential! stability,!and!ethnic!diversity.!TwentyNone!studies!
on!school!readiness/achievement!were!identified!and!14!studies!on!behavioural/emotional!
problems.! The! studies! came! almost! exclusively! from! the! US,! with! the! exception! of! one!
Scottish!study!on!educational!attainment! (Garner!and!Raudenbush,!1991)!and!one!British!
Study! on! youth’s! delinquency! (Sampson! and!Groves,! 1989).! Of! the! 21! studies! examining!
attainment,!all!but!one!found!an!association!with!neighbourhood!SES,!while!of!the!studies!
on! behaviour! and! emotional! outcomes,! all! were! in! support! of! a! relationship.! However,!
associations! varied!widely! and!with! no! clear! pattern! by! child! age,! gender! or! ethnicity.! In!
general,! neighbourhood! effects!were! found! to! be! small! to!modest,! accounting! for! 5%! to!
10%!of!the!variance!in!the!studied!outcomes!after!allowing!for!the!influence!of!familyNlevel!




covariates.! Across! all! outcomes,! neighbourhood! SES! was! more! important! than! ethnic!
composition!or!residential!stability.!Neighbourhood!poverty!and!neighbourhood!affluence!
appeared! to! have! different! implications:! across! studies,! neighbourhood! affluence! was!
associated!more! strongly!and!positively!with!achievement,!while! low!SES!neighbours!and!
residential!instability!had!negative!effects!on!behavioural!and!emotional!outcomes.!!
Studies! on! neighbourhood! social! organisation! attempted! to! shed! light! on! the! pathways!
through!which!neighbourhood!characteristics! such!as! socioNeconomic!disadvantage!might!
affect! children! and! adolescents.! The! authors! of! the! review! noted! that! by! 1998,! most!
publications! were! theoretical! in! nature,! aiming! to! develop! research! frameworks! and!
conceptual!models.!Three!main!themes!emerged!from!these!papers,!further!developing!the!
ideas! of! Jencks! and! Mayer! (1990)! while! being! complementary! rather! than! mutually!
exclusive:!!
1. “Institutional!resources”!include!the!availability,!accessibility!and!quality!of!services!
such! as! childcare,! schools! and! libraries,!which!might! influence! children’s! learning!
experiences!and!attainment.!Employment!opportunities!are!also!part!of!this!theme,!




3. The!concept!of! “norms/collective!efficacy”!draws!on! social!disorganisation! theory!




The! reviewers! then!presented!quantitative!as!well! as!qualitative! studies!which!addressed!
the!above!mechanisms.!They!concluded!that!overall,!the!evidence!from!empirical!research!
was! still! too! scarce! to! draw! any! firm! conclusions.! The! findings! relevant! to! the! present!
review!are!summarised!below.!
Studies- on- institutional- resources:! Several! US! studies! reported! positive! associations!





and! Liaw,! 1995).! The! study! by! Lee! et! al.! (1990)! showed! that! children! from!poor! families!
generally! benefitted! from!attending!Head! Start! or! indeed!any!preschool! programme,!but!
also!that!early!gains!were!diminished!after!school!entry.!One!possible!explanation!offered!
by! the! authors! is! that! the! schools!which! these! children! go! on! to! attend! are! likely! to! be!
disadvantaged!in!various!ways!and!might!fail!them.!However,!no!study!could!be!identified!





disadvantage! and! aspects! of! parenting.! Parents! who! perceived! their! neighbourhood! as!
more! dangerous! and! stressful!were!more! likely! to! report! the! use! of! harsh! discipline! and!
stricter! supervision/monitoring! (Furstenberg! et! al.,! 1993;! Earls,!McGuire! and! Shay,! 1994;!
Simons!et!al.,!1996;!Jarrett,!1997).!Another!study!by!Klebanov!et!al.!(1998)!showed!that!the!
















The!review!concluded!by!summarising! the! limitations!of! the!available!studies!and!making!
research! recommendations.! An! important! point! is! the! issue! of! endogeneity! or! selection!
bias! –! the! fact! that! neighbourhood! residence! is! not! random.! As! did! Jencks! and! Mayer!
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(1990),! the! authors! stressed! the! importance! of! taking! care! when! selecting! familyNlevel!
confounders.! Another! challenge! identified! is! the! need! to! move! beyond! census! data! to!
ensure!that!important!context!variables!are!not!missed,!and!to!gain!a!better!understanding!
of! the!pathways! involved! in!neighbourhood!effects.!The!authors!suggested!making!use!of!
administrative!data,!such!as!prevalence!of!crime!or!quality!of!schools.!Community!surveys!
and! systematic! social! observations! designed! to! measure! the! social! organisation! of! a!





neighbourhood! effects! on! children’s! cognitive! and! behavioural! development,! as! well! as!
providing!a! theoretical! framework!on! the!mechanisms! through!which! these!effects!might!
operate.! At! the! time,! the! empirical! research! on! potential! pathways! was! still! scarce,!









Two! years! after! Leventhal! and! BrooksNGunn! (2000),! Sampson,! Morenoff! and! GannonN
Rowley!(2002)!published!a!review!of!only!those!studies!which!had!investigated!the!effects!
of! neighbourhood! social! processes! on! child! and! adolescent! problem! behaviour! and!
delinquency,!as!well!as!adult!mental!health.!The!rationale!for!this!review!was!that!by!this!
time! a! shift! had! occurred! in! neighbourhood! research,! away! from! merely! measuring!
concentrated!poverty!towards!hypothesising!and!investigating!the!social!processes!through!
which! neighbourhoods! might! affect! their! residents.! Under! that! premise,! Sampson! et! al.!
(2002)! searched! for! studies! which! had! measured! at! least! one! aspect! of! neighbourhood!
social! organisation.! Forty! studies! were! identified,! published! between! 1996! and! 2001.!
Overall,!the!review!by!Sampson!et!al.!(2002)!found!that!the!by!then!conducted!research!on!




on! child!and!youth!outcomes!had!also!been!part!of! the! review!by! Leventhal! and!BrooksN
Gunn! (Aneshensel! and! Sucoff,! 1996;! Elliott! et! al.,! 1996).! Concepts! of! collective! efficacy,!
perceived! neighbourhood! disorder! (such! as! deteriorating! buildings,! drinking! alcohol! in!
public!and!graffiti)!as!well!as!lack!of!safety!(perceived!and!objective)!appeared!to!be!most!
consistently! related! to! child! and! adolescent! problem! behaviour,! emotional! distress! and!
delinquency! (Aneshensel! and! Sucoff,! 1996;! Elliott! et! al.,! 1996;! Shumow,! Vandell! and!
Posner,! 1998;! Stiffman! et! al.,! 1999;! GormanNSmith,! Tolan! and! Henry,! 2000;! KowaleskiN
Jones,!2000).!!
Very! interesting! are! the! results! from! two! papers! which! had! analysed! data! from! the! US!
Moving! To! Opportunity! (MTO)! programme1 ,! an! experimental! study! designed! to! test!
whether!offering!families!from!highNpoverty!innerNcity!areas!the!opportunity!to!move!into!
                                                
1!The! study! involved! the! random! assignment! into! three! groups.! The! first! group! (experimental! group)! was!
offered!vouchers!to!be!used!only!for!moving!into!areas!with!poverty!levels!below!10%,!the!second!group!was!







as! well! as! improvements! in! boy’s! problem! behaviour! (Katz,! Kling! and! Liebman,! 2001).!
However,!because!only!50%!of!the!families!in!the!experimental!group!took!up!the!offer!to!
move,! selection! bias! was! still! a! potential! problem! that! needs! to! be! considered! when!
interpreting!these!results.!!
The! neighbourhood! processes! which! emerged! from! the! reviewed! studies! as! having!
independent!validity!are!similar!to!those!that!had!been!proposed!by!Leventhal!and!BrooksN
Gunn!(2000).!Sampson!et!al.!(2002)!identified!four!instead!of!three!potential!mechanisms:!
1. Social- ties/interaction:! This! theme! is! very! similar! to! the! notion! of! “social!





built! environment.! This! includes! the!mix! of! residential! and! commercial! land! use,!




spurious,!because!of!evidence! that!disorder!and!crime!share! the!same!predictors! such!as!
collective!efficacy!(Sampson!and!Raudenbush,!1999).!Signs!of!disorder!might!be!seen!as!a!
proxy! for! low! collective! efficacy,! while! its! perception! can! be! an! important! predictor! of!
maternal!and!child!distress.!
In! their! summary,! the! reviewers! pointed! out! that! while! they! had! been! focusing! on!
neighbourhood! social! processes,! concentrated! poverty! and! other! measures! of!






selection! bias,! noted! also! in! the! previous! reviews! and! here! identified! as! the! biggest!





important! mediating! factor.! A! further! complication! of! neighbourhood! research! is! that!
residents!do!not! statically! stay!within! their! immediate!neighbourhood,!but!use!amenities!
and! facilities! of! adjacent! areas.! Defining! neighbourhood! boundaries! is! another! problem,!
given!that!most!studies!rely!on!census!geographies.!The!authors!suggested!using!definitions!
that! take!street!patterns!and!barriers!such!as!major!roads! into!account.!A!trend!that!was!
welcomed! is! the! measurement! technique! of! systematic! social! observation,! whereby!
interviewers!provide!ratings!of!the!area!based!on!their!observations!of!physical!and!social!
disorder!or! their! feelings!of! safety.!Finally,! the!authors!highlighted!the!dynamic!nature!of!
neighbourhoods!and!the!need!of!longitudinal!data!to!capture!change.!!
Sellström! and! Bremberg! (2006)! also! conducted! a! systematic! review! of! studies! on!
neighbourhood!effects!on!children’s!and!adolescents’!health!and!wellNbeing,!but!only! five!
of! the! eligible! papers! had! studied! behavioural! problems.! In! the! interest! of! an! inclusive!
overview!of! relevant!research,! these!will!be!summarised!and!discussed!together!with! the!
individual!studies!retrieved!for!the!present!review.!
2.2.2.2 Overview,of,individual,studies,
The! literature! search! retrieved! 43! studies! which! had! investigated! a! socioNemotional!
outcome.!The!details!of!these!studies!can!be!found!in!Table!11N1!in!Appendix!I.!
The! outcomes! that! have! been! studied! were! diverse,! but! were! mostly! measured! via!
validated! instruments.! They! can! be! divided! into! internalising! and! externalising! problem!
behaviour,! mental! illness,! delinquency! and! proNsocial! behaviour.! Externalising! problems!
included! physical! aggression,! misconduct,! antisocial! behaviour! and! hyperactivity.!





Only! eight! studies! were! based! on! UK! data.! Six! of! the! UK! studies! were! supportive! of! an!
association! between! at! least! one! neighbourhood! aspect! and! a! child! emotional! or!
behavioural! outcome! (Barnes! and! Cheng,! 2006;! McCulloch,! 2006;! Meltzer! et! al.,! 2007;!
Odgers! et! al.,! 2009;! Flouri,!Mavroveli! and! Tzavidis,! 2012;!Odgers! et! al.,! 2012),!while! two!









Neighbourhood! deprivation! is! one! of! the! most! studied! exposures! in! neighbourhood!
research! and! is! usually! measured! via! compositional! variables! derived! from! census! data,!
such!as!the!percentage!of!poor!households!per!area.!Census!data!are!readily!available!for!
use! with! administrative! boundaries! in! most! countries,! making! them! attractive! for!
researchers.!!
While! in! the! earlier! reviews! associations! between! neighbourhood! deprivation! and! child!
socioNemotional! outcomes!were! supported! by! almost! all! studies,! later! results! have! been!
more!varied.!Still,! the!majority!of!the!here!reviewed!research!found!positive! independent!
associations!with!either!more!externalising!behaviour!(Kalff!et!al.,!2001;!Schneiders!et!al.,!
2003;! McCulloch,! 2006;! Oliver! et! al.,! 2007;! Kohen! et! al.,! 2008;! Edwards! and! Bromfield,!
2009;! Odgers! et! al.,! 2009;! Lima! et! al.,! 2010;! Odgers! et! al.,! 2012),! more! internalising!
behaviour! (Schneiders! et! al.,! 2003;! Xue! et! al.,! 2005;! Flouri! et! al.,! 2012),! delinquency!
(GormanNSmith! et! al.,! 2000),! more! peer! problems! (Flouri! et! al.,! 2012)! or!more! frequent!
mental!health!service!use!(van!der!Linden!et!al.,!2003).!These!findings!are!in!contrast!to!the!
negative! results! of! six! studies! which! found! no! relationship! between! neighbourhood!
                                                
1!The!higher!the!ICC,!the!larger!are!the!observed!differences!between!neighbourhoods.!A!detailed!explanation!




deprivation! and! externalising! behaviour! after! controlling! for! familyNlevel! covariates!










of! Concentration! at! the! Extremes”! or! ICE.! The! ICE! measures! the! proportions! of!
disadvantage!and!affluence!in!a!neighbourhood!along!a!continuum,!where!the!neutral!point!
would! be! a! balance! between! the! two.! It! was! used! in! the! study! by! Carpiano,! Lloyd! and!
Hertzman! (2009),! who! found! that! neighbourhood! affluence! predicted! fewer! behaviour!
problems! in! 5! year! old! children,! but! that! the! shape! of! the! association! was! curvilinear:!
better!outcomes!were! found! in!more!heterogeneous!neighbourhoods,!where!proportions!
of! disadvantage! and! affluence! were! relatively! equal.! The! Australian! SEIFA1!however,! a!
similar!continuous!measure!of!advantage!to!disadvantage,!showed!only!a!weak!association!
with!children’s! socioNemotional!adjustment! in!a! recent! longitudinal! study!among!4N9!year!
olds,!although!this!study!did!not!examine!linearity!(Sanson,!Smart!and!Misson,!2011).!Three!
studies! had! measured! neighbourhood! affluence! via! median! household! income! and! also!
reported!relationships!with!less!problem!behaviour!(Kohen!et!al.,!2002;!López!Turley,!2003)!
and!fewer!emotional!problems!(Shumow!et!al.,!1998).!!
Analyses! of! neighbourhood! effects! are! complicated! by! the! fact! that! neighbourhoods!
themselves!are!dynamic!and!changing!over!time.!Such!changes!and!their!effects!have!rarely!
been!measured.!It!would!strengthen!the!theory!behind!neighbourhood!research!if!it!could!
be! shown! that! positive! changes! such! as! decreasing! poverty! levels! led! to! improved!
outcomes! for! (stable)! residents.! However,! as! highlighted! by! a! recent! study,! these!
relationships!are!not!clearNcut!(Leventhal!and!BrooksNGunn,!2011).!The!study!looked!at!the!
effects!of! changes! in!neighbourhood!poverty! rates! on! child!behavioural!outcomes!over! a!
tenNyear!period!and!found!variations!by!initial!neighbourhood!poverty!status!as!well!as!by!




gender:! in! neighbourhoods! with! high! initial! poverty,! decreasing! poverty! was! associated!
with! more! problem! behaviour! compared! to! stable! high! poverty! neighbourhoods,! a!
relationship!that!was!much!stronger!for!boys!than!for!girls.!An!explanation!offered!by!the!
authors!is!that!gentrification!and!the!influx!of!new,!affluent!residents!might!initially!trigger!
resentment! among! youths! who! do! not! benefit! from! the! changing! profile! of! their!
neighbourhood.!For!moderate!and! low!poverty!neighbourhoods,!associations!were! in! the!




at! the! neighbourhood! level,! using! a! diversity! of! constructs! such! as! collective! efficacy,!






the!same! informant! reporting!on! the!exposure!as!well!as! the!outcome!might!have! led! to!
some! degree! of! sameNsource! bias,! especially! if! the! study! design!was! crossNsectional.! The!
issue! of! sameNsource! bias! can! be! addressed! by! using! interviewer! assessments! or!
community! surveys! (independent! samples! from! the! same! neighbourhoods! the! study!
participants! live! in),!or!by!aggregating!individual!responses.!Other! independent!sources!of!





An! independent! relationship! between! at! least! one! perceived! aspect! of! neighbourhood!
social! organisation! and! a! child! emotional! or! behavioural! outcome! was! supported! by! 12!
crossNsectional! studies! (Shumow! et! al.,! 1998;! Stiffman! et! al.,! 1999;! Kohen! et! al.,! 2002;!




al.,!2010;!Eriksson!et!al.,!2012;!Singh!and!Ghandour,!2012)!and! three! longitudinal! studies!
(GormanNSmith! et! al.,! 2000;!Guerra,! Rowell!Huesmann! and! Spindler,! 2003;! Sanson!et! al.,!
2011).! Three! studies! with! a! selfNreported! exposure! were! unsupportive! of! an! association!
(KowaleskiNJones,!2000;!Rankin!and!Quane,!2002;!Renzaho!and!Karantzas,!2010).!
Among!the!12!studies!which!made!use!of!an!unbiased!source!of!information!or!aggregated!
measure,! seven! found!significant!associations!with!a!child!outcome! (Drukker!et!al.,!2003;!
van!der!Linden!et!al.,!2003;!Curtis!et!al.,!2004;!Simons!et!al.,!2004;!Xue!et!al.,!2005;!Kohen!
et!al.,! 2008;!Odgers!et!al.,! 2009),!while! three!did!not! (Stiffman!et!al.,! 1999;!Kohen!et!al.,!
2002;! Edwards! and! Bromfield,! 2009).! Two! studies! had! used! a! composite! measure! of!






Three! studies! reported! evidence! for! social! processes!mediating! the! relationship! between!
neighbourhood! socioNeconomic! status! and! child! problem! behaviour.! Neighbourhood!
collective! efficacy! measured! via! a! community! survey! mediated! the! association! between!
concentrated!disadvantage!and!child!mental!health!(Xue!et!al.,!2005).!The!path!analysis!by!
Kohen! et! al.! (2008)! found! no! direct! relationship! between! neighbourhood! income! and!
problem!behaviour,!but!did!find!an!indirect!pathway!via!neighbourhood!cohesion!measured!




Institutional! resources!were! investigated!by!only! two!studies.!KowaleskiNJones! (2000)!had!
measured! maternal! perceptions! of! school! quality! among! a! sample! of! adolescents,! and!
found! that!higher!perceived!quality!was!associated!with! less!aggressive!behaviour.! In! the!
study! by! Renzaho! and! Karantzas! (2010),! parents! were! asked! about! their! perceptions! of!
neighbourhood! infrastructure! and! accessibility! as! well! as! neighbourhood! services.!








encouraging! (Katz!et! al.,! 2001;! Ludwig!et! al.,! 2001).!However,! later!evaluations!produced!
very!mixed! results.! Four! to! seven!years!after! randomisation! there!were!no!differences! in!
parentNreported! behaviour! for! children2 !in! the! experimental! groups! compared! to! the!
control! group! (Sanbonmatsu!et!al.,! 2006).! In!adolescents,!moving!had!positive!effects! for!
girls! but! not! for! boys.! Adolescent! girls!who! had!moved! into! lowNpoverty! areas! had! large!
benefits! in! mental! health! outcomes,! while! for! male! youth! moving! into! more! affluent!
neighbourhoods! was! associated! with! adverse! effects! regarding! injuries! and! substance!




Similarly! negative! were! the! results! of! a! followNup! study! on! the! Yonkers! Family! and!
Community!Project! (Fauth,!Leventhal!and!BrooksNGunn,!2007).!The!Yonkers!project!was!a!
residential! mobility! programme! aimed! at! lowNincome,! minority! families! living! in!
impoverished,!segregated!neighbourhoods.!As!with!MTO,!families!were!selected!via!lottery,!
and!winners!were!relocated!to!newly!built!townhouses!in!middleNclass,!White!areas.!Seven!
years!after! relocation,!128!“mover”!and!93!“stayer”! families!were! reNinterviewed.!Results!
showed!marginally! significant! negative! effects! for! children! of! movers,! who! were! slightly!
more! likely! to! exhibit! anxious/depressed! problems! and! also! slightly! more! likely! to! have!
used! alcohol! or! drugs! in! the! past! year,! the! latter! association! being! only! true! for! older!
children.! A! significant! interaction! effect! by! age! was! found! also! for! hyperactivity,! with!
movers!reporting!more!problems!than!stayers!only!among!older!children.!!








One!possible!explanation! for! these! findings! is! that! the!disruption!associated!with!moving!
itself! had! negative! effects! which! offset! potential! benefits.! A! recent! review! found!
associations!between!the!number!of!residential!moves!and!increased!behavioural!problems!
during! childhood! and! adolescence! (Jelleyman! and! Spencer,! 2008).! Also,! according! to!
Sanbonmatsu!et!al.! (2006),!about!80%!of! families! in! the!MTO!experimental!group!moved!






One! of! the! proposed! mechanisms! through! which! neighbourhoods! might! influence!




al.,! 2012).! Two! studies! did! not! find! evidence! of! mediation! (Barnes! and! Cheng,! 2006;!
McCulloch,!2006).!Kohen!et!al.! (2008),!using!structural!equation!models,!showed!that!the!
relationship! between! an! aggregated!measure! of! neighbourhood! cohesion! and! behaviour!
problems!amongst!4N5!year!olds!was!mediated!via!maternal!depression,!which!in!turn!was!
associated!with!punitive!parenting.!The!study!by!Flouri!et!al.!(2012)!had!used!MCS!data!and!
found! that! the! link! between! neighbourhood! deprivation! and! threeNyearNold! children’s!
internalising! behaviour! was! mediated! by! maternal! psychological! distress.! The!
neighbourhood!exposures!in!the!other!two!studies!that!were!supportive!of!mediation!were!
motherNreported! subjective! measures! such! as! belonging! and! perceived! safety.! It! is!
therefore! possible! that! the! mediating! association! was! confounded! by! sameNsource! bias.!
Mothers!who!are!more!distressed!might!have!bleaker!perceptions!of!their!surroundings!as!
well! as! reporting!more!negatively! on! their! child’s! behaviour,! possibly! leading! to! spurious!
associations.!
Three! studies! found! evidence! for! mediation! via! parenting! practices! (Kohen! et! al.,! 2008;!
Sanson!et! al.,! 2011;!Odgers!et! al.,! 2012),!while! the! results!obtained!by!McCulloch! (2006)!
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regarding! a! mediating! association! between! neighbourhood! type! and! externalising!
behaviour!via!the!home!learning!environment!were!inconclusive.!!
2.2.2.9 Variations,by,child,and,family,characteristics,
Several! studies! found! evidence! of! crossNlevel! interaction! effects,! where! the! relationship!
between! a! neighbourhood! level! exposure! and! an! outcome! of! interest! varies! across!
categories! of! an! individualNlevel! characteristic.! CrossNlevel! interactions!were! reported! for!
child!gender,!child!age!and!familyNlevel!disadvantage.!
Gender'
It! has! been! theorised! that! neighbourhood! factors!might! affect! girls! and! boys! differently,!
because!of!known!gender!differences! in! the!development!of!externalising!and!delinquent!
behaviour! and! because! of! evidence! that! girls! are! more! closely! supervised! by! parents!
(Kroneman,!Loeber!and!Hipwell,!2004).!




Both! Greenberg! et! al.! (1999)! and! Leventhal! and! BrooksNGunn! (2011)! reported! that! the!
associations! with! the! neighbourhood! exposure! (“neighbourhood! risk”! and! change! in!
neighbourhood!poverty!levels,!respectively)!were!stronger!for!boys!than!for!girls.!Odgers!et!
al.! (2012)! found! that! boys! in! deprived! neighbourhoods! did! not! experience! expected!
improvements! in! antisocial! behaviour! over! time.! Further,! moving! to! a! better!
neighbourhood!had!led!to!improvements!in!the!behaviour!of!boys!but!not!girls!in!the!early!
MTO!study!(Katz!et!al.,!2001).!From!these!four!studies,!it!would!appear!that!boys!are!more!
susceptible! to! processes! at! the! neighbourhood! level.! But,! the! later!MTO! studies! showed!
that! it!was!teenage!girls!who!had!gained! large!benefits! from!moving!to!more!advantaged!
neighbourhoods! especially! regarding! their! mental! health,! while! for! teenage! boys! there!
were! neutral! or! even! adverse! effects.! One! potential! explanation! for! the! latter! findings!
according!to!Kling!et!al.! (2007)! is! that!male!youth!might!have!found! it!more!difficult! than!
females!to!adapt!to!their!new!neighbourhoods!in!the!sense!of!“fitting!in”.!For!girls,! it!was!





Although! earlier! research! had! focused! more! on! adolescent! outcomes,! especially! on!
adolescent! delinquency,! associations! between! neighbourhood! characteristics! and! socioN
emotional!development!were!generally!demonstrated!for!children!at!all!ages.! Interactions!
by!child!age!had!been!tested!by!two!studies.!López!Turley!(2003)!had!analysed!data!from!3N
12! year! olds! and! found! associations! between! neighbourhood! median! income! and!
behaviour!only!in!children!older!than!eight.!In!the!evaluation!study!of!the!Yonkers!project,!
the!effect!of!moving!on!hyperactivity!depended!on!child!age!at!programme!entry.!Among!
8N11! year! olds,! movers! had! slightly! fewer! hyperactivity! problems,! while! among! children!
who!were!older!than!12!years!at!programme!entry,!movers!had!markedly!more!problems,!
and! these!differences!were! larger! the!older! the! children!were! (Fauth!et! al.,! 2007).! These!
results!suggest!that!the!neighbourhood!environment!becomes!more!influential!as!children!
get!older.!It!is!likely!that!the!importance!of!peer!groups!increases!with!age,!so!that!loosing!














Study! details! are! presented! in! Table! 11N2! in! Appendix! I.! Seventeen! studies! had! used!
longitudinal!data.!Again,! the!majority!of! studies!were! from!the!US,!with!only! four!studies!
stemming! from! the!UK.! The! cognitive! outcomes! examined! by! the! reviewed! studies!were!
either! measures! of! educational! attainment! such! as! schoolNadministered! test! scores! and!
teacher! ratings,! or! measured! via! a! range! of! different! validated! instruments! which! were!
administered!during!the!study!interview.!!
Of! the! UK! studies,! three! were! supportive! of! an! independent! relationship! between! a!
neighbourhood! characteristic! and! a! cognitive! outcome! (McCulloch! and! Joshi,! 2001;!
McCulloch,! 2006;!Rasbash!et! al.,! 2010).!One! study!had!measured! the! variability!between!
neighbourhoods! and! schools! before! adjustments! and! found! significant! variation! (Leckie,!
2009).!
2.2.3.1 Variability,in,cognitive,outcomes,between,neighbourhoods,
As! was! the! case! for! the! socioNemotional! child! outcomes,! the! reported! betweenN
neighbourhood! variability! (Intraclass! Correlation)! in! children’s! cognitive! skills! was! very!
variable,!even!though!it!was!reported!by!only!five!studies.!Unadjusted!ICC’s!ranged!from!4%!





Ten! studies! reported! a! statistically! significant! negative! relationship! between!










was! a! small! US! study! of! elementary! school! children! which! had! looked! at! both!
neighbourhood! and! school! characteristics! in! an! attempt! to! explain! the! BlackNWhite!
achievement! gap! (Burchinal! et! al.,! 2011).! The! quality! of! the! school! environment! in! this!
study!was!measured! in! detail! via! direct! classroom! observations! and!was! found! to! be! an!
important! predictor! of! the! gap,! whereas! in! the! fully! adjusted! model! neighbourhood!
disadvantage!was!associated!with!better!math!achievement.!!
Neighbourhood! affluence! was! the! exposure! variable! used! by! ten! studies,! all! of! which!
supported!a!positive!relationship!with!children’s!cognitive!outcomes.!!Two!Canadian!studies!
had! used! the! Index! of! Concentration! at! the! Extremes! in! large! samples! and! found!
associations! with! cognitive! test! scores! among! 5NyearNolds! (Carpiano! et! al.,! 2009),! and!
educational!achievement!in!grade!4!among!urban!but!not!rural!neighbourhoods!(Lloyd!and!
Hertzman,! 2010).! A! similar!measure! (SEIFA)!was! used! by! a! longitudinal! Australian! study,!
which! showed! that! neighbourhood! advantage! at! ages! 4N5! was! associated! with! better!
learning!competencies!at!ages!8N9!(Sanson!et!al.,!2011).!VadenNKiernan!(2010)!from!the!US!




Other! studies! had!measured! affluence! via! neighbourhood!median! income,! all! concluding!
that! a! statistically! significant! relationship! exists! between! neighbourhood! affluence! and!
children’s! cognitive! skills! (Klebanov! et! al.,! 1998;! Kohen! et! al.,! 2002;! López! Turley,! 2003;!
Oliver! et! al.,! 2007;! Dupere! et! al.,! 2010;! Sastry! and! Pebley,! 2011).! The! shape! of! the!
relationship!was!investigated!by!three!studies.!López!Turley!(2003),!using!a!large!sample!of!
3N12!year!olds,!tested!a!quadratic!term!in!a!multiple!regression!model,!finding!no!evidence!
of! nonlinearity.! Carpiano! et! al.! (2009)! arrived! at! the! same! result! also! by! including! a!
quadratic!term!in!a!multilevel!regression!model!in!the!analysis!of!a!large!sample!of!5!year!
olds.!However,! results! of! a! recent! study! by!Dupere! (2010)!which! used! hierarchical! linear!










Three! studies! were! supportive! of! an! independent! relationship.! ParentNreported! low!
neighbourhood! cohesion! as! well! as! interviewerNreported! social! disorder! were! negatively!
associated! with! 4N5! year! old! children’s! verbal! ability! in! a! large! Canadian! study! (Kohen,!
2002).!This!finding!was!confirmed!in!a!later!analysis!of!the!same!data!which!used!Structural!
Equation!Models!and!an!aggregated!measure!of!parentNreported!neighbourhood!cohesion!
(Kohen!et! al.,! 2008).! In! the!path!model,! sense!of! cohesion!was!on! the!pathway!between!
neighbourhood!disadvantage!and!verbal!ability.!The!third!supportive!study!came!from!the!
US! and! reported! a! positive! relationship! between! parentNreported! neighbourhood! social!
capital! and! children’s! cognitive! competence! among! a! sample! of! 200! AfricanNAmerican!
children! aged! 3N4! years,! however! social! capital! did! not!mediate! the! association! between!
neighbourhood!poverty!and!the!outcome!(Caughy!and!O'Campo,!2006).!
Greenberg! et! al.! (1999)! on! the! other! hand! found! their! measure! of! neighbourhood! risk!





Six! studies! had! considered! schools! as! a! potentially! contributing! factor! to! the!
“neighbourhood! effect”.! Other! types! of! institutions! had! not! been! examined! by! the!
reviewed!research.!!
All!six!studies!found!that!schools!played!a!significant!role.!Ainsworth!(2002)!reported!that!
higher! teacher! quality! and! a! better! school! atmosphere! (with! items! such! as! emphasis! on!
achievement,! high! teacher! and! student!morale)!were! associated!with! higher! educational!
achievement! among! 10th! graders.! The! study! by! Burchinal! et! al.! (2011)! has! already! been!
mentioned!above.!It!showed!that!the!BlackNWhite!achievement!gap!among!a!sample!of!US!









in! GCSE! scores! between! neighbourhoods! and! schools! using! crossNclassified! multilevel!
models.!Leckie!(2009)!estimated!that!before!any!adjustments!for!family!level!confounders,!
about!4%!of! the!overall! variance! in!GCSE! scores!was! attributable! to!differences!between!
neighbourhoods,! 23%! to! differences! between! secondary! schools! and! 3%! to! differences!
between!the!primary!schools!pupils!had!been!attending.!In!a!later!study!the!National!Pupil!
Database!was!used!again!to!include!Local!Education!Authority!(LEA)!and!family!contexts!in!
the! model.! The! presented! estimates! were! adjusted! for! child! age,! gender,! ethnicity,!
eligibility! for! free! school! meals! and! statement! of! special! educational! needs,! and! at! the!
neighbourhood! level! for! the! Income! Deprivation! Affecting! Children! Index! (IDACI).! In! this!
analysis,! 37.8%!of! the! overall! variance! in!GCSE! scores!was! attributed! to! pupils,! 40.4%! to!
families,! 10.3%! to! secondary! schools,! 8.5%! to! primary! schools,! 1.8%! to! neighbourhoods!
(Lower!Layer!Super!Output!Areas)!and!1.3%!to!LEAs!(Rasbash!et!al.,!2010).!These!analyses,!
which!had!used!very! large!samples,!suggest! that! there! is!more!variation!between!schools!
than! between! neighbourhoods,! and! underline! the! importance! of! taking! schools! into!
account!when!estimating!neighbourhood!effects!on!children’s!cognition.!!
The!most!salient!example!for!the!relevance!of!schools!is!probably!the!analysis!of!a!US!social!












mover! status! and! cognitive! outcomes! differed! by! the! age! of! the! children! were! also!
negative.!!
One! possible! explanation! for! these! findings! is! that! compared! to! the! control! group,! the!
move! to! lowNpoverty!neighbourhoods!did!not! lead!children! to!attend! substantially!better!
performing! schools! in! either! programme.! While! “movers”! did! move! to! areas! that! were!
considerably!less!poor!than!their!original!neighbourhoods,!the!placement!neighbourhoods!
were!not!truly!affluent.!Further,!as!mentioned!earlier!(section!2.2.2.7),!subsequent!moves!
of! experimental! group! families! tended! to! be! again! to! poorer! areas! (Sanbonmatsu! et! al.,!
2006).!!
Contrasting! the! results! of! the! above! residential! mobility! projects,! another! US! social!
experiment! which! combined! community! programmes! with! the! provision! of! highNquality!




(including! early! childhood! programmes,! after! school! activities! and! family! health!
programmes)!and!the!opening!of!two!Promise!Academy!charter!schools.!These!schools!had!
extended! school! hours,! emphasised! the! recruitment! of! highNquality! teachers! and! also!
offered!additional!tutoring,!free!medical!services,!free!healthy!meals!and!extra!support!for!
parents.!Because!of!oversubscription,!places!were!allocated!via!a!lottery,!a!fact!which!was!
exploited! in! the! study! by! economists! Dobbie! and! Fryer! (2011).! The! researchers! used!
instrumental!variable!analysis!to!compare!academic!achievement!between!lottery!winners!
(treatment)!and!lottery!losers!(control)!and!found!remarkable!treatment!effects:!compared!
to! lottery! losers,!middle!school!children!who!won!the! lottery!had!strong!gains!per!year! in!
state!test!scores!in!math!and!small!gains!in!English!Language!Arts!(ELA),!while!elementary!
school! lottery!winners!had!strong!gains! in!both!math!and!ELA.!The!size!of!the!effects!was!
estimated! to! be! large! enough! to! close! the! BlackNWhite! achievement! gap! for! children!
attending! elementary! school! from! kindergarten! through! to! 5th! grade.! Further! analyses!
showed! that! these! gains!were! almost! entirely! due! to! the! school,! with! little! contribution!








Assuming! that! neighbourhood! effects! on! cognitive! development! operate! partly! through!
schools! and! peer! influences,! and! that! younger! children! are! more! supervised! and! less!
exposed! to! the! neighbourhood! environment,! such! effects! would! be! expected! to! be!
stronger! for! older! children.! Findings! regarding! potential! interactions! by! child! age! have!
however!been!mixed.!McCulloch!and! Joshi! (2001)!analysed!data! from!4N18!year!olds!and!
found!small!significant!associations!between!neighbourhood!deprivation!and!cognitive!test!
scores! only! for! children! aged! four! and! five,! the! age! of! transition! to! school.! Sastry! and!
Pebley! (2010)!on! the!other!hand,!using!American!data! from!children!aged!3N17,! reported!




Interactions! with! other! child! and! family! variables! such! as! child! gender! or! family! socioN
economic!status!were!not!reported!by!any!of!the!reviewed!studies.!
2.2.3.7 Time,lags,/,length,of,residence,





for! time! lags:! in! causal! effects!models,! concentrated! disadvantage! experienced! 2N3! years!
earlier! was! associated! with! markedly! reduced! verbal! ability! in! 6N12! year! old! African!
American!children,!while!concurrent!neighbourhood!disadvantage!had!no!significant!effect.!
Similarly,! the! analysis! of! Canadian!data!on! children! followed! from!kindergarten! (age!4N5)!
through! to! grade! 7! (age! 12N13)! showed! no! crossNsectional! relationship! between!median!
neighbourhood! income! and! cognitive! outcomes! at! kindergarten! age,! but! an! association!
between! neighbourhood! advantage/disadvantage! measured! at! kindergarten! age! and!
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Leckie! (2009)! used! sophisticated! statistical! methods! to! simultaneously! model! complex!
mobility! of! pupils! between! neighbourhoods! and! schools.! He! argued! that! potential!
neighbourhood!effects!on!cognitive!test!scores!would!be!smaller!the!shorter!the!amount!of!






Looking! at! the! factor! time! in! a! wider! sense,! Sharkey! and! Elwert! (2011)! were! able! to!
demonstrate!multigenerational!neighbourhood!effects.!Their!recent!research!on!US!parents!
and! children! revealed! strong!negative! effects! on! children’s! cognitive! skills! if! a! family! had!
lived!in!high!poverty!neighbourhoods!over!two!consecutive!generations.!
2.2.3.8 Evidence,of,mediation,via,maternal,mental,health,and,parenting,practices,
Several! studies! had! tested! whether! the! association! between! neighbourhood! socioN
economic! status! and! children’s! cognitive! outcomes! was! mediated! via! maternal! mental!
health!or!parenting!practices,!with!mixed!results.!!
A! mediating! role! for! parenting! practices! and! the! home! environment! was! supported! for!
children!of!different!age!groups!by!four!studies!(Klebanov!et!al.,!1998;!Kohen!et!al.,!2008;!
Dupere! et! al.,! 2010;! Burchinal! et! al.,! 2011),! while! five! studies! did! not! find! evidence! for!
mediation! (McCulloch! and! Joshi,! 2001;! Caughy! and! O'Campo,! 2006;! McCulloch,! 2006;!
Greenman!et!al.,!2011;!Sanson!et!al.,!2011).!!
For! maternal! mental! health,! mediation! was! not! supported! by! any! of! the! here! reviewed!






One!of! the!central!hypotheses!of! this!study! is! that!maternal!mental!health!and!parenting!
practices!are!on!the!pathway!between!neighbourhood!characteristics!and!children’s!socioN
emotional! and! cognitive! outcomes.! A! role! for! neighbourhood! characteristics! in! the!
development! of! adult! depressive! symptoms!was! generally! supported! by! a! recent! review!
(Mair,! DiezNRoux! and! Galea,! 2008).! Reviewed! here! is! a! small! body! of! literature! which!
explicitly! examined! whether! neighbourhood! characteristics! affect! the! psychological! wellN
being! of! mothers,! their! ability! to! provide! a! nurturing! home! environment! and! other!
parenting! strategies! such! as! the!monitoring! of! children’s! activities.! The! literature! search!
























Neighbourhood! poverty! was! associated! with! less! maternal! warmth! in! two! smaller! US!
studies! (Klebanov! et! al.,! 1994;! Pinderhughes! et! al.,! 2001),! but! not! with! parenting! stress!
after! adjusting! for! child! and! family! characteristics! in! a! recent! large! study! from! the!
Netherlands!(Spijkers,!Jansen!and!Reijneveld,!2012).!!
Earlier!research!suggested!that!parents!living!in!“highNrisk”!neighbourhoods!employ!coping!
strategies! such! as! high! levels! of!monitoring! and!harsher! discipline! in! an! effort! to!protect!
their! children! (Leventhal! and! BrooksNGunn,! 2000).! Among! the! studies! reviewed! here,!
perceived! danger! was! found! to! be! associated! with! higher! levels! of! parental! monitoring!
(Jones!et!al.,!2005),! less!consistent!discipline!(Pinderhughes!et!al.,!2001;!Hill!and!HermanN
Stahl,!2002)!and!less!maternal!warmth!(Pinderhughes!et!al.,!2001),!but!not!with!harsher!or!





Frech! and! Kimbro! (2011)! reported! a! link! between! neighbourhood! collective! efficacy! and!
more! time! investment! in! motherNchild! activities! such! as! outings! and! reading,! while!
neighbourhood! socioNeconomic! disadvantage! was! unrelated! to! parenting! activities.!
Neighbourhood!disadvantage!was!however!associated!with!educational!parenting!practices!
in! the!study!by!Greenman,!Bodovski!and!Reed! (2011),!and!with!a!more!negative!physical!
home! environment! in! the! study! by! Klebanov! et! al.! (1994).! None! of! these! studies! found!
evidence!for!mediation!via!maternal!depression.!!
Taken!together!with!the!findings!on!mediation!via!maternal!mental!health!and!parenting!in!
the! studies! on! child! socioNemotional! and! cognitive! outcomes,! the! picture! is! mixed.! It!
appears! that! perceptions! of! neighbourhood! social! processes! were! more! consistently!
related!to!maternal!mental!health!than!measures!of!structural!disadvantage.!However!it!is!











only! 15! out! of! the! 24! here! reviewed! studies! which! had! tested! the! association! found!
evidence! of! independent! relationships,! which! is! in! contrast! to! the! overwhelmingly!
supportive!results!reported!in!earlier!reviews.!Neighbourhood!affluence!on!the!other!hand!
was! consistently! related! to! better! behavioural! and! emotional! outcomes! over! and! above!
family!level!factors.!For!cognitive!outcomes,!findings!were!more!homogeneous,!with!most!
of! the! studies!on!neighbourhood!deprivation!and!all! studies!on!neighbourhood!affluence!
being!supportive!of!independent!relationships.!Researchers!do!however!not!contend!that!it!
is!neighbourhood!deprivation!or!affluence!per!se!that! is! important,!rather!these!are! likely!
to!be!a!proxy!for!something!else!which!could!not!be!measured!directly!and!which!is!yet!to!
be! determined! (DiezNRoux,! 2004).! As! has! been! argued! in! a! recent! article,! to! take!
neighbourhood! research! forward! it! is! important! to! uncover! what! this! “black! box”! of!
neighbourhood! effects! contains,! by! spelling! out! and! testing! specific! causal! mechanisms!
(van!Ham!and!Manley,!2012).!!
Neighbourhood'social'processes'
Neighbourhood! social! processes! were! mainly! studied! in! relation! to! socioNemotional!
outcomes,! and! significant! associations! were! found! by! the! majority! of! studies.! However,!
studies! which! had! used! independent! sources! of! information! on! the! neighbourhood!
exposure! as! opposed! to! maternal! perceptions! appeared! to! be! somewhat! more! likely! to!
yield! negative! results.! There! was! also! some! evidence! for! social! processes!mediating! the!
relationship!between!deprivation!and!children’s!socioNemotional!development.!Studies!on!







simultaneously! examined! neighbourhoods! and! schools,! and! those! that! did! agreed! on! a!
potentially! important! role! for! the! school! environment.! Among! the! studies! on! socioN
emotional!outcomes,!the!school!context!was!almost!completely!absent.!!
Findings'from'experimental'designs'
The! findings! from! two! experimental! residential! mobility! programmes! from! the! US,! the!
Moving!To!Opportunity!and!Yonkers!projects,!were!on!the!whole!rather!disappointing.!For!
the!MTO,! benefits! were! reported! for! adolescent! girls! regarding! their!mental! health,! but!
these!were!offset!by!detrimental!effects!on!adolescent!boys’!problem!behaviour.!Similarly,!
the! children!whose! families!moved! to! better! neighbourhoods!within! the! Yonkers! project!
experienced! on! average! more! emotional! and! behaviour! problems! than! those! whose!
families! did! not! win! the! opportunity! to! move.! Neither! programme! had! any! effects! on!
children! and! youth! educational! outcomes.! However,! interesting! and! encouraging! results!
were!reported!for!an!ambitious!school!project!in!Harlem,!New!York.!
The'role'of'maternal'mental'health'and'parenting'
The! evidence! regarding! mediation! of! neighbourhood! effects! via! maternal! health! and!
parenting! is! very! mixed.! On! the! one! hand,! there! are! studies! showing! that! maternal!
neighbourhood!perceptions!contribute!to!mothers’!psychological!distress,!on!the!other!are!
several!papers!which!had!to!reject!the!hypothesis!of!maternal!mental!health!being!on!the!
pathway! between! neighbourhood! factors! and! child! outcomes.! All! studies! that! were!
supportive! of! mediation! pertained! to! socioNemotional! outcomes,! however! for! some! of!
these!studies!sameNsource!bias!might!have!been!a!potential!problem.!
There! is! also!no! consensus! among! studies! regarding! the! role!of! parenting!practices,!with!
almost!equal!proportions!of! supportive!and!unsupportive!results.!There! is! some!evidence!
for!maternal! neighbourhood!perceptions! leading! to!poorer!motherNchild! relationships! via!
maternal! depression! and! subsequently! to! poorer! behavioural! outcomes! (Kohen! et! al.,!
2008),! but! too! few! studies! had! examined! this! entire! pathway.! Maternal! depressive!
symptoms!were!not!found!to!mediate!associations!between!neighbourhood!factors!and!the!





Several! studies! showed! that! associations! with! socioNemotional! outcomes! varied! by! child!
gender,! however! a! clear! pattern! did! not! emerge.! Boys! are! perhaps!more! susceptible! to!
neighbourhood! factors! in! relation! to!externalising!behaviour.!No!gender!differences!were!
reported!for!cognitive!outcomes.!
The'factor'time''
Time! lags! in! the! emergence! of! neighbourhood! effects! were! reported! by! some! studies,!
pointing!to!the!relevance!of!either!length!of!exposure!to!neighbourhood!characteristics!or!
the! existence! of! sensitive! periods! when! neighbourhood! factors! are! important,! with!
consequences!becoming!manifest!several!years!later.!
2.3 Methodological,challenges,in,neighbourhood,research,
The! most! important! methodological! challenges! facing! neighbourhood! research! have!
already!been!alluded!to!more!than!ten!years!ago! in!the!systematic!reviews!by!Jencks!and!




and! is! as! such! acknowledged!by!most! of! the!here! reviewed! studies.!As! noted! already!by!
Jencks! and! Mayer! (1990),! neighbourhoods! are! not! allocated! at! random.! An! important!
limitation!of!observational!studies!is!therefore!the!possibility!of!selection!bias,!if!unknown!
individualNlevel! factors! that! affect! both! the! outcomes! as! well! as! the! choice! of!
neighbourhood! are! omitted! from! the! analyses.! The! potential! for! selection! bias! in!
observational! studies! leads! to! the! context! versus! composition! argument.! Compositional!
effects! are! due! to! the! aggregated! characteristics! of! individuals! living! in! an! area,! while!
contextual!effects!are!those!that!originate!in!the!area!itself,!such!as!its!infrastructure!(Joshi!
et! al.,! 2000).! This! distinction! has! however! been! criticised! because! the! characteristics! of!
individuals!and!places!are!interrelated!(Cummins!et!al.,!2007).!If! individual!markers!are!on!
the! pathway! between! neighbourhood! characteristics! and! the! outcome! of! interest,! overN
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and! thus! failed! to! distinguish! mediators! from! confounders.! For! example,! one! study!
adjusted! for!maternal! depression!without! testing!mediation! (Ford! et! al.,! 2004),! and! one!
study!adjusted!for!maternal!depression!and!parenting!practices!(Romano!et!al.,!2005).!The!
study! by! Ford! et! al! (2004)! found! no! neighbourhood! effect,! while! Romano! et! al! (2005)!
reported!lower!levels!of!aggression!in!areas!with!higher!levels!of!poverty.!
Another! potential! limitation! is! the! use! of! postcodeNderived! proxy! data! for! family! socioN
economic! position! in! three! Canadian! studies! (Carpiano! et! al.,! 2009;! Lloyd! and!Hertzman,!
2010;! Lloyd! et! al.,! 2010).! Actual! family! level! data!were! not! available! to! the! researchers,!
making!it!difficult!to!determine!the!generalisability!of!their!results.!!
Three! studies! adopted! sophisticated! analysis! techniques! to! minimise! selection! bias,!
including! instrumental! variable! analysis,! propensity! scoring! methods! and! marginal!
structural! models! (Sampson! et! al.,! 2008;! Dobbie! and! Fryer,! 2011;! Sharkey! and! Elwert,!
2011).! All! of! these! studies! found! evidence! for! neighbourhood! or! school! effects! on! child!
cognitive!development.!
2.3.1.2 Definition,of,neighbourhood,boundaries,
Another! major! challenge! in! neighbourhood! research! is! the! definition! of! meaningful!
neighbourhood!boundaries.!“Neighbourhood”! is!a!vague!notion,!which!can!have!different!
meanings! in! different! contexts! and! even! to! different! people! living! in! the! same! street.!
Further,! it! is! thought! that!different!aspects!of!neighbourhood!operate!at!different! spatial!
scales:! institutional! resources! such! as! healthcare! facilities! might! operate! at! larger! scales!
than!social!processes!such!as!trust!between!neighbours!(Lupton,!2001;!Oliver!et!al.,!2007).!!
Census! data! were! most! commonly! used! to! measure! neighbourhood! structural! factors.!
These! are! aggregate!measures,! i.e.! individual! responses! pooled! to! the! neighbourhood! or!
area! level! and! treated! as! a! community! characteristic,! and! available! only! within! certain!
administrative!boundaries.!Their!use! is!often!driven!more!by! their!availability!and! less!by!












to! be! good! approximations! of! “neighbourhood”! (KowaleskiNJones,! 2000).! Australian!








of! the! reviewed! studies! on! children’s! socioNemotional! outcomes! and! also! studies! on!
maternal!mental!health!(GormanNSmith!et!al.,!2000;!KowaleskiNJones,!2000;!ChristieNMizell!
et! al.,! 2003;! Kotchick! et! al.,! 2005;! Mulvaney! and! Kendrick,! 2005;! Romano! et! al.,! 2005;!
Barnes! and!Cheng,! 2006;!Meltzer! et! al.,! 2007;! Lima! et! al.,! 2010;! Renzaho! and! Karantzas,!
2010;!Sanson!et!al.,!2011;!Eriksson!et!al.,!2012;!Singh!and!Ghandour,!2012).!
Measures! that!do!not! rely!on!aggregated! responses! from! individuals,! such!as! community!
surveys!or!direct!observations!e.g.!of! signs! for!neighbourhood!disintegration!are!valuable!
alternatives!(Mair!et!al.,!2008).!Among!the!reviewed!studies,!interviewer!observations!and!
community! surveys! have! also! been! used! frequently,! especially! to! investigate! children’s!
socioNemotional! development! (Greenberg! et! al.,! 1999;! Kohen!et! al.,! 2002;!Drukker! et! al.,!




There! was! a! suggestion! that! statistically! significant! associations! were! found! more! often!
when! neighbourhood! factors!were!measured! subjectively,! using! information! provided! by!
the!study!participants.!!
2.3.1.4 Measures,of,institutional,resources,
One! of! the! consistent! findings! of! this! review! was! the! advantage! of! neighbourhood!







Further,! the! research! by! Leckie! (2009)! and! Rasbash! et! al.! (2010)! has! highlighted! the!
distortion! of! estimates! of! neighbourhood! variance! in!multilevel! models! of! cognitive! test!
performance!if!the!school!context!is!not!taken!into!account.!While!betweenNneighbourhood!







Sampson! et! al.,! 2002)! have! provided! useful! categories! regarding! the! pathways! through!
which! neighbourhoods! might! operate.! These! can! be! applied! also! to! the! studies! that!
followed.! This! section! identifies! three!possible!pathways! that! are! testable! and! consistent!
with!the!reviewed!literature.!
1. Social,processes,
The! first! hypothesis! is! that! both! mothers! and! children! are! directly! influenced! by! social!










to! their! emotional! wellNbeing! and! behaviour! (Shumow! et! al.,! 1998;! Guerra! et! al.,! 2003;!
Meltzer! et! al.,! 2007;! Eriksson! et! al.,! 2012).! Further,! there! is! evidence! in! the! reviewed!








and! parenting! practices,! it! has! been! shown! elsewhere! that! maternal! depression! and!
parenting! behaviour! are! strongly! related! especially! with! regards! to! negative! maternal!





children!at! age! three,! and!with!both! cognitive!and! social!development!at! age! five,!which!
were! mediated! in! part! by! parenting! practices! and! the! quality! of! the! motherNchild!
relationship!(Kiernan!and!Huerta,!2008;!Mensah!and!Kiernan,!2009).!!
The! family! stress! model! (Figure! 2N2),! which! has! been! tested! and! validated! in! different!
populations,! describes! the! pathways! between! material! disadvantage,! maternal! mental!
health,! parenting! practices! and! child! outcomes! (Conger! et! al.,! 1994;! Linver,! BrooksNGunn!
and!Kohen,!2002).!Here,!the!family!stress!model!is!expanded!to!incorporate!stressors!at!the!
neighbourhood! level! (Figure! 2N3).! It! is! hypothesised! that! the! choices! a! family! is! able! to!
2!|!Background!and!literature!review!!
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socioNemotional! development.! Schools! can! be! thought! of! as! part! of! the! neighbourhood!
effect,! as! children’s! place! of! residence! will! determine! school! choices! for! most.! The!
contribution!of! schools!has!been!considered! in!very! few!of! the! reviewed!studies,!but! the!
results! suggest! that! the! school! environment! might! be! more! important! for! cognitive!
outcomes!than!other!neighbourhood!factors!(Leckie,!2009;!Rasbash!et!al.,!2010).!Especially!
compelling!are!the!findings!on!the!Harlem!Children’s!Zone!schools!which!were!tailored!to!
the! needs! of! disadvantaged! children! and! produced! very! good! results! (Dobbie! and! Fryer,!
2011).! The! consistent! finding! among! the! reviewed! studies! that! neighbourhood! structural!
advantage! measured! via! neighbourhood! income! is! related! to! better! cognitive! outcomes!
might!also!point!towards!schools!as!the!mediating!factor!in!these!relationships.!!
Only! one! study! had!measured! a! school! aspect! (maternal! perception! of! school! quality)! in!
relation! to! child! behaviour! and! found! an! independent! association! between! the! two!






Bronfenbrenner’s! ecological! model! of! human! development! postulates! that! early!
experiences! are! shaped! by! interactions! with! the! immediate! as! well! as! the! wider!
environment,!and!that!the!different!spheres!of!influence!are!interrelated,!leading!to!direct!
and! indirect!effects.!The!review!of! the! literature!on!neighbourhoods!and!children’s!socioN
emotional!and!cognitive!development!has!largely!supported!this!view.!While!the!family!as!
the! most! direct! influence! is! undoubtedly! the! most! important! determinant! of! healthy!
development,!this!review!found!a! large!body!of!research!showing!that!children’s! lives!are!
influenced! also! by! where! they! live.! However,! there! was! also! some! conflicting! evidence!
regarding! the! role! of! neighbourhood! deprivation! for! children’s! socioNemotional!
development,!as!well!as!regarding!the!potential!mechanisms!at!play.!!
Three! influential! reviews! have! outlined! the! possible! pathways! through! which!
neighbourhood! effects! are! thought! to! work:! norms! and! collective! efficacy,! relationships!
and! institutional! resources.!The! research!published!since!1998! lends!empirical! support! to!
all! of! these,! albeit! to! differing! degrees.! The! role! of! social! processes! for! children’s! socioN
emotional! development! has! been! generally! supported,! however! there! is! considerable!
uncertainty! regarding! a!mediating! role! of!maternal!mental! health! and! parenting,! as! few!
studies! attempted! to! disentangle! mediation! and! confounding.! For! cognitive! outcomes,!
studies! have!mainly! looked! at! the! effects! of! neighbourhood! disadvantage! and! affluence,!
largely! supporting! independent! relationships! especially! for! measures! of! affluence.!
However,! the!associations!with!maternal!mental!health!and!parenting!are!even! less!clear!
for!children’s!cognitive!skills.!!
The! availability! and! quality! of! institutional! resources! featured! rarely! in! the! reviewed!
literature,!but!there!is!some!emerging!evidence!that!school!choice!might!play!an!important!
role! for! children’s! cognitive! development.! Only! two! studies! have! considered!
neighbourhoods! and! schools! simultaneously,! and! together! with! the! findings! from!
experimental!studies,!the!results!point!towards!a!promising!route!for!further!research.!!
The! main! limitations! of! the! reviewed! studies! are! data! constraints! regarding! available!






maternal! mental! health,! as! findings! have! so! far! been! inconsistent.! What! is! missing! are!
studies! which! examine! the! whole! pathway! from! neighbourhood! exposure! via! maternal!
mental!health!and!parenting!to!child!outcomes.!
Another! question! which! has! been! understudied! is! the! role! of! institutional! resources,! in!
particular! the! contribution! of! schools! to! the! neighbourhood! effect.! The! two! important!
studies! which! have! estimated! the! variability! in! cognitive! outcomes! between!
neighbourhoods! and! schools! had! only! limited! access! to! potential! confounding! variables!
(Leckie,!2009;!Rasbash!et!al.,!2010).!And,!neighbourhoods!and!schools!have!not!yet!been!
examined!simultaneously!in!relation!to!children’s!emotional!wellNbeing!and!behaviour.!
Further,!while! there! is! a! general! assumption! that! neighbourhoods!might! affect! boys! and!
girls!differently,!there!is!currently!no!consensus!how!potential!effects!play!out!in!relation!to!
gender.!
















The"general"aim"of" this" research"was" twofold:" to" investigate" the"extent" to"which"place"of"
residence" contributes" to" differences" in" cognitive" and" socio<emotional" outcomes" among"
children" from" a" large" representative" UK" sample," and" to" explore" two" specific" pathways"
through" which" such" place" effects" might" operate." One" hypothesis" is" that" neighbourhood"
characteristics" affect" children" via"maternal" psychological" distress" and" parenting." Another"
hypothesis" is" that" schools" contribute" to" the" variability" in" children’s" socio<emotional" and"
cognitive"outcomes"across"neighbourhoods."The"specific"aims"and"objectives"of"this"thesis"
were"as"follows:"
Aim+ 1:+ + To+ examine+whether+ the+ neighbourhood+ context+ influences+ levels+ of+maternal+
psychological+distress+and+parenting+practices.+
Objectives*






test"whether"maternal" psychological" distress"mediates" the" relationship" between"
neighbourhood"characteristics"and"aspects"of"parenting."
The"analyses"and"results"pertaining" to"Aim"1"can"be" found" in"chapter"six."Neighbourhood"
characteristics" were" measured" at" sweep" two" (child" aged" three)." Levels" of" maternal"








2.1. To" partition" the" variability" in" socio<emotional" difficulties" at" age" seven" between"
families,"neighbourhoods"and"schools."
2.2. To" examine" whether" neighbourhood" and" school" characteristics" contribute" to"
socio<emotional"difficulties,"over"and"above"family"socio<economic"background.""
2.3. To"test"whether"maternal"psychological"distress"and"parenting"practices"are"on"the"









3.1. To" partition" the" variability" in" cognitive" test" performance" at" age" seven" between"
families,"neighbourhoods"and"schools."
3.2. To" examine" whether" neighbourhood" and" school" characteristics" contribute" to"
cognitive"test"performance,"over"and"above"family"socio<economic"background.""
3.3. To"test"whether"maternal"psychological"distress"and"parenting"practices"are"on"the"






neighbourhood" characteristics" were" measured" at" sweeps" two" and" four" and" outcome"
variables"were"measured"at"sweep"four.""
3.2 Conceptual+model+and+research+hypotheses+
The" conceptual" model" in" Figure" 3<1" shows" the" hypothesised" pathways" subject" to"
investigation" in" the" analyses" chapters." The" proposed" framework" is" an" adaptation" and"
extension" of" the" family" stress" model" (Linver" et" al.," 2002)," additionally" incorporating"






levels"of"distress"and"child"outcomes"directly"and"also" the" residential" choices"available" to"
the" family" <" therefore" the" arrow" towards" neighbourhood" characteristics." The" degree" to"
which"mothers"are"happy"and"feel"safe"within"their"neighbourhood"environment"will"affect"






















their" levels" of" psychological" distress,"which" in" turn"will" influence" their" ability" to" invest" in"
parenting" behaviours" such" as" the" provision" of" learning" opportunities," structures" and"
routines." Aspects" of" parenting" might" also" be" directly" influenced" via" shared" norms" and"
beliefs" within" the" neighbourhood," or" by" perceptions" of" danger" which" might" then" be"
associated"with"harsher"parenting"strategies."While"family"income"is"assumed"to"also"affect"
parenting" investments" directly," this" pathway" is" outside" the" focus" of" this" research." The"
model" recognises" that" the" relationship" between" maternal" psychological" distress" and"
children’s"behavioural"development"is"likely"to"be"bidirectional."




Maternal" psychological" distress" and" parenting" practices" are" on" the" pathway" between"


















Data" Service" at" the" University" of" Essex1." Additional" data" were" derived" from" the" Census"




The"Millennium" Cohort" Study" (MCS)" is" one" of" the" UK" longitudinal" cohort" studies." It" is" a"
nationally"representative"study"that"at"the"first"sweep"included"18,818"children"from"18,552"
families"who"were"born"at"the"beginning"of"the"new"century"in"the"four"countries"of"the"UK"
(Plewis," 2007a)." The" MCS" is" a" rich" dataset" that" enables" insights" into" many" aspects" of"
children’s"lives"and"development,"with"an"emphasis"on"the"social"and"economic"contexts"in"
which" children" grow" up." The" data" include" measures" of" children’s" socioRemotional" and"
cognitive" development," maternal" psychological" wellRbeing," parenting" practices," maternal"
perceptions" as" well" as" interviewer" systematic" observations" of" the" neighbourhood," and" a"
whole" range" of" family" socioReconomic" background" characteristics." It" is" one" of" the" stated"
aims" of" the" MCS" “to" investigate" the" wider" social" ecology" of" the" family," including" social"
networks," civic"engagement," community" facilities"and"services;" splicing" in"geoRcoded"data"
when" available”" (Hansen" et" al.," 2012)," thus"making" it" a" suitable" source" for" the" study" of"
neighbourhood"effects.""
At"the"time"of"writing,"data"were"available"from"the"first"four"sweeps"of"the"study,"collected"
when" the" children"were" 9"months," 3" years," 5" years," and" 7" years" old."While" the" analyses"
make" use" of" information" from" all" sweeps," outcomes" were"measured" only" at" sweep" two"
(maternal" psychological" distress" and" parenting)" and" sweep" four" (maternal" psychological"
distress,"children’s"socioRemotional"difficulties"and"children’s"cognitive"test"performance)."





The"MCS" children"were" born" over" a" period" of" two" years:" between" September" 2000" and"
August" 2001" in" England" and" Wales," and" between" November" 2000" and" January" 2002" in"
Scotland"and"Northern"Ireland"(NI).""
The"sample" is"geographically"clustered"and"stratified"to"overRrepresent"areas"of"high"child"
poverty," areas" with" high" proportions" of" ethnic" minorities" in" England" and" also" the" three"
smaller" countries" of" the"UK" (Hansen" et" al.," 2012)." The" sampling" frame"was" the" electoral"
ward," that"means" all" children"who"were" born" in" the" selected"wards" during" the" specified"
timeframe" were" eligible" to" take" part" in" the" study." The" children" were" found" using" Child"
Benefit"Records."










































Computer"Assisted"Personal" Interviewing" (CAPI)."A"selfRcompletion"part" included"sensitive"
topics" such" as" questions" regarding" the" child’s" temperament" and" behaviour," the"
respondent’s"mental"health"and"relationships"with" the"child"and"partner" (where"present)."
The" interviewers" also" took" anthropometric"measurements" of" the" child" (for" parents," selfR
reported" measures" were" recorded)," and" from" sweep" two" administered" cognitive"
assessments" to" the" children." Figure" 4R1" gives" an" overview" of" the" survey" content" at" each"
sweep."








This" project" used" both" administrative" and" subjective" neighbourhood" definitions." To"
calculate"the"amount"of"betweenRneighbourhood"variability" in"the"outcomes"of" interest,"a"
neighbourhood" definition" was" needed" which" corresponded" to"meaningful" administrative"




level." As" well" as" being" subject" to" regular" changes," wards" vary" greatly" in" size" with"
populations" from" fewer" than" 100" up" to"more" than" 30,000." To" improve" the" reporting" of"
small" area" population" estimates," the" Office" for" National" Statistics" (ONS)" developed" new"
geographies" for" England" and"Wales" in" 2004:" the" Super"Output" Areas" (Office" for"National"
                                                
1"Source:"Hansen,"K.,"Johnson,"J.,"Joshi,"H."et"al."(2012):"Millennium"Cohort"Study:"First,"Second,"Third"and"Fourth"
Surveys."A"Guide"to"the"Datasets"(Seventh"Edition)."
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PART FOUR: SURVEY CONTENT 













Tables 2-5 below show in detail elements included at each sweep of the MCS. For 
more details of the content for all surveys, please refer to the respective 
questionnaires. 
        
  MCS 1  MCS2  MCS 3  MCS4 
         
  2001/2  2003/4  2005/6  2008/9 
  9 months  AGE 3  AGE 5  AGE 7 
         
  Mother  Mother  Mother  Mother 
         
  Father  Father  Father  Father 
         
    Child  Child  Child 
         





         
        Teachers 
         




         








         
  18,552   15,590  15,246  13,857 
         
         
         
  





National" Statistics," 2011)." For" Scotland" and" Northern" Ireland," similar" geographies" were"





Lower" Layer" Super" Output" Areas" (LSOAs)" contain" a" minimum" of" 1,000" residents" (400"
households)," and" their" average" population" size"was" 1,500" at" the" 2001" census." There" are"
34,378" LSOAs" in" England" and"Wales." LSOAs"were" constructed" electronically" from"Output"
Areas," taking" into" account" population" size" and" social" homogeneity," with" homogeneity"
criteria" relating" to" type" of" dwelling" and" housing" tenure" (Office" for" National" Statistics,"
2012b).""""




For" Scotland," equivalent" geographies" to" LSOAs" and" MSOAs" are" the" Data" Zones" and"
Intermediate"Geographies"(Inter"Zones)."Data"Zones"are"slightly"smaller"than"LSOAs"with"a"
population"of"500"–"1,000"residents,"and"were"designed"to"represent"natural"communities."
Inter" Zones" are" aggregations" of"Data" Zones" and"have"populations" of" 2,500" to" 6,000" (The"
Scottish"Government,"2012)."
Northern!Ireland!




























Previous" UK" research" has" shown" that" administrative" boundaries" can" be" good"
approximations" of" “neighbourhood”" when" compared" with" boundaries" based" on" physical"
attributes" such" as" street" patterns" (Stafford," DukeRWilliams" and" Shelton," 2008)." For" the"
purpose"of"this"research,"neighbourhoods"were"defined"as"Lower"Layer"Super"Output"Areas"
(LSOAs)"in"England"and"Wales,"Data"Zones"in"Scotland"and"Super"Output"Areas"in"Northern"
Ireland 1 ." These" boundaries" were" chosen" because" they" are" designed" to" be" socially"
homogeneous,"their"size"corresponds"well"to"the"concept"of"“neighbourhood”"and"because"
they" are" reasonably" comparable" across" the"UK" countries," i.e." are" considered" to" have" the"
same"meaning"on"the"ground."Where"data"was"aggregated,"it"was"done"at"these"levels."
Access"to"small"area"level"geographical"identifiers"is"restricted"for"reasons"of"confidentiality."
For" this"project,"an"application"was"made"to" the"Economic"and"Social"Data"Service" to"use"
LSOA"identifiers,"which"was"granted"under"Special"License."
The"figures"below"show"mapped"examples"of"an"electoral"ward"(Figure"4R2),"Middle"Layer"
Super"Output"Areas" (Figure" 4R3)" and" Lower" Layer" Super"Output"Areas" (Figure" 4R4)" in" the"
London" Borough" of" Lewisham" (Source:" Office" for" National" Statistics" licensed" under" the"
Open"Government"Licence"v.1.0)2."Area"boundaries"are"marked"by"dark"blue"lines."The"map"
scale"is"about"1:"20,000."One"centimetre"on"the"map"approximates"200"metres."














While" neighbourhood" structural" measures" such" as" deprivation" indices" and" median"
household"income"were"available"for"each"sweep"of"the"MCS,"the"questions"that"have"been"
put" to" the" survey" respondents"were" different" at" each" sweep," as"will" be" described" in" the"
following"sections."
4.3.1 Structural/compositional'measures'
The" structural" and" compositional" measures" used" in" the" analyses" were" the" Indices" of"
Multiple"Deprivation" (IMD),"neighbourhood"median"household" income," the"percentage"of"
households" in"the"neighbourhood" living" in"social"housing"and"a"rural/urban" indicator."The"
IMD" and" rural/urban" indicators" are" provided" within" the" MCS" as" “geographically" linked"
data”."Neighbourhood"median"household" income"and"percentage"of" social"housing" in" the"
neighbourhood" are" available" via" the" Census" Dissemination" Unit" (CDU)" and" were"









deprivation;" employment" deprivation;" health" deprivation" and" disability;" education," skills"
and"training"deprivation;"barriers"to"housing"and"services;" living"environment"deprivation;"
and" crime." The" living" environment" domain" consists" of" two" indicators:" a" measure" of" the"
“indoors”" environment" (private" and" social" housing" in" poor" condition" and"houses"without"
central" heating)" and" a" measure" of" the" “outdoors”" environment" (air" quality" and" road"
accidents"involving"injury"to"pedestrians"and"cyclists)."The"ranking"is"based"on"an"weighted"
cumulative" model" of" these" domains" (Noble" et" al.," 2008)." The" indices" for" the" other" UK"
countries"were" constructed" in" a" similar" way." The" rank" deciles" for" each" UK" country"were"
combined"into"a"single"variable1."!
Education,!Skills!and!Training!Deprivation!Domain!of!the!IMD!
The" analysis" of" neighbourhood" effects" on" children’s" cognitive" outcomes" (chapter" eight)"
uses"the"education,"skills"and"training"deprivation"domain"of"the" IMD"as"a"single"variable."
The"English"indicator"consists"of"two"subdomains,"one"that"captures"education"deprivation"
for" children"and" young"people," and"one" relating" to" skills" and"qualifications" in" adults." The"




adult" skills" subdomain" relates" to" the" proportion" of" working" age" adults" with" no" or" low"




                                                
1"This"means"that"the"combined"measure"was"still"a"measure"of"relative"deprivation."For"example,"a"family"who"






as" important" for" children’s" socioRemotional" and" cognitive" outcomes" as" measures" of"




information" services" company." Experian" uses" census" data," survey" data" and" their" own"
Mosaic" Public" Sector" classification" system" to" predict" the" likely" household" income" at" an"
address"(Experian,"2011)."The"Mosaic"system"is"itself"modelled"using"census"data"as"well"as"
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The" percentage" of" households" in" the" neighbourhood" living" in" social" housing," i.e." renting"
from"the"local"authority"or"a"housing"association,"was"derived"from"2001"census"data1,"also"
available"via"the"Census"Dissemination"Unit"(Office"for"National"Statistics,"2001)."Figure"4R6"







a" population" size" of" more" than" 10,000" were" defined" as" “urban”" (Office" for" National"
Statistics,"2012a)."The"Rural"Urban"indicator"is"part"of"the"“geographically"linked"data”"file"
that"is"provided"together"with"the"MCS"survey"data."
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The" only" school" level" variable" that" was" available"within" the" dataset" was"whether" school"
fees" were" applicable." While" the" teacher" survey" that" was" conducted" at" sweep" four"
contained" for" example" questions" on" class" size" and" time" spent" on" homework," a" large"
percentage"of"observations"for"these"items"was"missing"(e.g."more"than"60%"for"class"size),"
and" it"was" therefore"decided"not" to"use" them."Another" variable" that"was" considered"but"
not"used"was"whether"the"parents"had"to"demonstrate"their"religious"faith"to"obtain"a"place"
at"the"school,"because"the"question"had"not"been"asked"of"respondents"in"Northern"Ireland"




Measures" of" maternal" neighbourhood" perceptions" and" interviewer" observations" were"
collected"at"sweep"two."These"included"items"such"as"feelings"of"safety"and"physical"signs"of"
neglect"such"as"litter,"graffiti"and"runRdown"buildings,"and"can"be"seen"as"tapping"into"the"
norms/collective" efficacy" theme" identified" by" the" review" of" Leventhal" and" Brooks" Gunn"




At" sweep" two,"mothers" were" asked" the" following" three" questions" relating" to" their" area,"
which"was"defined"as"“within"about"a"mile"or"20"minutes"walk”.""









These" items" were" highly" correlated," and" were" combined" using" Principle" Components"
Analysis" (PCA)," resulting" in" a" single" component" or" factor" score." The" factor" loadings" and"
Cronbach’s" Alpha" statistic" are" shown" in" Table" 4R4." The" items" tap" into" an" underlying"































(Very& comfortable&–& can& imagine& living/shopping& here;& Comfortable&–& a& safe& and&
friendly& place;& Fairly& safe& and& comfortable;& I& would& be& uncomfortable&
living/working/shopping& here;& I& felt& like& an& outsider& looked& on& suspiciously;& I& felt&
afraid&for&my&personal&safety)."














The"question"“Do"you"have"any" friends"or" family" living" in" this"area?”"was"asked"at"sweep"
four."Possible"answers"were"“Yes,"friends”,"“Yes,"family”,"“Yes,"both”"and"“No”."While"not"
strictly" a" measure" of" neighbourhood" perception," the" item" is" potentially" an" indicator" of"
mothers’"sense"of"belonging"and"their" local"social"network." It"was"converted"into"a"binary"





At" sweep" four," respondents"were"also"asked" “Are" there"any"parks," playgrounds"or"public"





individualRlevel" variables" but"were" also" aggregated"over" neighbourhoods" to"minimise" the"













sweeps" two"and" four."All" correlations"were"highly"statistically" significant."The" IMD"deciles"
were" coded" so" that" higher" values" represented" less" deprivation." Higher" values" for" the"
maternal" neighbourhood" dissatisfaction" scores" represented" less" neighbourhood"
satisfaction," and" higher" values" for" interviewer" observed" disorder" represented" more"
disorder." The" IMD" was" highly" correlated" with" median" neighbourhood" income" and" the"
                                                
1"At" sweep" four,"mothers"were" also" asked"whether" the" child"was" allowed" to" play" outside" unsupervised." The"







income" and" social" housing" was" moderate." Maternal" dissatisfaction" and" interviewer"













IMD"" 1.00" " " " "
Median"income" 0.75" 1.00" " " "
%"Social"housing" R0.72" R0.60" 1.00" " "
Maternal"
dissatisfaction" R0.43" R0.32" 0.39" 1.00" "
Observed"




















IMD"" 1.00" " " " " " "
IMD"education"
domain" 0.86" 1.00" " " " " "
Median"income" 0.65" 0.68" 1.00" " " " "
%"Social"housing" R0.73" R0.67" R0.54" 1.00" " " "
Rural"versus"
urban" 0.24" 0.26" 0.06" R0.20" 1.00" " "
No"friends"and"
family"in"the"area" R0.05" R0.04" R0.02" 0.04" R0.03" 1.00" "
No"parks/"






Maternal" psychological" distress" was" investigated" first" as" a" standRalone" outcome" variable"




in" chapter" six" (measured" both" at" sweep" two" and" sweep" four)" and" used" as" a" mediator"
variable"in"chapters"seven"and"eight.""
The!KesslerC6!scale!









The" questions" form" a" 24Rpoint" scale." For" each" question" respondents" score" four" points" if"
they"answer"“all"of"the"time”,"three"points"for"“most"of"the"time”,"two"points"for"“some"of"
the"time”,"one"point"for"“a"little"of"the"time”"and"zero"for"“none"of"the"time”"(Hansen"and"
Joshi," 2007)." A" histogram"of" the" scale" using" sweep" two" data" is" shown" in" Figure" 4R7." The"
distribution"was"positively"skewed,"with"almost"25%"of"mothers"scoring"zero"points."
"






In" all" multilevel" regression" analyses" the" scale" was" used" as" a" continuous" measure." For"
descriptive"analyses"the"scale"was"converted" into"a"categorical"variable."The"cutRoffs"used"
were" 0R3" for" no" distress," 4R12" for" moderate" distress" and" 13" or" over" for" severe" distress"
(Kessler"et"al.,"2003;"Calderwood,"Kelly"and"Panico,"2007).""
For" the" longitudinal"analyses" in" chapters" seven"and"eight," a"measure"of" chronic"maternal"
distress" was" used." The" variable" was" constructed" to" indicate" whether" the" mother" had"
experienced"any"distress"(had"a"score"higher"than"3)"either"never,"in"the"past"only"(at"sweep"
two" and/or" sweep" three)," concurrently" (at" sweep" four" only," or" at" sweep" four" and" one"
earlier"sweep),"or"persistently"(at"sweeps"two,"three"and"four).""
4.4.2 Parenting'practices''
As" with" maternal" psychological" distress," parenting" practices" were" examined" as" outcome"
variables" (chapter" six)" and" as" mediator" variables" (chapters" seven" and" eight)." The" MCS"
contains" rich" data" on" parenting" behaviours," parenting" style" and" the" home" environment"
parents"provide" for" their" children,"all"of"which"are" thought" to"be" important" for"children’s"
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(Dearden" et" al.," 2011)." However," this"was" deemed" unsatisfactory" because" a" score"would"
give" the" same"weight" to" each" item," and" it" is" questionable"whether" e.g." activities" such" as"




Daily" reading" and" regular" bedtimes" were" chosen" as" examples" for" activities" and" family"
routines" because" their" importance" for" children’s" cognitive" and" socioRemotional"
development" has" been" demonstrated" (Melhuish" et" al.," 2008b;" Kelly," Kelly" and" Sacker,"
2011a;"Kelly"et"al.,"2011b)."For"reading,"respondents"were"also"asked"whether"anyone"else"
reads"to"the"child."However,"only"motherRreported"daily"reading"was"used"here"because"the"
focus"of" the" research"was"whether"parenting"practices" such"as" reading"are" influenced"by"
levels"of"maternal"psychological"distress1."
It"has"been"suggested"that"harsh"parenting"practices"are"linked"to"negative"perceptions"of"
the"neighbourhood" (Earls"et" al.," 1994;" Leventhal" and"BrooksRGunn,"2000),"however" some"
studies" did" not" find" such" associations" (Pinderhughes" et" al.," 2001;" Ceballo" and" McLoyd,"
2002)." The" use" of" smacking" and" daily" shouting" were" examined" as" examples" of" harsh"
parenting"to"test"this"hypothesis.""
The" four"parenting"behaviours" are" listed" in"Table"4R8."All" items"were"measured"at" sweep"
two" (child"age" three)." To"be"used"as"outcome"measures" they"were" converted" into"binary"
variables.""
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" Daily"reading" Regular"bedtime" Smacking" Daily"shouting"
Daily"reading" 1.00" " " "
Regular"bedtime" 0.17" 1.00" " "
Smacking" R0.10" R0.01NS" 1.00" "












informants" (Collishaw" et" al.," 2009)." Teacher" reports" of" socioRemotional" difficulties" were"
however"available"only"for"about"two"thirds"of"the"overall"sample."
The" SDQ" consists" of" 25" items," which" are" divided" between" the" following" five" scales:"
emotional" symptoms," conduct" problems," hyperactivity/inattention," peer" relationship"
problems" and" proRsocial" behaviour" (Table" 4R10)." The" "Total" Difficulties"" score" is" derived"
from" the" four"negative" scales," excluding"proRsocial"behaviour." The" score" can" in" theory" lie"




descriptive" purposes" converted" into" a" binary" measure." The" cutRpoints" were" chosen" by"
identifying" the" extreme"10%"of" the" sample." These"were" children"who" scored"16"or"more"




mothers"was" 7.7,"while" for" teachers" this"was" 6.4."Histograms"of" the" two" variables" reveal"
that" the" distribution" of" teacherRreported" scores" was" more" heavily" skewed" right" with" a"
higher" percentage" of" zeros" (Figures" 4R8" and" 4R9)." The" correlation" coefficient" for"motherR"
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Three"measures" of" cognitive" ability" that" are" available" at" age" seven" (sweep" 4)"were" used"
here:" the"Word" Reading" and" Pattern" Construction" subscales" of" the" British" Ability" Scales"
(BAS)" and" a" Number" Skills" test." Interviewers" were" trained" to" ensure" a" standardised"
procedure," and" contextual" factors" such" as" distractions" or" interruptions" that" could" have"
influenced" the" child’s" performance" were" recorded" (Hansen," 2010)." All" three" tests" are"
adaptive:"in"the"number"skills"test"the"child"is"routed"to"easier,"medium"and"harder"sections"










which" was" developed" by" the" National" Foundation" for" Educational" Research." It" assesses"
children’s" ability" to" solve"mathematical" tasks"and" includes" concepts" such"as" shape," space"
and" measures" (Hansen," 2010)." The" variable" used" here" is" the" standardised" age" adjusted"
score,"which"was"supplied"by"the"Centre"for"Longitudinal"Studies"on"request."
Standardising!the!scores!
To" enable" meaningful" comparisons" between" the" three" cognitive" outcomes," the"
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" Reading" Maths" Pattern"construction"
Reading" 1.00" " "
Maths" 0.51" 1.00" "
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Ethnicity" was" included" in" the" analyses" because" it" is" known" that" ethnic" minority" families"
cluster" within" neighbourhoods," and" that" cognitive" test" performance" varies" by" ethnicity"















Maternal" ethnicity" was" used" as" a" covariate" in" the" analyses" in" chapter" six," where" the"
outcomes"were"maternal" psychological" distress" and" parenting" practices." The" same" eightR
category"classification"was"used"as"for"the"measure"of"child"ethnicity."
Family!structure!










4R12." For" twoRparent" families," the" variable"was" coded" according" to" the" partner"with" the"
higher"social"class.""
Housing!tenure!
Housing" tenure" was" included" in" the" models" because" it" is" a" measure" of" family" socioR
economic" background," as" well" as" potentially" being" associated" with" neighbourhood"
perceptions."The"categories"are"listed"in"Table"4R12."
Maternal!education!









It" has" been" recently" reported" that" frequent" residential" moves" are" associated" with"
emotional" problems" in" young" children" (Rumbold" et" al.," 2012;" Flouri," Mavroveli" and"
Midouhas," 2013)." The" child" outcomes" were" examined" using" analysis" samples" of" children"
who" lived" in" the" same" area" since" at" least" sweep" three." However," a" binary" measure" of"
































An" important" issue" to" consider" is" the" extent" to" which" neighbourhood" and" family" socioR
economic" characteristics" overlap" by" looking" at" neighbourhood" composition" at" different"
levels"of"deprivation."
Figure"4R13" shows" the" average" income"distribution"within"neighbourhoods"by" IMD"decile"
for"the"sweep"four"sample,"which" is"the"sweep"when"the"child"outcomes"were"measured."
Almost"80%"of"families"living"in"the"most"deprived"neighbourhoods"belonged"to"the"bottom"








However," in" the"MCS" less" than"5%"of"all" families"affected"by" relative"poverty" lived" in" the"
least" and" second" least" deprived" neighbourhoods." In" absolute" numbers," these" were" less"
than"200"incomeRpoor"families"out"of"the"3,900"in"the"sample."
In"summary,"while"the"vast"majority"of"families"living"in"the"most"deprived"areas"were"poor,"
being" poor" and" living" in" a" poor" area" are" two" separate" factors" that" do" not" necessarily" go"
hand" in" hand." However," poor" families" living" in" the" least" deprived" neighbourhoods" were"













Across" all" analyses," observations" where" the" main" respondent" was" the" father" or" other"
relative"were"excluded." This"was"because" the" role"of"maternal" psychological" distress"was"
one" of" the" central" research" questions." Also" excluded" were" multiple" births," because" it" is"
known"that"the"here"examined"outcomes"are"moderated"by"multiple"gestation"pregnancies"
(The"ESHRE"Capri"Workshop"Group,"2000)."
When" researching" the" effects" of" place" there" is" the" question" what" the" time" length" of"
exposure"might"be"that" is"needed"for"the"place"to"exert"an"influence"on"the"individual."Of"
course," this"might"depend"on"the"type"of"place"as"well"as"a"host"of"other" factors"that"are"





















































Data" were" analysed" crossRsectionally" and" longitudinally." The" crossRsectional" analyses"
included"only"families"who"had"lived"in"the"same"neighbourhood1"at"least"since"the"previous"
sweep"(or"for"two"years)."It" is"however"acknowledged"that"this"cutRoff"is"arbitrary."For"the"
analyses" of" the" child" outcomes," children"were" also" excluded" if" they"had" changed" schools"
since" the" previous" sweep." Longitudinal" analyses" included" families" who" had" lived" in" the"
same"neighbourhood"between"sweeps"two"and"four,"i.e."at"least"for"four"to"five"years."
The"sample"sizes"for"the"different"analyses"and"how"they"were"arrived"at"are"presented"in"
Table" 4R13." The" crossRsectional" analyses" of" neighbourhood" effects" on" maternal"
psychological"distress"and"parenting"were"based"mainly"on"data"from"sweep"two,"while"the"
crossRsectional" analyses" of" the" child" outcomes" used"mainly" data" from" sweep" four" of" the"
study."As"mentioned"in"section"4.5,"teacher"reports"of"children’s"socioRemotional"difficulties"























Sweep' at' which' the' outcome'
was'measured'' Sweep"two" Sweep"four" Sweep"four" Sweep"four"
Original'sample'size' 15,590" 13,857" 8,876" 13,857"
Sample" after" excluding" multiple"
births" and" observations" where"
the" respondent" was" not" the"
natural"mother"


















of" families" who" were" excluded" because" they" had" not" lived" in" the" same" neighbourhood"
between"sweeps" three"and" four,"or"because" the"children"had"changed" schools." The" table"
shows" that" families" who" had" not" been" residentially" stable" were" on" average" more"
































NonRresponse" or" attrition" is" a" ubiquitous" issue" for" longitudinal" studies."Missing" data" can"
also"be" the" result"of" item"nonRresponse,"when"participants" refuse" to"answer"some"of" the"
questions." Here" it" is" assumed" that" data" is" “Missing" At" Random”." Under" the" “Missing" At"




Most"missingness"occurred" in" the"outcome"variables,"while"missingness" in"covariates"was"





there" is" little" benefit" in" imputing" the" outcome" if" the" missingness" in" the" independent"
variables" is" sparse" (Little," 1992)." Also," the" focus" of" this" project" was" on" examining"













































As" mentioned" above," geographical" identifiers" at" the" small" area" level" have" been" made"
available"for"this"project"by"the"Economic"and"Social"Data"Service"(now"integrated"into"the"















available! information.! The! distribution! of! outcome! variables! was! explored! via! crossN
tabulations! by! family! socioNdemographic! background,! neighbourhood! characteristics! and!
levels! of! maternal! psychological! distress! where! appropriate.! Pearson’s! correlation! tests!
were!conducted!to!examine!which!explanatory!variables!were!significantly!associated!with!
the! outcomes.! Chi! square! tests! for! trend! were! computed! where! appropriate.! The! Stata!
survey! (NsvyN)! command! containing! survey! weights! was! employed! when! calculating!
population! means! and! proportions! to! account! for! the! stratification! and! geographical!







residents! (level!one)! living! in!neighbourhoods! (level! two)!which!are!nested!within!regions!
(level! three).! There! are! two!main! advantages! over! the! use! of! single! level!models:! firstly,!
members!sharing!the!same!context!(e.g.!a!school!or!neighbourhood)!are!likely!to!be!more!
similar!to!each!other.!Ignoring!the!nested!structure!of!the!data!would!therefore!lead!to!an!




interest! at! the! different! levels! and! thus! yield! information! about! the! contribution! of! the!
contextual!levels!of!influence!(Plewis,!1998).!!
Because! of! the! geographical! clustering! of! the!MCS! data! (with! the! electoral! ward! as! the!




In! multilevel! models,! fixed! effects! are! those! that! are! directly! modelled! and! for! which!
regression!coefficients!are!obtained.!A!singleNlevel!regression!model!can!be!thought!of!as!a!
model! of! fixed! effects.! If! there! are! only! few! groups! at! the! higher! level,! these! can! be!
modelled!as!fixed!effects!via!a!set!of!dummy!variables.!For!example,!if!comparisons!were!to!
be!made!only!between!the!four!UK!countries!these!could!be!directly!modelled,!with!each!
having! their! own! regression! coefficient.! But,! if! a! sample! has!many! groups! at! the! higher!
level(s),!as! is! the!case!for!the!neighbourhoods!and!schools! in!the!MCS!dataset,! this! is!not!
feasible.! Instead,! the! variability! between! these! groups! can! be! modelled,! which! is! then!
referred!to!as!random!effects!(Plewis,!1998).!
Random! intercept!models! are!models!where! only! the! intercept! (the!mean)! is! allowed! to!
vary!between!the!groups!(here:!neighbourhoods!and!schools).!If!there!is!reason!to!believe!
that!the!strength!of!the!associations!(the!slope,!or!steepness!of!the!regression!line)!varies!
by! some!group! level! characteristic,! a!more! complex!model! can!be!estimated!where!both!
intercepts!and!slopes!are!allowed!to!vary!between!groups.!This! is!called!a! random!slopes!
model!or!random!coefficients!model!(Plewis,!1998).!A!hypothetical!example!would!be!if!the!
relationship!between!children’s!educational! attainment!and! their! family’s! socioNeconomic!
background! was! not! the! same! across! schools,! but! was! dependent! on! a! schoolNlevel!
characteristic,!for!example!the!financial!resources!that!are!available!to!the!school.!!
It! is! also! possible! that! the! relationship! between! a! neighbourhoodNlevel! variable! and! the!
outcome! depends! on! an! individualNlevel! characteristic! (a! crossNlevel! interaction),! for!

























the! regression! lines! for! area! 1! (red)! and! area! 2! (blue).! The! group! level! residual! uj! is! the!
difference! between! the! mean! (the! intercept)! for! a! given! group! j! and! the! overall! mean,!















One! feature! of! multilevel! models! is! that! the! predicted! groupNlevel! residuals! (ûj)! are!
weighted,! that! means! that! the! raw! residuals! are! multiplied! by! a! shrinkage! factor.! The!
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C5.2.1 Random intercept model 
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While the intercept may vary from group to group, the slope 1E  is assumed to be 
the same for each group.  Thus a graph of the predicted regression lines for each 
group, jijij uxy ˆˆˆˆ 10  EE  , will show a set of parallel lines. 
 
60HFigure 5.4 shows the overall predicted regression line and the predicted lines for 
two groups.  The estimated residual for group 1, 1uˆ , is greater than zero leading to 
a predicted line with an above-average intercept, while group 2 has a below-




Figure 5.4.  Prediction lines from a random intercept model 
 
 
Interpretation of a random intercept m del for a dichotomous x  
 
Now suppose that x  is a dichotomous variable (coded 0 and 1).  In that case,  0E  
is the overall mean of y  for individuals with x =0, ju0E  is the mean for 
individuals with x =0 in group j , and the ‘slope’ 1E  is the difference in the mean 
for x =1 relative to x =0 (in any group). 
 
1Eˆ




           -2                                      0                     1                                          x
Group 1 
yˆ  
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C5.2.2 Example: random intercept model fitted to hedonism data 
 
61HTable 5.3 shows the results from fitting a random intercept model to the hedonism 
data with age as an explanatory variable; the results from the null model are 
shown for comparison.  Age has been centred at the sample mean of 46 years, so 
that the intercept can be interpreted as the predicted hedonism score for 
respondents of mean age 2F5. 
 
Table 5.3.  Random intercept model with country and age effects fitted to the hedonism data 
 
 Null model Random intercept with age 
Parameter Estimate Standard error Estimate Standard error 
0E  -0.203 0.069 -0.199 0.069 
1E  (age, centred) - - -0.017 0.0003 
2
uV   0.094 0.030  0.094 0.030 
2





Figure 5.5.  Predicted country lines from a random intercept model fitted to the hedonism 
data 
                                          



















(more! shrinkage)! when! the! number! of! observations! per! group! is! small! (i.e.! there! is! not!
much! information!about! the!group!and!estimates!of!groupNlevel! residuals!are!unreliable),!
and! when! the! groupNlevel! variance! is! small! in! relation! to! the! individualNlevel! variance.!
Smaller!residuals!mean!that!the!predicted!groupNlevel!intercept!will!be!closer!to!the!overall!
intercept! (shrinkage! to! the!mean).! This! is! sometimes! called! “borrowing! strength”,! as! for!
groups!with!fewer!observations!the!estimation!of!the!groupNlevel!intercept!relies!more!on!
information! from! other! groups! (Steele! and! Goldstein,! 2007;! RabeNHesketh! and! Skrondal,!
2008;! Snijders! and! Bosker,! 2011).! For! a! group! with! only! one! observation,! the! shrinkage!
factor!is!equal!to!the!VPC.!,,,
5.2.4 Interpretation,of,multilevel,models,for,binary,responses,
In! chapter! six,! parenting! behaviours! are! examined! as! binary! outcome! variables.! Binary!
outcomes!can!be!modelled!using!multilevel!binary!response!models.! In!a!binary! response!
model!the!withinNneighbourhood!variance!or!levelN1!variance!is!not!estimated,!because!it!is!
assumed! to! follow!a! logistic! distribution!with! a!mean!of! zero! and!a! variance!of!π2!/3.!An!
approximation!to!the!levelN1!variance!is!therefore!fixed!at!3.29.!!
The! Variance! Partition! Coefficient! for! a! binary! response! model! is! interpreted! as! the!




also! between! schools.! The!MCS! dataset! contains! anonymised! school! identifier! variables,!
thus!enabling!the!simultaneous!modelling!of!betweenNarea!and!betweenNschool!variability.!







However,! in! the!MCS! schools! are! not! completely! nested!within! neighbourhoods.! Schools!
and! areas! are! crossNclassified,! that!means,! for! 30%! of! all! LSOAs! there! is! more! than! one!
school,! but! also! for! 40%!of! schools! children! come! from!more! than! one! LSOA.! Figure! 5N3!
illustrates! such! a! crossNclassified! data! structure.! In! cases! like! this! it! is! possible! to!
simultaneously! estimate! the! variability! at! the! individual,! school! and! neighbourhood! level!












































For! a! threeNlevel! crossNclassified!model,! the! VPC! can! be! calculated! for! each! higher! level!
separately,!by!dividing!the!betweenNgroup!variance!for!the!level!of!interest!(e.g.!schools)!by!
the! total! variance,! which! is! then! made! up! by! the! sum! of! the! variances! at! each! level!
(schools,!neighbourhoods!and!individuals)1.!!
5.2.6 Markov,Chain,Monte,Carlo,estimation,method,
The! estimation! of! crossNclassified! multilevel! models! is! computationally! demanding!
especially! when! there! are! large! numbers! of! groups! as! it! is! here! the! case.! The! use! of!
maximum! likelihood! methods! to! estimate! crossNclassified! models! (which! is! how! these!
models!are!handled!by! the!Stata!package)! is!deemed! inappropriate! (Leckie,!2009).!CrossN
classified!models!can!however!be!fitted!via!Markov!Chain!Monte!Carlo!(MCMC)!estimation!






                                                
1!Note!that!for!a!simple!twoNlevel!model,!the!VPC!is!equal!to!the!Intraclass!Correlation!Coefficient!(ICC).!The!ICC!
represents! the!correlation!between!two! individuals!belonging! to! the!same!higher! level!unit.! In!a! threeNlevel!
crossNclassified!model,!the!calculation!of!the!ICC!depends!on!the!combination!of!higher!level!units!individuals!
belong!to.!For!example,!the!school!level!VPC!would!be!the!same!as!the!ICC!for!2!individuals!who!belong!to!the!









is" generated," from" which" then" means," standard" deviations" and" credibility" intervals" are"
calculated" (corresponding" to" coefficients," standard" errors" and" confidence" intervals" of"
frequentist"approaches).""
Because"the"estimates"obtained"from"a"Markov"chain"will"slightly"differ"depending"on"the"
choice" of" starting" values" and" length" of" the" iteration" process," there" is" a" degree" of"
uncertainty" in" the"models,"which" can" be" seen" as" a" reflection" of" the" uncertainty" that" is" a"
quality"of"real"life."However,"for"sufficiently"long"chains"of"iterations,"the"estimates"for"the"
fixed" effects" will" be" nearly" identical" to" estimates" obtained" from" maximum" likelihood"
methods."
Starting(values(





and" different" starting" values" (specified" within" reason)" return" similar" estimates." Here," a"
chain"length"of"50,000"iterations"was"found"to"produce"stable"estimates."
Burn1in(period(
The" burnIin" period" is" a" specified" number" of" iterations" at" the" start" of" the" chain" that" is"









with! differences! of! between! 5! and! 10! or! more! considered! substantial,! i.e.! statistically!
significant!(Leckie,!2009).!The!DIC!penalises!model!complexity,!so!that!more!parsimonious!
models!are!preferred.!!
The!MCMC!models! return!pNvalues!only! for! the! fixed!but!not! for! the!random!effects.!The!






intercept! models.! Random! intercept! models! were! chosen! because! the! strength! of! the!
association! between! individual! characteristics! and! outcomes! was! not! expected! to! vary!
between! areas.! However,! it! was! also! tested! whether! associations! with! neighbourhood!
characteristics!were!dependent!on!childNand!familyNlevel!factors,!using!random!coefficients!
models!as!described!in!section!5.2.8.!!!
Analyses! were! run! with! neighbourhoods! defined! at! the! LSOA! level.! TwoNlevel! random!
intercept! models! were! run! in! Stata! version! 12.1! using! the! NxtmixedN! command! for!
continuous! and! the! NxtmelogitN! command! for! binary! outcomes.! CrossNclassified! models!
were! estimated! in! MLwiN! version! 2.26! (Rasbash! et! al.,! 2009),! via! the! userNwritten!
command! NrunmlwinN! which! enables! running! MLwiN! from! within! Stata! (Leckie! and!
Charlton,!2011).!
Models! were! first! run! as! empty! models! without! any! explanatory! variables,! to! obtain!
estimates! of! the! overall! betweenNneighbourhood! and! betweenNschool! variance.! Models!
then! sequentially!adjusted! for! child!and! family! characteristics,!neighbourhood!and! school!
characteristics,! and! potentially! mediating! factors.! Individual! level! control! variables! were!
selected!a!priori,! informed!by! the! review!of! the! literature.!For!each!model,! the!betweenN
group!variance,!withinNgroup!variance,!percentage!of! the!total!variance!explained!at!each!
level! and! the!VPC!are! reported.! In!multilevel!modelling,! the!variances! that!are!estimated!
are!always!the!variances!that!are!unexplained!by!the!model.!





The! use! of! complex! survey! weights! is! not! supported! by! the! NxtmixedN! and! NrunmlwinN
commands! for! estimating! multilevel! models.! To! get! around! this! problem,! advice! was!
followed! to! include! the! MCS! design! strata! into! the! models! as! explanatory! variables!




However,! as! stated! above,! all! descriptive! analyses! used! the! Stata! survey! command! and!
MCS!survey!weights.!
5.2.8 CrossJlevel,interactions,and,complex,variation,




level! variable! separately.! For! example,! including! a! random! coefficient! for! child! gender!
allows! to! estimate! the! betweenNneighbourhood! variance! for! boys! and! girls! separately.! If!
the! betweenNneighbourhood! variability! in! the! outcome! differs! by! gender,! this! would!
indicate! that! neighbourhood! factors! affect! one! gender! more! than! the! other.! It! is! also!
possible!that!the!levelNone!variance!(the!withinNneighbourhood!variance)!depends!on!some!
explanatory! variable.! For!example,! there!might! also!be!more!variation! in! the!outcome!at!
the!individual!level!for!one!gender!compared!to!the!other.!This!is!known!as!complex!levelN1!















relationship!between!an!exposure!and!an!outcome!variable! in! the! form!of!a! causal! chain!
(Baron!and!Kenny,!1986).!Baron!and!Kenny!(1986)!proposed!the!following!three!conditions:!
1. Changes! in! the! exposure! variable! are! significantly! associated! with! changes! in! the!
mediator!variable!(path!a!in!Figure!5N4).!
2. Changes! in! the! mediator! variable! are! significantly! associated! with! changes! in! the!
outcome!variable!(path!b).!






when! it! comes! to! making! causal! inferences! which! is! only! possible! with! data! from!
experimental!research!(Green,!Ha!and!Bullock,!2010).!!
Here,! the! investigation! was! restricted! to! testing! whether! the! results! of! the! multilevel!
regression! analyses! were! compatible! with! the! hypothesised! indirect! pathways,! without!
inferring! causality.! In! the! multilevel! context,! if! maternal! psychological! distress! and/or!












are" included" in" the" model," which" should" have" been" previously" statistically"
significant"(consistent"with"mediation),""
b) A"reduction"in"the"unexplained"neighbourhood"level"variance."This"should"happen"if"
maternal" levels" of" distress" are" associated" with" unknown" neighbourhood" factors"
that"are"not"included"in"the"model."
5.2.10 Considerations0regarding0multilevel0models0with0sparse0data0
It" is"common"for"the"multilevel"structure"of" large"surveys"that"there"are" large"numbers"of"
groups"(e.g."neighbourhoods"or"schools),"while"the"average"number"of"observations"within"
these"groups" is" small." This" is" true"also" for" the"MCS,"especially"at" the" later" sweeps"due" to"
families"moving."For"example,"the"sweep"four"crossFsectional"analysis"sample"that"was"used"
in" chapter" seven" to" examine" neighbourhood" effects" on" children’s" socioFemotional"
outcomes" (N=" 9,840)" included" 4,374" neighbourhoods" and" 3,882" schools." The" average"
number"of"observations"per"neighbourhood"was"2.2,"and"61%"of"them"were"“singletons”,"
i.e." contained"only" one"observation" (the" average"number"of" observations"per" school"was"
2.5," with" 57%" singletons)." Generally," sparseness" is" not" much" of" a" problem" for" the" fixed"
effects"estimates,"but"can" lead"to"biased"estimates"of" the"random"effects" if" there"are"not"
enough"groups."The" literature"on"multilevel"models"with" sparse"data"agrees" that" it" is" the"
number"of" groups" that"matters"most" for" the"estimation"of"betweenFgroup"variance,"with"
the"number"of"observations"per"group"becoming" less" important" the" larger" the"number"of"
groups"at"the"higher" level" (Maas"and"Hox,"2005;"Gelmann"and"Hill,"2007;"Bell,"Ferron"and"
Kromrey," 2008;" Clarke," 2008)." This" is" because" small" groups" are" given" less" weight" in" the"
estimation"of"group" level" residuals"due" to"shrinkage."Clarke" (2008)" showed"that"unbiased"
estimates" of" fixed" effects" can" be" obtained" with" multilevel" models" even" with" extremely"
sparse" data" (group" size" <2)," and" that" random" effects" can" also" be" reliably"modelled"with"



















This! chapter! addresses! the! first! research! aim,! which! was! to! investigate! whether! the!
neighbourhood!context! influences! levels!of!maternal!psychological!distress!and!parenting!
practices.!There!should!be!evidence!of!such!associations!if!maternal!psychological!distress!
and! parenting! are! on! the! pathway! between! neighbourhood! characteristics! and! the! child!
outcomes!as!hypothesised.!
The! chapter! is! divided! into! two! parts.! The! first! part! seeks! to! explore! whether! levels! of!
maternal!psychological!distress!do!vary!between!neighbourhoods!(first!research!objective),!
and! whether! mothers’! perceptions! of! their! neighbourhood! contribute! to! this! variability!
(second!research!objective).!The!second!part!explores!the!variability! in!selected!parenting!
practices! across! neighbourhoods,! and! whether! this! variability! was! partly! explained! by!
differing! levels! of! maternal! psychological! distress! (third! research! objective).! The!
neighbourhood! environment! might! influence! parenting! also! directly! via! social! processes!
such!as!shared!norms!and!beliefs.!
Neighbourhoods! were! characterised! by! deprivation! indices,! maternal! neighbourhood!
satisfaction! at! the! individual! level! as! well! as! aggregated! over! neighbourhoods,! and! the!
interviewer!observations!of!neighbourhood!disorder.!!
To! achieve! the! first! and! second! objectives,! data! were! analysed! crossNsectionally! and!
longitudinally.!The!crossNsectional!analyses!used!data!from!sweep!two!of!the!MCS!because!
both! maternal! neighbourhood! perceptions! and! interviewer! observations! have! been!
collected! at! that! sweep.! The! longitudinal! analyses! used! data! from! sweeps! two! and! four.!
Multilevel! models! were! estimated! to! quantify! the! variability! in! the! outcome! between!
neighbourhoods!(LSOAs!and!their!equivalents!in!Scotland!and!Northern!Ireland),!and!to!test!
whether! neighbourhood! factors! contributed! independently! to! levels! of!maternal! distress!
after!adjusting!for!individual!level!covariates.!The!longitudinal!analyses!used!a!subsample!of!










mediated! the! relationship! between! neighbourhood! characteristics! and! these! aspects! of!
parenting.!
6.2 Bivariate,analyses,,
For! the! bivariate! analyses! all! measures! stem! from! sweep! two,! when! the! children! were!




higher! scores! equal! higher! levels! of! distress.! For! descriptive! purposes! the! KesslerN6! scale!
was!converted!into!a!categorical!variable!with!cutNoff!points!as!suggested!by!Calderwood!et!
al.! (2007).! These!were! 0N3! for! no!distress,! 4N12! for!moderate!distress! and!13!or! over! for!
severe!distress.!!
Table!6N1!presents!the!relationships!between!family!background!characteristics!and! levels!
of! maternal! psychological! distress.! The! experience! of! psychological! distress! was! socially!
patterned:!Mothers!experiencing!distress!were!on!average!poorer,!had!fewer!qualifications,!
were!more!likely!to!live!in!a!household!where!no!parent!was!in!work!and!more!likely!to!be!












due" to" item"nonDresponse" or" refusal" to" answer" the" self" completion" part" of" the" study." At"
sweep" two," the" items" that" make" up" the" KesslerD6" score" had" a" poor" response" rate," and"
particularly"so"from"ethnic"minority"mothers."At"sweep"four,"when"response"rates"to"these"
questions" were" higher," Pakistani" mothers" were" reporting" only" slightly" higher" levels" of"
distress."





Family!income!(N!=!11,638)! ! ! !
Top"quintile" 2,374" 22.3" 1.0"
Second" 2,163" 25.7" 1.6"
Third" 2,718" 30.8" 2.1"
Fourth" 2,144" 36.5" 5.5"
Bottom"quintile" 2,239" 37.6" 7.2"
Housing!tenure!(N!=!13,413)" " " "
Owned/mortgaged" 8,789" 26.6" 1.6"
Social"housing"/"housing"association" 3,165" 38.1" 7.3"
Rent"privately" 954" 38.3" 5.5"
Other"(incl."living"with"parents)" 505" 30.0" 2.8"
Maternal!highest!NVQ!(N!=!13,396)" " " "
Level"4/5" 4,396" 26.7" 1.3"
Level"3" 2,049" 29.7" 3.0"
Level"2" 4,040" 30.4" 3.6"
Level"1" 1,168" 33.1" 4.8"
Overseas"only" 260" 39.9" 5.8"








was!highest,!N!=!13,414)" " " "
Managerial/Professional" 5,146" 25.7" 1.5"
Intermediate" 1,475" 28.3" 2.0"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." 1,013" 27.4" 2.7"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 1,007" 32.4" 4.0"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 2,200" 33.9" 4.3"
No"partner"in"work1" 2,573" 38.7" 6.9"
Maternal!age!(N!=!13,410)! " " "
40"plus" 1,198" 31.7" 2.5"
30D39" 7,740" 27.5" 2.4"
20D29" 4,351" 34.9" 5.1"
16D19" 121" 30.4" 6.3"
Family!structure!(N!=!13,414)" " " "
Both"natural"parents" 10,782" 28.0" 2.4"
Natural"mother"/"other"partner" 397" 40.5" 7.0"
Single"mother" 2,235" 39.1" 6.6"
Ethnicity!(N!=!13,384)! " " "
White" 11,712" 29.3" 3.0"
Mixed" 101" 35.4" 5.1"
Indian" 235" 36.5" 3.2"
Pakistani" 337" 47.6" 7.6"
Bangladeshi" 88" 34.3" 10.7"
Black"Caribbean" 155" 36.8" 3.2"
Black"African" 137" 26.7" 5.6"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" 619" 37.2" 4.7"






The" neighbourhood"measures" used" in" the" following" analyses"were" the" Index" of"Multiple"
Deprivation" (IMD)," maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction 1 "and" systematic" interviewer"
observations"of"what"might"be"described"as"“neighbourhood"disorder”2."
Figure" 6D1" shows" the" distribution" of" maternal" psychological" distress" by" quintiles" of"
neighbourhood"satisfaction."There"was"a"clear"gradient" in"that"both"moderate"and"severe"
maternal" distress" were" negatively" correlated" with" the" degree" of" neighbourhood"




















































Maternal neighbourhood satisfaction 












Maternal!neighbourhood!satisfaction! ! ! ! !
Most"satisfied" 2,663" 76.1" 22.5" 1.4"
Second" 2,616" 71.7" 26.3" 2.0"
Third" 2,647" 70.0" 27.4" 2.6"
Fourth" 2,709" 63.5" 33.3" 3.2"
Least"satisfied! 2,742" 53.2" 40.6" 6.2"
Neighbourhood!IMD! ! " " "
Least"deprived"" 2,502" 73.9" 24.8" 1.3"
Second" 2,125" 72.2" 26.3" 1.6"
Third" 2,486" 66.6" 30.4" 2.9"
Fourth" 2,917" 64.8" 31.3" 3.9"
Most"deprived" 3,383" 56.7" 37.2" 6.0"
Interviewer!observations" " " " "
Most"favourable" 2,448" 75.5" 23.2" 1.3"
Second" 2,398" 73.3" 25.4" 1.3"
Third" 2,465" 66.2" 30.9" 2.9"
Fourth" 2,548" 62.2" 33.6" 4.2"





The" family" background" characteristics" of" mothers" who" reported" low" neighbourhood"







Social" housing" was" also" highly" correlated" with" low" neighbourhood" satisfaction." Among"
mothers" who" were" least" satisfied" with" their" neighbourhood," 47.7%" were" living" in" social"
housing."To"compare,"the"sample"average"was"21.2%.""
Mothers" in" the" “least" satisfied”" quintile" also" tended" to" be" younger," were"more" likely" to"
have" no" qualifications," to" be" out" of" work" and" to" be" a" single" parent." Also," a" higher"
proportion"of"them"identified"as"belonging"to"an"ethnic"minority."
The" bivariate" analyses" suggest" the" presence" of" compositional" effects" –" the" same" factors"
associated" with" maternal" distress" were" also" correlated" with" low" neighbourhood"
satisfaction." These" factors" will" therefore" be" considered" as" potential" confounders" and"
adjusted"for"in"the"multilevel"models."
Table& 6(3& & & Family& background& characteristics& (%)& at& sweep& two,& by& neighbourhood&
satisfaction&quintile&(max.&N&=&14,961)&
! n! Most!satisfied! Second! Third! Fourth!
Least!
satisfied!
Below!60%!median!income! 3,978" 15.0" 17.2" 23.3" 27.4" 46.2"
Housing!tenure! ! " " " " "
Owned/mortgaged" 9,559" 82.7" 77.3" 71.2" 66.3" 41.2"
Social"housing"" 3,714" 7.4" 12.3" 18.3" 23.6" 47.7"
Rent"privately" 1,090" 6.6" 6.5" 6.6" 6.7" 7.7"
Other"" 598" 3.3" 3.8" 3.9" 3.4" 3.3"
Mother!no!qualifications! 2,177" 6.5" 10.4" 12.7" 13.5" 22.2"
Mother!not!in!work! 7,282" 38.6" 41.7" 41.7" 45.7" 61.1"
Mother!ethnic!minority!group! 2,027" 6.2" 8.3" 10.2" 10.4" 12.6"
Single!parent! 2,535" 9.3" 9.8" 14.6" 15.8" 26.4"
Maternal!age!! ! " " " " "
16"–"19" 127" 0.2" 0.3" 0.5" 0.8" 1.7"
20"–"29" 4,970" 19.7" 22.3" 27.4" 31.8" 45.3"
30"–"39" 8,522" 67.9" 67.1" 63.3" 58.6" 45.4"






It" has"been" shown"elsewhere" that"parenting"practices" vary"by" family" socioDeconomic"and"
demographic" background" (Kelly" et" al.," 2011b)." Table" 6D4" shows" the" results" of" bivariate"
analyses"for"the"selected"parenting"variables."
The" outcomes" “Daily" reading”" and" “Regular" bedtime”" followed" a"marked" social" gradient"
and"also"appeared"to"be"ethnically"patterned."Both"variables"were"strongly"and"positively"
associated" with" maternal" education" and" family" income." They" also" varied" by" maternal"
ethnicity," with" the" lowest" percentage" of" mothers" reading" daily" to" their" children" found"
among"Black"African" and"Bangladeshi"mothers." The"number"of" children" in" the"household"
was"negatively" and" linearly" associated"with"daily" reading," and"also," although"not" linearly,"
with"regular"bedtimes.""
For" “Smacking”," the" picture" looked" very" different:" there" was" little" variation" by" family"
income"and"maternal"education,"with"the"exception"of"the"most"highly"educated"mothers"
who"were"least"likely"to"report"using"smacking"as"a"parenting"strategy."In"general,"smacking"
was" common:"between"60%"and"70%"of"mothers" reported" to"use" it." Smacking"was"quite"
evenly" distributed" among" the" different" ethnic" groups," however" the" lowest" percentage"of"
mothers" who" use" smacking" was" found" among" Bangladeshi" mothers," while" among" Black"
Caribbean"mothers"the"practice"appeared"to"be"most"common."









From" the" bivariate" analyses" there" appeared" to" be" social" gradients" for" daily" reading" and"













Family!income! ! ! ! ! !
Top"quintile" 2,466" 75.3" 89.8" 61.2" 10.6"
Second" 2,256" 70.3" 85.5" 66.4" 14.0"
Third" 2,874" 61.7" 82.2" 71.0" 20.6"
Fourth" 2,434" 51.4" 74.0" 68.7" 20.9"
Bottom"quintile" 2,649" 47.1" 71.5" 68.3" 22.9"
Maternal!highest!NVQ" " " " " "
Level"4/5" 4,638" 75.4" 89.0" 61.2" 12.6"
Level"3" 2,154" 64.7" 83.8" 68.5" 19.6"
Level"2" 4,312" 55.6" 77.4" 72.5" 18.8"
Level"1" 1,269" 45.8" 71.1" 70.4" 24.0"
Overseas"only" 422" 46.4" 64.2" 68.2" 19.4"
None" 2,182" 33.8" 64.0" 62.9" 24.5"
Work!status" " " " " "
Mother"in"work" 7,690" 65.6" 83.9" 66.4" 15.0"
Mother"not"in"work" 7,309" 56.5" 76.8" 67.1" 20.2"
Maternal!age! ! " " " "
40"plus" 1,339" 65.5" 78.1" 59.6" 10.3"
30"–"39" 8,542" 65.3" 83.1" 66.2" 15.4"
20"–"29" 4,983" 52.4" 76.5" 70.4" 23.4"
16"–"19" 126" 51.9" 66.5" 61.4" 29.0"
Family!structure" " " " " "
Both"natural"parents" 12,040" 62.1" 80.1" 67.1" 16.7"
Natural"mother"/"other"partner" 414" 44.4" 73.7" 65.5" 24.3"
Single"mother" 2,545" 48.9" 73.6" 66.2" 22.5"
Ethnicity! ! " " " "
White" 12,287" 64.1" 82.4" 66.9" 17.1"
Mixed" 126" 50.8" 70.4" 71.5" 25.5"
Indian" 364" 46.4" 73.3" 67.9" 20.0"
Pakistani" 645" 36.6" 67.2" 57.8" 20.1"
Bangladeshi" 247" 26.3" 68.2" 45.2" 18.5"
Black"Caribbean" 175" 43.5" 63.6" 78.4" 18.2"
Black"African" 235" 29.3" 58.9" 72.7" 13.1"











Child’s!gender" " " " " "
Boy" 7,671" 59.9" 80.9" 69.7" 19.3"
Girl" 7,328" 63.1" 80.3" 63.6" 15.1"
Number!of!children!in!household! ! " " " "
One" 3,719" 69.3" 78.7" 64.3" 14.3"
Two" 6,752" 65.0" 84.7" 68.3" 18.6"
Three" 2,903" 52.0" 78.8" 67.8" 17.5"
Four" 1,108" 44.7" 70.1" 63.1" 17.4"
Five"or"more" 517" 30.2" 61.0" 59.8" 20.0"
"
6.2.4 Parenting!practices!and!maternal!psychological!distress!
Table" 6D5" shows" the" relationships" between" the" selected" parenting" practices" at" age" three"





46%" of" nonDdistressed" mothers" reported" that" their" children" had" regular" bedtimes,"
compared"to"33%"of"the"severely"distressed."Mothers"who"experienced"distress"were"more"
likely"to"use"smacking"and"shouting"as"ways"to"discipline"their"children."Of"the"mothers"with"















! ! ! !
Every"day" 7,991" 66.0" 57.9" 44.8"
Several"times"a"week" 2,605" 18.1" 20.7" 21.2"
Once"or"twice"a"week" 2,005" 11.9" 14.8" 20.4"
Once"or"twice"a"month" 349" 1.9" 3.1" 4.6"
Less"often! 237" 1.1" 2.0" 2.2"
Not"at"all" 218" 0.9" 1.6" 6.8"
Regular!bedtime!(N!=!12,293)! " " " "
Never"/"almost"never" 1,003" 5.4" 8.5" 13.7"
Sometimes" 1,736" 10.8" 13.3" 17.4"
Usually" 5,130" 28.2" 40.8" 35.6"
Always! 5,536" 45.5" 37.3" 33.3"
Smacking!(N!=!12,142)! " " " "
Never" 4,428" 34.6" 30.7" 27.4"
Rarely" 6,883" 52.5" 52.2" 50.3"
Once"a"month! 636" 5.1" 5.3" 5.4"
Once"a"week"or"more" 1,120" 7.1" 10.7" 13.2"
Daily" 130" 0.7" 1.1" 3.7"
Shouting!(N!=!12,107)" " " " "
Never" 434" 3.3" 2.1" 3.5"
Rarely" 4,302" 35.0" 24.7" 21.2"
Once"a"month" 976" 8.7" 7.3" 5.5"
Once"a"week"or"more" 5,026" 39.3" 42.3" 35.0"












were! coded! (score=1)! as! having! “Regular! bedtimes”!when! the!mother! had! answered! the!
question! “Does! (child)! go! to! bed! at! regular! times?”! with! “Always”! or! “Usually”.! For! the!
variable! “Smacking”,! a! score!of! 1!was! given! if! the!mother! reported! to!use! smacking! as! a!




Parenting! activities! and! routines! such! as! daily! reading! and! regular! bedtimes! were!
significantly! associated!with! the! degree!of! neighbourhood!disadvantage! (Figure! 6N2).! The!
association!with! “Daily! reading”!was! particularly! strong,! ranging! from! 43.4%! in! the!most!
deprived! neighbourhoods! to! 75.5%! in! the! least! deprived.! The! associations!with!maternal!
neighbourhood!satisfaction!were!similarly!patterned!but!less!steep!(Figure!6N2).!
Use'of'harsh'parenting'practices'
In! contrast,! the!use!of! harsh!parenting!practices! such! as! smacking! and! shouting!was! less!
spatially!patterned!(Figure!6N3)!For!smacking,!there!was!no!clear!association!with!the!level!
of! neighbourhood! deprivation! (pNvalue! test! for! trend! not! statistically! significant,! see!
Appendix!III,!Table!11N6).!It!appeared!that!higher!percentages!of!mothers!from!the!middle!
deciles! reported! to!use! smacking,!while! the!percentages! at! both! ends!of! the!distribution!









                                         
 
 






































































































































































































Always / usually regular bedtime 
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The" between:neighbourhood" variability" in" levels" of" maternal" psychological" distress" and"
contribution" of" neighbourhood" exposures" after" adjusting" for" individual" level" confounders"
were" estimated" using" multilevel" random" intercept" models." The" outcome" –" maternal"
psychological"distress"–"was"measured"via"the"Kessler:6"scale"as"a"continuous"variable.""
The" data" were" analysed" cross:sectionally" and" longitudinally." For" all" models," the" tables"
display" the" between:neighbourhood" variance," percentage" of" the" total" between:











The" relationships" between" maternal" psychological" distress" and" the" following"
neighbourhood" exposures" were" examined:" (1)" the" Index" of" Multiple" Deprivation;" (2)"
maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" measured" at" the" individual" level;" (3)" maternal"
neighbourhood"satisfaction"scores"aggregated"to"the"neighbourhood"level," i.e."over"LSOAs"












variable" that" holds" information" on" the" UK" country" as" well" as" the" characteristics" of" the"
electoral"ward"the" family"had"been" initially" recruited" from"(advantaged,"disadvantaged"or"
ethnically" diverse)." As" has" been" discussed" in" chapter" five," including" this" variable" in" the"
analysis" is" recommended"where" the"use"of"MCS" sampling"weights" is" not" feasible," as"was"
here"the"case1."
The" following" individual" level" covariates"were" included:"maternal"age;"maternal"ethnicity,"
family" structure,"maternal" education" (NVQ" level);"weekly" family" income" (scaled" so" that" 1"
unit" corresponded" to" £100" per" week);" NS:SEC" of" either" the" mother" or" her" partner,"
whichever"was"higher;"and"housing"tenure."Because"the"bivariate"analyses"suggested"that"
the" relationship" between"maternal" age" and"psychological" distress"might" be" curvilinear," it"
was" also" tested"whether" a" quadratic" term" for"maternal" age" had" any" explanatory" power."




Model& A" was" the" variance" components" model" or" empty" model," estimating" the" variance"
between"neighbourhoods"before"any"explanatory"variables"were"taken"into"account."
Model&B"adjusted"for"MCS"strata"and"individual"level"covariates"only.""
Model& C" adjusted" for" MCS" strata," individual" level" covariates" and" the" Index" of" Multiple"
Deprivation" (in" deciles)." This" model" was" estimated" as" a" separate" step" to" test" whether"
potential" associations" with" neighbourhood" deprivation" were" mediated" by" mothers’"
neighbourhood"perceptions."
Model& D" adjusted" for" MCS" strata," individual" level" covariates," the" Index" of" Multiple"
Deprivation"deciles"and"maternal"neighbourhood"satisfaction"at"sweep"two2."
                                                







Model& E" adjusted" for" MCS" strata," individual" level" covariates," the" Index" of" Multiple"
Deprivation" deciles" and" maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" at" sweep" two," this" time"
aggregated"over"neighbourhoods.""
Model& F" adjusted" for" MCS" strata," individual" level" covariates," the" Index" of" Multiple"
Deprivation"deciles"and"systematic"interviewer"observations"of"“neighbourhood"disorder”1."""
6.3.1.2 Results/
Model" A" in" Table" 6:6" shows" the" results" for" the" empty" model" or" variance" components"
model." The" average" Kessler:6" score" in" this" sample" was" 3.1" points." The" between:
neighbourhood"or" level:2"variance"was"0.7,"which"was"statistically"significant"at" the"0.001"
level."About"5%"of"the"total"variance" in"maternal" levels"of"distress"was"due"to"differences"




neighbourhood" variability" that" was" calculated" in" Model" A." With" these" adjustments," the"




qualifications" scored" on" average" 0.6" and" 0.7" points" higher," respectively," on" the" Kessler:6"
compared"to"highly"educated"mothers" (NVQ"level"4"or"5)." It" is"of"note"that" living" in"social"
housing" as" well" as" renting" privately" was" also" associated" with" higher" scores" (an" average"
increase" of" about" 0.9" points)" when" compared" to"mothers" living" in" owned" or"mortgaged"
accommodation,"a"result"that"was"highly"statistically"significant."There"was"no"independent"
relationship" between" psychological" distress" and" maternal" age" net" of" the" other" family"
background" characteristics." Higher" coefficients" were" found" for" Indian" and" especially"
Pakistani"mothers,"which"might"be"partly"due"to"item"non:response"as"has"been"discussed"
earlier"(section"6.2.1).""







decile" as" the" reference" category," mothers" living" in" the" least" deprived" neighbourhoods"
scored"on"average"0.6"points"lower"on"the"Kessler:6"scale."The"associations"with"the"family"
level" covariates" remained"almost"unchanged." There"was"also"no" important" change" in" the"
neighbourhood"variance,"which"had"already"been"largely"explained"by"the"previous"model."
The" IMD" as" a" measure" of" area" deprivation" did" not" contribute" independently" to" the"
variability"in"the"outcome"between"neighbourhoods"over"and"above"family"level"factors."
Model" D" shows" a" linear" and" negative" relationship" between" mothers’" reports" of"
psychological" distress" and" their" satisfaction" with" the" neighbourhood." Mothers" who"
reported"the"lowest"satisfaction"with"their"area"scored"on"average"1.4"points"higher"on"the"
Kessler:6" scale" than"mothers"who"were"most" satisfied,"after"allowing" for" the" influence"of"
family" background" factors." Compared" to" model" C," the" association" with" neighbourhood"
deprivation" (IMD)" was" attenuated" and" no" longer" statistically" significant," suggesting" a"
mediating" pathway" via" mothers’" neighbourhood" perceptions." The" coefficient" for" social"










Model/A/ Model/B/ Model/C/ Model/D/
MCS/stratum"(ref"="England":"
advantaged)/ " " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" " 0.12"(0.12)" :0.07"(0.14)" :0.19"(0.14)"
England"–"ethnic" " 0.07"(0.21)" :0.15"(0.22)" :0.39"(0.23)"
Wales"–"advantaged" " :0.14"(0.19)" :0.09"(0.19)" :0.03"(0.19)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" " 0.00"(0.15)" :0.15"(0.16)" :0.15"(0.16)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" " :0.35"(0.17)*" :0.36"(0.17)*" :0.27"(0.17)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" " 0.17"(0.18)" 0.03"(0.19)" :0.05"(0.19)"
NI"–"advantaged" " :0.54"(0.21)*" :0.51"(0.21)*" :0.41"(0.21)"
NI"–"disadvantaged" " 0.29"(0.19)" 0.09"(0.21)" 0.22"(0.21)"
Individual/level/covariates/ " " " "
Maternal"age"(years)" " 0.00"(0.01)" 0.01"(0.01)" 0.01"(0.01)"
Maternal"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " " "
Mixed" " 0.11"(0.50)" 0.11"(0.50)" 0.11"(0.49)"
Indian" " 1.29"(0.34)***" 1.30"(0.34)***" 1.24"(0.34)***"
Pakistani"" " 2.28"(0.29)***" 2.24"(0.29)***" 2.38"(0.29)***"
Bangladeshi" " 0.48"(0.59)" 0.44"(0.59)" 0.54"(0.58)"
Black"Caribbean" " :0.08"(0.38)" :0.09"(0.38)" :0.04"(0.38)"
Black"African" " :0.35"(0.40)" :0.37"(0.40)" :0.21"(0.40)"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" " 0.52"(0.23)*" 0.53"(0.23)*" 0.55"(0.23)*"
Family"structure"(ref"="both"
natural"parents" " " " "
Natural"mother"/"other"
partner" " 0.63"(0.32)*" 0.61"(0.32)" 0.60"(0.32)"
Single"mother" " 0.41"(0.14)**" 0.40"(0.14)**" 0.40"(0.14)**"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)"
" " " "
Level"3"" " 0.01"(0.13)" :0.01"(0.13)" :0.02"(0.12)"
Level"2" " :0.06"(0.11)" :0.08"(0.11)" :0.10"(0.11)"
Level"1" " :0.04"(0.17)" :0.06"(0.17)" :0.06"(0.17)"
Overseas"" " 0.69"(0.31)*" 0.67"(0.31)*" 0.66"(0.31)*"
None" " 0.57"(0.16)**" 0.54"(0.16)**" 0.54"(0.16)**"






Model/A/ Model/B/ Model/C/ Model/D/
NS:SEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " " "
Intermediate" " 0.08"(0.14)" 0.07"(0.14)" 0.08"(0.14)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." " :0.35"(0.17)*" :0.36"(0.17)*" :0.33"(0.17)*"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." " 0.25"(0.16)" 0.22"(0.16)" 0.24"(0.16)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" " :0.07"(0.14)" :0.10"(0.14)" :0.07"(0.14)"
No"partner"in"work" " 0.46"(0.15)**" 0.44"(0.15)**" 0.46"(0.15)**"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " " "
Rented"privately" " 0.86"(0.20)***" 0.85"(0.20)***" 0.85"(0.20)***"
Social"housing" " 0.92"(0.13)***" 0.87"(0.13)***" 0.67"(0.13)***"
Other" " :0.20"(0.23)" :0.21"(0.23)" :0.20"(0.23)"
Neighbourhood/exposures" " " " "




Second"quintile" " " " 0.43"(0.13)**"
Third"quintile" " " " 0.45"(0.13)**"
Fourth"quintile" " " " 0.80"(0.13)***"
Least"satisfied" " " " 1.40"(0.14)***"







–" 80.0" 81.5" 75.4"
Within"neighbourhood"variance" 12.27"(0.22)***" 11.88"(0.21)***" 11.87"(0.21)***" 11.68"(0.21)***"
Total"variance" 12.92" 12.01" 11.99" 11.84"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"














observations" of" “neighbourhood" disorder”" (Model" F)" as" exposure" variables." All" models"
adjusted" for" the" same" covariates" as" before." The" results" are" presented" in" Table" 6:7." For"
brevity" and"easier" comparison," only" the" coefficients"of" the"neighbourhood"exposures" are"
shown,"however"the"full"table"is"provided"in"Appendix"IV"(Table"11:8)."
In"all"three"models,"the"association"with"neighbourhood"IMD"was"not"statistically"significant"
(data"shown" in"Appendix" IV,"Table"11:8)."Comparison"of" the" three"measures"showed"that"
mothers’" satisfaction"with" the"neighbourhood"measured" at" the" individual" level"was"most"









measure" of" neighbourhood" satisfaction" as" well" as" for" interviewer" observations" were" no"
longer" statistically" significant," while" the" coefficients" for" individual" level" neighbourhood"
satisfaction"remained"virtually"unchanged"(data"not"shown).""
In"summary,"maternal"neighbourhood"satisfaction"was"significantly"and"linearly"associated"
with" levels" of" psychological" distress" after" family" socio:economic" factors" were" taken" into"
account," and" this" was" true" even" when" neighbourhood" satisfaction" was" aggregated" over"














Second"quintile" 0.43"(0.13)**" " "
Third"quintile" 0.45"(0.13)**" " "
Fourth"quintile" 0.80"(0.13)***" " "
Least"satisfied" 1.40"(0.14)***" " "
Aggregated"neighbourhood"satisfaction"
(ref"="most"satisfied)" " " "
Second"quintile" " 0.30"(0.14)*" "
Third"quintile" " 0.41"(0.15)**" "
Fourth"quintile" " 0.48"(0.18)**" "
Least"satisfied" " 0.85"(0.20)***" "
Interviewer"observations"(ref"="most"
favourable)" " " "
Second" " " :0.10"(0.13)"
Third" " " 0.24"(0.13)"
Fourth" " " 0.35"(0.14)*"
Least"favourable" " " 0.45"(0.15)***"
Constant" 2.20"(0.36)***" 2.53"(0.38)***" 2.73"(0.37)***"
Between"neighbourhood"variance" 0.16"(0.10)*" 0.11"(0.10)NS" 0.13"(0.10)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 75.4" 83.1" 80.0"
Within"neighbourhood"variance" 11.68"(0.21)***" 11.86"(0.21)***" 11.84"(0.21)***"
Total"variance" 11.84" 11.97" 11.97"
VPC" 1.4" 0.9" 1.1"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05"""""NS"Random"effect"not"statistically"significant"












the" longitudinal"analysis," resulting" in"a" sample" size"of"7,387."The"number"of" LSOAs" in" the"
analysis" sample" was" 3,158," and" the" average" number" of" observations" per" LSOA" was" 2.3,"
ranging" from" 1" to" 31." The" neighbourhood" predictors" were" mothers’" neighbourhood"
satisfaction"and"interviewer"observed"neighbourhood"disorder"at"sweep"two."The"outcome"
















Model&B" then"adjusted" for"MCS" strata"and" individual" level" covariates."All" covariates"were"
measured"at"sweep"four."





at" sweep" two" could" be" foregone" and" estimates" could" be" compared" with" the" following"
models.""
Model& D" adjusted" for" MCS" strata," individual" level" covariates," IMD" at" sweep" two1"and"
maternal"neighbourhood"satisfaction"at"sweep"two,"measured"at"the"individual"level."
Model&E"additionally"adjusted"for"baseline"maternal"psychological"distress"(Kessler:6"score)."
Therefore," this"model" predicted"whether"maternal" neighbourhood" perceptions" at" sweep"
two"were"associated"with"a"change"in"the"level"of"maternal"distress.""
6.3.2.2 Results/



















no" qualifications" and" living" in" a" household" where" no" partner" was" in" work." Model" B"






Model" C" in" Table" 6:9" shows" a" statistically" significant" relationship" between" interviewer:




Model"D" in"Table"6:9"shows" that"mothers’" reported"neighbourhood"satisfaction"at" sweep"
two"was"associated"in"a" linear"fashion"with"maternal"psychological"distress"at"sweep"four,"
independent" of" the" family:level" covariates." Mothers" who" were" least" satisfied" with" their"
area" at" sweep" two" scored" on" average" 1.3" points" higher" on" the" Kessler:6" scale" at" sweep"
four."In"contrast"to"the"findings"of"the"cross:sectional"analysis,"there"was"no"evidence"that"
maternal" neighbourhood" perceptions" mediated" the" relationship" between" IMD" and"
maternal" psychological" distress." In" a" separate" model" with" only" the" IMD" as" the"
neighbourhood" exposure," the" association"with" IMD"was" not" statistically" significant" either"
(data" not" shown)." The" coefficient" for" living" in" social" housing" was" reduced" compared" to"





of" baseline" distress" levels" resulted" in" a" sharp" reduction" in" the" coefficients" for" the"
neighbourhood" satisfaction" variable," however" the" association" remained" statistically"
significant"for"the"fourth"and"fifth"quintile."Given"equal"baseline"levels"of"distress,"mothers"
who"had"been"least"satisfied"with"their"neighbourhood"at"sweep"two"scored"on"average"0.6"
points"higher"on" the"Kessler:6"at" sweep" four,"when"compared" to"mothers"who"had"been"
most"satisfied."The"relationship"with"social"housing"was"also"greatly"attenuated,"indicating"
that"mothers"living"in"social"housing"had"higher"baseline"levels"of"distress.""
It" appears" that" neighbourhood" satisfaction" measured" four" to" five" years" earlier" was"










Model/B/ Model/C/ Model/D/ Model/E/
MCS/stratum"(ref"="England":"
advantaged)/ " " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" 0.15"(0.12)" 0.08"(0.13)" 0.02"(0.13)" 0.13"(0.11)"
England"–"ethnic" :0.31"(0.22)" :0.41"(0.23)" :0.51"(0.23)*" :0.33"(0.20)"
Wales"–"advantaged" :0.08"(0.20)" :0.08"(0.19)" :0.01"(0.19)" 0.03"(0.17)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" 0.09"(0.15)" 0.04"(0.16)" 0.04"(0.16)" 0.05"(0.14)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" :0.24"(0.18)" :0.20"(0.18)" :0.16"(0.18)" :0.12"(0.16)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" :0.11"(0.20)" :0.16"(0.20)" :0.21"(0.20)" :0.05"(0.18)"
NI"–"advantaged" :0.57"(0.21)**" :0.49"(0.21)*" :0.46"(0.21)*" :0.23"(0.19)"
NI"–"disadvantaged" :0.52"(0.19)**" :0.54"(0.20)**" :0.43"(0.20)*" :0.42"(0.18)*"
Individual/level/covariates/ " " " "
Maternal"age"(years)" 0.02"(0.01)**" 0.02"(0.01)**" 0.02"(0.01)**" 0.02"(0.01)**"
Maternal"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " " "
Mixed" 0.11"(0.52)" 0.11"(0.52)" 0.10"(0.52)" 0.01"(0.45)"
Indian" 0.51"(0.34)" 0.44"(0.33)" 0.50"(0.33)" 0.13"(0.29)"
Pakistani"" 0.60"(0.32)" 0.58"(0.32)" 0.66"(0.32)*" :0.29"(0.28)"
Bangladeshi" 0.78"(0.63)" 0.75"(0.63)" 0.90"(0.62)" 0.46"(0.54)"
Black"Caribbean" 0.56"(0.40)" 0.52"(0.40)" 0.56"(0.40)" 0.28"(0.35)"
Black"African" 0.32"(0.47)" 0.26"(0.47)" 0.31"(0.47)" 0.23"(0.41)"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" 0.62"(0.45)" 0.55"(0.45)" 0.59"(0.45)" 0.38"(0.39)"
Family"structure"(ref"="both"
natural""parents" " " " "
Natural"mother"/"other"
partner" 0.58"(0.22)**" 0.57"(0.22)*" 0.54"(0.22)*" 0.06"(0.19)"
Single"mother" 0.43"(0.13)**" 0.42"(0.13)**" 0.41"(0.13)**" 0.29"(0.11)*"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " " "
Level"3"" :0.01"(0.13)" :0.01"(0.13)" :0.01"(0.13)" :0.03"(0.11)"
Level"2" 0.04"(0.11)" 0.02"(0.11)" 0.02"(0.11)" 0.05"(0.10)"
Level"1" :0.30"(0.18)" :0.34"(0.18)" :0.32"(0.18)" :0.20"(0.16)"
Overseas"" 0.68"(0.33)*" 0.67"(0.33)*" 0.67"(0.33)*" 0.47"(0.29)"
None" 0.47"(0.19)*" 0.42"(0.19)*" 0.45"(0.18)*" 0.36"(0.16)*"







Model/B/ Model/C/ Model/D/ Model/E/
NS:SEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " " "
Intermediate" 0.03"(0.14)" 0.00"(0.14)" 0.02"(0.14)" :0.01"(0.12)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." :0.12"(0.16)" :0.14"(0.16)" :0.10"(0.16)" 0.13"(0.14)"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 0.16"(0.19)" 0.11"(0.19)" 0.14"(0.19)" 0.18"(0.17)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 0.07"(0.15)" 0.03"(0.15)" 0.06"(0.15)" 0.10"(0.13)"
No"partner"in"work" 1.05"(0.17)***" 1.03"(0.17)***" 1.04"(0.16)***" 0.58"(0.14)***"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " " "
Rented"privately" 0.35"(0.22)" 0.31"(0.22)" 0.36"(0.22)" 0.10"(0.19)"
Social"housing" 0.68"(0.14)***" 0.60"(0.14)***" 0.51"(0.14)***" 0.10"(0.12)"
Other" :0.17"(0.30)" :0.17"(0.30)" :0.19"(0.30)" :0.14"(0.26)"
Neighbourhood/exposures" " " " "
IMD"decile"sweep"2"(ref"="most"
deprived)" " :0.01"(0.02)" 0.01"(0.02)" 0.02"(0.02)"
Interviewer"observations"
sweep"2"(ref"="most"favourable)" " " " "
Second" " 0.00"(0.13)" " "
Third" " 0.45"(0.14)***" " "
Fourth" " 0.47"(0.15)***" " "
Least"favourable" " 0.37"(0.16)*" " "
Maternal"neighbourhood"
satisfaction""sweep"2"(ref"="
most"satisfied)" " " " "
Second"quintile" " " 0.30"(0.13)*" 0.14"(0.11)"
Third"quintile" " " 0.41"(0.13)**" 0.14"(0.11)"
Fourth"quintile" " " 0.68"(0.14)***" 0.30"(0.12)*"
Least"satisfied" " " 1.32"(0.15)***" 0.58"(0.13)***"
/Kessler<6/score,/sweep/two/ " " " 0.52"(0.01)***"
Constant" 2.30"(0.37)" 1.99"(0.41)" 1.67"(0.40)" 0.45"(0.35)"
Neighbourhood"variance" 0.11"(0.13)NS" 0.09"(0.13)NS" 0.10"(0.13)NS" 0.09"(0.09)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"
variance"explained" 80.4" 83.9" 82.1" 83.9"
Residual"variance" 12.64"(0.24)" 12.62"(0.24)" 12.51"(0.24)" 9.42"(0.18)"
Total"variance" 12.75" 12.71" 12.61" 9.51"









shown" to" be" associated" with" a" significantly" increased" probability" of" caseness" when"
screening" for"mental" illness" (Furukawa" et" al.," 2003)." The" conclusions" regarding" the"main"
relationships" did" not" change:" cross:sectionally" as" well" as" longitudinally" low" maternal"
neighbourhood" satisfaction," both" at" the" individual" and" the" neighbourhood" level," was"
linearly" associated" with" higher" odds" of" being" distressed" (or" among" the" top" 10%" of" the"




well" as" the" longitudinal" analyses," maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" was" significantly"
associated" with" levels" of" psychological" distress," after" allowing" for" family" socio:economic"




neighbourhood"at"sweep"two"experienced"a"slight" increase" in"their" levels"of"psychological"
distress" over" the" following" 4:5" years." A" statistically" significant" relationship" of" similar"





Both" cross:sectionally" and" longitudinally," there" was" no" indication" that" neighbourhood"
perceptions"accounted"for"part"of"the"variability"in"distress"levels"between"neighbourhoods"
(at" least"not"under" the"definition"of" LSOAs"and" their"equivalents" in"Scotland"and"NI)."The"
6"|"Results"–"Maternal"psychological"distress"and"parenting"
 150 













































The" results" from" the" previous" section" suggest" that" mothers’" perceptions" of" their"
neighbourhood"contributed"to"their"experience"of"psychological"distress."
Part"two"of"this"chapter"used"data"from"sweep"two"to"investigate"whether"and"how"much"







neighbourhood" characteristics" contribute" to" this" variability," can" be" estimated" using" twoB
level"binary"response"models1."Note"that"in"a"multilevel"binary"response"model"the"withinB




are" presented" as" odds" ratios" for" easier" interpretation," however" the" betweenB
neighbourhood"variance"is"on"the"logBodds"scale."
Analysis(samples(and(neighbourhood(predictors(
All"measures" stemmed" from" sweep" two." The" analysis" samples" consisted" of"mothers"who"
had"been"residentially"stable"between"sweeps"one"and"two"and"for"whom"all" information"
was" complete." The" final" sample" sizes"were" 7,936" for" daily" reading" and" regular" bedtimes"
(within"2,291"LSOAs);"7,827"for"smacking"(within"2,282"LSOAs)"and"7,788"for"daily"shouting"
(within" 2,275" LSOAs)." The" average" number" of" observations" per" LSOA" was" 3.5" for" daily"
reading"and"regular"bedtimes,"and"3.4"for"smacking"and"daily"shouting."
Neighbourhood" predictors" were" IMD," maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" measured" at"
the"individual"level"and"interviewer"observations"of"neighbourhood"disorder."






family" income" as" a" continuous" variable" (scaled" so" that" 1" unit" corresponded" to" £100" per"





























of" the"other" family"background"factors." In" terms"of"ethnicity," Indian,"Black"Caribbean"and"
Black"African"mothers"were"less"likely"to"read"daily"compared"to"White"mothers1."
Model" C" in" Table" 6B12" then" additionally" adjusted" for" the" neighbourhood" exposures."
Neighbourhood"deprivation"measured"via"the"IMD"was"significantly"and"strongly"associated"
with"the"outcome"in"the"expected"direction."The"relationship"with"maternal"neighbourhood"











There"was" still" significant" variation"between"neighbourhoods" in" the" fully" adjusted"model,"
with" an" estimated" 3.2%" of" the" unexplained" variance" due" to" factors" operating" at" the"
neighbourhood"level."









                                                










advantaged)& " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" 0.76"(0.66,"0.88)***" 0.93"(0.79,"1.10)" 0.93"(0.78,"1.10)"
England"–"ethnic" 0.69"(0.53,"0.89)**" 0.86"(0.66,"1.13)" 0.85"(0.65,"1.12)"
Wales"–"advantaged" 0.90"(0.70,"1.15)" 0.84"(0.66,"1.08)" 0.84"(0.65,"1.08)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" 0.81"(0.67,"0.97)*" 0.93"(0.77,"1.13)" 0.93"(0.77,"1.13)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" 0.97"(0.78,"1.21)" 0.95"(0.77,"1.19)" 0.95"(0.76,"1.18)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" 0.78"(0.63,"0.98)*" 0.91"(0.72,"1.14)" 0.91"(0.72,"1.15)"
NI"–"advantaged" 0.76"(0.58,"1.00)*" 0.71"(0.54,"0.92)*" 0.70"(0.54,"0.92)**"
NI"–"disadvantaged" 0.82"(0.64,"1.06)" 0.98"(0.75,"1.28)" 0.98"(0.75,"1.28)"
Individual&level&covariates& " " "
Girl" 1.21"(1.10,"1.33)***" 1.21"(1.10,"1.34)***" 1.21"(1.10,"1.33)***"
Child"age"(months)" 0.98"(0.96,"1.01)" 0.98"(0.96,"1.01)" 0.98"(0.96,"1.01)"
Weekly"family"income,"per"£100" 1.01"(0.98,"1.04)" 0.99"(0.97,"1.02)" 0.99"(0.96,"1.02)"
NSBSEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" 0.87"(0.73,"1.03)" 0.88"(0.74,"1.05)" 0.88"(0.74,"1.05)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." 0.82"(0.67,"1.01)" 0.82"(0.67,"1.01)" 0.81"(0.66,"1.00)"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 0.88"(0.72,"1.07)" 0.90"(0.74,"1.10)" 0.90"(0.74,"1.10)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 0.74"(0.63,"0.88)**" 0.77"(0.65,"0.91)**" 0.77"(0.65,"0.91)**"
No"parent"in"work" 0.92"(0.76,"1.11)" 0.93"(0.77,"1.12)" 0.94"(0.78,"1.13)"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" 1.11"(0.86,"1.42)" 1.12"(0.87,"1.45)" 1.15"(0.89,"1.48)"
Social"housing"" 0.82"(0.70,"0.96)*" 0.87"(0.74,"1.02)" 0.88"(0.75,"1.04)"
Other" 0.91"(0.69,"1.21)" 0.92"(0.69,"1.22)" 0.92"(0.69,"1.23)"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" 0.72"(0.62,"0.84)***" 0.74"(0.63,"0.86)***" 0.74"(0.63,"0.86)***"
Level"2" 0.51"(0.44,"0.58)***" 0.52"(0.46,"0.60)***" 0.52"(0.45,"0.60)***"
Level"1" 0.42"(0.34,"0.52)***" 0.44"(0.36,"0.54)***" 0.44"(0.35,"0.54)***"
Overseas"" 0.47"(0.32,"0.69)***" 0.49"(0.34,"0.72)***" 0.50"(0.34,"0.73)***"
None" 0.35"(0.28,"0.42)***" 0.36"(0.30,"0.45)***" 0.37"(0.30,"0.45)***"
Maternal"age"(years)" 1.02"(1.01,"1.03)***" 1.02"(1.01,"1.03)**" 1.02"(1.01,"1.03)***"
Family"structure"(ref"="both"natural"
parents" " " "
Natural"mother"/"other"partner" 0.74"(0.50,"1.10)" 0.75"(0.51,"1.11)" 0.76"(0.52,"1.12)"







Maternal"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" 0.78"(0.43,"1.39)" 0.78"(0.44,"1.40)" 0.79"(0.44,"1.41)"
Indian" 0.36"(0.24,"0.55)***" 0.37"(0.25,"0.56)***" 0.38"(0.25,"0.57)***"
Pakistani"" 0.81"(0.56,"1.16)" 0.83"(0.58,"1.19)" 0.87"(0.60,"1.26)"
Bangladeshi" 0.62"(0.31,"1.27)" 0.66"(0.33,"1.34)" 0.67"(0.33,"1.36)"
Black"Caribbean" 0.52"(0.33,"0.82)**" 0.53"(0.34,"0.84)**" 0.53"(0.34,"0.84)**"
Black"African" 0.34"(0.21,"0.57)***" 0.36"(0.22,"0.60)***" 0.36"(0.22,"0.60)***"
Other"" 0.73"(0.55,"0.96)*" 0.73"(0.55,"0.97)*" 0.74"(0.56,"0.98)*"
Number"of"children"(ref"="one)" " " "
Two" 0.64"(0.56,"0.73)***" 0.63"(0.55,"0.72)***" 0.63"(0.55,"0.72)***"
Three" 0.44"(0.37,"0.51)***" 0.43"(0.36,"0.50)***" 0.43"(0.36,"0.50)***"
Four" 0.42"(0.34,"0.53)***" 0.42"(0.33,"0.52)***" 0.41"(0.33,"0.52)***"
Five"or"more" 0.28"(0.20,"0.39)***" 0.27"(0.19,"0.38)***" 0.27"(0.19,"0.39)***"
Neighbourhood&exposures" " " "
IMD"decile"(ref"="least"deprived)" " 0.95"(0.92,"0.97)***" 0.95"(0.92,"0.97)***"
Maternal"neighbourhood"
satisfaction"(ref"="most"satisfied)" " " "
Second"quintile" " 0.88"(0.75,"1.04)" 0.89"(0.75,"1.05)"
Third"quintile" " 0.78"(0.66,"0.92)**" 0.78"(0.66,"0.93)**"
Fourth"quintile" " 0.86"(0.73,"1.02)" 0.88"(0.74,"1.04)"
Least"satisfied" " 0.88"(0.73,"1.06)" 0.91"(0.76,"1.09)"
Interviewer"observations"(ref"="
most"favourable)" " " "
Second" " 0.91"(0.77,"1.08)" 0.91"(0.77,"1.08)"
Third" " 0.81"(0.69,"0.96)*" 0.82"(0.69,"0.97)*"
Fourth" " 0.83"(0.69,"0.99)*" 0.83"(0.70,"0.99)*"
Least"favourable" " 0.88"(0.73,"1.07)" 0.89"(0.73,"1.07)"
Maternal&psychological&distress&
(KesslerP6&score,&cont.)& " " 0.98"(0.96,"0.99)**"
Constant" 5.21"(1.88,"14.41)" 9.45"(3.35,"26.63)" 9.96"(3.53,"28.10)"
Between"neighbourhood"variance" 0.12"(0.06,"0.24)**" 0.10"(0.04,"0.23)**" 0.11"(0.05,"0.23)**"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 67.6" 73.0" 70.3"
Total"variance" 3.41" 3.39" 3.40"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"






had" always" or" usually" a" regular" bedtime," and" as" “0”" if" the" answer" was" “never" /" almost"
never”" or" “sometimes”." Table" 6B13" shows" the" results" of" the" variance" components" (or"
empty)" model." The" odds" for" a" child" in" an" average" neighbourhood" of" having" a" regular"
bedtime" were" 4.5," which" translates" into" a" probability" of" 82%." About" 8%" of" the" total"
variance" in" the" probability" of" having" a" regular" bedtime"was" due" to" differences" between"
neighbourhoods."









The" odds" of" having" a" regular" bedtime" were" higher" for" children" who" were" older," whose"
mothers"were"more"educated,"whose"families"had"higher"incomes"and"belonged"to"a"higher"
social" class," and" whose" mothers" were" older" (Model" B" in" Table" 6B14)." Children" of" Black"
African"mothers"were"less" likely"to"have"regular"bedtimes"compared"to"White"mothers." In"
this"model,"the"betweenBneighbourhood"variability"had"lost"statistical"significance."
After" adjusting" for" the" covariates," children" in" more" deprived" neighbourhoods" were" less"
likely" to"have"a" regular"bedtime"than"children" in" less"deprived"areas" (Model"C" in"Table"6B
14)." Maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" was" not" at" all" associated" with" the" outcome."
Children"living"in"neighbourhoods"rated"least"favourable"by"the"interviewers"were"also"less"
likely" to" have" a" regular" bedtime," however" the" association"with" observed" neighbourhood"
disorder"was"not"linear."
Again," while"maternal" psychological" distress"was" strongly" and" negatively" associated"with"










advantaged)& " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" 0.73"(0.61,"0.86)***" 0.88"(0.72,"1.06)" 0.87"(0.71,"1.06)"
England"–"ethnic" 0.75"(0.57,"0.99)*" 0.94"(0.69,"1.27)" 0.92"(0.68,"1.25)"
Wales"–"advantaged" 0.95"(0.70,"1.30)" 0.90"(0.66,"1.24)" 0.90"(0.66,"1.23)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" 0.60"(0.49,"0.74)***" 0.69"(0.56,"0.86)**" 0.69"(0.55,"0.86)**"
Scotland"–"advantaged" 1.24"(0.93,"1.67)" 1.21"(0.90,"1.63)" 1.20"(0.89,"1.61)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" 0.82"(0.63,"1.07)" 0.96"(0.73,"1.26)" 0.96"(0.73,"1.26)"
NI"–"advantaged" 0.93"(0.66,"1.30)" 0.86"(0.61,"1.20)" 0.84"(0.60,"1.17)"
NI"–"disadvantaged" 0.76"(0.57,"1.01)" 0.88"(0.66,"1.19)" 0.89"(0.66,"1.20)"
Individual&level&covariates& " " "
Girl" 1.05"(0.93,"1.18)" 1.05"(0.93,"1.18)" 1.04"(0.93,"1.17)"
Child"age"(months)" 1.05"(1.02,"1.08)**" 1.05"(1.02,"1.08)**" 1.05"(1.02,"1.08)**"
Weekly"family"income,"per"£100" 1.07"(1.03,"1.11)***" 1.05"(1.01,"1.09)**" 1.05"(1.01,"1.09)*"
NSBSEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" 0.80"(0.65,"0.99)*" 0.81"(0.66,"1.01)" 0.81"(0.66,"1.01)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." 0.75"(0.58,"0.96)*" 0.75"(0.59,"0.97)*" 0.74"(0.58,"0.95)*"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 0.79"(0.62,"1.01)" 0.82"(0.65,"1.05)" 0.83"(0.65,"1.05)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 0.65"(0.54,"0.80)***" 0.68"(0.56,"0.83)***" 0.67"(0.55,"0.82)***"
No"parent"in"work" 0.68"(0.54,"0.84)**" 0.69"(0.55,"0.86)**" 0.70"(0.56,"0.88)**"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" 0.96"(0.72,"1.28)" 0.99"(0.74,"1.32)" 1.02"(0.76,"1.37)"
Social"housing"" 0.67"(0.56,"0.79)***" 0.72"(0.60,"0.86)***" 0.74"(0.62,"0.88)**"
Other" 0.65"(0.47,"0.89)**" 0.66"(0.48,"0.90)*" 0.66"(0.48,"0.90)**"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" 0.80"(0.65,"0.98)*" 0.82"(0.67,"1.01)" 0.82"(0.67,"1.01)"
Level"2" 0.63"(0.53,"0.74)***" 0.65"(0.54,"0.77)***" 0.64"(0.54,"0.77)***"
Level"1" 0.49"(0.39,"0.62)***" 0.51"(0.41,"0.65)***" 0.51"(0.40,"0.65)***"
Overseas"" 0.46"(0.31,"0.69)***" 0.48"(0.32,"0.72)***" 0.49"(0.33,"0.74)**"
None" 0.43"(0.34,"0.54)***" 0.45"(0.36,"0.56)***" 0.46"(0.36,"0.57)***"
Maternal"age"(years)" 0.98"(0.97,"0.99)***" 0.97"(0.96,"0.99)***" 0.97"(0.96,"0.99)"
Family"structure"(ref"="both"natural"
parents" " " "
Natural"mother"/"other"partner" 1.14"(0.74,"1.75)" 1.16"(0.76,"1.79)" 1.18"(0.77,"1.82)"







Maternal"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" 0.68"(0.36,"1.26)" 0.69"(0.37,"1.28)" 0.69"(0.37,"1.30)"
Indian" 0.71"(0.44,"1.14)" 0.74"(0.46,"1.19)" 0.78"(0.48,"1.25)"
Pakistani"" 0.72"(0.49,"1.05)" 0.75"(0.51,"1.10)" 0.82"(0.56,"1.21)"
Bangladeshi" 0.65"(0.32,"1.33)" 0.69"(0.34,"1.40)" 0.71"(0.35,"1.44)"
Black"Caribbean" 0.70"(0.43,"1.15)" 0.72"(0.44,"1.18)" 0.72"(0.44,"1.18)"
Black"African" 0.34"(0.21,"0.55)***" 0.36"(0.22,"0.58)***" 0.36"(0.22,"0.58)***"
Other"" 0.70"(0.52,"0.95)*" 0.71"(0.52,"0.97)*" 0.72"(0.53,"0.98)*"
Number"of"children"(ref"="one)" " " "
Two" 1.50"(1.29,"1.75)***" 1.49"(1.28,"1.73)***" 1.49"(1.28,"1.74)***"
Three" 1.24"(1.03,"1.49)*" 1.23"(1.02,"1.48)*" 1.23"(1.02,"1.48)*"
Four" 1.15"(0.90,"1.47)" 1.14"(0.89,"1.47)" 1.14"(0.89,"1.46)"
Five"or"more" 0.76"(0.54,"1.06)" 0.77"(0.55,"1.08)" 0.78"(0.55,"1.09)"
Neighbourhood&exposures" " " "
IMD"decile"(ref"="least"deprived)" " 0.96"(0.93,"0.99)**" 0.96"(0.92,"0.99)**"
Maternal"neighbourhood"
satisfaction"(ref"="most"satisfied)" " " "
Second"quintile" " 1.13"(0.91,"1.40)" 1.15"(0.93,"1.42)"
Third"quintile" " 0.93"(0.76,"1.15)" 0.95"(0.77,"1.17)"
Fourth"quintile" " 0.90"(0.73,"1.11)" 0.94"(0.76,"1.15)"
Least"satisfied" " 1.01"(0.81,"1.25)" 1.06"(0.85,"1.32)"
Interviewer"observations"(ref"="
most"favourable)" " " "
Second" " 0.94"(0.75,"1.18)" 0.93"(0.75,"1.17)"
Third" " 0.86"(0.69,"1.07)" 0.87"(0.70,"1.09)"
Fourth" " 0.71"(0.57,"0.89)**" 0.71"(0.57,"0.89)**"
Least"favourable" " 0.78"(0.62,"0.99)*" 0.79"(0.62,"1.00)*"
Maternal&psychological&distress&
(KesslerP6&score,&cont.)& " " 0.96"(0.95,"0.98)***"
Constant" 2.33"(0.67,"8.10)" 3.79"(1.06,"13.53)" 4.04"(1.13,"14.44)"
Between"neighbourhood"variance" 0.03"(0.00,"0.89)NS" 0.03"(0.00,"1.17)NS" 0.02"(0.00,"5.82)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 90.0" 90.0" 93.3"
Total"variance" 3.32" 3.32" 3.31"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"






For" “Smacking”," a" score" of" 1" was" given" if" the" mother" reported" to" use" smacking" as" a"
discipline"strategy"at"all,"and"a"score"of"0" if"she"reported"to"never"smack"her"child." In"the"
average"neighbourhood,"the"probability" for"a"3ByearBold"child"of"being"smacked"at"all"was"
67%," calculated" from" baseline" odds" of" 2.06" (Table" 6B15)." Differences" between"
neighbourhoods"accounted"for"3.5%"of"the"overall"variance"in"the"outcome."











however" mothers" with" the" highest" level" of" education" were" the" least" likely" to" smack." A"
higher"family"income,"higher"maternal"age"and"lone"parent"status"were"also"associated"with"
lower" odds" of" smacking." Pakistani"mothers"were" less" likely" to" use" smacking," while" Black"
Caribbean"and"Black"African"mothers"were"more"likely"to"smack"than"White"mothers."After"
adjusting" for" the" covariates," the" betweenBneighbourhood" variance" was" no" longer"
statistically"significant."
Lower"neighbourhood"satisfaction"was"associated"with"higher"odds"of"smacking,"although"
again" the" relationship" was" not" linear" and" notably" there" was" no" statistically" significant"
difference" between" mothers" belonging" to" the" top" and" the" bottom" quintile" (Model" C" in"
Table"6B16)."Neither"area"deprivation"nor"interviewer"observations"of"social"disorder"were"
independently"related"to"the"outcome.""











advantaged)& " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" 0.98"(0.85,"1.13)" 0.92"(0.78,"1.08)" 0.92"(0.78,"1.08)"
England"–"ethnic" 0.90"(0.70,"1.16)" 0.84"(0.64,"1.10)" 0.85"(0.65,"1.11)"
Wales"–"advantaged" 0.96"(0.76,"1.21)" 0.99"(0.78,"1.25)" 0.99"(0.78,"1.25)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" 0.85"(0.71,"1.01)" 0.81"(0.67,"0.98)*" 0.81"(0.67,"0.98)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" 1.10"(0.90,"1.36)" 1.13"(0.92,"1.38)" 1.13"(0.92,"1.39)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" 0.95"(0.77,"1.18)" 0.90"(0.72,"1.13)" 0.90"(0.72,"1.13)"
NI"–"advantaged" 1.49"(1.14,"1.96)**" 1.56"(1.19,"2.05)**" 1.58"(1.20,"2.07)**"
NI"–"disadvantaged" 1.30"(1.00,"1.68)*" 1.25"(0.95,"1.64)" 1.24"(0.94,"1.63)"
Individual&level&covariates& " " "
Girl" 0.77"(0.70,"0.85)***" 0.77"(0.70,"0.85)***" 0.77"(0.70,"0.85)***"
Child"age"(months)" 0.98"(0.95,"1.00)" 0.98"(0.95,"1.00)" 0.98"(0.95,"1.00)"
Weekly"family"income,"per"£100" 0.96"(0.93,"0.98)**" 0.96"(0.94,"0.99)**" 0.97"(0.94,"0.99)*"
NSBSEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" 1.15"(0.97,"1.37)" 1.14"(0.96,"1.36)" 1.14"(0.96,"1.36)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." 1.15"(0.93,"1.43)" 1.17"(0.94,"1.44)" 1.18"(0.95,"1.46)"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 1.05"(0.86,"1.30)" 1.05"(0.85,"1.29)" 1.04"(0.85,"1.28)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 1.07"(0.90,"1.28)" 1.07"(0.90,"1.27)" 1.07"(0.90,"1.27)"
No"parent"in"work" 0.96"(0.80,"1.16)" 0.97"(0.80,"1.17)" 0.95"(0.79,"1.15)"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" 0.76"(0.59,"0.98)*" 0.76"(0.59,"0.98)*" 0.74"(0.57,"0.95)*"
Social"housing"" 0.88"(0.75,"1.04)" 0.87"(0.74,"1.04)" 0.85"(0.72,"1.01)"
Other" 0.80"(0.60,"1.06)" 0.80"(0.60,"1.06)" 0.80"(0.60,"1.06)"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" 1.22"(1.05,"1.43)*" 1.21"(1.03,"1.41)*" 1.21"(1.04,"1.41)*"
Level"2" 1.38"(1.21,"1.59)***" 1.36"(1.19,"1.56)***" 1.37"(1.19,"1.57)***"
Level"1" 1.40"(1.13,"1.73)**" 1.37"(1.10,"1.70)**" 1.37"(1.10,"1.71)**"
Overseas"" 1.50"(1.01,"2.24)*" 1.47"(0.99,"2.20)" 1.45"(0.97,"2.17)"
None" 1.04"(0.85,"1.28)" 1.03"(0.84,"1.26)" 1.01"(0.82,"1.24)"
Maternal"age"(years)" 0.98"(0.97,"0.99)***" 0.98"(0.97,"0.99)***" 0.98"(0.97,"0.99)***"
Family"structure"(ref"="both"natural"
parents" " " "
Natural"mother"/"other"partner" 0.69"(0.47,"1.01)" 0.68"(0.46,"0.99)*" 0.67"(0.45,"0.98)*"








Maternal"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" 1.66"(0.88,"3.13)" 1.66"(0.88,"3.12)" 1.65"(0.88,"3.11)"
Indian" 1.21"(0.79,"1.84)" 1.19"(0.78,"1.82)" 1.15"(0.75,"1.76)"
Pakistani"" 0.50"(0.35,"0.72)***" 0.51"(0.36,"0.73)***" 0.47"(0.33,"0.68)***"
Bangladeshi" 0.49"(0.25,"0.95)*" 0.48"(0.25,"0.93)*" 0.47"(0.24,"0.91)*"
Black"Caribbean" 2.47"(1.44,"4.26)**" 2.46"(1.43,"4.24)**" 2.49"(1.44,"4.29)**"
Black"African" 1.34"(0.83,"2.18)" 1.32"(0.81,"2.15)" 1.33"(0.82,"2.18)"
Other"" 0.90"(0.68,"1.18)" 0.90"(0.68,"1.19)" 0.88"(0.67,"1.17)"
Number"of"children"(ref"="one)" " " "
Two" 1.17"(1.04,"1.33)*" 1.19"(1.05,"1.35)**" 1.19"(1.05,"1.35)**"
Three" 1.08"(0.93,"1.27)" 1.10"(0.94,"1.29)" 1.10"(0.94,"1.29)"
Four" 0.92"(0.74,"1.16)" 0.95"(0.76,"1.18)" 0.95"(0.76,"1.19)"
Five"or"more" 0.88"(0.64,"1.22)" 0.90"(0.65,"1.25)" 0.90"(0.65,"1.25)"
Neighbourhood&exposures" " " "
IMD"decile"(ref"="least"deprived)" " 1.02"(0.99,"1.04)" 1.02"(0.99,"1.04)"
Maternal"neighbourhood"
satisfaction"(ref"="most"satisfied)" " " "
Second"quintile" " 1.25"(1.07,"1.47)**" 1.24"(1.06,"1.45)**"
Third"quintile" " 1.26"(1.07,"1.48)**" 1.24"(1.06,"1.46)**"
Fourth"quintile" " 1.24"(1.05,"1.46)*" 1.21"(1.02,"1.42)*"
Least"satisfied" " 1.16"(0.97,"1.39)" 1.11"(0.93,"1.33)"
Interviewer"observations"(ref"="
most"favourable)" " " "
Second" " 0.98"(0.84,"1.15)" 0.99"(0.84,"1.15)"
Third" " 1.07"(0.91,"1.26)" 1.06"(0.90,"1.25)"
Fourth" " 1.10"(0.93,"1.31)" 1.09"(0.92,"1.30)"
Least"favourable" " 0.96"(0.80,"1.16)" 0.95"(0.79,"1.15)"
Maternal&psychological&distress&
(KesslerP6&score,&cont.)& " " 1.03"(1.02,"1.05)***"
Constant" 10.74"(3.94,"29.22)" 7.98"(2.88,"22.12)" 7.40"(2.67,"20.56)"
Between"neighbourhood"variance" 0.06"(0.01,"0.21)NS" 0.05"(0.01,"0.21)NS" 0.06"(0.02,"0.21)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 50" 58.3" 50"
Total"variance" 3.35" 3.34" 3.35"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"






According" to" the" results" of" the" variance" components"model" (Model"A" in" Table" 6B17)," the"
odds"for"a"mother"to"be"shouting"daily"in"an"average"neighbourhood"were"0.20,"which"can"
be" expressed" as" a" probability" of" 17%." The" percentage" of" the" overall" variance" due" to"
differences" between" neighbourhoods" was" 3.3%," and" the" variability" between"
neighbourhoods"was"marginally"statistically"significant.""









Regarding" the" relationships"with" family" level" covariates" there"were"some"similarities"with"
the"use"of" smacking" (Model"B" in"Table"6B18)."Girls"were" less" likely" to"be" shouted"at"daily"
than"boys,"and"again"a"higher"family"income,"higher"level"of"maternal"education"and"higher"
maternal" age" were" associated" with" lower" odds" of" daily" shouting." After" allowing" for" the"




each" point" increase" in" the" KesslerB6" scale," the" odds" of" daily" shouting" increased" by" 9%"











advantaged)& " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" 1.01"(0.85,"1.21)" 0.93"(0.76,"1.14)" 0.94"(0.77,"1.16)"
England"–"ethnic" 1.22"(0.89,"1.67)" 1.09"(0.78,"1.52)" 1.13"(0.81,"1.58)"
Wales"–"advantaged" 1.11"(0.83,"1.49)" 1.12"(0.83,"1.51)" 1.11"(0.82,"1.50)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" 1.00"(0.80,"1.24)" 0.93"(0.73,"1.17)" 0.92"(0.73,"1.17)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" 0.92"(0.70,"1.20)" 0.93"(0.71,"1.22)" 0.95"(0.72,"1.25)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" 1.15"(0.88,"1.49)" 1.07"(0.82,"1.41)" 1.06"(0.80,"1.40)"
NI"–"advantaged" 1.22"(0.89,"1.68)" 1.26"(0.92,"1.73)" 1.32"(0.95,"1.81)"
NI"–"disadvantaged" 1.09"(0.81,"1.47)" 1.03"(0.75,"1.40)" 0.99"(0.72,"1.36)"
Individual&level&covariates& " " "
Girl" 0.77"(0.69,"0.87)***" 0.77"(0.69,"0.87)***" 0.78"(0.69,"0.89)***"
Child"age"(months)" 0.96"(0.92,"0.99)**" 0.96"(0.92,"0.99)**" 0.96"(0.92,"0.99)**"
Weekly"family"income,"per"£100" 0.93"(0.89,"0.96)***" 0.93"(0.90,"0.97)***" 0.94"(0.91,"0.98)**"
NSBSEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" 0.90"(0.73,"1.12)" 0.91"(0.73,"1.12)" 0.90"(0.72,"1.12)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." 1.04"(0.81,"1.34)" 1.04"(0.80,"1.34)" 1.08"(0.83,"1.40)"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 1.00"(0.78,"1.27)" 0.98"(0.77,"1.26)" 0.97"(0.76,"1.24)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 0.97"(0.79,"1.19)" 0.96"(0.78,"1.18)" 0.96"(0.78,"1.19)"
No"parent"in"work" 1.06"(0.84,"1.33)" 1.04"(0.83,"1.31)" 0.99"(0.79,"1.25)"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" 0.96"(0.71,"1.31)" 0.95"(0.70,"1.29)" 0.86"(0.63,"1.18)"
Social"housing"" 1.10"(0.91,"1.33)" 1.04"(0.85,"1.26)" 0.95"(0.78,"1.16)"
Other" 0.80"(0.56,"1.14)" 0.79"(0.55,"1.14)" 0.79"(0.55,"1.14)"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" 1.39"(1.15,"1.69)**" 1.37"(1.13,"1.67)**" 1.38"(1.13,"1.67)**"
Level"2" 1.36"(1.14,"1.62)**" 1.34"(1.13,"1.60)**" 1.35"(1.13,"1.61)**"
Level"1" 1.39"(1.08,"1.79)*" 1.36"(1.05,"1.75)*" 1.38"(1.06,"1.78)*"
Overseas"" 1.59"(1.02,"2.49)*" 1.56"(1.00,"2.43)" 1.48"(0.94,"2.33)"
None" 1.39"(1.09,"1.78)**" 1.36"(1.06,"1.74)*" 1.31"(1.02,"1.69)*"
Maternal"age"(years)" 0.97"(0.95,"0.98)***" 0.97"(0.95,"0.98)***" 0.97"(0.95,"0.98)***"
Family"structure"(ref"="both"natural"
parents" " " "
Natural"mother"/"other"partner" 0.99"(0.63,"1.57)" 0.98"(0.62,"1.56)" 0.97"(0.61,"1.55)"








Maternal"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" 0.97"(0.49,"1.93)" 0.95"(0.48,"1.90)" 0.94"(0.47,"1.89)"
Indian" 0.66"(0.37,"1.18)" 0.64"(0.36,"1.15)" 0.54"(0.30,"0.99)*"
Pakistani"" 0.80"(0.51,"1.24)" 0.76"(0.49,"1.19)" 0.59"(0.38,"0.94)*"
Bangladeshi" 1.02"(0.45,"2.28)" 0.97"(0.43,"2.18)" 0.89"(0.39,"2.02)"
Black"Caribbean" 0.57"(0.30,"1.09)" 0.56"(0.29,"1.07)" 0.56"(0.29,"1.07)"
Black"African" 0.64"(0.32,"1.26)" 0.62"(0.31,"1.23)" 0.60"(0.30,"1.20)"
Other"" 0.79"(0.55,"1.14)" 0.79"(0.55,"1.13)" 0.73"(0.51,"1.06)"
Number"of"children"(ref"="one)" " " "
Two" 1.47"(1.25,"1.72)***" 1.47"(1.25,"1.73)***" 1.47"(1.24,"1.73)***"
Three" 1.22"(0.99,"1.49)" 1.22"(0.99,"1.49)" 1.20"(0.98,"1.48)"
Four" 1.24"(0.94,"1.65)" 1.24"(0.93,"1.65)" 1.25"(0.93,"1.66)"
Five"or"more" 1.03"(0.67,"1.59)" 1.01"(0.65,"1.55)" 0.96"(0.62,"1.48)"
Neighbourhood&exposures" " " "
IMD"decile"(ref"="least"deprived)" " 1.02"(0.98,"1.05)" 1.02"(0.98,"1.05)"
Maternal"neighbourhood"
satisfaction"(ref"="most"satisfied)" " " "
Second"quintile" " 1.08"(0.87,"1.33)" 1.03"(0.84,"1.28)"
Third"quintile" " 1.03"(0.84,"1.27)" 0.98"(0.79,"1.21)"
Fourth"quintile" " 1.01"(0.82,"1.25)" 0.93"(0.75,"1.15)"
Least"satisfied" " 1.08"(0.86,"1.35)" 0.95"(0.76,"1.20)"
Interviewer"observations"(ref"="
most"favourable)" " " "
Second" " 0.94"(0.76,"1.16)" 0.96"(0.77,"1.18)"
Third" " 0.88"(0.71,"1.09)" 0.86"(0.69,"1.07)"
Fourth" " 1.16"(0.93,"1.44)" 1.14"(0.92,"1.42)"
Least"favourable" " 1.11"(0.88,"1.40)" 1.10"(0.87,"1.39)"
Maternal&psychological&distress&
(KesslerP6&score,&cont.)& " " 1.09"(1.08,"1.11)***"
Constant" 3.13"(0.83,"11.86)" 2.61"(0.67,"10.11)" 2.17"(0.55,"8.58)"
Between"neighbourhood"variance" 0.06"(0.01,"0.35)NS" 0.06"(0.01,"0.35)NS" 0.07"(0.01,"0.36)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 45.5" 45.5" 36.4"
Total"variance" 3.35" 3.35" 3.36"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"






A" summary" of" the" findings" of" this" section" is" given" in" Table" 6B19." The" use" of" the" selected"
parenting" practices"was" socially" patterned," but"more" so" for" the"markers" of" activities" and"
routines" (daily" reading" and" regular" bedtimes)" than" the" markers" of" harsh" parenting"
(smacking"and"daily"shouting)."Maternal"education"was"an"important"predictor"for"all"four"
aspects"of"parenting.""
For" daily" reading" and" regular" bedtimes," used" here" as" markers" of" the" home" learning"
environment" and" consistent" family" routines," there" were" initially" quite" large" differences"
between"neighbourhoods."Most"of" this"variability"was"explained"by"compositional"effects,"
and" a" statistically" significant" betweenBneighbourhood" variance" remained" only" for" daily"
reading." Both" outcomes" were" however" independently" associated" with" the" degree" of"
















! Daily!reading! Regular!bedtime! Smacking! Daily!shouting!
Baseline(probability((unadjusted(constant)( 61%((1.56)( 82%((4.51)( 67%((2.06)( 17%((0.20)(
VPC!(%)!–!empty!model! 10.1! 8.4! 3.5! 3.3!
VPC!(%)!–!fully!adjusted!! 3.2! 0.6! 1.8! 2.1!
Statistically(significant(betweenCneighbourhood(variance(after(
adjusting(for(individualClevel(covariates?( Yes( No( No( No(
Evidence(that(neighbourhood(deprivation((IMD)(
independently(associated(with(the(outcome?( Yes( Yes( No( No(
Evidence(that(maternal(neighbourhood(satisfaction(
independently(associated(with(the(outcome?( Equivocal( No( Yes( No(
Evidence(that(interviewer(observed(social(disorder(
independently(associated(with(the(outcome?( Weak( Equivocal( No( No(







levels" of" maternal" psychological" distress" and" parenting" behaviours." The" variance" in"




psychological" distress," although" the" size" of" the" association" was" small" after" adjusting" for"
baseline" levels" of" distress." Given" the" consistency" of" the" results" obtained" from" the" crossB
sectional" and" longitudinal" analyses," it" is" unlikely" that" the" association"was" due" to" reverse"
causation." A" factor" that" was" associated" with" both" maternal" distress" and" with" negative"
perceptions"of"the"neighbourhood"was"living"in"social"housing.""
The"parenting"practices"that"were"examined"in"this"chapter"were"markers"of"daily"activities"
and" routines," and" markers" of" harsh" parenting." These" two" aspects" of" parenting" showed"
different"patterns"of"relationships"with"the"neighbourhood"factors."The"markers"of"activities"
and" family" routines" (“daily" reading”" and" “regular" bedtime”)" were" socially" graded" with"
initially"quite"large"differences"across"neighbourhoods,"which"were"however"due"mainly"to"
compositional" effects." Both" these" outcomes" were" associated" with" the" degree" of"
neighbourhood"deprivation."The"variability" in"harsh"parenting"across"neighbourhoods"was"






socioBemotional" and" cognitive" development," maternal" psychological" distress" will" be"
included" in" the"analyses"as"a"potentially"mediating"variable."Of" the"parenting"behaviours,"
only" daily" reading," regular" bedtime" and" smacking" will" be" taken" forward" as" possible"
mediators," as" for" daily" shouting" there" was" no" betweenBneighbourhood" variability" after"














This" chapter" examines" the" relative" importance" of" neighbourhoods" and" schools" for"
children’s" socio/emotional" development," addressing" the" second" aim" of" this" thesis."
Objectives"were" (1)" to" partition" the" variability" in" the" outcome"between" neighbourhoods,"
schools" and" families," before" and" after" taking" family" background" characteristics" into"
account;"(2)"to"examine"whether"factors"measured"at"the"neighbourhood"and"school"level"
independently" contributed" to" children’s" socio/emotional" difficulties;" (3)" to" test" the"
hypothesis" that" maternal" psychological" distress" and" parenting" were" on" the" pathway"
between"neighbourhood"characteristics"and"children’s"socio/emotional"difficulties;"and"(4)"
to" test"whether" associations"with" neighbourhood" characteristics" varied" by" family" income"
and"child"gender."
The"outcome"measure"was"children’s"Total"Difficulties"score"on"the"Strength"and"Difficulties"
Questionnaire" (SDQ)1,"which" consists" of" the" following" four" subscales:" emotional," conduct"
and" peer" problems," and" hyperactivity." The" SDQ" had" been" reported" at" age" seven" (sweep"
four)"by"the"mother"as"well"as"by"a"school"teacher,"and"both"measures"were"analysed.""
Associations" between" neighbourhood" factors" and" child" outcomes" were" examined" cross/
sectionally" and" longitudinally." The"neighbourhood"exposures" that"were" considered" in" the"






it"might"have"different" implications" than"the"composite"measure"of"deprivation," the" IMD."
The" longitudinal" analyses" examined" the" associations" with" maternal" neighbourhood"
                                                











All" bivariate" analyses" are" based" on" the"maximum" number" of" observations" available" and"
were" carried" out" using" the" MCS" survey" weights." Teacher" reports" of" socio/emotional"
difficulties"were"available"only"for"about"two"thirds"of"the"overall"sample."A"comparison"of"
characteristics" of" the" overall" sample" and" the" subsample" which" included" only" the" cases"
where" both"mothers" and" teachers" had" completed" the" SDQ" (Table" 7/1)" suggests" that" the"
subsample"was"slightly"more"advantaged."
7.2.1 Social!gradients!in!children’s!socio8emotional!development!
It" is" well" established" that" children’s" experience" of" socio/emotional" difficulties" is" socially"
graded"(Meltzer"et"al.,"2000)."Equally"in"this"sample,"the"percentage"of"children"scoring"high"
on"the"Total"Difficulties"scale"(belonging"to"the"worst"decile"of"the"distribution2)"was"lowest"
amongst" children" from" the" richest" fifth" of" the" family" income" distribution" and" highest"
amongst" the" poorest" fifth" (Figure" 7/1)." The" gradient" was" steeper" for" mother/reported"
scores,"with"less"than"4%"of"children"from"the"richest"families"displaying"clinically"relevant"
difficulties" compared" to" about" 18%" of" children" from" the" poorest" families." For" teacher/
reported" scores" (using" a" different" cut/point)," these" percentages"were" about" 7%"and" 18%"
respectively."










Table" 7/1" presents" descriptive" statistics" for" both" mother/" and" teacher/reported" socio/
emotional"difficulties"by"characteristics"of"the"child"and"family.""
Girls" were" less" likely" to" display" socio/emotional" difficulties" than" boys." Children" with" a"
statement"of" special" educational" needs" (SEN)"were" considerably"more"often" identified" as"
having" difficulties" by" both" mothers" and" teachers," compared" to" children" without" SEN"
statement." Regarding" the" family’s" socio/demographic" background," children" were" more"
likely" to" have" clinically" relevant" socio/emotional" difficulties" when" their" families" were"
poorer," their" parents" belonged" to" a" lower" social" class," they" lived" in" social" housing," their"
mothers"were"younger"and"less"educated,"if"the"family"had"not"been"residentially"stable,"if"
the" family" had" no" friends" in" the" area" and" if" there" were" no" parks" or" playgrounds" in" the"
neighbourhood." Associations" with" ethnicity" appeared" to" be" somewhat" dependent" on"
whether"the"informants"were"mothers"or"teachers:"for"example,"teachers"were"more"likely"
to"report"a"high"Total"Difficulties"score"for"Black"Caribbean"and"Black"African"children"than"

































All! 100" 9.9" 100" 10.3"
Child!gender" " " " "
Boy"" 50.9" 12.4" 50.7" 13.6"
Girl" 49.1" 7.2" 49.3" 6.9"
SEN!statement" " " " "
No" 91.9" 7.6" 91.9" 7.9"
Yes" 8.2" 33.0" 8.1" 35.3"
Income!quintile" " " " "
Top"" 19.8" 3.8" 21.2" 6.7"
Fourth"" 19.9" 5.7" 21.2" 7.1"
Third" 20.6" 8.7" 20.9" 9.4"
Second" 20.3" 14.1" 18.9" 12.5"
Bottom" 19.5" 17.7" 17.8" 17.5"
NS8SEC!(combined)" " " " "
Managerial"/"professional" 40.8" 4.6" 42.8" 6.3"
Intermediate" 11.1" 7.3" 11.3" 7.4"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." 8.8" 6.8" 9.3" 8.2"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 5.8" 10.9" 5.8" 10.7"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 14.1" 14.0" 13.2" 13.5"
No"parent"in"work" 19.3" 20.2" 17.7" 19.8"
Housing!tenure" " " " "
Own"/"mortgage" 67.0" 5.8" 68.6" 6.9"
Rent"privately" 8.6" 13.2" 8.7" 15.3"
Social"housing"" 22.2" 18.9" 20.6" 18.0"
Other" 2.2" 13.6" 2.1" 10.9"
Maternal!age!at!interview" " " " "
40"plus"" 29.0" 5.8" 29.9" 7.4"
30"–"39"" 54.2" 8.9" 54.6" 9.5"












Maternal!NVQ!level" " " " "
Level"4/5" 37.4" 5.0" 39.6" 7.0"
Level"3"" 15.4" 9.1" 15.4" 10.3"
Level"2" 26.5" 10.2" 26.6" 10.2"
Level"1" 6.9" 17.0" 6.7" 15.9"
Overseas"only" 2.8" 12.8" 2.5" 16.5"
None" 11.1" 21.1" 9.3" 17.7"
Child!ethnicity! " " " "
White" 86.0" 9.6" 87.6" 10.1"
Mixed" 2.7" 11.6" 2.4" 13.6"
Indian" 2.3" 9.2" 2.1" 8.4"
Pakistani"" 3.6" 14.9" 3.2" 10.7"
Bangladeshi" 1.2" 8.9" 0.9" 6.4"
Black"Caribbean" 1.1" 13.6" 0.9" 23.9"
Black"African" 1.6" 6.2" 1.5" 12.6"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" 1.4" 11.3" 1.3" 11.3"
Moved!before!sweep!3! " " " "
No" 51.1" 7.8" 50.5" 8.3"
Yes" 48.9" 11.8" 49.5" 12.3"
Friends!in!the!area! " " " "
Has"friends"in"the"area" 89.2" 9.1" 89.7" 9.5"
No"friends"but"family" 5.5" 13.7" 5.1" 13.9"
Neither"friends"nor"family" 5.3" 20.1" 5.1" 21.2"
Parks/playgrounds!in!the!area! " " " "
Yes" 89.0" 9.5" 89.1" 10.1"








This" section" describes" associations" between" children’s" socio/emotional" development" and"
the" following" neighbourhood" measures:" the" Index" of" Multiple" Deprivation" (IMD),"
neighbourhood" median" household" income," the" percentage" of" social" housing" in" the"
neighbourhood," maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" and" interviewer" observations" of"
neighbourhood"disorder.""
As"has"been"shown"in"chapter"four,"the"IMD"was"highly"correlated"with"the"percentage"of"
social" housing" (r=" /0.73)" and" with" median" neighbourhood" income" (r=" 0.65)," while" the"




composition" can" not," and" have" already" been" shown" in" the" previous" chapter" to" be"
associated" with" levels" of" maternal" psychological" distress." Both" measures" stemmed" from"
sweep"two"of"the"study"and"were"used"to"look"at"the"associations"between"neighbourhood"
characteristics"and"children’s"socio/emotional"outcomes"over"time."
Table" 7/2" presents" the" bivariate" associations" between" these" measures" (divided" into"





median" income" was" lower" and" neighbourhoods" with" a" higher" proportion" of" households"
living"in"social"housing."Similarly,"there"were"linear"associations"between"both"mother’s"and"
interviewer’s" appraisals" of" the" neighbourhood" (reported" when" the" children" were" about"
three" years" old)," and" children’s" socio/emotional" difficulties" at" age" seven." The" association"
with"maternal" neighbourhood" perceptions" appeared" to" be" somewhat" less" strong" for" the"
teacher/reported"outcome"than"for"the"mother/reported"outcome."
 &
                                                
1"Mothers’"ratings" included"overall"satisfaction"with"the"area,"whether"the"area"was"good"to"bring"up"children"















































The" Kessler/6" scale" at" sweep" four" was" used" in" the" bivariate" analyses" as" a" categorical"
variable."The"cut/offs"were"0/3"for"no"distress,"4/12"for"moderate"distress"and"13"or"over"for"
severe" distress" (Calderwood" et" al.," 2007)." To" look" at" associations" with" chronic" maternal"
distress," a" variable" was" constructed" to" indicate" whether" the" mother" experienced" any"
distress" (had"a"score"of"more"than"3)"either"never," in"the"past"only" (at"sweep"two"and/or"
sweep"three),"concurrently"(at"sweep"four"only,"or"at"sweep"four"and"one"earlier"sweep),"or"
persistently"(at"sweeps"two,"three"and"four)."While"less"than"4%"of"all"mothers"reported"the"
experience" of" severe" distress" at" sweep" four," chronic" distress" was" fairly" common" /" more"
than" 13%" of" all" mothers" reported" symptoms" of" at" least" moderate" distress" at" three"
consecutive"sweeps.""
The" bivariate" relationships" between" maternal" levels" of" distress" and" children’s" socio/
emotional" difficulties" are" shown" in" Table" 7/3." There" appear" to" be" strong" associations"
between"maternal" levels" of" distress," both" cross/sectionally" and" over" time," and"mothers’"
reporting" of" socio/emotional" difficulties" in" the" child," a" relationship" that" is" likely" to" be"
bidirectional." Of" the" mothers" who" reported" moderate" levels" of" distress" at" sweep" four,"
about"17%"also"reported"a"high"score"for"their"children’s"total"socio/emotional"difficulties."
Among" mothers" who" persistently" experienced" distress" this" was" 23%." There" were" clear"
correlations"also"with"teacher/reported"scores,"however"these"associations"appeared"to"be"
less"steep.""
The" parenting" practices" considered" were" the" same" as" in" the" previous" chapter," with" the"
exception"of" daily" shouting," and"were"dichotomised" in" the" same"way." Table"7/4"presents"
the" bivariate" associations" between" socio/emotional" difficulties" and" aspects" of" parenting"
(measured" at" sweep" four)." Children" were" more" likely" to" be" identified" as" having" socio/
emotional"difficulties"when"they"were"not"read"to"daily"or"almost"daily,"when"they"had"no"
























! " " "
None" 68.2" 4.9" 69.6" 7.7"
Moderate" 28.2" 17.1" 27.0" 14.7"





" " " "
Never" 48.7" 2.9" 50.0" 6.0"
Past"only" 20.2" 8.0" 20.2" 11.1"
Concurrent" 17.4" 14.9" 16.9" 14.2"
Persistent" 13.7" 23.3" 12.9" 15.8"
"

















! " " "
Read"to"daily"/"almost"daily" 41.9" 8.0" 42.2" 9.7"
Less"than"daily" 58.1" 11.2" 57.8" 10.8"
Regular!bedtime! " " " "
Always/usually"regular"bedtime" 90.7" 9.3" 90.9" 9.9"
No"regular"bedtime" 9.3" 15.9" 9.1" 15.3"
Smacking! " " " "
Never"smacked" 52.2" 8.0" 52.6" 8.9"
Smacking"used"at"all" 47.9" 11.7" 47.4" 11.8"
" "






The" objectives" of" this" section"were" to" assess" the" relative" importance" of" neighbourhoods"
and" schools" for" children’s" socio/emotional" development," and" to" test" whether" and" how"
much" the" available" contextual"measures" contributed" towards" explaining" the" variability" in"
children’s" socio/emotional" difficulties" across" neighbourhoods" and" schools." Further," it"was"
tested" whether" maternal" psychological" distress" and" parenting" practices" were" on" the"
pathway"between"neighbourhood"characteristics"and"the"socio/emotional"outcomes.""
7.3.1 Analytical!strategy!
This" was" a" cross/sectional" analysis" with" all" measures" stemming" from" sweep" four" of" the"
study."However," information" from"earlier" sweeps"was" utilised" to" determine"whether" and"
when" children" had"moved" or" changed" schools." Only" children"who" had" lived" in" the" same"
neighbourhood" and" had" not" changed" schools" at" least" since" sweep" three" (age" five),"were"
included"in"the"analysis1.""




V" (Table" 11/9)." In" both" analysis" samples," the"mean" age"of" all" children"was" 7" years" and" 3"
months,"and"50.9%"were"boys."As"was"the"case"for"the"descriptive"statistics"(which"used"all"
available" information)," the" teacher" report" subsample" was" slightly" more" advantaged"
compared"to"the"mother"report"sample."




                                                











The" first"model"was" the"empty" two/level"model"with"neighbourhoods"as" the"higher" level,"
run" without" any" explanatory" variables." Next," an" empty" cross/classified" model" was"
estimated," showing" the" effect" of" additionally" taking" schools" into" account." The" cross/
classified" model" provided" estimates" of" the" total" variance" in" the" outcome" between"
neighbourhoods," schools" and" children/families," thus" addressing" the" first" objective" of" this"
chapter." For" the" teacher/reported" scores," teachers"were" treated"as"an"additional" (fourth)"





see" how" much" of" the" overall" variance" was" explained" by" what" can" be" thought" of" as"
neighbourhood" composition." The" following" covariates" were" included:" child" gender," child"
age"in"months,"whether"the"child"had"special"educational"needs"(SEN"status),"weekly"family"
income" (scaled" so" that" 1" unit" represented" £100)," NS/SEC" (of" either" mother" or" father,"
whichever"was" higher)," housing" tenure,"mother’s" age" in" years,"maternal" education" (NVQ"




The" next" model" included" both" family/level" covariates" and" contextual" measures." This"
allowed"an"assessment"of"whether"neighbourhood"and"school"factors"were"independently"
associated"with" the"outcome"and"whether" these"variables"contributed"additionally" to" the"
variability" between" neighbourhoods" and" schools" (objective" number" two" of" this" chapter)."
Although" not" strictly" a" neighbourhood/level" variable," having" neither" friends" nor" family" in"
the"area"was"also"included"in"this"model,"because"it"might"be"a"factor"signalling"isolation"or"
a" lack" of" belonging" to" the" neighbourhood." The" neighbourhood/level" variables" used"were"
median" household" income" (scaled" so" that" 1" unit" represented" £1,000)," percentage" of"
households" living" in" social" housing" (as" per" 2001" census," and" scaled" so" that" 1" unit"
represented"10%),"a"rural/urban"indicator"and"the"(mother/reported)"availability"of"parks"or"






with" the" other" two" variables" and" because" initial" analyses" showed" that" the" IMD" was" no"
longer"significantly"associated"with"the"outcomes"after"median"neighbourhood"income"and"




Relating" to" objective" number" three," the" role" of" maternal" psychological" distress" and"
parenting"was"assessed"under"the"following"assumptions."If"maternal"distress"or"parenting"
behaviours" were" on" the" pathway" between" neighbourhood" characteristics" and" socio/
emotional"development," adding" these"measures" to" the"previous"model" should" result" in"a"
reduction" of" the" coefficients" for" the" neighbourhood" or" school" characteristics" (consistent"
with" mediation) 1 ." Or," if" there" was" still" statistically" significant" variation" between"
neighbourhoods," a" drop" in" this" unexplained" neighbourhood" level" variance"would" suggest"
that" maternal" levels" of" distress" (or" parenting)" were" associated" with" unknown"
neighbourhood"factors.""




For" each" model," the" total" unexplained" variance" was" estimated" as" well" as" the" VPC" for"
neighbourhoods" and" schools" (and" teachers" for" the" teacher/reported" outcome)." Also"
calculated"were"the"percentages"of" the"total"neighbourhood,"school"and"teacher"variance"
that"the"model"was"able"to"explain."The"Bayesian"DIC"was"used"as"a"measure"of"model"fit."
The" smaller" the" statistic," the" better" the"model" fit,"whereby" a" reduction" of" 5/10" points" is"




Associations"with" neighbourhood" factors"might" depend" on" characteristics" of" the" child" or"
family." Such" interaction" effects" can" exist" also" when" the" association" with" the" variable" in"






chapter" was" to" test" whether" there" were" interactions" with" neighbourhood" median"
household" income"or"the"percentage"of"social"housing"by"child"gender"and"family"relative"
poverty."Relative"poverty"was"defined"as"living"on"an"income"below"60%"of"the"median"of"
the"population."Further," it"was" tested"whether" there"were"differences" in" the"variability" in"
the"outcome"(at"both"neighbourhood"and"individual"levels)"by"gender"or"by"family"relative"
poverty" status." These" analyses" were" carried" out" separately" on" two/level" models" using"
Stata’s"/xtmixed/"command1."
7.3.2 Socio8emotional!difficulties!as!reported!by!the!mother!








LSOA’s" 4,374" 1" 2.2" 32"
Schools" 3,882" 1" 2.5" 26"
"
Table"7/6"presents"the"estimates"for"the"variance"components"models."According"to"Model"
A," the" two/level" empty" model," 6.9%" of" the" overall" variance" in" mother/reported" socio/
emotional" difficulties" was" due" to" differences" between" neighbourhoods." Introducing" a"
random" effect" for" schools" in" a" cross/classified" model" (Model" B)" markedly" improved" the"
model" fit" and" revealed" that" the" variance" attributable" to" contextual" factors" was" actually"




                                                





Table& 7(6& Variability& in& total& socio(emotional& difficulties& as& reported& by& the& mother& –&





















social" housing" scored" on" average" 0.9" points" higher" compared" to" children"whose" families"
lived"in"owned"or"mortgaged"accommodation."Average"scores"were"also"slightly" increased"
for"children"whose"families"had"not"been"residentially"stable"before"sweep"three."In"terms"
of" ethnicity," Pakistani" mothers" reported" on" average" slightly" higher" scores" while" Black"
African" mothers" reported" markedly" lower" scores." The" child" and" family" characteristics"
included" in" this" model" fully" explained" the" neighbourhood" and" school" variability" in" the"
outcome:" neither" the" random" school" effect" nor" the" random" neighbourhood" effect" was"
statistically"significant"in"this"model."
Adding"the"contextual"level"variables"(Model"D)"showed"that"a"higher"percentage"of"social"
housing" in" the" neighbourhood" was" associated" with" on" average" more" socio/emotional"
difficulties,"however"the"size"of"the"association"was"small."A"10%"increase"in"the"proportion"
of" residents" living" in" social" housing" was" associated" with" an" average" increase" in" Total"
Difficulties" of" about" 0.1" points," after" allowing" for" family" level" background" characteristics."




children’s" socio/emotional" difficulties," and" there" was" also" no" statistically" significant"
difference" between" urban" and" rural" settings" or" between" fee/paying" and" non/fee/paying"
schools." There"was" a"weak" but" statistically" significant" relationship"with" the" availability" of"
parks" and" playgrounds:" Children" living" in" neighbourhoods" where" no" such" spaces" were"
available"scored"on"average"0.3"points"higher"on"the"Total"Difficulties"scale."Children"whose"
mothers" reported" to" have" neither" friends" nor" family" in" the" area" scored" on" average" 1.1"
points"higher"compared"to"those"whose"families"were"locally"connected.""
The"association"with" living" in" social"housing"was"attenuated," suggesting" that" the"negative"






As" expected," there" were" strong" associations" between" levels" of" mother’s" psychological"
distress"and" their" reports"of" children’s" socio/emotional"difficulties" (Model"E" in"Table"7/7),"





influences" children’s" socio/emotional" development" in" part" via" associations"with"maternal"
psychological"distress."A"marked"change"occurred"also" in"the"coefficient" for"weekly"family"
income" –" an" indication" that" maternal" distress" is" likely" to" be" on" the" pathway" between"
material" disadvantage" and" mother’s" perceptions" of" their" children’s" socio/emotional"
difficulties." Also" reduced"was" the" coefficient" for" having" no" social" connections" within" the"
area"–"it"appears"that"this"factor"was"associated"with"higher"levels"of"distress."The"absence"






Given" that" the" neighbourhood" characteristics" included" in" Model" D" did" not" make" strong"
contributions" to" the" variability" in" children’s" socio/emotional" difficulties" across"
neighbourhoods"(with"the"exception"of"having"no"friends"and"family"in"the"area,"which"was"
however" rare"and" for"which" reverse"causality" cannot"be" ruled"out)," it"must"be"concluded"






not" at" all" related" to" mother/reported" socio/emotional" difficulties" net" of" the" family" and"
neighbourhood"characteristics" included"in"the"model."The"other"two"parenting"behaviours"
were" strongly" associated" with" the" outcome:" independent" of" the" family" background"
characteristics,"children"who"had"no"regular"bedtime"scored"on"average"1"point"higher,"and"
children"whose"mothers"reported"the"use"of"smacking"scored"on"average"1.3"points"higher"












MCS!stratum!(ref"="England"/"advantaged)! " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" 0.27"(0.14)*" 0.08"(0.15)" 0.10"(0.14)"
England"–"ethnic" 0.44"(0.25)*" 0.24"(0.25)" 0.34"(0.24)"
Wales"–"advantaged" /0.44"(0.24)*" /0.50"(0.24)*" /0.43"(0.23)*"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" /0.04"(0.18)" /0.21"(0.20)" /0.19"(0.18)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" /0.49"(0.21)*" /0.65"(0.24)**" /0.51"(0.22)*"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" /0.02"(0.22)" /0.37"(0.25)" /0.29"(0.23)"
NI"–"advantaged" /0.60"(0.26)**" /0.82"(0.28)**" /0.60"(0.27)*"
NI"–"disadvantaged" /0.19"(0.22)" /0.54"(0.26)*" /0.32"(0.24)"
Child!and!family!level! " " "
Girl" /1.03"(0.10)***" /1.02"(0.10)***" /0.97"(0.09)***"
Child"age"in"months" /0.05"(0.02)**" /0.05"(0.02)**" /0.05"(0.02)**"
Has"SEN"statement" 4.95"(0.18)***" 4.93"(0.18)***" 4.62"(0.18)***"
Weekly"family"income"per"£100" /0.18"(0.03)***" /0.16"(0.03)***" /0.10"(0.03)***"
NS/SEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" 0.13"(0.17)" 0.10"(0.17)" 0.11"(0.16)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." 0.26"(0.19)" 0.26"(0.19)" 0.33"(0.18)*"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 0.24"(0.22)" 0.18"(0.22)" 0.19"(0.22)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 0.83"(0.17)***" 0.76"(0.17)***" 0.74"(0.16)***"
No"parent"in"work" 0.91"(0.19)***" 0.88"(0.19)***" 0.53"(0.18)**"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" 0.28"(0.23)" 0.26"(0.23)" 0.16"(0.22)"
Social"housing"" 0.92"(0.16)***" 0.72"(0.17)***" 0.56"(0.16)***"
Other" 0.34"(0.36)" 0.30"(0.37)" 0.24"(0.34)"
Maternal"age"(years)" /0.06"(0.01)***" /0.06"(0.01)***" /0.07"(0.01)***"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" 0.15"(0.15)" 0.11"(0.15)" 0.12"(0.14)"
Level"2" 0.42"(0.13)**" 0.39"(0.13)**" 0.36"(0.13)**"
Level"1" 0.83"(0.21)***" 0.80"(0.21)***" 0.81"(0.21)***"
Overseas"only" 1.42"(0.35)***" 1.36"(0.35)***" 1.19"(0.34)***"
None" 1.60"(0.20)***" 1.54"(0.21)***" 1.32"(0.20)***"









Family"structure"(ref"="both"natural"parents)" " " "
Natural"mother"/"other"partner" 1.14"(0.23)***" 1.15"(0.23)***" 0.96"(0.22)***"
Single"mother" 0.27"(0.15)*" 0.29"(0.15)*" 0.11"(0.14)"
Child"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" 0.13"(0.33)" 0.11"(0.33)" /0.04"(0.31)"
Indian" 0.33"(0.37)" 0.39"(0.37)" 0.24"(0.35)"
Pakistani"" 1.02"(0.34)**" 1.02"(0.34)**" 0.78"(0.32)**"
Bangladeshi" 0.97"(0.52)*" 0.91"(0.52)*" 0.92"(0.50)*"
Black"Caribbean" 0.10"(0.48)" 0.05"(0.48)" /0.10"(0.46)"
Black"African" /1.83"(0.44)***" /1.99"(0.45)***" /1.76"(0.43)***"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" 0.75"(0.46)" 0.78"(0.46)*" 0.36"(0.44)"
Moved"before"sweep"three" 0.18"(0.10)*" 0.21"(0.10)*" 0.10"(0.10)"
Neither"friends"nor"family"in"the"area" " 1.11"(0.26)***" 0.76"(0.25)**"
Neighbourhood!level" " " "
Rural"(ref"="urban)" " /0.03"(0.12)" /0.01"(0.12)"
Median"household"income,"per"£1000" " /0.01"(0.01)" /0.01"(0.01)"
%"Social"housing,"per"10%" " 0.09"(0.04)**" 0.07"(0.03)*"
No"park/playground"in"the"area" " 0.34"(0.16)*" 0.24"(0.15)"
School!level!" " " "
Fees"applicable" " /0.29"(0.32)" /0.35"(0.30)"
Maternal!distress"(Kessler/6,"continuous)" " " 0.39"(0.01)***"
Constant" 13.83"(1.51)" 13.52"(1.55)" 12.81"(1.47)"
Neighbourhood!variance!! 0.19"(0.15)NS" 0.07"(0.11)NS" 0.12"(0.13)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"explained" 84.7" 94.4" 90.3"
School!variance! 0.07"(0.13)NS" 0.30"(0.17)" 0.04"(0.08)NS"
%"of"total"school"variance"explained" 95.5" 80.5" 97.4"
Residual!variance" 22.30"(0.41)" 22.26"(0.36)" 20.47"(0.32)"
Total"unexplained"variance" 22.56" 22.63" 20.63"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
neighbourhoods" 0.8" 0.3" 0.6"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"schools" 0.3" 1.3" 0.2"








the" percentage" of" social" housing" in" the" neighbourhood" and" the" family’s" relative" poverty"
status"(results"not"shown).""
However," an" interaction" was" present" between" family" relative" poverty" status" and"
neighbourhood"median"household"income."The"model"in"table"7/8"(Model"G)"is"a"two/level"
model"that"adjusted"for"the"same"covariates"as"Model"E"in"Table"7/7,"with"the"addition"of"
an" indicator"variable" for" family" relative"poverty"and"the" interaction"term."This"model"also"
allowed" the" between/neighbourhood" variance" and" the"within/neighbourhood" variance" to"
vary"by"relative"poverty"status"(complex" level/2"and"complex" level/1"variation),"estimating"
these" parameters" separately" for" poor" and" non/poor" children." The" log/likelihood" statistic"
was"used"to"compare"this"model"against"a"model"with"no"complex"variation,"showing"that"
the"model" fit"was" significantly" improved"when" the" complex" variation"was" estimated" (log"
likelihood"for"the"model"without"complex"variation"="/28,827.4,"p/value"LR"test"<"0.001)."A"
model"which"only"estimated" complex" variation"at" level"1" (the" individual" level)"was"also"a"
worse" fit" compared" to" the"model" with" complex" variation" at" both" levels" (log/likelihood" =""""""""
/28,763.3,"LR"test"p/value"<0.05)."
Table"7/8"shows"the"coefficients"for"the"relevant"main"effects"and"the" interaction"term." It"







at" both" the" neighbourhood" and" the" individual" level" than" among" children" not" living" in"
relative" poverty." While" the" between/neighbourhood" variance" for" children" not" living" in"
poverty" was" close" to" zero," there" was" sizable" variability" across" neighbourhoods" for" poor"
children"even"after"allowing"for"the"family"and"contextual"covariates"that"were"included"in"





Table& 7(8& & & Model& G& (& two(level& model& predicting& mother(reported& socio(emotional&
















As" mentioned" above," for" teacher/reported" scores" the" teachers" were" treated" as" an"
additional" level." The" number" of" groups" included" in" the" sample" and" average" observations"
per"group"are"shown"in"Table"7/9."





LSOA’s" 3,434" 1" 1.9" 25"
Schools" 2,957" 1" 2.2" 20"
Teachers" 3,939" 1" 1.6" 12"
"
Five"empty"models"were"estimated"which"are"presented"in"Table"7/10."
The" first" empty"model"was" the" two/level"model"with"neighbourhoods" as" the"higher" level"
(Model" A)." Model" B" was" a" three/level" cross/classified" model" with" neighbourhoods" and"





classified"model"with" schools" and" teachers"as" the"higher" levels."Model" E"was"a" four/level"
model"that" included"random"effects"for"neighbourhoods,"schools"and"teachers."As"before,"





the" four/level/model" (E)," however" it" was" decided" to" proceed" with" Model" E," as" it" was"
deemed"unlikely"that"the"true"variability"between"schools"was"equal"to"zero."According"to"
this"model," 2.8%"of" the" overall" variability" in" teacher/reported" socio/emotional" difficulties"
was"between"neighbourhoods,"3.1%"was"between"schools"and"as"much"as"13.2%"was"due"
to"differences"between"the"teachers"themselves.""
The" issue"of"between/rater" variance" is" an" important"and" interesting"one"but"was"beyond"
the" scope" of" this" project" and" not" investigated" in" further" detail." However," the" teacher"
random" effect" was" still" estimated" in" the" following" models," because" ignoring" this" large"
variability"would"have"led"to"a"distortion"of"the"neighbourhood"and"school"variance."






















Constant" 5.99"(0.07)" 6.05"(0.08)" 6.03"(0.08)" 6.05"(0.08)" 6.04"(0.08)"
Neighbourhood"variance" 2.37"(0.49)" 0.81"(0.49)" 1.08"(0.47)" –" 0.87"(0.48)"
School"variance" –" 3.17"(0.48)" –" 1.32"(0.54)" 0.96"(0.61)"
Teacher"variance"" –" –" 4.89"(0.59)" 3.99"(0.75)" 4.04"(0.78)"
Residual"variance" 28.22"(0.65)" 26.63"(0.66)" 24.62"(0.68)" 25.30"(0.64)" 24.73"(0.69)"
Total"variance" 30.59" 30.61" 30.59" 30.61" 30.60"
%!of!total!variance!due!
to!neighbourhoods! 7.7! 2.6! 3.5! –! 2.8!
%!of!total!variance!due!
to!schools! –" 10.4! –" 4.3! 3.1!
%!of!total!variance!due!
to!teachers! –" –" 16.0! 13.0! 13.2!
Bayesian"DIC!(smaller"is"
better)"





Model" F" in" Table" 7/11" shows" the" relationships" with" the" child" and" family" characteristics."
Again," girls" had" on" average" lower" scores" than" boys" and" children"with" an" SEN" statement"
scored" much" higher" than" children" without" SEN." Interestingly," family" income" was" not"
independently" associated" with" teacher/reported" socio/emotional" difficulties," however"
social"class"was."Children"living"in"families"where"no"parent"was"in"work"scored"on"average"






children" whose" mothers" were" educated" up" to" university" level." Indian" and" Bangladeshi"
children" scored" markedly" lower" than"White" children" on" the" teacher/reported" difficulties"
scale."Contrary"to"the"results"for"the"mother/reported"outcome,"there"were"no"associations"
with"maternal"age"and"having"moved"before"age"five.""






associated" also" with" increased" teacher/reported" socio/emotional" difficulties" (about" 1.4"
points)." Of" the" neighbourhood/level" factors," only" the" proportion" of" social" housing" in" the"
neighbourhood" was" associated" with" the" outcome" after" allowing" for" family" background"
variables."The"relationship"was"positive"but"of"moderate"size:"for"every"10%"increase"in"the"
proportion" of" social" housing" in" the" neighbourhood," the" average" Total" Difficulties" score"
increased"by"0.1"points." Taking"neighbourhood/level" social"housing" into"account"however"
attenuated"the"association"with"living"in"social"housing."Neighbourhood"median"household"
income" and" the" rural/urban" indicator" were" not" independently" associated" with" teacher/
reported"scores."Teachers" in" fee/paying"schools" reported"on"average"worse"behaviour" for"
their"pupils"than"teachers"in"non/fee"paying"schools.""






Maternal" psychological" distress" had" much" less" explanatory" power" for" teacher/reported"
socio/emotional" difficulties," compared" to" what" has" been" shown" for" the" mother" reports"
(Model" H" in" Table" 7/11)." For" every" point" increase" in" the" Kessler/6," the" Total" Difficulties"
score"increased"on"average"by"0.1"points."Accounting"for"maternal"distress"resulted"only"in"
a" small" reduction"of" the"unexplained"variability" in" the"outcome,"also" reflected" in" the" less"
dramatically" improved"model" fit" compared" to" what" had" been" observed" for" the" mother/
reported"scores.""
There" were" almost" no" changes" in" the" estimates" for" the" neighbourhood" variables," and"
neither" were" important" changes" found" for" the" associations" with" the" family/level"
characteristics." Testing"model" fit" against" a"model"without" the" neighbourhood" and" school"




hypothesis" of" maternal" psychological" distress" to" be" on" the" pathway" between"
neighbourhood" characteristics" and" teacher/reported" socio/emotional" difficulties" in" the"
child."""
7.3.3.2 Testing!the!role!of!parenting!practices!!
Similar" to" the" findings" for" mother/reported" Total" Difficulties," children" with" no" regular"
bedtime" and" children" exposed" to" smacking" had" on" average" higher" scores,"while" children"
who"were"not"read"to"daily"had"on"average"slightly" lower&scores."As"before," including"the"
parenting"variables" in"the"model"did"not" lead"to"changes" in"any"of"the"coefficients"for"the"












MCS!stratum!(ref"="England"/"advantaged)! " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" 0.42"(0.20)*" 0.25"(0.21)" 0.24"(0.21)"
England"–"ethnic" 0.72"(0.35)*" 0.57"(0.35)" 0.59"(0.36)"
Wales"–"advantaged" /0.06"(0.34)" /0.11"(0.35)" /0.11"(0.35)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" 0.25"(0.26)" 0.11"(0.28)" 0.10"(0.28)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" /0.22"(0.30)" /0.35"(0.32)" /0.33"(0.32)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" /0.23"(0.32)" /0.55"(0.35)" /0.56"(0.34)"
NI"–"advantaged" /0.05"(0.33)" /0.24"(0.37)" /0.19"(0.37)"
NI"–"disadvantaged" 0.11"(0.31)" /0.25"(0.36)" /0.19"(0.36)"
Child!and!family!level! " " "
Girl" /1.61"(0.13)***" /1.61"(0.13)***" /1.62"(0.13)***"
Child"age"in"months" /0.10"(0.02)***" /0.10"(0.02)***" /0.10"(0.02)***"
Has"SEN"statement" 5.31"(0.24)***" 5.26"(0.24)***" 5.16"(0.24)***"
Weekly"family"income"per"£100" /0.04"(0.04)" /0.04"(0.04)" /0.02"(0.04)"
NS/SEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" 0.24"(0.22)" 0.23"(0.21)" 0.23"(0.21)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." 0.73"(0.24)**" 0.70"(0.24)**" 0.72"(0.24)**"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." 0.55"(0.29)*" 0.49"(0.29)*" 0.50"(0.29)*"
Semi"routine"/"routine" 0.94"(0.23)***" 0.86"(0.23)***" 0.85"(0.23)***"
No"parent"in"work" 1.05"(0.25)***" 0.98"(0.25)***" 0.87"(0.25)***"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" 0.55"(0.29)*" 0.51"(0.29)*" 0.50"(0.29)*"
Social"housing"" 0.74"(0.21)***" 0.52"(0.23)*" 0.49"(0.23)*"
Other" /0.19"(0.47)" /0.26"(0.47)" /0.24"(0.47)"
Maternal"age"(years)" /0.01"(0.01)" /0.01"(0.01)" /0.01"(0.01)"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" /0.01"(0.20)" /0.04"(0.19)" /0.04"(0.19)"
Level"2" 0.05"(0.17)" 0.03"(0.17)" 0.03"(0.17)"
Level"1" 0.29"(0.28)" 0.28"(0.28)" 0.28"(0.28)"
Overseas"only" /0.08"(0.48)" /0.12"(0.48)" /0.16"(0.47)"
None" 1.19"(0.27)***" 1.14"(0.27)***" 1.09"(0.27)***"









Family"structure"(ref"="both"natural"parents)" " " "
Natural"mother"/"other"partner" 1.55"(0.30)***" 1.54"(0.30)***" 1.47"(0.30)***"
Single"mother" 0.88"(0.20)***" 0.87"(0.20)***" 0.82"(0.20)***"
Child"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" /0.07"(0.45)" /0.09"(0.44)" /0.14"(0.44)"
Indian" /0.74"(0.50)" /0.81"(0.50)" /0.91"(0.50)*"
Pakistani"" 0.49"(0.49)" 0.43"(0.49)" 0.33"(0.49)"
Bangladeshi" /2.05"(0.86)**" /2.14"(0.87)**" /2.15"(0.87)**"
Black"Caribbean" 0.68"(0.69)" 0.63"(0.69)" 0.65"(0.69)"
Black"African" 0.03"(0.64)" /0.24"(0.65)" /0.23"(0.65)"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" /1.63"(0.63)**" /1.62"(0.63)**" /1.74"(0.63)**"
Moved"before"sweep"three" 0.12"(0.13)" 0.15"(0.13)" 0.11"(0.13)"
Neither"friends"nor"family"in"the"area" " 1.39"(0.33)***" 1.30"(0.33)***"
Neighbourhood!level" " " "
Rural"(ref"="urban)" " 0.08"(0.17)" 0.08"(0.17)"
Median"household"income,"per"£1000" " /0.01"(0.01)" /0.01"(0.01)"
%"Social"housing,"per"10%" " 0.11"(0.05)*" 0.10"(0.05)*"
No"park/playground"in"the"area" " 0.30"(0.21)" 0.28"(0.21)"
School!level!" " " "
Fees"applicable" " 1.02"(0.40)**" 1.00"(0.40)**"
Maternal!distress"(Kessler/6,"continuous)" " " 0.12"(0.02)***"
Constant" 15.36"(2.02)" 15.02"(2.07)" 14.65"(2.07)"
Neighbourhood!variance!! 0.05"(0.08)NS" 0.11"(0.13)NS" 0.09"(0.12)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"explained" 94.3" 87.4" 89.7"
School!variance! 0.69"(0.43)NS" 0.53"(0.38)NS" 0.76"(0.42)NS"
%"of"total"school"variance"explained" 28.1" 44.8" 20.8"
Teacher!variance! 3.18"(0.59)" 3.30"(0.58)" 2.98"(0.59)"
%"of"total"teacher"variance"explained" 21.3" 18.3" 26.2"
Residual!variance" 21.90"(0.54)" 21.77"(0.55)" 21.68"(0.54)"
Total"unexplained"variance" 25.82" 25.71" 25.51"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
neighbourhoods" 0.2" 0.4" 0.4"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"schools" 2.7" 2.1" 3.0"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"teachers" 12.3" 12.8" 11.7"






As" before," interactions" and" complex" variation" were" tested" in" two/level" models." For" the"
teacher/reported" outcome," no" interactions" were" found" by" either" child" gender" or" family"
relative"poverty"status.""
Table"7/12"presents"the"model"which"tested"whether"an"interaction"between"family"relative"





model" fitted" the" data" significantly" better" than" a" model" without" complex" variation" (log/
likelihood"for"a"model"without"="19,570.8,"LR"test"p/value<0.001)."But,"the"complex"level/2"
(between/neighbourhood)" variation" was" not" statistically" significant" (log/likelihood" for" a"
model"with"complex"variation"only"at"level/1"="/19,543.0,"LR"test"p/value="1.00)."
Table& 7(12& & & Model& J& (& two(level& model& predicting& teacher(reported& socio(emotional&





















The" first"objective"of" this" chapter"was" the"partitioning"of" the"variance" in"children’s" socio/
emotional" difficulties" before" and" after" adjustment" for" family/level" background"
characteristics."To"visualise"the"variability"in"children’s"socio/emotional"difficulties"between"







between" neighbourhoods" was" about" 4%" for" mother" reported" scores" and" about" 4%" for"
teacher/reported" scores." The" variance"due" to"differences"between" schools"was" about" 6%"
for" mother/reported" difficulties" and" about" 3%" for" the" teacher/reported" scores." The"









how" much" individual" neighbourhoods" and" schools" contributed" to" children’s" socio/
emotional"development."
                                                
1"The"MCS" strata"were" kept" in" the" adjusted"models" because" of" the" issue" of"weighting." However," the" design"
strata" contain" information" about" neighbourhood" characteristics." Therefore" models" were" estimated" also"
without" the" MCS" stratum" variable," adjusting" only" for" family" background." For" both" mother/" and" teacher/
reported"scores,"the"conclusions"regarding"the"between/neighbourhood"and"between/school"variance"did"not"
change,"neither"was"statistically"significant"when"family"background"characteristics"were"accounted"for.""
2"To" be" sure" that" the" between/teacher" variability" was" not" an" artefact" of" the" data" due" to" sparseness," it" was"
tested" whether" the" mother/reported" scores" also" varied" between" teachers," by" estimating" an" empty" cross/












                                                













































In" this" section," crossBsectional" analyses" were" carried" out" to" examine" the" variability" in"







lower" family" income," lower" social" class," the" mother" having" no" or" only" overseas"
qualifications,"living"in"social"housing"and"not"having"been"residentially"stable"before"sweep"
three.""
After" adjustment" for" family" characteristics" neither" a" statistically" significant" betweenB
neighbourhood"nor"betweenBschool"variance"remained."However,"the"percentage"of"social"
housing" in" the" neighbourhood" was" significantly," if" only" weakly," associated" with" the"
outcome"also"in"the"fully"adjusted"model.""
Teacher9reported!socio9emotional!difficulties!




associated" with" the" outcome," and" neither" was" residential" stability" before" sweep" three."
Living" in" social"housing"was"associated"with"higher"scores"also" for" the" teacher" reports,"as"
was" living" in"privately"rented"accommodation"when"compared"to"children" living" in"owned"
or"mortgaged"housing."
The"unadjusted"variance"in"teacherBreported"scores"between"neighbourhoods"and"schools"
was" about" 3%" at" both" levels," and" there" was" also" a" large" betweenBteacher" variability" of"
about" 13%." After" adjusting" for" family" background" characteristics," neither" neighbourhood"
nor"school"variance"remained"statistically"significant,"while"the"betweenBteacher"variability"






This" crossBsectional" analysis" produced" no" evidence" to" support" the" theory" that" maternal"
psychological" distress" or" parenting" behaviours" were" on" the" pathway" between"
neighbourhood" characteristics" and" children’s" socioBemotional" development." Associations"
between" the" examined" neighbourhood" factors" and" either" mother" or" teacher" ratings" of"
children’s" socioBemotional" difficulties" were" weak" and" did" not" appear" to" be" driven" by"
neighbourhood"influences"on"levels"of"maternal"distress."




Maternal" distress"was" also" associated"with" teacherBrated" socioBemotional" difficulties," but"
the"association"was"less"strong."Mothers"experiencing"symptoms"of"distress"might"be"more"
prone"to"perceive"their"children’s"behaviour"as"difficult."An"alternative"interpretation"is"that"
children" of" distressed" mothers" who" are" having" difficulties" at" home" might" display" fewer"
behavioural"problems"at"school.""
Cross9level!interactions!and!complex!variation!
For" motherBreported" socioBemotional" difficulties," a" crossBlevel" interaction" was" present"
between"relative"poverty"at"the"family"level"and"neighbourhood"median"household"income."
While" neighbourhood" median" income" was" not" associated" with" the" outcome" among"
children"who"were"not"poor,"a"higher"median"income"in"the"neighbourhood"appeared"to"be"
beneficial" for" children"whose" families" were" living" in" relative" poverty," but" the" size" of" the"
effect"was"small."Further,"there"was"more"variation"in"the"mother"reported"outcome"among"
poor" children" at" both" the" neighbourhood" and" the" individual" level," suggesting" that"
neighbourhood"characteristics"mattered"more"for"poor"children"than"for"children"who"were"
not"poor.""
No" crossBlevel" interactions"were" found" for" teacherBreported" scores"with" regards" to" child"
gender"or"relative"poverty"status,"however"there"were"similar"differences"in"the"variability"
of" the"outcome"between"poor"and"nonBpoor"children."Both"the"betweenB"and"the"withinB
neighbourhood" variance" in" teacherBreported" socioBemotional" difficulties" were" greater"






The" results" of" the" previous" section" did" not" support" a" mediating" role" for" maternal"
psychological" distress," and" the" associations" with" the" examined" contextual" factors" were"
weak" or" not" at" all" statistically" significant." But," the" neighbourhood"measures" available" at"
sweep" four"were"mainly" structural"measures"which"might" not" have" adequately" captured"
important" aspects" such" as" social" processes" and" mothers’" satisfaction" with" their"
neighbourhood" environment." This" section" utilises" information" gathered" at" sweep" two" of"
the" study," when" interviewers" undertook" systematic" neighbourhood" observations" and"
mothers"also"reported"their"satisfaction"with"the"local"area1."About"four"years"lay"between"
sweep" two" and" the"measurement" of" children’s" socioBemotional" difficulties" at" sweep" four"
(age" seven)." It" is" assumed" that" within" this" time" span," the" social" environment" of" most"
neighbourhoods" remained" largely" the" same." Only" families" who" lived" in" the" same"
neighbourhood" at" sweep" two" and" sweep" four" were" included" in" the" analyses." For" the"







SEN" status," family" income," family" social" class" (NSBSEC)," housing" tenure," maternal" age,"
maternal"education,"number"of"siblings,"family"structure"and"child"ethnicity."All"covariates"
were"measured"at"sweep"four."
Model" B" then" adjusted" for" the" same" contextual" variables" that" had" been" included" in" the"
crossBsectional" analyses," namely" a" rural/urban" indicator," median" household" income," the"
percentage" of" social" housing" in" the" neighbourhood," applicability" of" school" fees," the"
availability"of"parks"or"playgrounds"and"whether"friends"or"family"were"living"in"the"area."In"
                                                
1"Both" measures" were" described" in" detail" in" chapter" four" (section" 4.3.2)." Mothers’" ratings" included" overall"
satisfaction"with"the"area,"whether"the"area"was"good"to"bring"up"children"and"feelings"of"safety."Interviewers"






Model" C" additionally" adjusted" for" maternal" psychological" distress." Here," a" measure" of"
cumulative" maternal" distress" was" used," indicating" whether" the" mother" experienced" any"
distress"either"never,"in"the"past"only,"concurrently,"or"persistently"across"three"consecutive"
sweeps1."
Model" D" adjusted" for" the" same" variables" as" Model" B," except" that" instead" of" maternal"
neighbourhood" perceptions," it" included" interviewer/reported" neighbourhood" disorder"
measured" at" sweep" two."Model" E" again" adjusted" additionally" for"maternal" psychological"
distress"experienced"over"time."
The" results" tables" present" only" coefficients" for" neighbourhood" characteristics" that" were"










LSOA’s" 2,952" 1" 2.3" 29"
Schools" 2,794" 1" 2.4" 22"
"
Associations)with)maternal)neighbourhood)satisfaction)
Model"A" in" Table"7/14" shows" that" as" in" the" cross/sectional" analyses," the" child" and" family"



















The" relationship" remained" however" linear" and" highly" statistically" significant." The" average"
difference"between"children"whose"mothers"were"least"satisfied"with"their"neighbourhood"
at"sweep"two"and"children"whose"mothers"were"most"satisfied"was"about"one"point"on"the"
Total"Difficulties"scale,"even"after"allowing" for" the" influence"of" familyBlevel"covariates"and"
symptoms"of"maternal" psychological" distress" across" sweeps." In" this"model," the" betweenB
school"variance"was"borderline"statistically"significant."
Associations!with!interviewer!observations!of!neighbourhood!disorder!
The" association" with" observed" neighbourhood" disorder" was" less" strong" and" not" entirely"
linear"(Model"D"in"Table"7B14)."After"adjusting"for"child"and"family"characteristics,"children"
living" in" neighbourhoods" which" interviewers" had" rated" least" favourable" at" sweep" two"
scored"on"average"0.9"points"higher"on"the"motherBreported"difficulties"scale"than"children"
living" in" neighbourhoods" that" had" been" rated" most" favourably." Adding" the" measure" of"
maternal"psychological"distress"again"attenuated"this"relationship"(Model"E"in"Table"7B14)."
The"reduction"in"the"coefficients"for"interviewer"observed"neighbourhood"disorder"was"less"
striking" compared" to" the" changes" that" were" observed" for" maternal" neighbourhood"
satisfaction"as"the"exposure"variable,"but"still"large"enough"to"suggest"mediation.!!
There" was" a" suggestion" that" associations" between" the" proportion" of" social" housing" and"










to" test" whether" their" addition" led" to" changes" in" the" coefficients" of" the" neighbourhood"
variables" or" the" maternal" depression" variable," neither" of" which" was" the" case" (data" not"
shown)."!
Associations!with!social!housing!
It" was" noted" that" there" was" an" association" between" the" outcome" and" living" in" social"
housing" also" in" the" longitudinal" analysis" sample." In" Model" A," which" adjusted" for" the"
individualBlevel"covariates"only,"children"whose"families"were"living"in"social"housing"scored"
0.93" points" higher" on" the" Total" Difficulties" scale" compared" to" children" in" owned" or"
mortgaged"accommodation"(coefficients" for" individualBlevel"covariates"shown"in"Appendix"
VII,"Table"11B12)."The"coefficient" for" social"housing"was" reduced" to"0.63"after" introducing"








Model!A1! Model!B2! Model!C2! Model!D2! Model!E2!
%"Social"housing,"per"10%"" " 0.06"(0.04)" 0.05"(0.04)" 0.07"(0.04)*" 0.05"(0.04)"
Neither"friends"nor"family"in"the"area" " 1.05"(0.34)**" 0.81"(0.33)**" 1.16"(0.34)***" 0.89"(0.33)**"
No"park/playground"in"the"area" " 0.29"(0.19)" 0.19"(0.19)" 0.33"(0.19)*" 0.21"(0.19)"
Neighbourhood"satisfaction"sweep"two"(ref"="most"satisfied)" " " " " "
Fourth" " 0.64"(0.17)***" 0.52"(0.17)**" " "
Third" " 0.84"(0.18)***" 0.62"(0.17)***" " "
Second" " 1.24"(0.19)***" 0.94"(0.18)***" " "
Least"satisfied" " 1.51"(0.22)***" 0.99"(0.21)***" " "
Interviewer"observations"sweep"two"(ref"="most"favourable)" " " " " "
Fourth" " " " P0.03"(0.18)" P0.04"(0.17)"
Third" " " " 0.66"(0.18)***" 0.52"(0.18)**"
Second" " " " 0.60"(0.20)**" 0.41"(0.19)*"
Least"favourable" " " " 0.90"(0.22)***" 0.75"(0.21)***"
Maternal"psychological"distress"over"time"(ref"="none")" " " " " "
Current"(sweep"four)" " " 2.61"(0.16)***" " 2.65"(0.16)***"
Past"(sweep"two"and/or"sweep"three"only)" " " 0.99"(0.15)***" " 1.02"(0.15)***"
Persistent"(sweeps"two,"three"and"four)" " " 3.49"(0.18)***" " 3.56"(0.18)***"
Between"neighbourhood"variance" 0.13"(0.15)NS" 0.07"(0.09)NS" 0.02"(0.04)NS" 0.06"(0.08)NS" 0.02"(0.04)NS"
Between"school"variance" 0.24"(0.20)NS" 0.26"(0.20)NS" 0.33"(0.18)" 0.24"(0.19)NS" 0.32"(0.18)"
Residual"variance" 21.45"(0.42)" 21.25"(0.43)" 19.64"(0.39)" 21.39"(0.43)" 19.69"(0.39)"
Bayesian"DIC"(smaller"is"better)" 39,512" 39,445" 38,937" 39,478" 38,949"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05"""""NS"Random"effect"not"statistically"significant"














LSOA’s" 2,356" 1" 1.9" 23"
Schools" 2,148" 1" 2.1" 18"




the" previous" results," there" was" no" statistically" significant" variability" between"
neighbourhoods"and"schools"after"individual/level"covariates"were"accounted"for.""
Model"B"in"Table"7/16"shows"that"maternal"neighbourhood"satisfaction"at"sweep"two"was"








The" interviewer" observations" of" neighbourhood" disorder" recorded" at" sweep" two"
independently"predicted"teacher/reported"socio/emotional"difficulties"at"sweep"four"/"age"
seven" (Model" D" in" Table" 7/16)," although" the" relationship" was" again" not" entirely" linear."
Children"living"in"neighbourhoods"that"had"been"given"the"least"favourable"rating"at"sweep"
two" scored"on"average"0.9"points"higher" than" children" living" in"neighbourhoods" that"had"





distress" to" the" model" did" not" lead" to" an" important" reduction" in" the" coefficients" for"
interviewer"ratings"(Model"E"in"Table"7/16).""
Associations)with)parenting)practices))
Again," an" additional" model" was" estimated" to" test" whether" any" of" the" three" parenting"
practices" reported" by" the" mother" at" sweep" two" (daily" reading," regular" bedtime" and"
smacking)"was"potentially"on"the"pathway"between"observed"neighbourhood"disorder"and"








once" the" neighbourhood" variables" were" added" to" the" model" (Model" B" in" Table" 11/13)."








Model!A1! Model!B2! Model!C2! Model!D2! Model!E2!
%"Social"housing,"per"10%"" " 0.08"(0.06)" 0.08"(0.06)" 0.07"(0.06)" 0.06"(0.06)"
Neither"friends"nor"family"in"the"area"(sweep"four)" " 1.69"(0.44)***" 1.65"(0.44)***" 1.69"(0.44)***" 1.65"(0.44)***"
No"park/playground"in"the"area" " 0.19"(0.25)" 0.17"(0.25)" 0.19"(0.25)" 0.16"(0.25)"
Neighbourhood"satisfaction"sweep"two"(ref"="most"satisfied)" " " " " "
Fourth" " K0.06"(0.22)" K0.10"(0.22)" " "
Third" " 0.13"(0.23)" 0.06"(0.23)" " "
Second" " 0.06"(0.24)" K0.04"(0.24)" " "
Least"satisfied" " 0.31"(0.28)" 0.13"(0.28)" " "
Interviewer"observations"sweep"two"(ref"="most"favourable)" " " " " "
Fourth" " " " 0.44"(0.22)*" 0.45"(0.22)*"
Third" " " " 0.69"(0.23)**" 0.66"(0.23)**"
Second" " " " 0.61"(0.26)**" 0.55"(0.26)*"
Least"favourable" " " " 0.90"(0.29)**" 0.85"(0.29)**"
Maternal"psychological"distress"(ref"="none")" " " " " "
Current"(sweep"four"only)" " " 0.83"(0.21)***" " 0.82"(0.21)***"
Past"(sweep"two"and/or"sweep"three)" " " 0.48"(0.20)**" " 0.48"(0.20)**"
Persistent"(sweeps"two,"three"and"four)" " " 1.03"(0.24)***" " 1.03"(0.24)***"
Between"neighbourhood"variance" 0.07"(0.14)NS" 0.10"(0.11)NS" 0.08"(0.07)NS" 0.09"(0.10)NS" 0.07"(0.07)NS"
Between"school"variance" 0.78"(0.54)NS" 0.75"(0.55)NS" 0.45"(0.51)NS" 0.88"(0.57)NS" 0.53"(0.57)NS"
Between"teacher"variance" 3.16"(0.78)" 3.19"(0.82)" 3.46"(0.76)" 3.11"(0.82)" 3.43"(0.80)"
Residual"variance" 20.50"(0.66)" 20.33"(0.66)" 20.24"(0.65)" 20.24"(0.66)" 20.15"(0.65)"
Bayesian"DIC"(smaller"is"better)" 26,502" 26,482" 26,461" 26,469" 26,448"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05"""""NS"Random"effect"not"statistically"significant"







maternal" perceptions" of" the" neighbourhood" as" the" exposure" variables," and" both"mother"
and" teacher" reports" of" children’s" socio/emotional" difficulties" four" years" later," when" the"
children"were"seven"years"old.""
After" allowing" for" the" influence" of" family" background" characteristics," children" living" in"
neighbourhoods"where" observed" disorder" had" been" highest"when" they"were" aged" three"
displayed" on" average" more" socio/emotional" difficulties" at" age" seven." The" size" of" the"
association"was"similar" for"mother"and"teacher/reported"scores."Maternal"neighbourhood"
satisfaction" was" also" predictive" of" mother/reported" scores" but" not" of" socio/emotional"
difficulties"reported"by"the"teacher."
The" association" between" mother/reported" socio/emotional" difficulties" and" maternal"
neighbourhood" satisfaction" was" attenuated" after" adjusting" for" maternal" psychological"
distress,"which"could"be"due"to"either"mediation"or"confounding."However,"consistent"with"
mediation," the" relationship" with" interviewer/observed" neighbourhood" disorder" was" also"
attenuated"once"maternal"psychological"distress"was"included"in"the"model.""
A"mediating" role" for"maternal" psychological" distress" could" however" be" ruled" out" for" the"














The" cross/sectional" analysis" partitioned" the" variability" in" children’s" socio/emotional"
difficulties"between"neighbourhoods"and"schools."Before"adjusting"for"any"child"and"family"
background" characteristics," about" 4%" of" the" overall" variance" in" mother" reported" Total"
Difficulties" scores"was"due" to"differences"between"neighbourhoods," and" another" 6%"was"




variance" was" estimated" to" be" about" 3%" at" each" of" these" levels," while" about" 13%" was"








The" longitudinal" analyses" showed" that" among" residentially" stable" families" and" after"
allowing" for" the" influence" of" family" background" characteristics," living" in" neighbourhoods"
that" were" rated" least" favourably" by" the" interviewers" at" sweep" two" (age" three)" was"
associated"with"on"average"more"socio/emotional"difficulties"at"age"seven."The"size"of"the"
association"was" almost" the" same"whether" the" informant"was" the"mother"or" the" teacher."













psychological" distress" was" on" the" pathway" between" neighbourhood" characteristics" and"
children’s" socio/emotional" development." Longitudinally," the" relationship" between"
interviewer/observed" neighbourhood" disorder" and" child" socio/emotional" difficulties" was"
attenuated"after"adjusting"for"maternal"psychological"distress,"but"only"if"the"outcome"was"
reported" by" the" mother." There" was" no" suggestion" that" the" here" examined" parenting"
practices" were" on" the" pathway" between" neighbourhood" characteristics" and" children’s"
socio/emotional"difficulties."
Cross.level)interaction)by)family)income)
Tests" for" cross/level" interactions" showed" that" higher" neighbourhood"median" income"was"
associated" with" lower" mother/reported" socio/emotional" difficulties" for" children" living" in"
relative"poverty"only,"while"there"was"no"such"association"for"children"whose"families"were"
not"poor." Further," the"between/neighbourhood"variability" in"mother/reported" scores"was"





Total" Difficulties" scores," when" compared" to" children" who" lived" in" owned" or" mortgaged"
accommodation." The" relationship" with" mother" reports" of" children’s" socio/emotional"
difficulties" was" slightly" attenuated" after" adjusting" for" maternal" psychological" distress" in"
both"the"cross/sectional"and"longitudinal"analyses."This"finding"suggests"that"living"in"social"




























VPC!unadjusted!(empty!model)! ( ( ( (
Neighbourhood(( 4.4( 2.8( –( –(
School(( 5.5( 3.1( –( –(
Teacher(( –( 13.2( –( –(
VPC!adjusted!for!family!background!characteristics( ( ( ( (
Neighbourhood(( 0.8NS( 0.2NS( –( –(
School(( 0.3NS( 2.7NS( –( –(
Teacher(( –( 12.3( –( –(
Evidence(for(independent(association(with(the(proportion(of(social(
housing(in(the(neighbourhood?( Yes( Yes( No( Yes( No( No(
Evidence(for(independent(association(with(maternal(neighbourhood(
satisfaction?(( –( –( Yes( –( No( –(
Evidence(for(independent(association(with(interviewer(observations(of(
neighbourhood(disorder?( –( –( –( Yes( –( Yes(
Evidence(for(indirect(association(via(maternal(distress?( No( No( Yes(( Yes(( No( No(













This" chapter" aimed" to" examine" whether" and" how" much" place" of" residence" –" via"
characteristics" of" neighbourhoods" and" schools" –" matters" for" children’s" cognitive"
development."The"objectives"pertaining" to" this"aim"were" (1)" to"partition" the"variability" in"
cognitive"test"performance"at"age"seven"between"families,"neighbourhoods"and"schools;"(2)"
to"examine"whether"neighbourhood"and"school"characteristics"contributed"to"cognitive"test"
performance" over" and" above" family" socioGeconomic" background;" (3)" to" test"whether" the"
relationship" between" neighbourhood" characteristics" and" the" cognitive" outcomes" was"
mediated"by" levels" of"maternal" psychological" distress" and"parenting" practices;" and" (4)" to"
test"whether"associations"varied"by"family"income"and"child"gender.""
The"cognitive"outcomes"examined"here"were"children’s"test"performance"in"reading,"maths"






factors." To" enable" comparisons" between" the" three" tests," estimates" are" expressed" as" a"
percentage" of" a" standard" deviation" (%" SD)1" and" therefore" have" a" mean" of" zero" and" a"
standard"deviation"of"100."The"three"cognitive"outcomes"were"only"moderately"correlated,"
as"has"been" shown" in" chapter" four" (section"4.6)."All" descriptive" statistics"were" computed"
using"MCS"survey"weights"and"the"maximum"number"of"observations"available."








the" mean" scores" (expressed" as" a" percentage" of" a" standard" deviation)" by" family" income"







Family" socioGeconomic" characteristics" such"as" social" class" (measured"via"NSGSEC),"housing"
tenure" and"maternal" education"were" strongly" associated"with" cognitive" outcomes" in" the"
expected"directions."The"average"difference"in"reading"test"scores"between"children"whose"
mothers" had" no" academic" or" vocational" qualifications" and" children" of" mothers" with" the"















































children"whose"mothers" were" younger" than" thirty" was" about" 32%" SD" below" the" sample"
mean,"while"for"children"whose"mothers"were"older"than"forty"it"was"about"20%"SD"above."
In" terms"of" ethnicity," the"picture"was"mixed:"while" Indian," Bangladeshi" and"Black"African"
children"outperformed"White"children"in"the"reading"test,"they"scored"on"average"lower"at"




Table& 8(1& & &Mean& cognitive& test& scores& at& age& 7& (expressed& as& percentages& of& a& standard&
deviation)&and&standard&errors,&by&family&and&child&characteristics&(max.&N&=&12,957) 
! Reading! Maths! Spatial!ability!
Child!gender" " " "
Boy"" G6.20"(2.27)" 1.20"(2.74)" G4.53"(2.02)"
Girl" 10.75"(1.78)" G2.86"(2.39)" 1.63"(2.15)"
Income!quintile" " " "
Top"" 43.15"(2.81)" 35.94"(3.02)" 30.17"(2.77)"
Fourth"" 18.49"(2.26)" 12.69"(2.75)" 16.74"(2.37)"
Third" 2.59"(2.22)" G1.61"(2.92)" G3.46"(2.43)"
Second" G22.88"(2.58)" G19.76"(2.98)" G17.53"(2.43)"
Bottom" G33.43"(2.94)" G33.71"(3.45)" G35.78"(3.20)"
NS>SEC!(combined)" " " "
Managerial"/"professional" 32.51"(2.14)" 26.76"(2.40)" 22.89"(2.07)"
Intermediate" 9.70"(2.84)" 3.13"(3.66)" 1.79"(3.18)"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." G5.53"(3.55)" G5.13"(4.06)" 3.74"(3.45)"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." G12.25"(4.64)" G16.16"(4.49)" G6.85"(4.80)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" G24.08"(2.75)" G26.73"(3.33)" G26.42"(2.94)"
No"parent"in"work" G36.41"(2.89)" G32.92"(3.24)" G35.37"(2.89)"
Housing!tenure" " " "
Own"/"mortgage" 20.14"(2.00)" 14.02"(2.43)" 13.41"(1.88)"
Rent"privately" G18.21"(3.98)" G10.24"(4.40)" G9.36"(4.04)"
Social"housing"" G35.31"(2.50)" G33.95"(3.05)" G35.09"(2.60)"
Other2" G8.41"(8.20)" G12.67"(8.10)" G19.53"(6.30)"
Maternal!age!at!interview" " " "
40"plus"" 19.60"(2.48)" 10.44"(3.01)" 9.45"(2.49)"
30"–"39"" 4.99"(1.94)" 2.10"(2.41)" 1.60"(1.98)"




! Reading! Maths! Spatial!ability!
Maternal!NVQ!level" " " "
Level"4/5" 31.77"(2.12)" 25.45"(2.40)" 22.22"(2.04)"
Level"3"" 7.59"(3.08)" 1.36"(3.03)" 3.47"(2.78)"
Level"2" G7.41"(2.41)" G6.76"(2.98)" G5.39"(2.24)"
Level"1" G31.28"(3.96)" G28.47"(4.63)" G25.60"(4.20)"
Overseas"only" G14.23"(7.55)" G19.79"(6.98)" G30.16"(6.36)"
None" G50.69"(4.12)" G50.12"(4.20)" G52.52"(3.53)"
Number!of!siblings!! " " "
None" 4.62"(3.43)" 1.11"(3.84)" G4.16"(2.88)"
One" 12.56"(1.89)" 6.36"(2.36)" 6.05"(1.97)"
Two" G2.72"(2.60)" G3.77"(2.80)" G2.40"(2.29)"
Three" G23.27"(4.08)" G17.29"(3.98)" G20.57"(3.73)"
Four" G31.52"(6.45)" G27.40"(7.92)" G29.29"(7.91)"
Five"or"more" G42.56"(7.78)" G34.95"(8.41)" G30.94"(9.62)"
Family!structure! " " "




Single"mother" G21.93"(2.60)" G20.11"(3.28)" G22.93"(2.59)"
Child!ethnicity! " " "
White" 0.77"(1.93)" 2.48"(2.41)" 4.21"(1.78)"
Mixed" 10.04"(6.78)" G2.49"(6.89)" G15.43"(6.86)"
Indian" 38.25"(8.25)" 13.89"(9.37)" G13.69"(8.24)"
Pakistani"" 3.41"(6.36)" G46.22"(8.13)" G57.98"(6.53)"
Bangladeshi" 21.03"(9.38)" G47.03"(7.24)" G31.18"(6.46)"
Black"Caribbean" G13.96"(14.76)" G27.42"(13.66)" G63.21"(15.09)"
Black"African" 23.58"(5.28)" G27.56"(10.28)" G67.31"(9.31)"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" G1.25"(10.52)" G14.26"(10.14)" G15.94"(7.46)"
Language!spoken!at!home! " " "
English"only" 1.18"(1.87)" 1.78"(2.34)" 1.67"(1.76)"
Mostly"English" 19.25"(5.19)" G15.81"(6.54)" G20.08"(5.55)"
Half"English,"half"other" 20.33"(6.82)" G20.17"(8.31)" G38.59"(7.22)"
Mostly"other" G7.54"(8.49)" G44.12"(6.94)" G42.10"(6.80)"






Examined" here" were" associations" of" cognitive" outcomes" with" the" “Education" and" skills”"
domain" of" the" IMD," neighbourhood" median" household" income" and" the" rural/urban"
indicator."Median"household"income"ranged"from"£8,000"to"£78,0001."Figures"8G2"and"8G3"
show" the" associations" between" the" two" compositional" neighbourhood" measures" and"
children’s" cognitive" test" scores." Across" all" three" outcomes" there" were" strong" social"
gradients:" children" living" in" neighbourhoods" where" median" income" was" high" and" where"
there" was" low" deprivation" in" terms" of" education" and" skills" tended" to" have" higher" test"
scores."The"two"figures"look"broadly"similar"regarding"the"magnitudes"and"gradients"of"the"
associations."The"strength"of"the"associations"appeared"to"vary"somewhat"across"outcomes,"

















































































! %!of!N! Reading! Maths! Spatial!ability!
Rural" 23.2" 4.51"(2.79)" 8.69"(2.76)" 12.37"(2.90)"
Urban" 76.8" 1.37"(2.13)" G3.50"(8.69)" G5.51"(2.14)"
School"fees"payable" 3.5" 64.71"(4.85)" 46.34"(6.37)" 40.69"(4.64)"




























































Table" 8G3." The" average" test" scores" of" children" whose" mothers" reported" symptoms" of"
moderate" distress" lay" between" 8%" and" 10%" of" a" standard" deviation" below" the" sample"
mean." Children" whose" mothers" experienced" symptoms" of" severe" distress" scored" on"
average" 25%"of" a" standard" deviation" below" the" sample"mean" in" reading," 30%"below" the"
mean" in" maths" and" 40%" below" the" mean" in" the" spatial" ability" test." When" maternal"
psychological" distress" was" considered" over" time," it" appeared" that" concurrent" and"
persistently" experienced" distress" (but" not" distress" experienced" only" in" the" past)" was"
associated"with"lower"cognitive"test"scores."
Table& 8(3& & &Mean& cognitive& test& scores& at& age& 7& (expressed& as& percentage& of& a& standard&
deviation)&and&standard&errors,&by&maternal&distress&(max.&N&=&12,378)&
! %!of!N! Reading! Maths! Spatial!ability!
Maternal!distress!sweep!4!(child!
aged!7)! " " " "
None" 68.4" 10.21"(1.85)" 7.84"(2.36)" 6.30"(1.77)"
Moderate" 28.0" G9.35"(2.63)" G10.43"(2.85)" G7.86"(2.58)"




" " " "
Never" 48.8" 16.95"(2.09)" 13.96"(2.41)" 14.67"(1.97)"
Past"only" 20.4" 4.20"(2.81)" 2.68"(3.48)" G1.31"(2.74)"
Concurrent" 17.3" G6.98"(3.52)" G6.03"(3.60)" G4.93"(3.53)"
Persistent" 13.6" G9.92"(3.92)" G11.61"(4.08)" G9.87"(3.70)"
"
 !






In" this" section," the" variance" in" the" three" cognitive" test" outcomes" was" decomposed" to"
quantify" the" contribution" of" neighbourhoods" and" schools," before" and" after" adjusting" for"
family" socio@demographic" background" characteristics." In" addition," it" was" tested" whether"
and" how" much" the" available" contextual" measures" contributed" towards" explaining" the"
variability"between"neighbourhoods"and"schools,"whether"maternal"psychological"distress"
and"parenting"practices"mediated" these" relationships" and"whether" associations" varied"by"
child"gender"and"family"income."
8.3.1 Analytical!strategy!
Consistent"with" the"approach" taken" in" the"previous" chapters," the" following"analyses"only"
included" children" who" neither" changed" school" nor" moved" to" a" different" neighbourhood"
since"at"least"sweep"three"/"age"five."With"these"constraints,"the"analysis"sample"consisted"
of" 9,412" children" with" complete" information" on" all" three" outcomes," neighbourhood"
exposures" and" covariates." The" analyses" in" this" section" were" cross@sectional," using" only"
measures" from" sweep" four" of" the" study." The" children’s" mean" age" was" 7" years" and" 3"
months,"and"50.4%"of"them"were"boys.""





LSOA’s" 4,271" 1" 2.2" 32"
Schools" 3,787" 1" 2.5" 25"
"
As" in" the" previous" chapter," all" models" were" run" using" the" Markov" Chain" Monte" Carlo"
(MCMC)"estimation"method."For"each"outcome,"a"series"of"seven"models"was"estimated:""
Model& A& and&Model& B:" The" first" two"models" were" the" variance" components" models" (or"
empty"models),"run"without"any"explanatory"variables."Model"A"was"a"two@level"model"with"





provided"estimates"of" the" total"variance" in"cognitive"outcomes"between"neighbourhoods,"
schools"and"children/families.""
Model&C:&Model"C&adjusted"for"the"MCS"design"strata"and"for"the"battery"of"individual"level"
covariates." These"were" the" child’s" gender," child"age" in"days"at" the" time"of" the" interview1"
(scaled" so" that" one" unit" represented" one"month)," whether" the" child" had" a" statement" of"
special"educational"needs"(SEN),"weekly"family"income"(scaled"so"that"one"unit"represented"
£100)," family" NS@SEC," housing" tenure," mother’s" age" in" years," maternal" education" (NVQ"
level),"child"ethnicity,"whether"a"language"other"than"English"was"spoken"in"the"home"and"




model." The" contextual" exposures" used" in" this" analysis" were" neighbourhood" median"
household" income" (scaled" so" that"one"unit" represented"£1000)," the"education"domain"of"
the" IMD3"and" a" rural/urban" indicator." The" only" measure" available" at" school" level" was"
whether" school" fees" were" applicable4 ." Having" friends" or" family" in" the" area" was" not"
independently" associated" with" any" of" the" cognitive" outcomes," and" neither" was" the"
availability"of"parks"and"playgrounds"in"the"neighbourhood."These"measures"were"therefore"
not"included"in"the"final"models."
























percentages" of" the" total" neighbourhood" and" school" variance" that"were" explained" by" the"
variables"in"the"model."As"before,"the"Bayesian"DIC"provided"an"indication"of"model"fit.""
8.3.2 Reading!
The" variance" components" for" reading" test" performance" are" presented" in" Table" 8@5."
According"to"the"two@level"model,"10.7%"of"the"total"variance"in"test"performance"was"due"
to"differences"between"neighbourhoods"(Model"A)."The"inclusion"of"the"school"level"(Model"
B)" revealed" that" in"Model"A"parts"of" the"overall" variance"had"been"wrongly"attributed" to"
families"and"neighbourhoods."The"cross@classified"model"(B)"attributed"5.4%"of"the"overall"
variance" to" neighbourhoods" and" 10.2%" to" schools," so" that" together," schools" and"





















Adjusting" for" the" individual@level" covariates" (Model" C" in" Table" 8@6)" substantially" reduced"
both"neighbourhood"and"school"variance."About"90%"of"the"neighbourhood"and"50%"of"the"
total"school"level"variance"were"explained"by"this"model."The"neighbourhood"variance"was"
no" longer" statistically" significant" (DIC" without" random" neighbourhood" effect" =" 110,976),"
suggesting" that" neighbourhood" differences" in" reading"were"mainly" due" to" compositional"
effects."However,"schools"still"accounted"for"6.5%"of"the"remaining"unexplained"variance."
Of" the" fixed" effects," maternal" education" showed" the" strongest" association" with" the"
outcome," with" children" whose" mothers" had" no" qualifications" scoring" almost" 40%" of" a"
standard"deviation"lower"than"children"of"mothers"with"the"highest"qualifications."Children"
living"in"social"housing"scored"about"16%"SD"lower"than"children"living"in"owned/mortgaged"
accommodation." Ethnic"minority" children" scored" substantially" higher" than"White" children"
(except"Black"Caribbean"children"for"whom"there"was"no"difference)."Whether"or"not"other"









income" in" the" neighbourhood" was" positively" associated" with" reading." For" every" £1000"
increase"in"median"income,"average"reading"scores"increased"by"0.8%"SD."A"rise"in"median"
income"of"£20,000"corresponded"therefore"to"an"increase"in"average"reading"scores"by"16%"
SD."Note" that"while"median" income" ranged" from"£8,000" to"£78,000," the"distribution"was"
positively" skewed" with" a" mean" of" £24,000." The" education" domain" of" the" IMD" did" not"
contribute" additionally." Children" attending" fee@paying" schools" scored" on" average" 14%" SD"
higher"compared"to"children"attending"non@fee"paying"schools." In" this"model,"6.1%"of" the"
unexplained"variance"was"between"schools.""
Testing(the(role(of(maternal(psychological(distress(
Adding" maternal" psychological" distress" to" the" model" (Model" E" in" Table" 8@6)" slightly"





Kessler@6" scale)." The" fixed" effects" for" the" neighbourhood" measures" remained" however"
unchanged."Neither"neighbourhood"nor" school"variance"changed"substantially." Looking"at"
the"individual"level"covariates,"there"were"no"important"changes"in"any"of"these"variables."
The" results" therefore" did" not" support" the" hypothesis" of" maternal" psychological" distress"
contributing"to"neighbourhood"effects"on"reading"test"performance."
Testing(the(role(of(child(behaviour((
The" results" for" models" testing" the" role" of" socio@emotional" difficulties" and" parenting"
practices"are"presented" in"Table"8@7."The"association"between"socio@emotional"difficulties"
and" reading" test" performance" itself" was" strong," which" was" also" reflected" in" the" much"
improved"model"fit"(Model"F"in"Table"8@7)."For"each"point"increase"in"the"Total"Difficulties"
score" there" was" an" average" decrease" of" nearly" 3%" SD" in" the" reading" score." Adding" the"
indicator" of" child" socio@emotional" difficulties" resulted" in" the" coefficient" for" maternal"
psychological"distress"changing"sign,"meaning"that"a"higher"Kessler@6"score"was"associated"
with"slightly"better"reading"test"performance"when"child"behaviour"was"held"constant."The"
relationship" with" living" in" social" housing" was" somewhat" attenuated" (data" shown" in"
Appendix" VIII," Table" 11@14)." Looking" at" the" random" effects," adjusting" for" behavioural"
difficulties" did" however" not" help" to" explain" differences" in" test" performance" between"
schools" (differences" between" neighbourhoods" were" already" explained" by" the" previous"
models)."This"is"in"line"with"the"findings"of"the"previous"chapter,"which"showed"that"there"






with" an" average" reduction"of" 10%"SD," compared" to" children"who"went" to" bed" at" regular"













advantaged)! " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" @2.14"(2.90)" 2.76"(3.02)" 2.78"(3.02)"
England"–"ethnic" 14.34"(4.90)**" 18.62"(4.95)***" 18.51"(4.96)***"
Wales"–"advantaged" @23.48"(5.11)***" @19.69"(5.18)***" @19.94"(5.19)***"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" @36.02"(3.96)***" @28.43"(4.10)***" @28.54"(4.08)***"
Scotland"–"advantaged" @4.88"(4.51)" 5.73"(5.20)" 5.41"(5.22)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" @7.28"(4.58)" 4.85"(5.10)" 4.79"(5.08)"
NI"–"advantaged" @30.28"(5.19)***" @18.23"(6.09)**" @18.61"(6.09)**"
NI"–"disadvantaged" @34.78"(4.54)***" @19.91"(5.18)***" @20.31"(5.16)***"
Child!and!family!level! " " "
Girl" 11.34"(1.83)***" 11.33"(1.82)***" 11.25"(1.82)***"
Child"age"in"months" @2.27"(0.32)***" @2.33"(0.32)***" @2.32"(0.32)***"
Has"SEN"statement" @78.12"(3.63)***" @78.13"(3.62)***" @77.66"(3.63)***"
Weekly"family"income"per"£100" 3.46"(0.56)***" 2.43"(0.58)***" 2.33"(0.58)***"
NS@SEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" @10.14"(3.14)**" @9.33"(3.14)**" @9.32"(3.13)**"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." @12.77"(3.58)***" @12.16"(3.55)***" @12.23"(3.55)***"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." @11.59"(4.21)**" @10.13"(4.26)**" @10.17"(4.25)**"
Semi"routine"/"routine" @20.15"(3.27)***" @18.69"(3.26)***" @18.59"(3.25)***"
No"parent"in"work" @15.48"(3.63)***" @15.28"(3.61)***" @14.61"(3.60)***"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" @4.69"(4.33)" @4.70"(4.30)" @4.37"(4.26)"
Social"housing"" @16.11"(3.02)***" @14.50"(3.04)***" @14.15"(3.05)***"
Other" 7.73"(6.89)" 7.13"(6.89)" 7.25"(6.85)"
Maternal"age"(years)" 0.55"(0.18)**" 0.41"(0.18)*" 0.43"(0.19)*"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" @7.12"(2.85)**" @5.66"(2.86)*" @5.67"(2.83)*"
Level"2" @13.18"(2.53)***" @11.94"(2.54)***" @11.89"(2.54)***"
Level"1" @31.84"(4.04)***" @30.27"(4.05)***" @30.30"(4.05)***"
Overseas"only" @24.24"(6.70)***" @23.77"(6.70)***" @23.47"(6.70)***"
None" @39.32"(3.91)***" @37.50"(3.92)***" @37.10"(3.89)***"












Natural"mother"/"other"partner" @13.17"(4.36)**" @12.93"(4.35)**" @12.59"(4.34)**"
Single"mother" @5.00"(2.87)*" @5.53"(2.87)*" @5.24"(2.86)*"
Child"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" 10.04"(6.20)" 9.24"(6.16)" 9.59"(6.14)"
Indian" 23.88"(7.71)**" 19.01"(7.76)**" 19.29"(7.76)**"
Pakistani"" 18.93"(7.46)**" 18.17"(7.41)**" 18.60"(7.43)**"
Bangladeshi" 21.92"(10.73)*" 21.64"(10.64)*" 21.83"(10.68)*"
Black"Caribbean" @4.59"(9.01)" @7.52"(8.95)" @7.23"(8.94)"
Black"African" 34.88"(8.69)***" 32.19"(8.65)***" 32.01"(8.66)***"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" 12.50"(9.16)" 8.46"(9.18)" 9.31"(9.20)"
Neighbourhood!level" " " "







School!level!" " " "
Fees"applicable" " 13.60"(6.03)*" 13.57"(6.06)*"
Maternal!distress"(Kessler@6"score)" " " @0.71"(0.25)**"
Constant" 213.55"(29.15)" 206.25"(29.37)" 207.39"(29.32)"
Neighbourhood!variance!! 50.85"(50.43)NS" 46.37"(54.67)NS" 11.43"(22.95)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 90.2" 91.1" 97.8"
School!variance! 510.22"(80.17)" 473.63"(80.72)" 489.68"(78.11)"
%"of"total"school"variance"
explained" 48.5" 52.2" 50.5"
Residual!variance" 7,259.35"(127.58)" 7,252.67"(127.77)" 7,266.36"(123.27)"
Total"unexplained"variance" 7,820.42" 7,772.67" 7,767.47"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
neighbourhoods" 0.7" 0.6" 0.1"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
schools" 6.5" 6.1" 6.3"
Bayesian"DIC"(smaller"is"better)" 110,974" 110,937" 110,931"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05""""""NS"Random"effect"not"statistically"significant" "










Neighbourhood!level" " " "
Rural"(ref"="urban)" @6.40"(2.52)**" @6.21"(2.50)**" @6.07"(2.50)**"
Median"household"income,"per"
£1000"" 0.77"(0.20)***" 0.78"(0.20)***" 0.81"(0.20)***"
IMD"education"domain,"per"decile"
(ref=most"deprived)" 0.61"(0.61)" 0.34"(0.61)" 0.28"(0.61)"
School!level!" " " "
Fees"applicable" 13.57"(6.06)*" 12.38"(6.01)*" 12.88"(5.95)*"
Maternal!psychological!distress!
(Kessler@6"score)! @0.71"(0.25)**" 0.47"(0.26)*" 0.46"(0.26)*"
Child!behaviour!(Total"Difficulties"
score)! " @3.03"(0.20)***" @2.98"(0.20)***"
Parenting!practices! " " "
Mother"reads"daily" " " @6.76"(1.85)***"
No"regular"bedtime" " " @9.62"(3.13)**"
Smacking" " " @1.08"(1.82)"
Constant" 207.39"(29.32)" 248.41"(29.07)" 252.55"(29.09)"
Neighbourhood!variance!! 11.43"(22.95)NS" 9.66"(20.29)NS" 4.27"(23.80)NS"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 97.8" 98.1" 99.2"
School!variance! 489.68"(78.11)" 511.39"(79.53)" 523.87"(77.32)"
%"of"total"school"variance"
explained" 50.5" 51.7" 47.1"
Residual!variance! 7,266.36"(123.27)" 7,065.42"(121.55)" 7,046.46"(120.44)"
Total"unexplained"variance" 7,767.47" 7,577.47" 7,574.60"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
neighbourhoods" 0.1" 0.1" 0.1"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
schools" 6.3" 6.7" 6.9"
Bayesian"DIC""(smaller"is"better)" 110,931" 110,693" 110,677"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05""""""NS"Random"effect"not"statistically"significant"" !
                                                









cross@classified"model" (Model"B)"was"a"much"better" fit" to" the"data"compared" to" the" two@
level"model" (A)."Model"B" shows" that"8.6%"of" the"overall" variance"was"due" to"differences"
between"neighbourhoods"and"11.5%"was"due"to"differences"between"schools."This"means"
















Adjusting" for" individual" level" covariates" (Model"C" in"Table"8@9)"explained"only"28%"of" the"
total" neighbourhood" and" 26%" of" the" total" school" variance" in" maths" test" scores." Of" the"
variance" that" was" not" explained" by" compositional" factors," 7%" could" be" attributed" to"
neighbourhoods" and" 10%" to" schools." Girls" scored" about" 8%" SD" lower" than" boys" in" the"
maths"test."The"family"level"factor"that"appeared"to"be"most"important"was"again"maternal"
education."Children" living" in" social" housing" scored"about"13%"SD" lower" in" the"maths" test"
compared" to" children" living" in" owned/mortgaged" housing." Maternal" age" was" not"
significantly"associated"with"the"outcome."Pakistani,"Bangladeshi"and"Black"African"children"
had"on"average" lower"scores" than"White"children."As" for" reading," the" language"spoken"at"










higher."The"model" left" large"parts"of" the"neighbourhood"and"school"variance"unexplained"
and" estimated" that" 7.1%" of" the" unexplained" variance"was" between" neighbourhoods" and"
9.4%"was"between"schools."
Testing(the(role(of(maternal(psychological(distress(
Model" E" in" table" 8@9" shows" the" associations" after" introducing" maternal" psychological"
distress" to" the" model." Maternal" distress" was" significantly" and" negatively" associated" also"
with" performance" in" maths," and" the" model" fit" was" clearly" improved." The" size" of" the"
association"was" a" little"bigger" than" for" reading" (about" @1.1%"SD"per"point" increase" in" the"
Kessler@6)." However," the" fixed" effect" for"median" household" income," which" was" the" only"
neighbourhood" variable" significantly" associated" with" maths" test" performance," remained"
unchanged."As"before,"there"were"no"changes"in"the"neighbourhood"and"school"variance."
Testing(the(role(of(child(behaviour(
Adding" the"child"behaviour"variable" (Model"F" in"Table"8@10)" led" to"a"marked" reduction" in"
the" fixed" effect" for" maternal" distress," which" was" then" close" to" zero" and" no" longer"
statistically" significant." The" association" between" behavioural" difficulties" and" maths" test"


















advantaged)! " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" @0.15"(3.24)" 4.92"(3.39)" 4.97"(3.39)"
England"–"ethnic" 11.24"(5.32)*" 15.81"(5.41)**" 15.70"(5.41)**"
Wales"–"advantaged" 5.21"(5.86)" 6.93"(5.95)" 6.55"(5.97)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" @4.44"(4.50)" 1.76"(4.69)" 1.72"(4.66)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" @10.84"(5.03)*" @4.69"(5.82)" @5.15"(5.86)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" @11.72"(5.05)*" @2.65"(5.67)" @2.68"(5.65)"
NI"–"advantaged" @2.31"(6.10)" 4.53"(7.05)" 4.06"(7.07)"
NI"–"disadvantaged" 10.10"(5.32)*" 19.79"(6.03)**" 19.27"(6.03)**"
Child!and!family!level! " " "
Girl" @7.65"(1.88)***" @7.69"(1.88)***" @7.82"(1.87)***"
Child"age"in"months" @3.35"(0.34)***" @3.39"(0.34)***" @3.38"(0.34)***"
Has"SEN"statement" @66.22"(3.74)***" @66.28"(3.74)***" @65.57"(3.76)***"
Weekly"family"income"per"£100" 3.14"(0.58)***" 2.39"(0.60)***" 2.24"(0.60)***"
NS@SEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" @10.23"(3.24)**" @9.65"(3.23)**" @9.66"(3.23)**"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." @11.72"(3.68)**" @11.60"(3.66)**" @11.72"(3.65)***"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." @14.22"(4.34)**" @13.10"(4.39)**" @13.16"(4.38)**"
Semi"routine"/"routine" @19.33"(3.37)***" @18.29"(3.35)***" @18.22"(3.35)***"
No"parent"in"work" @12.75"(3.74)***" @12.63"(3.73)***" @11.64"(3.73)**"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" @5.75"(4.49)" @6.03"(4.46)" @5.62"(4.42)"
Social"housing"" @12.77"(3.15)***" @11.39"(3.17)***" @10.91"(3.18)***"
Other" 9.67"(7.10)" 8.82"(7.10)" 9.01"(7.07)"
Maternal"age"(years)" 0.13"(0.19)" 0.02"(0.19)" 0.04"(0.19)"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" @8.67"(2.94)**" @7.61"(2.95)**" @7.65"(2.92)**"
Level"2" @13.20"(2.61)***" @12.15"(2.63)***" @12.13"(2.63)***"
Level"1" @24.10"(4.17)***" @22.86"(4.17)***" @22.97"(4.16)***"
Overseas"only" @16.29"(6.91)**" @15.69"(6.92)*" @15.20"(6.90)*"
None" @33.86"(4.03)***" @32.30"(4.05)***" @31.76"(4.02)***"












Natural"mother"/"other"partner" @5.49"(4.52)" @5.24"(4.49)" @4.74"(4.49)"
Single"mother" @2.11"(2.95)" @2.26"(2.96)" @1.80"(2.95)"
Child"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" 0.11"(6.44)" 0.12"(6.39)" 0.56"(6.37)"
Indian" 7.86"(8.10)" 5.39"(8.17)" 5.72"(8.17)"
Pakistani"" @24.05"(7.90)**" @23.58"(7.87)**" @22.92"(7.90)**"
Bangladeshi" @32.05"(11.21)**" @31.19"(11.15)**" @31.10"(11.17)**"
Black"Caribbean" @13.72"(9.48)" @15.05"(9.45)" @14.66"(9.41)"
Black"African" @20.01"(9.11)*" @20.95"(9.11)*" @21.31"(9.10)*"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" @3.58"(9.50)" @5.37"(9.58)" @4.12"(9.54)"
Neighbourhood!level" " " "







School!level!" " " "
Fees"applicable" " 11.54"(6.37)*" 11.63"(6.42)*"
Maternal!distress"(Kessler@6"score)" " " @1.07"(0.26)***"
Constant" 314.07"(30.24)" 300.61"(30.60)" 302.78"(30.57)"
Neighbourhood!variance!! 601.83"(134.13)" 605.35"(104.32)" 599.60"(102.72)"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 27.4" 26.9" 27.6"
School!variance! 827.45"(117.34)" 805.15"(110.34)" 808.40"(109.93)"
%"of"total"school"variance"
explained" 25.5" 27.5" 27.2"
Residual!variance" 7,137.47"(141.06)" 7,128.64"(134.73)" 7,117.51"(133.83)"
Total"unexplained"variance" 8,566.75" 8,539.14" 8,525.51"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
neighbourhoods" 7.0" 7.1" 7.0"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
schools" 9.7" 9.4" 9.5"
Bayesian"DIC"(smaller"is"better)" 111,463" 111,445" 114,431"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05"" &










Neighbourhood!level" " " "
Rural"(ref"="urban)" 1.37"(2.88)" 1.53"(2.85)" 1.65"(2.86)"
Median"household"income,"per"
£1000"" 0.52"(0.23)*" 0.52"(0.22)*" 0.53"(0.22)*"
IMD"education"domain,"per"decile"
(ref=most"deprived)" 0.77"(0.69)" 0.53"(0.67)" 0.54"(0.68)"
School!level!" " " "
Fees"applicable" 11.63"(6.42)*" 10.57"(6.37)*" 11.08"(6.32)*"
Maternal!psychological!distress!
(Kessler@6"score)! @1.07"(0.26)***" 0.04"(0.27)" 0.00"(0.27)"
Child!behaviour!(Total"Difficulties"
score)! " @2.84"(0.21)***" @2.86"(0.21)***"
Parenting!practices! " " "
Mother"reads"daily" " " @5.40"(1.92)**"
No"regular"bedtime" " " @0.41"(3.24)"
Smacking" " " 1.11"(1.89)"
Constant" 302.78"(30.57)" 341.58"(30.32)" 345.41"(30.40)"
Neighbourhood!variance!! 599.60"(102.72)" 544.32"(105.10)" 537.59"(105.72)"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 27.6" 34.3" 35.1"
School!variance! 808.40"(109.93)" 831.67"(109.19)" 841.80"(107.02)"
%"of"total"school"variance"
explained" 27.2" 25.1" 24.2"
Residual!variance! 7,117.51"(133.83)" 6,981.75"(133.42)" 6,975.29"(132.17)"
Total"unexplained"variance" 8,525.51" 8,357.74" 8,354.68"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
neighbourhoods" 7.0" 6.5" 6.4"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
schools" 9.5" 10.0" 10.1"
Bayesian"DIC""
(smaller"is"better)" 114,431" 111,242" 111,238"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05"""""""
                                                









three@level" cross@classified"model" (B)"was"preferable" to" the" two@level"model" (A),"with" the"
DIC"decreasing"by"80"(Table"8@11)."While"Model"A"ascribes"10.5%"of"the"overall"variance"in"
test" scores" to" neighbourhoods," Model" B" shows" that" the" variance" attributable" to" the"
















After" adjusting" for" family" level" factors" (Model" C" in" Table" 8@12)," 55%" of" the" initial"
neighbourhood"and"52%"of"the"initial"school"variance"were"accounted"for."Of"the"remaining"
total" variance" that" was" not" explained" by" these" compositional" factors," 3.4%"were" due" to"
neighbourhoods" and" 3.3%" were" due" to" schools." Living" in" social" housing" was" again"
negatively"associated"with"test"performance,"with"the"average"score"being"about"13%"lower"
compared"to"children"living" in"owned"or"mortgaged"accommodation"(similar"to"the"maths"
test)." The" association" with" family" income" appeared" to" be" somewhat" weaker" than" for"
reading" and" maths," but" the" relationship" with" maternal" education" was" again" strong."
Maternal" age"was" not" independently" associated"with" the" outcome."On" average," children"







in" model" fit" and" slight" reductions" in" both" the" unexplained" neighbourhood" and" school"
variance."In"contrast"to"the"results"for"reading"and"maths,"the"only"neighbourhood"variable"
significantly" associated" with" pattern" construction" test" performance" was" the" education"
domain" of" the" IMD." Average" test" scores" increased" by" 2%" SD" per" IMD" (education)" decile."
There" were" no" statistically" significant" differences" by" schools’" fee@paying" status." Of" the"
remaining"variance,"3.1%"was"attributed"to"neighbourhoods"and"3.2%"to"schools.""
Testing(the(role(of(maternal(psychological(distress(
The" improvement" in" model" fit" after" additionally" adjusting" for" maternal" psychological"
distress"was"very"small"and"only"marginally"statistically"significant"(Model"E"in"Table"8@12)."




conclusion" is" therefore" the" same"as" for" reading"and"maths," that" there"was"no"convincing"
evidence" for" maternal" distress" being" on" the" pathway" between" neighbourhood"
characteristics"and"children’s"spatial"ability."
Testing(the(role(of(child(behaviour((
Model" F" in" Table" 8@13" shows" the" same"pattern" as"was"demonstrated" for" the"maths" test:"
after" additionally" adjusting" for" the" Total" Difficulties" score," the" fixed" effect" for" maternal"
distress"was"reduced"and"no"longer"statistically"significant,"while"the"difficulties"score"itself"
was" negatively" and" strongly" associated" with" performance" in" the" spatial" ability" test"
(approximately"@2%"SD"decrease"in"the"pattern"construction"score"for"each"point"increase"in"

















advantaged)! " " "
England"–"disadvantaged" @10.53"(3.03)***" @5.62"(3.17)*" @5.61"(3.18)*"
England"–"ethnic" @11.23"(5.16)*" @7.13"(5.23)" @7.20"(5.24)"
Wales"–"advantaged" 6.88"(5.36)" 6.27"(5.44)" 6.07"(5.46)"
Wales"–"disadvantaged" @0.95"(4.14)" 3.65"(4.31)" 3.58"(4.30)"
Scotland"–"advantaged" 2.90"(4.63)" 3.68"(5.42)" 3.45"(5.47)"
Scotland"–"disadvantaged" @10.93"(4.75)*" @5.62"(5.34)" @5.63"(5.33)"
NI"–"advantaged" 11.50"(5.56)*" 11.74"(6.50)*" 11.47"(6.53)*"
NI"–"disadvantaged" @4.64"(4.87)" 1.72"(5.54)" 1.41"(5.54)"
Child!and!family!level! " " "
Girl" 6.04"(1.94)**" 6.09"(1.93)**" 6.01"(1.93)**"
Child"age"in"months" 0.93"(0.34)**" 0.88"(0.34)**" 0.89"(0.34)**"
Has"SEN"statement" @50.92"(3.84)***" @50.82"(3.83)***" @50.42"(3.85)***"
Weekly"family"income"per"£100" 1.57"(0.59)**" 0.91"(0.61)" 0.82"(0.61)"
NS@SEC"(ref="manag."/"prof.)" " " "
Intermediate" @10.96"(3.33)***" @10.24"(3.33)**" @10.24"(3.32)**"
Small"empl."/"self"empl." @6.55"(3.78)*" @5.80"(3.76)" @5.87"(3.76)"
Lower"supervisory"/"tech." @5.60"(4.45)" @4.08"(4.52)" @4.10"(4.51)"
Semi"routine"/"routine" @17.28"(3.47)***" @15.54"(3.45)***" @15.49"(3.45)***"
No"parent"in"work" @11.28"(3.84)**" @10.56"(3.83)**" @10.00"(3.82)**"
Housing"tenure"(ref="owner)" " " "
Rented"privately" @6.67"(4.59)" @6.87"(4.56)" @6.64"(4.52)"
Social"housing"" @12.97"(3.21)***" @11.27"(3.22)***" @11.01"(3.24)***"
Other" 3.11"(7.29)" 2.20"(7.30)" 2.27"(7.26)"
Maternal"age"(years)" 0.15"(0.19)" 0.01"(0.19)" 0.02"(0.20)"
Maternal"NVQ"(ref"="level"4/5)" " " "
Level"3"" @6.38"(3.02)*" @4.96"(3.03)" @4.98"(3.00)*"
Level"2" @12.81"(2.68)***" @11.31"(2.70)***" @11.29"(2.70)***"
Level"1" @21.10"(4.29)***" @19.27"(4.29)***" @19.32"(4.29)***"
Overseas"only" @27.27"(7.10)***" @26.60"(7.12)***" @26.32"(7.10)***"
None" @32.64"(4.13)***" @30.36"(4.15)***" @30.03"(4.13)***"












Natural"mother"/"other"partner" @1.86"(4.63)" @1.58"(4.61)" @1.29"(4.61)"
Single"mother" @2.88"(3.03)" @2.96"(3.04)" @2.69"(3.04)"
Child"ethnicity"(ref"="White)" " " "
Mixed" @11.61"(6.58)*" @11.83"(6.53)*" @11.60"(6.52)*"
Indian" @18.77"(8.14)*" @21.12"(8.21)**" @20.93"(8.22)**"
Pakistani"" @38.93"(7.86)***" @38.14"(7.81)***" @37.72"(7.86)***"
Bangladeshi" @23.46"(11.33)*" @22.26"(11.26)*" @22.17"(11.29)*"
Black"Caribbean" @53.07"(9.55)***" @54.69"(9.51)***" @54.47"(9.49)***"
Black"African" @53.17"(9.21)***" @54.02"(9.18)***" @54.21"(9.18)***"
Other"(incl."Chinese)" @14.08"(9.70)" @16.36"(9.75)*" @15.62"(9.75)"
Neighbourhood!level" " " "







School!level!" " " "
Fees"applicable" " 5.25"(6.34)" 5.29"(6.38)"
Maternal!distress"(Kessler@6"score)" " " @0.60"(0.27)*"
Constant" @58.34"(30.83)" @62.48"(31.10)" @61.25"(31.10)"
Neighbourhood!variance!! 297.24"(92.52)" 270.14"(90.82)" 265.58"(83.90)"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 55.0" 59.1" 59.8"
School!variance! 288.85"(89.88)" 279.63"(88.05)" 291.94"(83.15)"
%"of"total"school"variance"
explained" 52.3" 53.9" 51.8"
Residual!variance" 8,156.59"(149.24)" 8162.65"(147.64)" 8,152.40"(146.06)"
Total"unexplained"variance" 8,742.68" 8,712.42" 8,709.92"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
neighbourhoods" 3.4" 3.1" 3.0"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
schools" 3.3" 3.2" 3.4"
Bayesian"DIC"(smaller"is"better)" 112,070" 112,051" 112,047"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05"" &










Neighbourhood!level" " " "
Rural"(ref"="urban)" @2.87"(2.67)" @2.75"(2.65)" @2.69"(2.65)"
Median"household"income,"per"
£1000"" 0.10"(0.22)" 0.11"(0.22)" 0.13"(0.22)"
IMD"education"domain,"per"decile"
(ref=most"deprived)" 2.32"(0.66)***" 2.12"(0.65)**" 2.10"(0.65)**"
School!level!" " " "
Fees"applicable" 5.29"(6.38)" 4.44"(6.36)" 4.96"(6.30)"
Maternal!psychological!distress!
(Kessler@6"score)! @0.60"(0.27)*" 0.24"(0.28)" 0.23"(0.28)"
Child!behaviour!(Total"Difficulties"
score)! " @2.17"(0.21)***" @2.18"(0.21)***"
Parenting!practices! " " "
Mother"reads"daily" " " @5.69"(1.97)**"
No"regular"bedtime" " " @5.78"(3.35)*"
Smacking" " " 1.58"(1.95)"
Constant" @61.25"(31.10)" @31.89"(31.03)" @29.32"(31.05)"
Neighbourhood!variance!! 265.58"(83.90)" 239.20"(91.99)" 202.15"(106.51)"
%"of"total"neighbourhood"variance"
explained" 59.8" 63.8" 69.4"
School!variance! 291.94"(83.15)" 299.79"(90.94)" 325.72"(88.35)"
%"of"total"school"variance"
explained" 51.8" 50.4" 46.3"
Residual!variance! 8,152.40"(146.06)" 8,075.24"(147.31)" 8,078.05"(151.30)"
Total"unexplained"variance" 8,709.92" 8,614.23" 8,605.92"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
neighbourhoods" 3.0" 2.8" 2.3"
%"of"unexplained"variance"due"to"
schools" 3.4" 3.5" 3.8"
Bayesian"DIC"(smaller"is"better)" 112,047" 111,946" 111,942"
***"p"<"0.001""""""**"p"<"0.01""""""*p"<"0.05"""""""
                                                












Before" any" adjustments," the" percentage" of" the" variance" due" to" differences" between"
neighbourhoods"was" about" 5%" for" reading," 9%" for"maths" and" 7%" for" spatial" ability." The"
variance" due" to" schools" was" about" 10%" for" reading," 12%" for" maths," and" about" 6%" for"
spatial"ability."It"makes"intuitive"sense"that"the"spatial"ability"test"seems"less"influenced"by"
factors" at" the" school" level" than" reading" and"maths," as" it" is" not" something" that" is" taught"
explicitly," however" schools"might" differ" in" their" effectiveness" to" foster" this" ability."When"
comparing"the"two"figures"it"can"be"seen"that"for"reading"and"spatial"ability,"the"variances"
at" the" neighbourhood" and" school" levels" were" considerably" reduced" once" compositional"
effects" were" accounted" for 1 ." For" reading," the" neighbourhood" variance" was" almost"
completely"explained"by"neighbourhood"composition."However," a" sizable" school"effect"of"
about" 7%" remained." For" maths," there" was" a" relatively" high" contribution" of" both"
neighbourhoods" and" schools" (7%" and" 10%" respectively)" to" test" performance" even" after"
adjusting" for" family" background" characteristics." For" pattern" construction," the" remaining"
variance"attributable"to"neighbourhoods"and"schools"was"about"3%"at"each"level.""
As" expected," the" largest"part"of" the"overall" variance,"between"85%"and"95%,"was"due" to"
differences"at"the"child"and"family"level."As"was"the"case"for"the"socio@emotional"outcomes,"
all" variance" estimates" had" however" large" credibility" intervals," so" there" was" considerable"
variability" in" how"much" individual" neighbourhoods" and" schools" contributed" to" children’s"
cognitive"development."
                                                
1"As"in"the"previous"chapter,"the"MCS"stratum"variable"was"kept"in"the"adjusted"model"because"of"the"issue"of"
weighting."Running"Model"C"without"the"stratum"variable"produced"the"following"estimates"for"the"variance"
components:" For" reading," the" variance" between" neighbourhoods"was" about" 2%" and" the" variance" between"











                                                
1"Adjusted" for" MCS" stratum," child" gender," child" age," SEN," family" income," family" NSGSEC," housing" tenure,"














































an" income"of" less" than"60%"of" the"median"of" the"population)"and"children"who"were"not"
poor," interaction" terms"were" included" to" fully" adjusted" twoGlevel"models"with" schools" as"
the"higher"level.""
There"was"a"suggestion"that"median"neighbourhood"income"was"more"important"for"poor"
children"especially" for"reading,"with"an"average" increase" in"the"reading"score"of"0.76%"SD"
per"£1000" increase" in"median"neighbourhood" income" for"nonGpoor" children"compared" to"
an" average" increase" of" 1.49%" SD" for" children"who"met" the" definition" of" living" in" relative"
poverty." The" interaction" term" did" however" not" reach" statistical" significance" (data" not"
shown)." For" maths," the" difference" in" the" coefficients" for" neighbourhood" income" was"
smaller" and" also" not" statistically" significant" (0.56%" SD" for" nonGpoor" versus" 0.87%" SD" for"
poor" children," data" not" shown)." For" spatial" ability," an" interaction"between" the" education"
domain" of" the" IMD" and" family" relative" poverty"was" tested" but"was" also" not" found" to" be"
statistically"significant"(data"not"shown)."
Further," it" was" tested"whether" there"were" differences" in" the" amount" of" betweenGschool"
variability"in"cognitive"test"scores"between"poor"and"nonGpoor"children"and"between"boys"
and"girls."There"was"no"evidence"for"statistically"significant"differences"between"poor"and"




characteristics" into" account," except" for" the"parenting"practices."Allowing" for" the" complex"
variation"at"both"the"school"and"the"individual"level"resulted"in"significantly"better"model"fit"
compared"to"the"model"without"complex"variation"(log"likelihood"for"the"model"without"="
































Simultaneously" partitioning" the" variance" in" cognitive" test" outcomes" between"
neighbourhoods,"schools"and"families"has"demonstrated"that"ignoring"the"school"level"leads"
to" an" underestimation" of" the" role" of" contextual" factors." TwoGlevel"models" that" take" only"
neighbourhoods" into" account" wrongly" attribute" part" of" the" variance" to" both" the"






before" and" after" allowing" for" family" background" showed" that" the" variability" between"
neighbourhoods"and"schools"was"partly"due"to"compositional"factors,"however"differences"
remained." These" were" especially" large" for" maths" test" scores," and" overall" were" more"
pronounced"between"schools"than"between"neighbourhoods."
In" general," the" available" neighbourhood" and" school" measures" added" only" little" towards"
explaining"the"contextual"variance."For"reading"and"maths,"a"statistically"significant"positive"
contribution" could" be" demonstrated" for" median" neighbourhood" income" but" not" for" the"
education"domain"of"the"IMD."In"contrast,"spatial"ability"(pattern"construction)"test"scores"
were" significantly" associated"with" the" IMD" education" domain,"with" children" living" in" less"
educationally" deprived" areas" scoring" higher." Children" attending" feeGpaying" schools" had" a"
slight" advantage" regarding" the" reading" and" maths" tests," after" allowing" for" family" socioG
economic"background."
Another" question" this" section" aimed" to" answer" was" whether" maternal" psychological"
distress" was" on" the" pathway" between" neighbourhood" characteristics" and" children’s"
cognitive" test" performance." In" short," the" answer" to" this" question" is" no." There" was" no"
convincing" support" for" a" mediating" effect" of" maternal" distress," as" adding" a" measure" of"
distress"to"models"that"contained"both"individual"level"covariates"as"well"as"neighbourhood"




strongly" related" to"cognitive" test"performance."Adjusting" for" child"behaviour"did"however"
not"result"in"changes"in"the"unexplained"neighbourhood"or"school"variability."This"is"in"line"










Model!B1! Model!C2! Model!D3! Model!B1! Model!C2! Model!D3! Model!B1! Model!C2! Model!D3!
%!of!unexplained!variance!due!
to!neighbourhoods! 5.4! 0.7! 0.6! 8.6! 7.0! 7.1! 6.8! 3.4! 3.1!
%"of"total"neighbourhood"
variance"explained" –" 90.2" 91.1" –" 27.4" 26.9" –" 55.0" 59.1"
%!of!unexplained!variance!due!
to!schools" 10.2! 6.5! 6.1! 11.5! 9.7! 9.4! 6.3! 3.3! 3.2!
%"of"total"school"variance"










via"maternal"distress?" No" No" No"
Evidence"for"indirect"association"
via"parenting"practices?" No" No" No"









As"with" the" analyses" pertaining" to" children’s" socio<emotional" development," the" cognitive"
outcomes" were" examined" longitudinally," to" see" whether" maternal" neighbourhood"










LSOA’s" 2,916" 1" 2.2" 30"
Schools" 2,759" 1" 2.4" 22"
"
The" same" strategy" was" followed" that" had" been" applied" for" the" longitudinal" analysis" of"
children’s" socio<emotional" difficulties." For" each" outcome" a" set" of" five" models" was"
estimated:""
Model" A" adjusted" for" MCS" strata" and" individual" level" covariates." These" included:" the"
language" spoken" at" home," the" school" year" the" child"was" in," child" gender," child" age," SEN"
status,"family"income,"family"social"class"(NS<SEC),"housing"tenure,"maternal"age,"maternal"
education,"number"of"siblings,"family"structure"and"child"ethnicity.""
Model" B" adjusted" for" the" contextual" variables:" the" rural/urban" indicator," neighbourhood"









neighbourhood" satisfaction." Model" F" again" adjusted" additionally" for" the" cumulative"
measure"of"maternal"psychological"distress."
As"before," the"tables"8<18"to"8<20"only"show"the"coefficients" for"the"variables"of" interest,"
however"full"tables"are"provided"in"Appendix"IX"(Tables"11<17"to"11<19).""
8.4.2 Reading!
As"was"the"case" in" the"cross<sectional"analysis," the"between<neighbourhood"variance"was"
small"and"not"statistically"significant"once"child<"and"family<level"covariates"were"accounted"
for"(Model"A"in"Table"8<18)."Median"neighbourhood"income,"but"not"the"education"domain"
of" the" IMD"was"associated"with"reading"test"performance"also" in"the" longitudinal"analysis"




the"outcome," and" consequently" its" inclusion" in" the"model"was"penalised"by" an" increased"
DIC"statistic"(Model"C"in"Table"8<18)."
Model"D" in"Table"8<18"shows"that" there"was"a"weak,"nonlinear"but"statistically"significant"
association" with" observed" neighbourhood" disorder." Compared" to" children" living" in"
neighbourhoods" that" had" been" rated"most" favourable" by" the" interviewer" at" sweep" two,"
children"belonging"to"the"third,"fourth"and"fifth"quintiles"scored"on"average"7<8%"SD"lower"
in" the" reading" test" at" age" seven," after" allowing" for" individual<level" covariates." Adding"





at"age" seven" than"children"who"had"not"been" read" to"daily," and"children"with"no" regular"
bedtime"at"sweep"two"scored"on"average"15%"SD"lower."There"was"however"no"important"
                                                
1"There"was"no"independent"relationship"between"the"reported"use"of"smacking"at"sweep"two"and"any"of"the"


















however" not" result" in" any" sizable" change" of" the"maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" or"
median"neighbourhood"income"variables."








neighbourhood" variance" estimated" by" Model" A" was" similar" to" the" result" of" the" cross<
sectional"analysis,"while"the"school"variance"was"smaller"in"this"analysis"sample."For"spatial"
ability,"the" IMD"education"domain"but"not"neighbourhood"median" income"was"associated"
with" the" outcome" (as" was" the" case" in" the" cross<sectional" analysis)." There" was" no" clear"
association"with"maternal"neighbourhood"satisfaction"at"sweep"two"(Model"B),"and"only"a"




observed" neighbourhood" disorder" at" sweep" two" was" not" associated" with" the" outcome"
(Model"D).""
As" before," it" was" concluded" that" mothers’" neighbourhood" perceptions" and" interviewer"
observations"measured"at" sweep" two"did"not" explain" variation" in" later" spatial" ability" test"
scores," and" that" there" was" no" evidence" for" a" mediating" role" of" maternal" psychological"
distress."Children"who"did"have"a"regular"bedtime"at"age"three"scored"on"average"13%"SD"
higher"on"the"pattern"construction"test"than"children"who"did"not,"however"there"was"no"




Apart" from" a" weak" association" between" reading" test" performance" and" observed"
neighbourhood" disorder," maternal" neighbourhood" perceptions" and" interviewer"
observations"measured" four" years" prior" to" the" cognitive" tests" had" almost" no"explanatory"
power.""
The" measure" of" maternal" psychological" distress" did" not" contribute" to" explaining" the"
variability" in" reading" test" scores,"and"was"only"weakly"associated"with"maths"and"pattern"
construction"test"performance."The"longitudinal"analysis"supported"the"conclusions"drawn"









Model!A1! Model!B2! Model!C2! Model!D2! Model!E2!
Median!household!income,!per!£1000! ! 0.80!(0.25)**! 0.80!(0.25)***! 0.77!(0.25)**! 0.77!(0.25)**!
Neighbourhood!satisfaction!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!satisfied)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! 92.96!(3.31)! 92.79!(3.30)! ! !
Third! ! 99.28!(3.45)**! 98.99!(3.44)**! ! !
Fourth! ! 0.16!(3.63)! 0.51!(3.64)! ! !
Least!satisfied! ! 6.07!(4.05)! 6.69!(4.08)! ! !
Interviewer!observations!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!favourable)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! ! ! 90.23!(3.37)! 90.22!(3.36)!
Third! ! ! ! 98.48!(3.52)**! 98.37!(3.52)**!
Fourth! ! ! ! 97.04!(3.82)*! 96.87!(3.83)*!
Least!favourable! ! ! ! 98.88!(4.21)*! 98.77!(4.22)*!
Maternal!psychological!distress!(ref!=!none!)! ! ! ! ! !
Current!(sweep!four)! ! ! 94.49!(3.12)! ! 93.88!(3.12)!
Past!(sweep!two!and/or!sweep!three)! ! ! 0.55!(2.86)! ! 0.98!(2.86)!
Persistent!(sweeps!two,!three!and!four)! ! ! 94.16!(3.50)! ! 93.13!(3.49)!
Between!neighbourhood!variance! 45.89!(58.52)NS! 25.01!(41.89)NS! 40.08!(51.16)NS! 24.40!(41.07)NS! 39.11!(50.30)NS!
Between!school!variance! 501.13!(101.76)! 465.45!(97.81)! 455.62!(99.23)! 466.16!(98.36)! 457.22!(99.86)!
Residual!variance! 7,171.36!(153.00)! 7,159.78!(151.11)! 7,153.44!(152.31)! 7,169.96!(151.37)! 7,164.14!(152.47)!
Bayesian!DIC!(smaller!is!better)! 76,858! 76,821! 76,824! 76,830! 76,833!
***!p!<!0.001!!!!!!**!p!<!0.01!!!!!!*p!<!0.05!!!!!!NS!Random!effect!not!statistically!significant!








Model!A1! Model!B2! Model!C2! Model!D2! Model!E2!
Median!household!income,!per!£1000! ! 0.57!(0.28)*! 0.57!(0.28)*! 0.56!(0.28)*! 0.56!(0.28)*!
Neighbourhood!satisfaction!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!satisfied)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! 91.10!(3.41)! 90.78!(3.41)! ! !
Third! ! 96.90!(3.56)*! 96.31!(3.56)*! ! !
Fourth! ! 92.97!(3.75)! 92.28!(3.77)! ! !
Least!satisfied! ! 1.33!(4.19)! 2.57!(4.21)! ! !
Interviewer!observations!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!favourable)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! ! ! 1.37!(3.47)! 1.44!(3.47)!
Third! ! ! ! 93.83!(3.64)! 93.54!(3.64)!
Fourth! ! ! ! 93.76!(3.98)! 93.29!(3.98)!
Least!favourable! ! ! ! 1.05!(4.40)! 1.33!(4.41)!
Maternal!psychological!distress!(ref!=!none!)! ! ! ! ! !
Current!(sweep!four)! ! ! 95.67!(3.20)*! ! 95.50!(3.20)*!
Past!(sweep!two!and/or!sweep!three)! ! ! 90.90!(2.94)! ! 90.82!(2.94)!
Persistent!(sweeps!two,!three!and!four)! ! ! 98.94!(3.60)! ! 98.57!(3.58)!
Between!neighbourhood!variance! 678.01!(133.51)! 650.63!(131.67)! 658.31!(137.96)! 650.87!(131.55)! 658.39!(137.78)!
Between!school!variance! 862.36!(134.90)! 855.53!(135.00)! 849.56!(132.50)! 851.69!(134.85)! 845.91!(132.44)!
Residual!variance! 6,887.59!(161.44)! 6,889.52!(162.46)! 6,881.75!(163.13)! 6,894.83!(162.59)! 6,887.66!(163.25)!
Bayesian!DIC!(smaller!is!better)! 77,123! 77,117! 77,114! 77,120! 77,118!
***!p!<!0.001!!!!!!**!p!<!0.01!!!!!!*p!<!0.05!!!!!!NS!Random!effect!not!statistically!significant!!








Model!A1! Model!B2! Model!C2! Model!D2! Model!E2!
IMD!education!domain,!per!decile!(ref=most!deprived)! ! 1.93!(0.78)**! 1.93!(0.78)**! 2.03!(0.78)**! 2.03!(0.78)**!
Neighbourhood!satisfaction!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!satisfied)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! 94.87!(3.48)! 94.66!(3.48)! ! !
Third! ! 95.40!(3.63)! 95.01!(3.62)! ! !
Fourth! ! 97.06!(3.81)*! 96.53!(3.83)*! ! !
Least!satisfied! ! 92.41!(4.26)! 91.38!(4.29)! ! !
Interviewer!observations!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!favourable)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! ! ! 91.35!(3.54)! 91.21!(3.53)!
Third! ! ! ! 94.11!(3.70)! 93.89!(3.70)!
Fourth! ! ! ! 96.11!(4.02)! 95.75!(4.03)!
Least!favourable! ! ! ! 0.94!(4.42)! 1.23!(4.43)!
Maternal!psychological!distress!(ref!=!none!)! ! ! ! ! !
Current!(sweep!four)! ! ! 94.50!(3.29)! ! 94.48!(3.28)!
Past!(sweep!two!and/or!sweep!three)! ! ! 94.34!(3.01)! ! 94.33!(3.01)!
Persistent!(sweeps!two,!three!and!four)! ! ! 96.57!(3.68)*! ! 96.40!(3.66)*!
Between!neighbourhood!variance! 287.19!(119.50)! 263.32!(102.60)! 281.51!(111.91)! 264.10!(102.86)! 281.56!(112.04)!
Between!school!variance! 198.99!(105.77)! 188.09!(97.02)! 153.72!(109.53)! 193.69!(97.61)! 161.71!(109.64)!
Residual!variance! 7,994.17!(175.71)! 7,990.27!(179.94)! 8,004.16!(181.37)! 7,983.99!(179.77)! 7,996.33!(181.51)!
Bayesian!DIC!(smaller!is!better)! 77,517! 77,501! 77,504! 77,499! 77,503!
***!p!<!0.001!!!!!!**!p!<!0.01!!!!!!*p!<!0.05!!!!!!NS!Random!effect!not!statistically!significant!









test" scores" between" schools," especially" for" reading" and"maths." The" variability" in" reading"
scores" between" neighbourhoods" was" almost" fully" explained" by" neighbourhood"
composition," while" about" 7%" of" the" total" variance" was" due" to" schools." For" maths,"
neighbourhoods" contributed" about" 7%" and" schools" about" 10%" to" the" overall" variance" in"




large" credibility" intervals," indicating" considerable" variability" in" how" much" individual"
neighbourhoods"and"schools"affected"children’s"cognitive"outcomes."
The"findings"of"this"chapter"highlight"the"importance"of"including"both"neighbourhoods"and"
schools" when" aiming" to" determine" the" influence" of" contextual" factors" on" children’s"
cognitive"test"performance."Inequalities"in"the"examined"outcomes"were"apparent"between"




the" neighbourhood" effect," assuming" that" the" majority" of" children" attend" a" local" school"
(with"the"exception"of"feeOpaying"schools,"which"are"likely"to"have"wider"catchment"areas).)
Neighbourhood)factors)associated)with)children’s)cognitive)test)performance)
The"neighbourhood"and" school"measures" that"were" available" at" sweep" four"had" small" to"
moderate"effects." Both"median"household" income"and" the"education"domain"of" the" IMD"
were"associated"with"cognitive"test"performance"and"also"explained"a"small"proportion"of"
the"school"level"variance."
The" longitudinal" analyses" examined" whether" children’s" cognitive" test" performance" was"
associated" with" neighbourhood" social" processes," measured" via" maternal" neighbourhood"
satisfaction" and" interviewer" observed" neighbourhood" disorder." Apart" from" a" weak"









The" data" did" not" support" the" hypothesis" of" a" mediating" role" for" maternal" psychological"
distress"and"parenting"practices"in"the"relationship"between"neighbourhood"characteristics"
and"children’s"cognitive"test"performance.""
Maternal" distress" was" negatively" associated" with" all" three" cognitive" outcomes," and" the"
associations"appeared"to"be"confounded"or"mediated"by"child"behaviour."Children’s"socioD























neighbourhood," influenced" their" socioOemotional" and" cognitive" outcomes" at" age" seven."
One" central" hypothesis" was" that" neighbourhood" characteristics" affect" maternal" mental"
health"and"parenting"practices,"which"in"turn"would"influence"the"child"outcomes."Another"











family," neighbourhoods" and" schools)." It"was" found" that" the" initial" variability" in" children’s"
socioOemotional"difficulties"across"neighbourhoods"and"schools"was"explained"once"familyO
level" background" characteristics" were" accounted" for." However," children’s" cognitive" test"
performance" varied" significantly" and" considerably" between" neighbourhoods" (except" for"
reading)"and"between"schools,"even"after"allowing"for"compositional"effects.""
The" associations"with" the" available"neighbourhood"and" school"measures"were"modest." It"
appeared"that"structural"neighbourhood"factors"such"as"median"household"income"and"the"
education"domain"of"the"Index"of"Multiple"Deprivation"were"more"important"for"markers"of""
cognitive" ability," while" measures" of" maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" and" observed"





The" thesis" had" started" out" by" hypothesising" two" specific" pathways" via" which"






some" evidence" that"maternal" psychological" distress" was" on" the" pathway" between" social"
processes" in" the" neighbourhood,"measured" via"mothers’" neighbourhood" satisfaction" and"
interviewer" observed" neighbourhood" disorder," and" motherOreported" socioOemotional"
difficulties."However,"the"data"did"not"support"a"mediating"role"for"maternal"psychological"
distress" with" regards" to" teacherOreported" socioOemotional" difficulties" or" cognitive" test"
performance." The" examined" parenting" practices" were" not" on" the" pathway" between" the"
neighbourhood"measures"and"any"marker"of"socioOemotional"and"cognitive"development.""
Research) hypothesis) (2):) The( variability( in( children’s( socio6emotional( and( cognitive(
outcomes( at( age( seven( that( can( be(measured( between( neighbourhoods( is( in( part( due( to(
variability(between(schools.)
The" second" hypothesis"was" supported" for" both" cognitive" and" socioOemotional" outcomes."
TwoOlevel"models,"which"only"included"neighbourhoods"as"the"higher"level,"underestimated"
the"overall"contribution"of"contextual"effects"and"wrongly"attributed"part"of"the"variance"in"





































associated"with"the"outcome?" Yes" Yes" No" No"
InterviewerOobserved"neighbourhood"










parenting"practices?" N/A" No" No" No"
"
9.1.1 Maternal!psychological!distress!and!parenting!
Chapter" six" examined" whether" neighbourhood" factors" contributed" to" the" variability" in"
levels"of"maternal"psychological"distress,"as"well"as"to"the"variability"in"selected"aspects"of"
parenting." Before" any" adjustments," about" 5%" of" the" total" variance" in" maternal" distress"
levels" was" due" to" differences" between" neighbourhoods." This" variability" was" almost"
completely" explained" when" familyOlevel" background" characteristics" were" taken" into"
account." However," mothers’" perceptions" of" their" neighbourhood" contributed" to" their"
experience" of" psychological" distress" even" after" adjusting" for" baseline" distress" levels,"
although"the"strength"of"the"association"was"modest.""
Both"crossOsectionally"and" longitudinally," there"was"a" clear"association"between"maternal"
psychological" distress" and" living" in" social" housing." The" relationship" was" attenuated" after"





Regarding" the" parenting" behaviours" (daily" reading," regular" bedtime," daily" shouting" and"
smacking),"significant"betweenOneighbourhood"variability"after"adjustment"for" familyOlevel"
covariates" was" found" only" for" daily" reading." Both" “daily" reading”" and" “regular" bedtime”"
were" independently" associated" with" the" degree" of" neighbourhood" deprivation." For"
“smacking”," there" was" a" suggestion" of" a" relationship" with" mothers’" neighbourhood"
perceptions," while" “daily" shouting”" was" not" associated" with" any" of" the" neighbourhood"
variables." None" of" the" relationships" between" neighbourhood" factors" and" the" examined"
parenting"behaviours"was"mediated"by"maternal"psychological"distress."
Maternal" psychological" distress" as" well" as" “daily" reading”," “regular" bedtime”" and"
“smacking”" were" included" in" subsequent" analyses" as" potential" mediators" in" the"
relationships" between" neighbourhood" characteristics" and" the" markers" of" child" socioO
emotional"and"cognitive"development."
9.1.2 Socio?emotional!development!
Chapter" seven" examined" neighbourhood" influences" on" children’s" socioOemotional"
development," measured" via" the" Total" Difficulties" score" of" the" SDQ," which" had" been"
reported"by"mothers"as"well"as"teachers."The"correlation"between"mothers’"and"teachers’"
ratings" was" only" moderate," meaning" that" they" did" not" necessarily" identify" the" same"
children"as"having"emotional"or"behavioural"difficulties."
The" crossOsectional" analysis" showed" that" before" any" adjustments," about" 4%" of" the"
variability" in"motherOreported"Total"Difficulties" scores"was"between"neighbourhoods," and"
about" 6%" was" between" schools." At" both" levels," this" variability" was" explained" after"
accounting"for"individual"level"background"characteristics."For"the"teacherOreported"scores,"
differences" between" neighbourhoods" and" schools" accounted" for" about" 3%" of" the"
unadjusted"variability"at"each"neighbourhood"and"school"level,"and"again"this"was"explained"
after" allowing" for" the" individualOlevel" covariates."However," even" after" these" adjustments,"









significant" betweenOneighbourhood" variability" in" motherOreported" socioOemotional"
difficulties" was" found" even" in" the" fully" adjusted"model." Further," there"was" a" statistically"




CrossOsectionally," the" percentage" of" social" housing" in" the" neighbourhood" was" weakly"
associated" with" both" motherO" and" teacherOreported" Total" Difficulties" scores." In" the"
longitudinal"analyses,"associations"between"the"proportion"of"social"housing"and"markers"of"
socioOemotional" development" were" slightly" attenuated" after" adjusting" for" maternal"
neighbourhood" satisfaction" and" observed" neighbourhood" disorder," suggesting" that" the"
proportion" of" social" housing" and" social" processes" in" the" neighbourhood" are" related." A"
possible" explanation" is" that" a" high" proportion" of" social" housing" means" that" residential"
mobility" is" also"high," resulting" in" less" cohesive"neighbourhoods" (Burrows," 1999)." Children"
whose"mothers" reported"to"have"neither" friends"nor" family" in" the"area"also"did"worse"on"
both" outcome" measures." Maternal" psychological" distress" was" strongly" associated" with"




The" longitudinal" analyses" showed" that" mothers" who" were" less" satisfied" with" their"
neighbourhood" when" their" children" were" three" years" of" age" reported" on" average" more"
socioOemotional" difficulties" for" their" child" when" aged" seven." This" association" was"
attenuated" after" adjusting" for" maternal" psychological" distress" throughout" the" early"
childhood"years"i.e."from"age"three"to"seven."No"association"was"found"between"maternal"
neighbourhood" satisfaction" and" the" teacherOreported" scores." Interviewer" observed"




None" of" the" examined" parenting" practices" (daily" reading," regular" bedtime" and" smacking)"





Of" note" is" that" motherO" as" well" as" teacherOreported" socioOemotional" difficulties" were"
positively" associated" with" living" in" social" housing" in" both" the" crossOsectional" and"
longitudinal" analyses." The" association" was" stronger" for" the" motherOreported" outcome."




to" children’s" cognitive" test" performance" in" reading,"maths" and" spatial" ability." It" could" be"
shown"that"the"inclusion"of"schools"as"a"level"of"influence"was"important"for"the"estimation"
of" the"variability" in" these"cognitive"outcomes,"and"that" its"omission"would"have" led"to"an"
underestimation"of"contextual"influences.""




neighbourhood" variance" for" reading"was" no" longer" statistically" significant,"while" a" school"





expected" directions." There" was" little" evidence" for" important" associations" with"
neighbourhood"social"processes.""
Maternal" psychological" distress" did" not" appear" to" play" an" important" role" for" children’s"
cognitive"test"performance."Across"the"three"tests,"the"relationships"with"maternal"distress"
were"weak" and" appeared" to" be" driven"mainly" by" associations" between"maternal" distress"










One" research" hypothesis" was" that" maternal" psychological" distress" is" on" the" pathway"




in" Figure" 9O1." Both" maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" and" interviewer" observed"
neighbourhood"disorder"independently"predicted"maternal"psychological"distress,"although"
the" associations" were" modest." The" relationship" between" mothers’" experience" of"
psychological" distress" and" their" satisfaction" with" the" neighbourhood" appeared" to" be"
bidirectional.""
Results" regarding" the" role" of"maternal" psychological" distress" in" the" relationship" between"
neighbourhood" factors" and" children’s" socioOemotional" outcomes" were" somewhat" mixed."
Maternal" distress" was" related" to" both" motherO" and" teacher" reported" socioOemotional"
difficulties," however" the" association" with" teacher" reported" scores" was" much" weaker."
Maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" was" associated" with" motherOreported" but" not"
teacherOreported" socioOemotional" difficulties," whereas" observed" neighbourhood" disorder"
was"related"to"the"reports"of"both"informants.""
The" longitudinal" analyses" showed" that" mothers’" neighbourhood" perceptions" were"
associated"with"both" their"experience"of"psychological"distress"and"their" reports"of" socioO
emotional" difficulties" in" the" child." The" association" between" maternal" neighbourhood"
satisfaction"and"motherOreported" socioOemotional"difficulties"was" clearly"attenuated"after"
adjusting"for"maternal"psychological"distress"through"the"early"childhood"years."This"might"












A"mediating" role" for"maternal" psychological" distress" could" however" be" ruled" out" for" the"
relationship"between" interviewer"observed"neighbourhood"disorder"and"teacherOreported"
socioOemotional" difficulties," which"might" be" explained" by" the" generally" weak" association"
between"maternal"psychological"distress"and"teacherOreported"scores.""








The" results" for" the" child" outcomes" highlight" the" importance" of" including" both"
neighbourhoods" and" schools" when" aiming" to" determine" the" contribution" of" contextual"
factors"to"children’s"socioOemotional"and"cognitive"development."Partitioning"the"variance"
in" these" outcomes" after" allowing" for" familyOlevel" covariates" showed" that" for" socioO
emotional" development," the" variability" between" neighbourhoods" and" schools" was"





















between"neighbourhoods" and" schools" for" children’s" cognitive" test" performance" over" and"
above"neighbourhood"and"school"composition.""
Even" though" there" was" no" statistically" significant" betweenOneighbourhood" variability" in"
children’s" socioOemotional"outcomes"after"adjusting" for"compositional"effects," there"were"
still"independent"associations"with"the"percentage"of"social"housing"in"the"neighbourhood,"
maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" and" observed" neighbourhood" disorder." This" is" a"
common"phenomenon"in"multilevel"studies,"and"one"possible"reason"for"such"findings"is"the"
problem" of" defining" neighbourhoods" (Weich," 2005;" DiezORoux," 2007)." While" the" spatial"
scale" chosen" for" the" present" research" is" one" of" its" strengths," it" is" still" based" on"
administrative" boundaries." It" can" be" argued" that" for" people" living" at" the" edges" of" such"
boundaries," their" sense"of"neighbourhood"overlaps"with"adjacent"areas,"and" further," that"
people"will" be" using" the" facilities" and" amenities" of" neighbouring" areas" too." By" the" same"
reasoning," low" Variance" Partition" Coefficients," while" indicative" of" the" size" of" differences"
between"neighbourhoods,"do"not"mean"that"there"are"no"relevant"neighbourhood"effects"
(DiezORoux,"2007).""
For" schools" however," the" above" arguments" do" not" apply," as" schools" are" clearly" defined"




influences" children’s" progress" in" cognitive" development" during" the" primary" school" years,"
independent"of"their"family"background"(Sparkes,"1999;"Sammons"et"al.,"2008)."The"quality"
and" effectiveness" of" the" learning" environment" provided" by" schools" can" be" thought" of" as"






(Gibbons," Machin" and" Silva," 2012)." This" means" that" places" in" schools" which" are" well"
regarded"are" likely" to"be"disproportionately"allocated" to" the"betterOoff"who"can"afford" to"




perpetuating" inequalities." Such" mechanisms" might" explain" the" observed" associations"
between"cognitive"outcomes"and"neighbourhood"affluence."
It"was" noted" that" the" results" regarding" the" betweenOneighbourhood" and"betweenOschool"
variance"differed"across"the"three"cognitive"tests."The"variability"in"maths"was"high"at"both"
levels,"and"was"explained"only"to"a"relatively"small"extent"by"family"background."In"contrast,"
family" background" characteristics" almost" fully" explained" the" betweenOneighbourhood"
variance" in" reading" and" more" of" the" betweenOschool" variance" compared" to" maths." An"




which"parents"engage" in" reading"activities" is" socially" graded," as" shown" in" chapter" six" and"
also"by"previous" research" (Kelly" et" al.," 2011b)." The" finding" that" schools"mattered" less" for"
spatial" ability" than" for" reading"and"maths"also"makes" intuitive" sense,"as" this"ability" is"not"
explicitly"taught" in"schools."Overall,"schools"appeared"to"be"more" important"for"children’s"
cognitive" development" than" neighbourhoods," a" finding" that" has" been" reported" also" by"
Leckie"(2009)"and"Rasbash"et"al."(2010)."
Thoughts)on)the)context/composition)dilemma)
The" context/composition" debate" revolves" around" the" question" whether" differences" that"
can"be"observed"between"neighbourhoods"are"merely"due"to"selection,"and,"if"there"were"
independent" contextual" effects," which" variables" should" be" controlled" for" in" order" to"
separate" selection" effects" from" “true”" neighbourhood" effects." An" alternative" view" is" that"





an" option" either." Although" the" unadjusted" variability" in" a" given" outcome" between"
neighbourhoods"(or"schools)"is"informative"and"important"in"itself,"neighbourhood"research"
is"interested"in"whether"outcomes"for"the"same"people"would"be"different"were"they"living"





not" to" obscure" the" hypothesised" pathways." It" is" however" acknowledged" that" the"models"
that"were" fitted"here"might"have"been"overOadjusted" for" individualOlevel" factors," in"which"
case" the" variability" in" the" outcomes" between" neighbourhoods" and" schools" was"
underestimated."The"question"of"the"“ideal"selection"model”"(Subramanian,"2004),"a"model"




the" individual" such" as" gender" or" socioOeconomic" background." The" results" of" the" present"
research" indeed" suggested" that" the" variability" between" neighbourhoods" and" schools" in"
child"outcomes"was"dependent"on"child"and"family"characteristics"(neighbourhood"median"
income" mattered" only" for" poorer" children’s" socioOemotional" development," while" the"
betweenOschool" variability" in" cognitive" outcomes" was" greater" for" girls)." These" findings"
underline"that"these"are"complex"relationships"which"are"not"easily"generalisable.""
9.4 The!role!of!social!housing!
A" consistent" finding" throughout" this" thesis" was" the" association" between" living" in" social"
housing" and" poorer" maternal" and" child" outcomes," after" allowing" for" a" range" of" family"
background"characteristics."In"both"crossOsectional"and"longitudinal"analyses,"mothers"living"
in" social" housing" reported" on" average"more" psychological" distress." Their" children" had" on"
average"more"socioOemotional"difficulties,"and"this"was"true" for"both"mother"and"teacher"
reports."Living"in"social"housing"was"also"associated"with"lower"scores"on"all"three"cognitive"
tests." Across" all" outcomes," the" relationships"with" social" housing"were" slightly" attenuated"
after" adjusting" for" neighbourhood" characteristics," suggesting" that" the" neighbourhood"
environment"surrounding"the"average"social"housing"accommodation"contributed"to"these"
associations." It" should" be" reiterated" that" the" parenting" behaviours" that"were" included" in"
the"analyses"did"not"explain"the"associations"between"living"in"social"housing"and"the"child"
outcomes."
The" link" between" social" housing" and" poorer" outcomes" regarding" health" and" life" chances"
(such" as" employment)" in" the" UK" is" well" known" and" has" been" investigated" previously"
(Ellaway" and" Macintyre," 1998;" Macintyre" et" al.," 2003;" Feinstein" et" al.," 2008)." There" are"




social" housing" is" a" “proxy”" for" other," unmeasured" factors" that" disproportionately" affect"
these"families."Another"explanation"is"that"people"living"in"social"housing"are"typically"faced"
with" multiple" problems," and" that" it" is" this" cumulative" disadvantage" which" drives" the"





different" potential" covariates" (Chandola," 2000;" Macintyre" et" al.," 2003;" Feinstein" et" al.,"
2008).""
There" is" however" evidence" in" support" of" the" second" explanation." Feinstein" et" al." (2008)"




emerged" mainly" from" the" 1970s" onwards." Historically," there" have" been" major" shifts"









There" is" also" some" support" in" the" literature" for" the" third" explanation," that" problems"
detrimental" to"mental"and"physical"health"and"wellObeing"are"disproportionately" found" in"
social"housing,"such"as"damp,"noise,"poor"state"of"repair,"overcrowding"and"area"problems"
(Ellaway" and"Macintyre," 1998;"Macintyre" et" al.," 2003)." Such" problems"might" add" to" the"
disadvantages"which"made"tenants"eligible"for"social"housing"in"the"first"place.""










distress" were" in" line" with" previous" research," which" consistently" found" independent"
associations" between" maternal" psychological" distress" or" symptoms" of" depression" and"
mothers’" perceptions" of" neighbourhood" safety" and" disorder," as" well" as" with" interviewer"
ratings"of"the"neighbourhood"(e.g."ChristieOMizell"et"al.,"2003;"Barnes"et"al.,"2010).""
Regarding" neighbourhood" influences" on" parenting" behaviours," it" was" found" here" that"
reading" to" the" child," a" marker" of" the" home" learning" environment," was" associated" with"
neighbourhood" deprivation," but" that" the" relationship" was" not" mediated" via" maternal"
psychological" distress." Similar" associations" had" been" reported" by"Greenman" et" al." (2011)"
and" Klebanov" et" al." (1994)," while" Frech" and" Kimbro" (2011)" did" not" find" a" relationship"






harsher" parenting" (Pinderhughes" et" al.," 2001;" Ceballo" and"McLoyd," 2002)." However," the"
association" found" here" between"maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" and" smacking" was"
not"linear"and"should"therefore"not"be"over"interpreted."
9.5.2 Comparing!studies!on!socio?emotional!development!
The" results" from" this" thesis" suggest" that" for" children’s" socioOemotional" development,"
neighbourhood" social" processes" were" more" important" than" measures" of" structural"
advantage" or" disadvantage." The" present" findings" regarding" the" associations" between"










of" disadvantage," and" children’s" socioOemotional" difficulties." Neighbourhood" affluence"
however," measured" via" median" neighbourhood" income," was" independently" related" to"
children’s" socioOemotional" difficulties" only" among" children" from" families" living" in" relative"
poverty,"and"only"for"difficulties"reported"by"the"mother."This"is"in"contrast"to"some"earlier"
studies" from" the" US" and" Canada" which" had" reported" an" overall" beneficial" effect" of"
neighbourhood" affluence" (Shumow" et" al.," 1998;" Kohen" et" al.," 2002;" López" Turley," 2003),"
although"it"should"be"mentioned"that"the"studies"by"Shumow"et"al."(1998)"and"López"Turley"
(2003)" were" among" older" children." It" might" be" that" such" associations" become" more"
apparent"once"children"spend"more"time"in"the"neighbourhood"unsupervised.""
The"betweenOneighbourhood"variability" in" children’s"behavioural" difficulties" varied"widely"
among"studies,"with"unadjusted"ICC’s"reported"between"2%"and"11%."To"my"knowledge,"no"
study"has"so"far"simultaneously"assessed"the"betweenOneighbourhood"and"betweenOschool"




The" present" results" were" consistent" with" the" hypothesis" that" maternal" psychological"
distress" played" a" role" in" the" relationship" between" neighbourhood" disorder" and" motherO
reported" socioOemotional"difficulties." Previous" findings" regarding"a"mediating" relationship"
via"maternal"mental"health"had"been"mixed."Two"studies"reported"mediation"via"maternal"





studies" found" no" evidence" for" a" mediating" effect" of" maternal" depression" (Barnes" and"
Cheng,"2006;"McCulloch,"2006)."
This" research" did" not" find" evidence" for" mediation" via" parenting" practices," which" is" in"






also"possible" that" the"nullOfindings"of" the"present" research"are"due" to" the"broad"range"of"





deprivation" and" children’s" socioOemotional" difficulties." The" study" included" MCS" cohort"
children"at"three"years"of"age"and"their"older"siblings,"and"treated"families"as"an"additional"
level."Neighbourhoods"were"also"defined"at"LSOA"level."The"ICC"was"reported"for"a"threeO
level"model"which" adjusted" for" the"MCS" design" strata," child’s" age" and" sex" and" biological"
relatedness" between" cohort" children," siblings" and" parents." In" this" model," 2.5%" of" the"
overall" variability" in" the" outcome"was" between" areas." Area"multiple" deprivation"was" not"
independently" associated"with" socioOemotional" difficulties" after" adjusting" for" family" level"
socioOeconomic"position.""
In"a"later"study,"Flouri"et"al."(2012)"examined"the"different"domains"that"make"up"the"SDQ"
Total"Difficulties" score" separately," and" reported" that"when" the" children"were" three" years"
old," neighbourhood" deprivation" was" independently" associated" with" peer" problems" and"
internalising" problems," with" the" latter" association" being" mediated" by" maternal" mental"
health." No" independent" association" was" found" between" externalising" problems" and"
neighbourhood" deprivation." The" ICC" for" Total" Difficulties" among" the" threeOyearOolds,"
adjusted"for"MCS"design"strata,"was"3.3%"(Flouri"et"al.,"2012).""
The" results" of" the"present" research" are" consistent"with" these" findings," although" they" are"
not" directly" comparable" because" of" the" different" samples," outcomes" and"methodologies."
This" study"adds" to" the" research"by"Flouri"et"al." (2009)"and"Flouri"et"al." (2012)" in" that" the"
outcomes" were" measured" at" age" seven" and" included" teacherOreported" socioOemotional"
difficulties," and" most" importantly" that" both" neighbourhoods" and" schools" were"
simultaneously" included" as" contextual" levels" of" influence." The" present" study" took" a"
longitudinal"perspective"by"analysing"data"for"children"who"had"been"residentially"stable"for"
several" years." Further," this" research" considered"maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" and"







There" is" a" wealth" of" research" showing" a" positive" relationship" between" neighbourhood"
affluence" and" children’s" cognitive" outcomes." This" study" produced" similar" findings" for"
reading"and"maths"test"performance,"therefore"confidence"in"the"overall"association"seems"
warranted."
So" far," few" studies" have" investigated" relationships" between" cognitive" outcomes" and"
neighbourhood" social" processes." The" present" study" found" no" convincing" evidence" for"
associations" between" maternal" neighbourhood" satisfaction" and" children’s" cognitive" test"
performance," which" is" consistent" with" Greenberg" et" al." (1999)" as" well" as" Sanson" et" al."
(2011)." Similar" to" the" findings" reported" by" Kohen" et" al." (2002)," observed" neighbourhood"
disorder" was" related" to" average" reading" scores" in" the" longitudinal" analysis" sample." The"
association" was" however" weak" and" not" linear," therefore" this" result" should" not" be"
overstated.""
The" finding" of" greater" betweenOschool" variability" for" children’s" cognitive" outcomes"
compared" to" the" variability" between" neighbourhoods" is" consistent" with" the" conclusions"
drawn" in" previous" UK" studies" on" GCSE" results" (Leckie," 2009;" Rasbash" et" al.," 2010)." The"
suggestion" that" schools" mattered" more" than" neighbourhoods" with" regards" to" cognitive"
development"also"supports"the"findings"from"the"US"“Harlem"Children’s"Zone”"experiment,"
which" had" highlighted" the" potential" of" highOquality" schools" in" closing" the" BlackOWhite"
achievement" gap" (Dobbie" and" Fryer," 2011)." Another" US" study" which" showed" the"
























To" summarise," differences"between"neighbourhoods"and" schools"were"more"pronounced"
for"markers"of" cognitive"development," and" the"pathways"at"play" appeared" to"differ" from"
those"for"socioOemotional"outcomes."






























that"potential" neighbourhood"effects" are"not"merely"due" to"neighbourhood" composition."




The"main"strength"of" this" research"was" the"use"of"a"statistical"method"which"allowed"the"
simultaneous"modelling"of"betweenOneighbourhood"and"betweenOschool" variability" in" the"
examined" child" outcomes." In" addition," the" betweenOteacher" variance" in" teacherOreported"
socioOemotional" difficulties" was" also" modelled," which" proved" important" given" the" large"
variability" between" teachers"which"would"have"been"wrongly" attributed" to" schools."Until"
now," there" are" only" a" few" studies" on" UK" data" which" have" partitioned" the" variance" in"
children’s"cognitive"outcomes"between"neighbourhoods"and"schools" (Fielding"et"al.,"2006;"
Leckie," 2009;" Rasbash" et" al.," 2010)." To" my" knowledge," the" simultaneous" modelling" of"
betweenOneighbourhood" and" betweenOschool" differences" in" children’s" socioOemotional"
outcomes" has" not" been" carried" out" before," and" so" far" no" studies" have" estimated" crossO
classified"models"using"MCS"data.""
The"present"analyses"exploited"the" fact" that" the"MCS"contains" information" from"different"
informants," i.e." interviewer" observations" of" the" neighbourhood" and" teacher" reports" of"
children’s" socioOemotional" difficulties." Thus," associations" could" be" compared" across" the"







Defining" “neighbourhood”" in" a" meaningful" way" remains" one" of" the" challenges" in"
neighbourhood"research."A"further"strength"of"the"data"and"analysis"was"the"definition"of"
neighbourhoods" at" the" small" area" level." The" chosen"boundaries" –" LSOAs" for" England"and"
Wales,"Data"Zones"for"Scotland"and"Super"Output"Areas"for"Northern"Ireland"–"are"designed"
to"comprise"socially"homogeneous"areas"and"can"reasonably"be"assumed"to"have"a"similar"
meaning" on" the" ground" in" the" four" UK" countries." Although" these" are" still" administrative"
boundaries,"they"appear"to"be"useful"approximations"for"the"concept"of"“neighbourhood”."""
Because" the" data" were" analysed" crossOsectionally" and" longitudinally," results" could" be"




drawback" was" the" lack" of" measures" at" the" school" level." While" the" availability" of" school"
identifiers" allowed" for" the" modelling" of" betweenOschool" variability," it" could" not" be"




error"arising" from" families"moving."However,"any"chosen"cutOpoint" is" inherently"arbitrary,"
and" the" analyses" ignored" neighbourhoods" lived" in" previously." Restricting" the" samples" to"
residentially" stable" families"also"meant" that" families"who"were"more"disadvantaged"were"
disproportionately" lost" to" the" analyses." Ideally," multiple" membership" models" would" be"
estimated," where" each" neighbourhood" is" given" a" weight" corresponding" to" the" length" of"
time"a"family"had"lived"there."However,"this"approach"was"beyond"what"was"possible"within"
the" scope" of" this" project," and"would" have" required" information" on" all" addresses" lived" at"
between"sweeps,"which"was"not"available.""
While"the"neighbourhood"definition"that"was"employed"is"seen"as"a"strength,"it"is"still"based"
on" administrative" boundaries." As" mentioned" earlier," static" boundaries" are" always"






might" operate" at" different" spatial" scales" depending" on" the" exposure" of" interest." For"
example,"feelings"of"safety"might"relate"to"smaller"boundaries"than"school"catchment"areas.""
In"section"4.9.2,"it"was"shown"that"mothers"and"children"for"whom"data"was"missing"tended"
to"be"more"disadvantaged" and"had"on" average"poorer" outcomes."Disadvantaged" families"
are" also" more" likely" to" be" lost" due" to" attrition." Assuming" that" children" from" more"
disadvantaged" families" who" were" not" included" in" the" analyses" because" of" missing" data"
would"have"contributed"more"extreme"values," the"reported"estimates"of" the"variability" in"
the"outcomes"are"likely"to"be"conservative."""""
9.6.3 Recommendations!for!future!research!
The"main" finding" of" this" project"was" that"marked" differences" between" schools" regarding"







This" opens" an" exciting" opportunity" to" gain" valuable" insights" regarding" how" the" children"
themselves" feel" about" their" neighbourhood" and" their" school," and" further," whether" their"
reported"attitudes"and"behaviours"cluster"within"areas."It"is"also"possible"that"the"influence"
of"neighbourhood"and"school"level"factors"increases"with"the"age"of"the"child,"a"hypothesis"
that" has" been" formulated" by" previous" studies" and" could" be" tested" using" data" from" the"
forthcoming"sweeps."
The" consistent" finding" of" social" housing" at" the" family" level" being" associated"with" poorer"
outcomes" should" be" investigated" further." Possible" routes" for" research" are" whether" the"
relationships"with"social"housing"are"still"becoming"stronger"as"the"MCS"children"get"older,"
and" whether" it" is" indeed" multiple" disadvantage" that" provides" an" explanation" for" these"
associations."





is"considerable"variation" in"what" teachers"perceive"as"difficult"behaviour," it"might"be" that"
such"variability"has"important"implications"for"children’s"educational"outcomes.""
Given"that"observational"studies"allow"only" limited"causal" inference,"an" important" field"of"





provided" to" individuals" (Joshi" et" al.," 2000;" Dorling" et" al.," 2001)." The" criticism" levelled" at"
neighbourhood" research" –" that" severely" disadvantaged" places" are" not" at" the" root" but" a"
symptom" of" an" unequal" society" –" is" to" be" taken" seriously." It" is" unlikely" that" the" existing"
inequalities"in"children’s"socioOemotional"and"cognitive"development,"which"are"substantial,"
can" be" solved" at" the" small" area" level." This" research" has" shown" that" several" factors"
contribute" to" children’s" experience" of" disadvantage." These" include" first" and" foremost"
markers" of" family" socioOeconomic" position," i.e." income,"maternal" education" and" parental"
social"class,"but"also"housing,"schools,"and"the"neighbourhood"environment."An"integrated"
approach" is" needed" which" supports" children" and" their" families" at" all" these" levels," with"
measures"that"lift"children"out"of"poverty"clearly"being"among"the"most"important."
The" here" presented" results" have" highlighted" the" marked" betweenOschool" differences" in"
children’s" cognitive" test" performance," which" were" apparent" already" at" the" early" age" of"
seven"and"which"were"partly"explained"by"compositional"effects."As"has"been"highlighted"in"
the" review" of" the" literature," there" is" a" wealth" of" evidence" linking" markers" of" childhood"
cognition"to"adult"life"chances"such"as"employment,"earnings"and"social"class"(e.g."Heckman"
et" al.," 2006;" Johnson" et" al.," 2010;" von" Stumm" et" al.," 2010;" Cheng" and" Furnham," 2012)."
Therefore," early" intervention" plays" a" pivotal" role" in" reducing" existing" inequalities," and"
schools"appear"to"be"an"important"area"for"investment."Previous"research"from"the"US"has"
shown" some" impressive" results" for"what" can"be"achieved"when" schools" are" targeted"and"








of" “what"works”." ABI"which" are" rolled" out" only" in" the"most" disadvantaged" areas"will" not"
reach" all" families" who"might" need" them" (Joshi" et" al.," 2000)." As" has" been" shown" earlier,"




Acknowledging" the" shortcomings" of" only" targeting" the"most" disadvantaged," the"Marmot"
Review" on" Health" Inequalities" in" England" suggests" what" it" termed" “proportionate"
universalism”," meaning" universal" measures" that" are" implemented" on" a" scale" which" is"
proportionate" to" the" level" of" disadvantage" (Marmot," 2010)." Applied" to" neighbourhoods,"
this"could"mean"for"example,"making"funds"available"to"local"authorities"for"the"provision"of"
subsidised" high" quality" afterOschool" care" in" local" schools," but" giving" relatively" more"
resources" to" schools" in" disadvantaged" neighbourhoods" and" thereby" “levelling" up”" these"
areas." Such" a"measure" could" benefit" children" by" providing" stimulating" learning" and" play"
experiences,"while"at"the"same"time"helping"mothers"who"want"to"work"but"find"it"difficult"
to"afford"childcare."When"evaluating"such"measures," the"emphasis" should"be"not"only"on"





An" example" of" an" areaObased" policy" with" great" potential" to" positively" influence" child"
outcomes" as" well" as" fostering" a" sense" of" community" are" England’s" Sure" Start" Children’s"
Centres." Sure" Start" Local" Programmes" were" established" in" 1998" with" the" aim" to" bring"
integrated"services" for"young"children" to"disadvantaged"areas"and"with"a"commitment" to"
involve"parents"and"to"strengthen"communities"(Lewis,"2011)."The"programme"underwent"
several" changes" and" from"2005," the" Sure" Start" Local" Programmes"were" transformed" into"
universally"rolled"out"Sure"Start"Children’s"Centres."While"early"programme"evaluation"has"
produced"mixed"findings," later"evaluation"studies"have"been"more"encouraging"(Melhuish"
et"al.," 2008a),"however"assessing" the" impact"of" the"programme"has"been"complicated"by"









highlight" the" fundamental" importance" of" family" socioAeconomic" position" and" especially"
maternal" education," children’s" experiences" within" their" neighbourhoods" and" schools" do"
contribute"to"their"social"and"cognitive"development."
In" terms" of" progressing" neighbourhood" research" on" child" development," the"most" salient"
finding"of"this"research"is"the"importance"of"including"schools"as"a"level"of"influence"when"
estimating"the"variability"in"markers"of"children’s"cognitive"ability.""
From" a" policy" perspective," schools" have" the" potential" to" alleviate" existing" inequalities" in"
children’s"cognitive"development"and"thus"to"enhance"the"life"chances"of"children"from"all"
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Daily(reading( 43.4$ 46.8$ 53.1$ 56.4$ 57.7$ 64.4$ 69.3$ 69.5$ 73.3$ 75.5$ p<0.001$
Regular(bedtime( 66.9$ 70.5$ 76.2$ 77.1$ 81.2$ 81.4$ 85.5$ 85.5$ 87.4$ 91.0$ p<0.001$
Use(of(smacking( 65.4$ 67.3$ 68.7$ 67.8$ 69.7$ 68.4$ 67.6$ 65.7$ 64.7$ 63.1$ p=0.386$
Shouting(daily( 24.7$ 21.9$ 20.6$ 19.0$ 17.8$ 15.5$ 15.5$ 14.7$ 13.2$ 13.3$ p<0.001$
$
Table&11(7&&&Parenting&practices,&by&maternal&neighbourhood&satisfaction&quintiles&(sweep&two,&max.&N&=&14,951)&
( Least(satisfied( Second( Third( Fourth( Most(satisfied( Test(for(trend((
Daily(reading( 51.0$ 58.3$ 59.3$ 65.5$ 71.2$ p<0.001$
Regular(bedtime( 73.5$ 79.6$ 79.0$ 83.6$ 85.9$ p<0.001$
Use(of(smacking( 67.3$ 68.7$ 69.8$ 66.5$ 62.3$ p=0.001$











MCS(stratum)(ref)=)England)2)advantaged)( ) ) )
England)–)disadvantaged) 20.19)(0.14)) 20.14)(0.14)) 20.07)(0.14))
England)–)ethnic) 20.39)(0.23)) 20.20)(0.22)) 20.19)(0.22))
Wales)–)advantaged) 20.03)(0.19)) 20.09)(0.19)) 20.12)(0.19))
Wales)–)disadvantaged) 20.15)(0.16)) 20.16)(0.16)) 20.16)(0.16))
Scotland)–)advantaged) 20.27)(0.17)) 20.29)(0.17)) 20.32)(0.17))
Scotland)–)disadvantaged) 20.05)(0.19)) 20.02)(0.19)) 0.04)(0.19))
NI)–)advantaged) 20.41)(0.21)) 20.43)(0.21)*) 20.46)(0.21)*)
NI)–)disadvantaged) 0.22)(0.21)) 0.18)(0.21)) 0.12)(0.21))
Individual(level(covariates( ) ) )
Maternal)age)(years)) 0.01)(0.01)) 0.01)(0.01)) 0.01)(0.01))
Maternal)ethnicity)(ref)=)White)) ) ) )
Mixed) 0.11)(0.49)) 0.07)(0.50)) 0.08)(0.50))
Indian) 1.24)(0.34)***) 1.30)(0.34)***) 1.23)(0.34)***)
Pakistani)) 2.38)(0.29)***) 2.29)(0.29)***) 2.21)(0.29)***)
Bangladeshi) 0.54)(0.58)) 0.47)(0.59)) 0.40)(0.59))
Black)Caribbean) 20.04)(0.38)) 20.11)(0.38)) 20.13)(0.38))
Black)African) 20.21)(0.40)) 20.45)(0.40)) 20.42)(0.40))
Other)(incl.)Chinese)) 0.55)(0.23)*) 0.51)(0.23)*) 0.51)(0.23)*)
Family)structure)(ref)=)both)natural))parents) ) ) )
Natural)mother)/)other)partner) 0.60)(0.32)) 0.61)(0.32)) 0.58)(0.32))
Single)mother) 0.40)(0.14)**) 0.39)(0.14)**) 0.40)(0.14)**)
Maternal)NVQ)(ref)=)level)4/5)) ) ) )
Level)3)) 20.02)(0.12)) 20.02)(0.13)) 20.02)(0.13))
Level)2) 20.10)(0.11)) 20.10)(0.11)) 20.09)(0.11))
Level)1) 20.06)(0.17)) 20.07)(0.17)) 20.09)(0.17))
Overseas)) 0.66)(0.31)*) 0.64)(0.31)*) 0.65)(0.31)*)
None) 0.54)(0.16)**) 0.52)(0.16)**) 0.50)(0.16)**)







NS2SEC)(ref=)manag.)/)prof.)) ) ) )
Intermediate) 0.08)(0.14)) 0.06)(0.14)) 0.06)(0.14))
Small)empl.)/)self)empl.) 20.33)(0.17)*) 20.34)(0.17)*) 20.37)(0.17)*)
Lower)supervisory)/)tech.) 0.24)(0.16)) 0.23)(0.16)) 0.21)(0.16))
Semi)routine)/)routine) 20.07)(0.14)) 20.10)(0.14)) 20.12)(0.14))
No)partner)in)work) 0.46)(0.15)**) 0.44)(0.15)**) 0.43)(0.15)**)
Housing)tenure)(ref=)owner)) ) ) )
Rented)privately) 0.85)(0.20)***) 0.87)(0.20)***) 0.80)(0.20)***)
Social)housing) 0.67)(0.13)***) 0.80)(0.13)***) 0.79)(0.13)***)
Other) 20.20)(0.23)) 20.18)(0.23)) 20.21)(0.23))
Neighbourhood(exposures) ) ) )
IMD)decile)(ref)=)most)deprived)) 20.02)(0.02)) 20.02)(0.02)) 20.04)(0.02))
Maternal)neighbourhood)satisfaction)(ref)=)
most)satisfied)) ) ) )
Second)quintile) 0.43)(0.13)**) ) )
Third)quintile) 0.45)(0.13)**) ) )
Fourth)quintile) 0.80)(0.13)***) ) )
Least)satisfied) 1.40)(0.14)***) ) )
Aggregated)neighbourhood)satisfaction)(ref)=)
most)satisfied)) ) ) )
Second)quintile) ) 0.30)(0.14)*) )
Third)quintile) ) 0.41)(0.15)**) )
Fourth)quintile) ) 0.48)(0.18)**) )
Least)satisfied) ) 0.85)(0.20)***) )
Interviewer)observations)(ref)=)most)
favourable)) ) ) )
Second) ) ) 20.10)(0.13))
Third) ) ) 0.24)(0.13))
Fourth) ) ) 0.35)(0.14)*)
Least)favourable) ) ) 0.45)(0.15)***)
Constant) 2.20)(0.36)***) 2.53)(0.38)***) 2.73)(0.37)***)
Between)neighbourhood)variance) 0.16)(0.10)*) 0.11)(0.10)NS) 0.13)(0.10)NS)
%)of)total)neighbourhood)variance)explained) 75.4) 83.1) 80.0)
Within)neighbourhood)variance) 11.68)(0.21)***) 11.86)(0.21)***) 11.84)(0.21)***)
Total)variance) 11.84) 11.97) 11.97)













%(of(N( Mean((SE)( %(of(N( Mean((SE)(
All( 100) 7.37)(0.08)) 100) 6.05)(0.09))
Child(gender) ) ) ) )
Boy)) 50.9) 8.00)(0.10)) 50.9) 6.99)(0.12))
Girl) 49.1) 6.70)(0.09)) 49.2) 5.09)(0.11))
SEN(statement) ) ) ) )
No) 92.4) 6.92)(0.08)) 92.5) 5.56)(0.09))
Yes) 7.6) 12.33)(0.28)) 7.5) 11.60)(0.39))
Income(quintile) ) ) ) )
Top)) 19.6) 5.48)(0.12)) 21.0) 4.89)(0.16))
Fourth)) 21.4) 6.39)(0.13)) 22.8) 5.33)(0.15))
Third) 21.4) 7.30)(0.12)) 21.7) 5.98)(0.17))
Second) 19.6) 8.52)(0.16)) 18.1) 6.91)(0.22))
Bottom) 17.9) 9.63)(0.17)) 16.4) 7.76)(0.23))
NS/SEC((combined)) ) ) ) )
Managerial)/)professional) 42.3) 6.06)(0.10)) 44.5) 5.10)(0.11))
Intermediate) 11.7) 7.02)(0.18)) 12.0) 5.76)(0.22))
Small)empl.)/)self)empl.) 8.8) 7.11)(0.18)) 9.0) 5.76)(0.25))
Lower)supervisory)/)tech.) 5.8) 7.64)(0.28)) 5.7) 6.19)(0.32))
Semi)routine)/)routine) 14.2) 8.66)(0.17)) 13.2) 7.16)(0.24))
Not)applicable) 17.1) 9.74)(0.19)) 15.5) 8.02)(0.25))
Housing(tenure) ) ) ) )
Own)/)mortgage) 71.0) 6.49)(0.08)) 72.5) 5.40)(0.10))
Rent)privately) 5.8) 8.48)(0.27)) 5.9) 7.08)(0.35))
Social)housing)) 21.3) 9.57)(0.17)) 19.7) 7.84)(0.21))
Other) 1.9) 8.17)(0.50)) 1.9) 5.52)(0.50))
Maternal(age(at(interview) ) ) ) )
40)plus)) 30.4) 6.31)(0.11)) 30.9) 5.49)(0.14))
30)–)39)) 54.5) 7.26)(0.09)) 55.2) 5.90)(0.11))
20)–)29) 15.0) 9.63)(0.18)) 13.8) 7.64)(0.24))
Maternal(NVQ(level) ) ) ) )








%!of!N! Mean!(SE)! %!of!N! Mean!(SE)!
Level)3)) 15.7) 7.21)(0.17)) 15.7) 5.94)(0.22))
Level)2) 27.1) 7.73)(0.13)) 26.8) 6.33)(0.16))
Level)1) 7.0) 8.96)(0.28)) 6.7) 6.99)(0.38))
Overseas)only) 2.1) 9.19)(0.49)) 1.9) 6.48)(0.64))
None) 8.9) 10.10)(0.25)) 8.2) 7.99)(0.33))
Family!structure! ) ) ) )
Both)natural)parents) 83.2) 6.85)(0.08)) 76.5) 5.46)(0.10))
Natural)mother)/)other)partner) 2.2) 9.41)(0.47)) 5.2) 8.19)(0.43))
Single)mother) 14.6) 9.32)(0.20)) 18.3) 7.67)(0.23))
Child!ethnicity! ) ) ) )
White) 87.9) 7.26)(0.08)) 89.8) 6.03)(0.10))
Mixed) 2.3) 8.14)(0.43)) 2.1) 6.30)(0.51))
Indian) 2.2) 7.49)(0.52)) 2.0) 5.13)(0.66))
Pakistani)) 2.9) 9.56)(0.33)) 2.4) 6.98)(0.73))
Bangladeshi) 1.0) 9.32)(0.50)) 0.6) 4.09)(0.67))
Black)Caribbean) 1.1) 8.05)(0.48)) 0.9) 7.87)(0.95))
Black)African) 1.3) 6.81)(0.69)) 1.1) 6.91)(0.82))
Other)(incl.)Chinese)) 1.2) 8.21)(0.62)) 1.1) 5.24)(0.64))
Moved!before!sweep!3! ) ) ) )
No) 54.5) 6.96)(0.09)) 53.5) 5.69)(0.12))
Yes) 45.5) 7.83)(0.11)) 46.5) 6.44)(0.13))
MCS!stratum!! ) ) ) )
England)–)advantaged) 28.8) 6.83)(0.13)) 30.7) 5.69)(0.15))
England)–)disadvantaged) 23.6) 8.33)(0.13)) 22.8) 6.83)(0.16))
England)–)ethnic) 8.5) 8.84)(0.26)) 6.8) 6.77)(0.30))
Wales)–)advantaged) 5.1) 6.41)(0.26)) 4.9) 5.63)(0.39))
Wales)–)disadvantaged) 10.6) 7.97)(0.23)) 10.0) 6.59)(0.28))
Scotland)–)advantaged) 6.5) 6.42)(0.33)) 7.0) 5.58)(0.31))
Scotland)–)disadvantaged) 5.9) 7.75)(0.34)) 5.9) 5.92)(0.41))
NI)–)advantaged) 4.5) 6.37)(0.30)) 5.5) 5.48)(0.36))











































































































































































Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
MCS!stratum((ref!=!England!4!advantaged)! ! ! ! ! !
England!–!disadvantaged! 0.20!(0.17)! 40.02!(0.18)! 40.01!(0.17)! 0.03!(0.18)! 0.02!(0.17)!
England!–!ethnic! 0.42!(0.32)! 0.08!(0.33)! 0.16!(0.32)! 0.14!(0.33)! 0.17!(0.32)!
Wales!–!advantaged! 40.47!(0.27)*! 40.35!(0.27)! 40.35!(0.27)! 40.47!(0.27)*! 40.44!(0.27)*!
Wales!–!disadvantaged! 0.07!(0.21)! 40.03!(0.23)! 40.05!(0.22)! 40.06!(0.23)! 40.08!(0.22)!
Scotland!–!advantaged! 40.43!(0.25)*! 40.31!(0.28)! 40.21!(0.27)! 40.39!(0.28)! 40.26!(0.27)!
Scotland!–!disadvantaged! 0.12!(0.28)! 40.12!(0.30)! 0.01!(0.29)! 40.06!(0.30)! 0.07!(0.29)!
NI!–!advantaged! 40.80!(0.29)**! 40.64!(0.33)*! 40.43!(0.32)! 40.71!(0.33)*! 40.47!(0.32)!
NI!–!disadvantaged! 40.10!(0.27)! 40.16!(0.31)! 40.06!(0.30)! 40.26!(0.31)! 40.13!(0.30)!
Girl! 41.07!(0.12)***! 41.06!(0.11)!***! 41.02!(0.11)***! 41.06!(0.11)***! 41.02!(0.11)***!
Child!age!in!months! 40.04!(0.02)*! 40.05!(0.02)**! 40.05!(0.02)**! 40.05!(0.02)*! 40.05!(0.02)**!
Has!SEN!statement! 4.89!(0.22)***! 4.84!(0.22)!***! 4.63!(0.21)***! 4.85!(0.22)***! 4.62!(0.21)***!
Weekly!family!income!per!£100! 40.17!(0.03)***! 40.14!(0.04)***! 40.08!(0.03)**! 40.13!(0.04)***! 40.08!(0.03)*!
NS4SEC!(ref=!manag.!/!prof.)! ! ! ! ! !
Intermediate! 40.02!(0.19)! 40.04!(0.19)! 40.01!(0.19)! 40.06!(0.19)! 40.03!(0.19)!
Small!empl.!/!self!empl.! 0.20!(0.22)! 0.20!(0.22)! 0.26!(0.22)! 0.16!(0.22)! 0.22!(0.22)!
Lower!supervisory!/!tech.! 0.35!(0.27)! 0.31!(0.26)! 0.32!(0.26)! 0.24!(0.26)! 0.27!(0.26)!
Semi!routine!/!routine! 0.89!(0.21)***! 0.82!(0.21)***! 0.81!(0.20)***! 0.76!(0.21)***! 0.75!(0.20)***!
No!parent!in!work! 1.00!(0.23)***! 1.00!(0.23)***! 0.75!(0.23)***! 0.94!(0.23)***! 0.70!(0.23)**!
Housing!tenure!(ref=!owner)! ! ! ! ! !
Rented!privately! 0.08!(0.31)! 0.08!(0.31)! 40.05!(0.30)! 40.02!(0.31)! 40.13!(0.30)!
Social!housing!! 0.93!(0.20)***! 0.63!(0.21)**! 0.47!(0.20)*! 0.63!(0.21)**! 0.44!(0.20)*!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
Maternal!age!(years)! 40.07!(0.01)***! 40.06!(0.01)***! 40.07!(0.01)***! 40.06!(0.01)***! 40.07!(0.01)***!
Maternal!NVQ!(ref!=!level!4/5)! ! ! ! ! !
Level!3!! 0.01!(0.18)! 40.02!(0.17)! 40.01!(0.17)! 0.00!(0.18)! 0.00!(0.17)!
Level!2! 0.38!(0.16)**! 0.33!(0.16)*! 0.35!(0.15)*! 0.34!(0.16)*! 0.36!(0.15)**!
Level!1! 0.55!(0.26)*! 0.51!(0.26)*! 0.68!(0.25)**! 0.48!(0.26)*! 0.66!(0.25)**!
Overseas!only! 1.71!(0.47)***! 1.68!(0.47)***! 1.59!(0.45)***! 1.70!(0.47)***! 1.60!(0.45)***!
None! 1.40!(0.26)***! 1.34!(0.26)***! 1.25!(0.25)***! 1.30!(0.26)***! 1.22!(0.25)***!
Number!of!siblings!(ref!=!none)! 40.22!(0.06)***! 40.22!(0.06)***! 40.21!(0.06)***! 40.22!(0.06)***! 40.22!(0.06)***!
Family!structure!(ref!=!both!natural!!parents)! ! ! ! ! !
Natural!mother!/!other!partner! 1.06!(0.31)***! 1.04!(0.31)***! 0.82!(0.30)**! 1.03!(0.31)***! 0.79!(0.30)**!
Single!mother! 0.44!(0.19)**! 0.43!(0.19)*! 0.26!(0.18)! 0.42!(0.19)*! 0.25!(0.18)!
Child!ethnicity!(ref!=!White)! ! ! ! ! !
Mixed! 0.67!(0.40)*! 0.59!(0.40)! 0.54!(0.38)! 0.60!(0.40)! 0.54!(0.38)!
Indian! 40.24!(0.49)! 40.17!(0.49)! 40.38!(0.48)! 40.25!(0.49)! 40.44!(0.48)!
Pakistani!! 0.97!(0.49)*! 1.11!(0.49)*! 0.87!(0.47)*! 0.95!(0.49)*! 0.73!(0.47)!
Bangladeshi! 0.11!(0.90)! 0.07!(0.89)! 0.01!(0.86)! 0.07!(0.89)! 0.03!(0.87)!
Black!Caribbean! 0.06!(0.62)! 40.01!(0.62)! 40.07!(0.60)! 0.04!(0.62)! 40.04!(0.60)!
Black!African! 41.43!(0.76)*! 41.69!(0.76)*! 41.66!(0.72)*! 41.80!(0.76)**! 41.75!(0.72)**!
Other!(incl.!Chinese)! 0.66!(0.71)! 0.62!(0.71)! 0.45!(0.68)! 0.58!(0.72)! 0.42!(0.69)!
Rural!(ref!=!urban)! ! 0.17!(0.15)! 0.17!(0.14)! 0.07!(0.15)! 0.11!(0.14)!
Median!household!income,!per!£1000! ! 0.00!(0.01)! 0.00!(0.01)! 0.00!(0.01)! 0.00!(0.01)!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
%!Social!housing,!per!10%!! ! 0.06!(0.04)! 0.05!(0.04)! 0.07!(0.04)*! 0.05!(0.04)!
Neither!friends!nor!family!in!the!area! ! 1.05!(0.34)**! 0.81!(0.33)**! 1.16!(0.34)***! 0.89!(0.33)**!
No!park/playground!in!the!area! ! 0.29!(0.19)! 0.19!(0.19)! 0.33!(0.19)*! 0.21!(0.19)!
Neighbourhood!satisfaction!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!satisfied)! ! ! ! ! !
Fourth! ! 0.64!(0.17)***! 0.52!(0.17)**! ! !
Third! ! 0.84!(0.18)***! 0.62!(0.17)***! ! !
Second! ! 1.24!(0.19)***! 0.94!(0.18)***! ! !
Least!satisfied! ! 1.51!(0.22)***! 0.99!(0.21)***! ! !
Interviewer!observations!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!favourable)! ! ! ! ! !
Fourth! ! ! ! 40.03!(0.18)! 40.04!(0.17)!
Third! ! ! ! 0.66!(0.18)***! 0.52!(0.18)**!
Second! ! ! ! 0.60!(0.20)**! 0.41!(0.19)*!
Least!favourable! ! ! ! 0.90!(0.22)***! 0.75!(0.21)***!
Maternal!psychological!distress!over!time!(ref!=!none!)! ! ! ! ! !
Current!(sweep!four)! ! ! 2.61!(0.16)***! ! 2.65!(0.16)***!
Past!(sweep!two!and/or!sweep!three!only)! ! ! 0.99!(0.15)***! ! 1.02!(0.15)***!
Persistent!(sweeps!two,!three!and!four)! ! ! 3.49!(0.18)***! ! 3.56!(0.18)***!
Between!neighbourhood!variance! 0.13!(0.15)NS! 0.07!(0.09)NS! 0.02!(0.04)NS! 0.06!(0.08)NS! 0.02!(0.04)NS!
Between!school!variance! 0.24!(0.20)NS! 0.26!(0.20)NS! 0.33!(0.18)! 0.24!(0.19)NS! 0.32!(0.18)!
Residual!variance! 21.45!(0.42)! 21.25!(0.43)! 19.64!(0.39)! 21.39!(0.43)! 19.69!(0.39)!








Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
MCS!stratum((ref!=!England!4!advantaged)! ! ! ! ! !
England!–!disadvantaged! 0.29!(0.23)! 0.14!(0.24)! 0.12!(0.24)! 0.16!(0.24)! 0.13!(0.24)!
England!–!ethnic! 1.10!(0.46)**! 0.96!(0.46)*! 0.98!(0.46)*! 0.91!(0.46)*! 0.92!(0.46)*!
Wales!–!advantaged! 40.18!(0.39)! 40.20!(0.40)! 40.22!(0.39)! 40.19!(0.40)! 40.19!(0.39)!
Wales!–!disadvantaged! 0.40!(0.30)! 0.26!(0.32)! 0.26!(0.31)! 0.24!(0.32)! 0.26!(0.32)!
Scotland!–!advantaged! 40.19!(0.34)! 40.34!(0.38)! 40.30!(0.37)! 40.26!(0.38)! 40.21!(0.37)!
Scotland!–!disadvantaged! 40.14!(0.37)! 40.50!(0.41)! 40.45!(0.41)! 40.43!(0.42)! 40.37!(0.41)!
NI!–!advantaged! 40.23!(0.38)! 40.42!(0.43)! 40.36!(0.43)! 40.29!(0.43)! 40.22!(0.43)!
NI!–!disadvantaged! 0.01!(0.37)! 40.34!(0.43)! 40.33!(0.43)! 40.29!(0.43)! 40.26!(0.43)!
Girl! 41.70!(0.15)***! 41.69!(0.15)***! 41.69!(0.15)***! 41.68!(0.15)***! 41.68!(0.15)***!
Child!age!in!months! 40.11!(0.03)***! 40.11!(0.03)***! 40.11!(0.03)***! 40.11!(0.03)***! 40.11!(0.03)***!
Has!SEN!statement! 5.35!(0.29)***! 5.32!(0.29)***! 5.25!(0.29)***! 5.28!(0.29)***! 5.21!(0.29)***!
Weekly!family!income!per!£100! 40.03!(0.04)! 40.04!(0.05)! 40.02!(0.05)! 40.03!(0.05)! 40.01!(0.05)!
NS4SEC!(ref=!manag.!/!prof.)! ! ! ! ! !
Intermediate! 0.26!(0.25)! 0.26!(0.25)! 0.27!(0.25)! 0.25!(0.25)! 0.26!(0.25)!
Small!empl.!/!self!empl.! 0.60!(0.28)*! 0.54!(0.29)*! 0.56!(0.28)*! 0.52!(0.29)*! 0.53!(0.28)*!
Lower!supervisory!/!tech.! 0.66!(0.35)*! 0.61!(0.35)*! 0.58!(0.35)*! 0.59!(0.35)*! 0.56!(0.35)*!
Semi!routine!/!routine! 1.12!(0.27)***! 1.02!(0.27)***! 1.01!(0.27)***! 0.98!(0.27)***! 0.97!(0.27)***!
No!parent!in!work! 0.94!(0.30)**! 0.88!(0.31)**! 0.79!(0.31)**! 0.85!(0.31)**! 0.76!(0.31)**!
Housing!tenure!(ref=!owner)! ! ! ! ! !
Rented!privately! 0.53!(0.41)! 0.45!(0.40)! 0.43!(0.40)! 0.38!(0.40)! 0.37!(0.40)!
Social!housing!! 0.47!(0.26)*! 0.23!(0.28)! 0.19!(0.28)! 0.18!(0.28)! 0.14!(0.28)!








Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
Maternal!age!(years)! 40.02!(0.02)! 40.02!(0.02)! 40.02!(0.02)! 40.01!(0.02)! 40.02!(0.02)!
Maternal!NVQ!(ref!=!level!4/5)! ! ! ! ! !
Level!3!! 40.02!(0.22)! 40.02!(0.22)! 40.03!(0.22)! 40.01!(0.22)! 40.02!(0.22)!
Level!2! 0.12!(0.20)! 0.11!(0.20)! 0.12!(0.20)! 0.12!(0.20)! 0.12!(0.20)!
Level!1! 0.25!(0.33)! 0.24!(0.33)! 0.28!(0.33)! 0.21!(0.33)! 0.24!(0.33)!
Overseas!only! 40.03!(0.63)! 40.02!(0.63)! 40.03!(0.63)! 0.02!(0.63)! 0.00!(0.63)!
None! 0.96!(0.35)**! 0.91!(0.35)**! 0.88!(0.35)**! 0.87!(0.35)**! 0.84!(0.35)**!
Number!of!siblings!(ref!=!none)! 40.36!(0.08)***! 40.37!(0.08)***! 40.37!(0.08)***! 40.37!(0.08)***! 40.37!(0.08)***!
Family!structure!(ref!=!both!natural!!parents)! ! ! ! ! !
Natural!mother!/!other!partner! 1.37!(0.41)***! 1.35!(0.41)***! 1.27!(0.41)**! 1.32!(0.41)**! 1.24!(0.41)**!
Single!mother! 0.95!(0.24)***! 0.94!(0.24)***! 0.89!(0.24)***! 0.92!(0.24)***! 0.87!(0.24)***!
Child!ethnicity!(ref!=!White)! ! ! ! ! !
Mixed! 40.21!(0.55)! 40.19!(0.54)! 40.22!(0.54)! 40.21!(0.54)! 40.25!(0.54)!
Indian! 41.12!(0.67)*! 41.16!(0.67)*! 41.24!(0.67)*! 41.24!(0.67)*! 41.33!(0.67)*!
Pakistani!! 0.04!(0.70)! 40.04!(0.70)! 40.17!(0.70)! 40.07!(0.70)! 40.19!(0.70)!
Bangladeshi! 41.46!(1.44)! 41.59!(1.43)! 41.70!(1.43)! 41.53!(1.43)! 41.65!(1.43)!
Black!Caribbean! 0.93!(0.84)! 0.89!(0.84)! 0.89!(0.83)! 0.91!(0.84)! 0.91!(0.83)!
Black!African! 41.49!(1.02)! 41.89!(1.03)*! 41.89!(1.03)*! 42.01!(1.03)*! 42.01!(1.03)*!
Other!(incl.!Chinese)! 41.91!(0.92)*! 41.81!(0.92)*! 41.87!(0.93)*! 41.85!(0.92)*! 41.91!(0.93)*!
Rural!(ref!=!urban)! ! 0.19!(0.20)! 0.18!(0.20)! 0.25!(0.20)! 0.25!(0.20)!
Median!household!income,!per!£1000! ! 40.01!(0.01)! 40.01!(0.01)! 40.01!(0.01)! 40.01!(0.01)!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
%!Social!housing,!per!10%!! ! 0.08!(0.06)! 0.08!(0.06)! 0.07!(0.06)! 0.06!(0.06)!
Neither!friends!nor!family!in!the!area! ! 1.69!(0.44)***! 1.65!(0.44)***! 1.69!(0.44)***! 1.65!(0.44)***!
No!park/playground!in!the!area! ! 0.19!(0.25)! 0.17!(0.25)! 0.19!(0.25)! 0.16!(0.25)!
Neighbourhood!satisfaction!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!satisfied)! ! ! ! ! !
Fourth! ! 40.06!(0.22)! 40.10!(0.22)! ! !
Third! ! 0.13!(0.23)! 0.06!(0.23)! ! !
Second! ! 0.06!(0.24)! 40.04!(0.24)! ! !
Least!satisfied! ! 0.31!(0.28)! 0.13!(0.28)! ! !
Interviewer!observations!sweep!two!(ref!=!most!favourable)! ! ! ! ! !
Fourth! ! ! ! 0.44!(0.22)*! 0.45!(0.22)*!
Third! ! ! ! 0.69!(0.23)**! 0.66!(0.23)**!
Second! ! ! ! 0.61!(0.26)**! 0.55!(0.26)*!
Least!favourable! ! ! ! 0.90!(0.29)**! 0.85!(0.29)**!
Maternal!psychological!distress!over!time!(ref!=!none!)! ! ! ! ! !
Current!(sweep!four)! ! ! 0.83!(0.21)***! ! 0.82!(0.21)***!
Past!(sweep!two!and/or!sweep!three!only)! ! ! 0.48!(0.20)**! ! 0.48!(0.20)**!
Persistent!(sweeps!two,!three!and!four)! ! ! 1.03!(0.24)***! ! 1.03!(0.24)***!
Between!neighbourhood!variance! 0.07!(0.14)NS! 0.10!(0.11)NS! 0.08!(0.07)NS! 0.09!(0.10)NS! 0.07!(0.07)NS!
Between!school!variance! 0.78!(0.54)NS! 0.75!(0.55)NS! 0.45!(0.51)NS! 0.88!(0.57)NS! 0.53!(0.57)NS!
Between!teacher!variance! 3.16!(0.78)! 3.19!(0.82)! 3.46!(0.76)! 3.11!(0.82)! 3.43!(0.80)!
Residual!variance! 20.50!(0.66)! 20.33!(0.66)! 20.24!(0.65)! 20.24!(0.66)! 20.15!(0.65)!











advantaged)( ! ! !
England!–!disadvantaged! 2.78!(3.02)! 3.15!(3.02)! 3.28!(2.99)!
England!–!ethnic! 18.51!(4.96)***! 19.47!(4.92)***! 19.63!(4.90)***!
Wales!–!advantaged! -19.94!(5.19)***! -21.01!(5.15)***! -20.86!(5.16)***!
Wales!–!disadvantaged! -28.54!(4.08)***! -29.15!(4.04)***! -29.16!(4.06)***!
Scotland!–!advantaged! 5.41!(5.22)! 4.55!(5.20)! 4.43!(5.18)!
Scotland!–!disadvantaged! 4.79!(5.08)! 4.60!(5.07)! 4.34!(5.06)!
NI!–!advantaged! -18.61!(6.09)**! -19.73!(5.98)**! -18.58!(6.01)**!
NI!–!disadvantaged! -20.31!(5.16)***! -20.81!(5.13)***! -19.90!(5.10)***!
Child(and(family(level( ! ! !
Girl! 11.25!(1.82)***! 8.25!(1.81)***! 8.38!(1.81)***!
Child!age!in!months! -2.32!(0.32)***! -2.47!(0.32)***! -2.50!(0.32)***!
Has!SEN!statement! -77.66!(3.63)***! -64.49!(3.69)***! -64.29!(3.69)***!
Weekly!family!income!per!£100! 2.33!(0.58)***! 2.09!(0.57)***! 2.07!(0.56)***!
NS-SEC!(ref=!manag.!/!prof.)! ! ! !
Intermediate! -9.32!(3.13)**! -9.08!(3.10)**! -9.02!(3.10)**!
Small!empl.!/!self!empl.! -12.23!(3.55)***! -11.34!(3.50)**! -11.16!(3.51)**!
Lower!supervisory!/!tech.! -10.17!(4.25)**! -10.01!(4.17)**! -9.65!(4.14)*!
Semi!routine!/!routine! -18.59!(3.25)***! -16.36!(3.22)***! -16.08!(3.22)***!
No!parent!in!work! -14.61!(3.60)***! -13.20!(3.55)***! -12.84!(3.55)***!
Housing!tenure!(ref=!owner)! ! ! !
Rented!privately! -4.37!(4.26)! -3.38!(4.23)! -3.48!(4.22)!
Social!housing!! -14.15!(3.05)***! -11.82!(3.00)***! -11.48!(3.00)***!
Other! 7.25!(6.85)! 8.30!(6.77)! 8.70!(6.79)!
Maternal!age!(years)! 0.43!(0.19)*! 0.21!(0.18)! 0.27!(0.18)!
Maternal!NVQ!(ref!=!level!4/5)! ! ! !
Level!3!! -5.67!(2.83)*! -5.46!(2.81)*! -5.42!(2.81)*!
Level!2! -11.89!(2.54)***! -10.88!(2.50)***! -11.11!(2.50)***!
Level!1! -30.30!(4.05)***! -28.14!(4.02)***! -28.32!(4.00)***!
Overseas!only! -23.47!(6.70)***! -20.09!(6.62)**! -19.94!(6.61)**!
None! -37.10!(3.89)***! -33.23!(3.87)***! -33.29!(3.88)***!










Natural!mother!/!other!partner! -12.59!(4.34)**! -9.32!(4.30)*! -10.18!(4.29)**!
Single!mother! -5.24!(2.86)*! -4.92!(2.82)*! -5.27!(2.81)*!
Child!ethnicity!(ref!=!White)! ! ! !
Mixed! 9.59!(6.14)! 9.33!(6.09)! 9.38!(6.09)!
Indian! 19.29!(7.76)**! 20.35!(7.61)**! 19.83!(7.65)**!
Pakistani!! 18.60!(7.43)**! 20.69!(7.37)**! 20.31!(7.37)**!
Bangladeshi! 21.83!(10.68)*! 24.64!(10.52)*! 23.44!(10.57)*!
Black!Caribbean! -7.23!(8.94)! -7.14!(8.88)! -7.16!(8.91)!
Black!African! 32.01!(8.66)***! 27.53!(8.60)**! 27.90!(8.56)**!
Other!(incl.!Chinese)! 9.31!(9.20)! 10.66!(9.08)! 10.91!(9.03)!
Neighbourhood(and(school(level! ! ! !
Rural!(ref!=!urban)! -6.40!(2.52)**! -6.21!(2.50)**! -6.07!(2.50)**!




School!fees!applicable! 13.57!(6.06)*! 12.38!(6.01)*! 12.88!(5.95)*!
Maternal(distress!(Kessler-6!score)! -0.71!(0.25)**! 0.47!(0.26)*! 0.46!(0.26)*!
Child(behaviour((Total!Difficulties!score)( ! -3.03!(0.20)***! -2.98!(0.20)***!
Mother!reads!daily( ! ! -6.76!(1.85)***!
No!regular!bedtime( ! ! -9.62!(3.13)**!
Smacking( ! ! -1.08!(1.82)!
Constant! 207.39!(29.32)! 248.41!(29.07)! 252.55!(29.09)!
Neighbourhood(variance(( 11.43!(22.95)NS! 9.66!(20.29)NS! 4.27!(23.80)NS!
%!of!total!neighbourhood!variance!
explained! 97.8! 98.1! 99.2!
School(variance( 489.68!(78.11)! 511.39!(79.53)! 523.87!(77.32)!
%!of!total!school!variance!explained! 50.5! 51.7! 47.1!
Residual(variance! 7,266.36!(123.27)! 7,065.42!(121.55)! 7,046.46!(120.44)!
Total!unexplained!variance! 7,767.47! 7,577.47! 7,574.60!
%!of!unexplained!variance!due!to!
neighbourhoods! 0.1! 0.1! 0.1!
%!of!unexplained!variance!due!to!schools! 6.3! 6.7! 6.9!
Bayesian!DIC!(smaller!is!better)! 110,931! 110,693! 110,677!
***!p!<!0.001!!!!!!**!p!<!0.01!!!!!!*p!<!0.05!!!!!!NS!Random!effect!not!statistically!significant!
                                                
1!Covariates!include!school!year!and!language!spoken!in!the!home!(data!not!shown)!
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advantaged)( ! ! !
England!–!disadvantaged! 4.97!(3.39)! 5.33!(3.37)! 5.44!(3.34)!
England!–!ethnic! 15.70!(5.41)**! 16.44!(5.38)**! 16.54!(5.35)**!
Wales!–!advantaged! 6.55!(5.97)! 5.73!(5.90)! 5.59!(5.94)!
Wales!–!disadvantaged! 1.72!(4.66)! 1.22!(4.63)! 1.09!(4.63)!
Scotland!–!advantaged! -5.15!(5.86)! -6.05!(5.82)! -6.27!(5.80)!
Scotland!–!disadvantaged! -2.68!(5.65)! -2.92!(5.61)! -3.17!(5.63)!
NI!–!advantaged! 4.06!(7.07)! 3.12!(6.94)! 3.38!(6.98)!
NI!–!disadvantaged! 19.27!(6.03)**! 19.04!(5.96)**! 19.32!(5.93)**!
Child(and(family(level( ! ! !
Girl! -7.82!(1.87)***! -10.64!(1.88)***! -10.57!(1.86)***!
Child!age!in!months! -3.38!(0.34)***! -3.53!(0.33)***! -3.56!(0.33)***!
Has!SEN!statement! -65.57!(3.76)***! -53.11!(3.82)***! -52.79!(3.82)***!
Weekly!family!income!per!£100! 2.24!(0.60)***! 2.00!(0.59)***! 2.01!(0.58)***!
NS-SEC!(ref=!manag.!/!prof.)! ! ! !
Intermediate! -9.66!(3.23)**! -9.42!(3.20)**! -9.49!(3.21)**!
Small!empl.!/!self!empl.! -11.72!(3.65)***! -10.96!(3.62)**! -11.07!(3.63)**!
Lower!supervisory!/!tech.! -13.16!(4.38)**! -13.18!(4.31)**! -12.89!(4.28)**!
Semi!routine!/!routine! -18.22!(3.35)***! -16.15!(3.34)***! -16.13!(3.33)***!
No!parent!in!work! -11.64!(3.73)**! -10.41!(3.68)**! -10.14!(3.69)**!
Housing!tenure!(ref=!owner)! ! ! !
Rented!privately! -5.62!(4.42)! -4.59!(4.40)! -4.59!(4.40)!
Social!housing!! -10.91!(3.18)***! -8.62!(3.14)**! -8.48!(3.14)**!
Other! 9.01!(7.07)! 10.18!(6.98)! 10.16!(7.02)!
Maternal!age!(years)! 0.04!(0.19)! -0.17!(0.19)! -0.14!(0.19)!
Maternal!NVQ!(ref!=!level!4/5)! ! ! !
Level!3!! -7.65!(2.92)**! -7.46!(2.91)**! -7.46!(2.91)**!
Level!2! -12.13!(2.63)***! -11.20!(2.59)***! -11.55!(2.60)***!
Level!1! -22.97!(4.16)***! -21.03!(4.15)***! -21.43!(4.14)***!
Overseas!only! -15.20!(6.90)*! -12.03!(6.84)*! -12.37!(6.83)*!
None! -31.76!(4.02)***! -28.17!(4.00)***! -28.77!(4.01)***!










Natural!mother!/!other!partner! -4.74!(4.49)! -1.63!(4.45)! -1.99!(4.44)!
Single!mother! -1.80!(2.95)! -1.54!(2.91)! -1.64!(2.91)!
Child!ethnicity!(ref!=!White)! ! ! !
Mixed! 0.56!(6.37)! 0.20!(6.34)! -0.12!(6.31)!
Indian! 5.72!(8.17)! 6.71!(8.01)! 6.05!(8.07)!
Pakistani!! -22.92!(7.90)**! -20.87!(7.82)**! -21.28!(7.85)**!
Bangladeshi! -31.10!(11.17)**! -28.51!(11.04)**! -29.13!(11.10)**!
Black!Caribbean! -14.66!(9.41)! -14.59!(9.38)! -15.33!(9.40)!
Black!African! -21.31!(9.10)*! -25.64!(9.05)**! -26.24!(9.02)**!
Other!(incl.!Chinese)! -4.12!(9.54)! -2.85!(9.45)! -3.09!(9.43)!
Neighbourhood(and(school(level! ! ! !
Rural!(ref!=!urban)! 1.37!(2.88)! 1.53!(2.85)! 1.65!(2.86)!




School!fees!applicable! 11.63!(6.42)*! 10.57!(6.37)*! 11.08!(6.32)*!
Maternal(distress!(Kessler-6!score)! -1.07!(0.26)***! 0.04!(0.27)! 0.00!(0.27)!
Child(behaviour((Total!Difficulties!score)( ! -2.84!(0.21)***! -2.86!(0.21)***!
Mother!reads!daily( ! ! -5.40!(1.92)**!
No!regular!bedtime( ! ! -0.41!(3.24)!
Smacking( ! ! 1.11!(1.89)!
Constant! 302.78!(30.57)! 341.58!(30.32)! 345.41!(30.40)!
Neighbourhood(variance(( 599.60!(102.72)! 544.32!(105.10)! 537.59!(105.72)!
%!of!total!neighbourhood!variance!
explained! 27.6! 34.3! 35.1!
School(variance( 808.40!(109.93)! 831.67!(109.19)! 841.80!(107.02)!
%!of!total!school!variance!explained! 27.2! 25.1! 24.2!
Residual(variance! 7,117.51!(133.83)! 6,981.75!(133.42)! 6,975.29!(132.17)!
Total!unexplained!variance! 8,525.51! 8,357.74! 8,354.68!
%!of!unexplained!variance!due!to!
neighbourhoods! 7.0! 6.5! 6.4!
%!of!unexplained!variance!due!to!schools! 9.5! 10.0! 10.1!
Bayesian!DIC!(smaller!is!better)! 114,431! 111,242! 111,238!
***!p!<!0.001!!!!!!**!p!<!0.01!!!!!!*p!<!0.05!!!!!!NS!Random!effect!not!statistically!significant!!









advantaged)( ! ! !
England!–!disadvantaged! -5.61!(3.18)*! -5.36!(3.18)*! -5.17!(3.15)!
England!–!ethnic! -7.20!(5.24)! -6.53!(5.23)! -6.29!(5.20)!
Wales!–!advantaged! 6.07!(5.46)! 5.43!(5.43)! 5.50!(5.45)!
Wales!–!disadvantaged! 3.58!(4.30)! 3.23!(4.27)! 3.28!(4.28)!
Scotland!–!advantaged! 3.45!(5.47)! 2.80!(5.44)! 2.67!(5.43)!
Scotland!–!disadvantaged! -5.63!(5.33)! -5.73!(5.31)! -5.91!(5.32)!
NI!–!advantaged! 11.47!(6.53)*! 10.79!(6.43)*! 11.35!(6.44)*!
NI!–!disadvantaged! 1.41!(5.54)! 1.04!(5.51)! 1.45!(5.46)!
Child(and(family(level( ! ! !
Girl! 6.01!(1.93)**! 3.86!(1.94)*! 3.97!(1.93)*!
Child!age!in!months! 0.89!(0.34)**! 0.78!(0.34)*! 0.75!(0.34)*!
Has!SEN!statement! -50.42!(3.85)***! -40.96!(3.94)***! -40.60!(3.94)***!
Weekly!family!income!per!£100! 0.82!(0.61)! 0.64!(0.61)! 0.65!(0.60)!
NS-SEC!(ref=!manag.!/!prof.)! ! ! !
Intermediate! -10.24!(3.32)**! -10.08!(3.31)**! -10.20!(3.31)**!
Small!empl.!/!self!empl.! -5.87!(3.76)! -5.29!(3.74)! -5.33!(3.75)!
Lower!supervisory!/!tech.! -4.10!(4.51)! -4.05!(4.45)! -3.77!(4.43)!
Semi!routine!/!routine! -15.49!(3.45)***! -13.91!(3.45)***! -13.78!(3.44)***!
No!parent!in!work! -10.00!(3.82)**! -8.98!(3.79)**! -8.65!(3.80)*!
Housing!tenure!(ref=!owner)! ! ! !
Rented!privately! -6.64!(4.52)! -5.93!(4.52)! -5.84!(4.52)!
Social!housing!! -11.01!(3.24)***! -9.33!(3.21)**! -9.00!(3.20)**!
Other! 2.27!(7.26)! 3.04!(7.22)! 3.19!(7.26)!
Maternal!age!(years)! 0.02!(0.20)! -0.14!(0.20)! -0.08!(0.20)!
Maternal!NVQ!(ref!=!level!4/5)! ! ! !
Level!3!! -4.98!(3.00)*! -4.81!(3.01)! -4.76!(3.01)!
Level!2! -11.29!(2.70)***! -10.58!(2.68)***! -10.86!(2.68)***!
Level!1! -19.32!(4.29)***! -17.76!(4.30)***! -18.04!(4.28)***!
Overseas!only! -26.32!(7.10)***! -23.91!(7.07)***! -23.85!(7.06)***!
None! -30.03!(4.13)***! -27.31!(4.13)***! -27.46!(4.14)***!










Natural!mother!/!other!partner! -1.29!(4.61)! 1.13!(4.59)! 0.64!(4.59)!
Single!mother! -2.69!(3.04)! -2.47!(3.01)! -2.63!(3.01)!
Child!ethnicity!(ref!=!White)! ! ! !
Mixed! -11.60!(6.52)*! -11.94!(6.50)*! -12.24!(6.50)*!
Indian! -20.93!(8.22)**! -20.28!(8.10)**! -20.91!(8.13)**!
Pakistani!! -37.72!(7.86)***! -36.19!(7.82)***! -36.46!(7.83)***!
Bangladeshi! -22.17!(11.29)*! -20.17!(11.21)*! -21.29!(11.28)*!
Black!Caribbean! -54.47!(9.49)***! -54.59!(9.50)***! -55.47!(9.52)***!
Black!African! -54.21!(9.18)***! -57.68!(9.17)***! -58.31!(9.14)***!
Other!(incl.!Chinese)! -15.62!(9.75)! -14.80!(9.69)! -15.06!(9.66)!
Neighbourhood(and(school(level! ! ! !
Rural!(ref!=!urban)! -2.87!(2.67)! -2.75!(2.65)! -2.69!(2.65)!




School!fees!applicable! 5.29!(6.38)! 4.44!(6.36)! 4.96!(6.30)!
Maternal(distress!(Kessler-6!score)! -0.60!(0.27)*! 0.24!(0.28)! 0.23!(0.28)!
Child(behaviour((Total!Difficulties!score)( ! -2.17!(0.21)***! -2.18!(0.21)***!
Mother!reads!daily( ! ! -5.69!(1.97)**!
No!regular!bedtime( ! ! -5.78!(3.35)*!
Smacking( ! ! 1.58!(1.95)!
Constant! -61.25!(31.10)! -31.89!(31.03)! -29.32!(31.05)!
Neighbourhood(variance(( 265.58!(83.90)! 239.20!(91.99)! 202.15!(106.51)!
%!of!total!neighbourhood!variance!
explained! 59.8! 63.8! 69.4!
School(variance( 291.94!(83.15)! 299.79!(90.94)! 325.72!(88.35)!
%!of!total!school!variance!explained! 51.8! 50.4! 46.3!
Residual(variance! 8,152.40!(146.06)! 8,075.24!(147.31)! 8,078.05!(151.30)!
Total!unexplained!variance! 8,709.92! 8,614.23! 8,605.92!
%!of!unexplained!variance!due!to!
neighbourhoods! 3.0! 2.8! 2.3!
%!of!unexplained!variance!due!to!schools! 3.4! 3.5! 3.8!
Bayesian!DIC!(smaller!is!better)! 112,047! 111,946! 111,942!
***!p!<!0.001!!!!!!**!p!<!0.01!!!!!!*p!<!0.05!!!!!!NS!Random!effect!not!statistically!significant!! (








Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
MCS!stratum((ref!=!England!4!advantaged)! ! ! ! ! !
England!–!disadvantaged! 1.92!(3.38)! 6.44!(3.57)*! 6.38!(3.57)*! 6.85!(3.57)*! 6.83!(3.57)*!
England!–!ethnic! 19.91!(6.25)**! 21.87!(6.31)***! 21.77!(6.35)***! 24.54!(6.31)***! 24.50!(6.36)***!
Wales!–!advantaged! 422.12!(5.80)***! 418.05!(5.85)**! 418.21!(5.89)**! 418.00!(5.86)**! 418.17!(5.90)**!
Wales!–!disadvantaged! 435.15!(4.52)***! 427.21!(4.73)***! 427.18!(4.75)***! 427.22!(4.74)***! 427.20!(4.76)***!
Scotland!–!advantaged! 42.43!(5.24)! 8.98!(6.17)! 8.78!(6.17)! 7.95!(6.17)! 7.79!(6.17)!
Scotland!–!disadvantaged! 45.02!(5.56)! 8.20!(6.20)! 8.06!(6.21)! 7.27!(6.20)! 7.19!(6.22)!
NI!–!advantaged! 425.27!(5.84)***! 412.56!(7.01)*! 412.86!(7.03)*! 413.66!(7.02)*! 413.91!(7.03)*!
NI!–!disadvantaged! 427.49!(5.42)***! 410.49!(6.19)*! 410.79!(6.27)*! 412.10!(6.19)*! 412.39!(6.27)*!
Girl! 11.37!(2.17)***! 11.38!(2.17)***! 11.34!(2.18)***! 11.27!(2.17)***! 11.24!(2.18)***!
Child!age!in!months! 42.45!(0.39)***! 42.54!(0.39)***! 42.54!(0.39)***! 42.48!(0.39)***! 42.48!(0.39)***!
Has!SEN!statement! 478.77!(4.43)***! 478.94!(4.43)***! 478.78!(4.45)***! 478.78!(4.43)***! 478.67!(4.45)***!
Weekly!family!income!per!£100! 3.62!(0.66)***! 2.54!(0.68)***! 2.46!(0.68)***! 2.41!(0.68)***! 2.34!(0.68)***!
NS4SEC!(ref=!manag.!/!prof.)! ! ! ! ! !
Intermediate! 411.71!(3.63)**! 410.86!(3.65)**! 410.94!(3.63)**! 410.66!(3.65)**! 410.74!(3.63)**!
Small!empl.!/!self!empl.! 411.32!(4.24)**! 410.57!(4.27)**! 410.58!(4.24)**! 410.04!(4.28)*! 410.04!(4.25)**!
Lower!supervisory!/!tech.! 45.75!(5.04)! 44.37!(5.04)! 44.47!(5.01)! 43.78!(5.05)! 43.87!(5.02)!
Semi!routine!/!routine! 417.43!(3.90)***! 415.87!(3.92)***! 415.87!(3.91)***! 415.36!(3.94)***! 415.39!(3.93)***!
No!parent!in!work! 413.36!(4.46)**! 413.70!(4.45)**! 413.39!(4.43)**! 413.00!(4.46)**! 412.78!(4.44)**!
Housing!tenure!(ref=!owner)! ! ! ! ! !
Rented!privately! 45.87!(5.88)! 45.25!(5.90)! 45.12!(5.90)! 44.24!(5.91)! 44.18!(5.91)!
Social!housing!! 416.52!(3.74)***! 416.29!(3.77)***! 416.12!(3.78)***! 413.43!(3.79)***! 413.30!(3.81)***!






Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
Maternal!age!(years)! 0.39!(0.22)*! 0.26!(0.22)! 0.27!(0.22)! 0.22!(0.22)! 0.23!(0.22)!
Maternal!NVQ!(ref!=!level!4/5)! ! ! ! ! !
Level!3!! 46.78!(3.32)*! 45.34!(3.33)! 45.38!(3.32)! 45.87!(3.33)*! 45.92!(3.33)*!
Level!2! 414.20!(2.97)***! 412.94!(2.97)***! 412.98!(2.98)***! 413.01!(2.98)***! 413.05!(2.98)***!
Level!1! 427.68!(4.86)***! 425.51!(4.87)***! 425.79!(4.88)***! 425.64!(4.87)***! 425.89!(4.88)***!
Overseas!only! 428.84!(9.02)**! 428.61!(8.97)**! 428.53!(8.94)**! 428.72!(8.98)**! 428.67!(8.94)**!
None! 439.56!(4.95)***! 437.31!(4.94)***! 437.21!(4.93)***! 437.78!(4.94)***! 437.70!(4.93)***!
Number!of!siblings!(ref!=!none)! 47.60!(1.17)***! 48.02!(1.15)***! 48.00!(1.16)***! 47.88!(1.15)***! 47.85!(1.16)***!
Family!structure!(ref!=!both!natural!!parents)! ! ! ! ! !
Natural!mother!/!other!partner! 414.50!(5.83)**! 414.63!(5.81)**! 414.54!(5.86)**! 413.86!(5.82)**! 413.82!(5.87)**!
Single!mother! 42.30!(3.50)! 43.02!(3.53)! 42.80!(3.52)! 42.68!(3.54)! 42.51!(3.52)!
Child!ethnicity!(ref!=!White)! ! ! ! ! !
Mixed! 6.73!(7.57)! 5.16!(7.58)! 5.21!(7.52)! 6.20!(7.59)! 6.25!(7.54)!
Indian! 27.84!(10.37)**! 22.22!(10.36)*! 22.63!(10.37)*! 23.33!(10.36)*! 23.64!(10.38)*!
Pakistani!! 23.27!(10.24)*! 22.51!(10.18)*! 22.78!(10.27)*! 21.79!(10.18)*! 21.91!(10.27)*!
Bangladeshi! 23.27!(17.90)! 24.78!(17.84)! 25.23!(17.81)! 22.39!(17.85)! 22.71!(17.81)!
Black!Caribbean! 5.81!(11.59)! 3.55!(11.57)! 3.55!(11.63)! 3.90!(11.57)! 3.88!(11.63)!
Black!African! 46.61!(14.04)***! 44.64!(13.98)**! 44.69!(14.05)**! 45.76!(14.02)**! 45.83!(14.08)**!
Other!(incl.!Chinese)! 16.06!(14.01)! 13.01!(14.03)! 13.15!(13.97)! 13.25!(14.05)! 13.33!(13.99)!
Rural!(ref!=!urban)! ! 48.72!(2.99)**! 48.71!(2.96)**! 49.27!(2.97)**! 49.30!(2.94)**!
IMD!education!domain,!per!decile!(ref=most!deprived)! ! 0.81!(0.75)! 0.83!(0.75)! 0.32!(0.75)! 0.33!(0.75)!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
Median(household(income,(per(£1000( ! 0.81!(0.25)***! 0.80!(0.25)***! 0.77!(0.25)**! 0.77!(0.25)**!
Neighbourhood(satisfaction(sweep(two!(ref!=!most!satisfied)( ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! 42.96!(3.31)! 42.79!(3.30)! ! !
Third! ! 49.28!(3.45)**! 48.99!(3.44)**! ! !
Fourth! ! 0.15!(3.61)! 0.51!(3.64)! ! !
Least!satisfied! ! 6.06!(4.06)! 6.69!(4.08)! ! !
Interviewer(observations(sweep(two!(ref!=!most!favourable)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! ! ! 40.23!(3.37)! 40.22!(3.36)!
Third! ! ! ! 48.48!(3.52)**! 48.37!(3.52)**!
Fourth! ! ! ! 47.04!(3.82)*! 46.87!(3.83)*!
Least!favourable! ! ! ! 48.88!(4.21)*! 48.77!(4.22)*!
Maternal(psychological(distress!(ref!=!none!)! ! ! ! ! !
Current!(sweep!four)! ! ! 44.49!(3.12)! ! 43.88!(3.12)!
Past!(sweep!two!and/or!sweep!three)! ! ! 0.55!(2.86)! ! 0.98!(2.86)!
Persistent!(sweeps!two,!three!and!four)! ! ! 44.16!(3.50)! ! 43.13!(3.49)!
Between!neighbourhood!variance! 45.89!(58.52)NS! 25.01!(41.89)NS! 40.08!(51.16)NS! 24.40!(41.07)NS! 39.11!(50.30)NS!
Between!school!variance! 501.13!(101.76)! 465.45!(97.81)! 455.62!(99.23)! 466.16!(98.36)! 457.22!(99.86)!
Residual!variance! 7,171.36!(153.00)! 7,159.78!(151.11)! 7,153.44!(152.31)! 7,169.96!(151.37)! 7,164.14!(152.47)!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
MCS!stratum((ref!=!England!4!advantaged)! ! ! ! ! !
England!–!disadvantaged! 3.46!(3.81)! 9.21!(4.05)*! 9.16!(4.04)*! 9.15!(4.04)*! 9.14!(4.03)*!
England!–!ethnic! 8.88!(6.78)! 12.78!(6.90)*! 12.58!(6.94)*! 13.28!(6.89)*! 13.19!(6.94)*!
Wales!–!advantaged! 1.98!(6.71)! 3.79!(6.82)! 3.57!(6.86)! 3.89!(6.82)! 3.61!(6.86)!
Wales!–!disadvantaged! 45.69!(5.16)! 1.50!(5.45)! 1.47!(5.46)! 1.13!(5.46)! 1.09!(5.46)!
Scotland!–!advantaged! 413.11!(5.90)*! 46.35!(7.01)! 46.70!(7.00)! 46.90!(7.00)! 47.27!(7.00)!
Scotland!–!disadvantaged! 416.11!(6.16)**! 45.30!(6.96)! 45.65!(6.95)! 45.96!(6.95)! 46.25!(6.95)!
NI!–!advantaged! 42.58!(6.92)! 5.10!(8.26)! 4.66!(8.19)! 4.76!(8.26)! 4.31!(8.19)!
NI!–!disadvantaged! 17.10!(6.39)**! 28.97!(7.23)***! 28.55!(7.29)***! 28.21!(7.23)***! 27.75!(7.29)***!
Girl! 48.68!(2.23)***! 48.68!(2.23)***! 48.76!(2.24)***! 48.70!(2.23)***! 48.78!(2.24)***!
Child!age!in!months! 43.09!(0.40)***! 43.13!(0.40)***! 43.12!(0.40)***! 43.10!(0.40)***! 43.09!(0.40)***!
Has!SEN!statement! 464.98!(4.55)***! 465.01!(4.56)***! 464.63!(4.58)***! 465.16!(4.56)***! 464.78!(4.58)***!
Weekly!family!income!per!£100! 3.46!(0.68)***! 2.73!(0.70)***! 2.59!(0.70)***! 2.70!(0.71)***! 2.57!(0.71)***!
NS4SEC!(ref=!manag.!/!prof.)! ! ! ! ! !
Intermediate! 49.64!(3.73)**! 49.08!(3.75)**! 49.17!(3.72)**! 48.97!(3.75)**! 49.07!(3.72)**!
Small!empl.!/!self!empl.! 411.61!(4.34)**! 411.23!(4.38)**! 411.34!(4.34)**! 411.06!(4.38)**! 411.18!(4.35)**!
Lower!supervisory!/!tech.! 49.14!(5.18)*! 47.89!(5.17)*! 48.00!(5.15)*! 47.84!(5.18)*! 47.97!(5.16)*!
Semi!routine!/!routine! 418.93!(4.00)***! 417.70!(4.04)***! 417.63!(4.02)***! 417.81!(4.05)***! 417.77!(4.04)***!
No!parent!in!work! 412.63!(4.59)**! 412.68!(4.60)**! 412.06!(4.56)**! 412.61!(4.61)**! 412.02!(4.57)**!
Housing!tenure!(ref=!owner)! ! ! ! ! !
Rented!privately! 41.50!(6.06)! 41.41!(6.10)! 41.03!(6.09)! 41.21!(6.11)! 40.89!(6.10)!
Social!housing!! 414.03!(3.90)***! 412.94!(3.92)***! 412.51!(3.94)**! 412.34!(3.94)**! 411.86!(3.97)**!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
Maternal!age!(years)! 40.14!(0.23)! 40.26!(0.23)! 40.24!(0.23)! 40.26!(0.23)! 40.25!(0.23)!
Maternal!NVQ!(ref!=!level!4/5)! ! ! ! ! !
Level!3!! 47.42!(3.41)*! 46.41!(3.43)*! 46.46!(3.43)*! 46.61!(3.43)*! 46.67!(3.43)!
Level!2! 414.31!(3.06)***! 413.22!(3.07)***! 413.31!(3.07)***! 413.25!(3.07)***! 413.34!(3.07)!
Level!1! 425.80!(4.98)***! 424.15!(5.01)***! 424.61!(5.01)***! 424.29!(5.01)***! 424.76!(5.01)!
Overseas!only! 427.45!(9.25)**! 427.10!(9.25)**! 426.79!(9.20)**! 427.15!(9.25)**! 426.85!(9.21)!
None! 430.43!(5.09)***! 428.63!(5.08)***! 428.56!(5.08)***! 429.08!(5.08)***! 429.05!(5.08)!
Number!of!siblings!(ref!=!none)! 41.17!(1.20)! 41.43!(1.19)! 41.42!(1.20)! 41.43!(1.19)! 41.41!(1.20)!
Family!structure!(ref!=!both!natural!!parents)! ! ! ! ! !
Natural!mother!/!other!partner! 45.06!(5.99)! 44.95!(5.99)! 44.66!(6.02)! 45.10!(6.00)! 44.78!(6.03)!
Single!mother! 1.02!(3.59)! 0.82!(3.64)! 1.21!(3.61)! 0.88!(3.64)! 1.26!(3.62)!
Child!ethnicity!(ref!=!White)! ! ! ! ! !
Mixed! 1.44!(7.82)! 0.93!(7.83)! 1.04!(7.80)! 1.14!(7.84)! 1.27!(7.81)!
Indian! 10.76!(10.90)! 8.22!(10.90)! 8.90!(10.93)! 8.91!(10.90)! 9.47!(10.94)!
Pakistani!! 424.25!(10.87)*! 423.47!(10.85)*! 422.81!(10.94)*! 423.96!(10.84)*! 423.46!(10.93)*!
Bangladeshi! 438.45!(18.52)*! 435.96!(18.52)*! 435.45!(18.49)*! 436.83!(18.52)*! 436.44!(18.49)*!
Black!Caribbean! 44.33!(12.24)! 45.45!(12.24)! 45.13!(12.30)! 45.33!(12.23)! 44.97!(12.29)!
Black!African! 49.50!(14.79)! 49.39!(14.72)! 49.44!(14.80)! 410.47!(14.75)! 410.51!(14.83)!
Other!(incl.!Chinese)! 46.38!(14.48)! 47.61!(14.53)! 47.45!(14.47)! 47.93!(14.54)! 47.82!(14.48)!
Rural!(ref!=!urban)! ! 41.37!(3.45)! 41.32!(3.42)! 40.92!(3.43)! 40.96!(3.40)!
IMD!education!domain,!per!decile!(ref=most!deprived)! ! 0.99!(0.84)! 1.00!(0.83)! 0.99!(0.84)! 0.97!(0.83)!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
Median(household(income,(per(£1000( ! 0.57!(0.28)*! 0.57!(0.28)*! 0.56!(0.28)*! 0.56!(0.28)*!
Neighbourhood(satisfaction(sweep(two!(ref!=!most!satisfied)( ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! 41.10!(3.41)! 40.78!(3.41)! ! !
Third! ! 46.90!(3.56)*! 46.31!(3.56)*! ! !
Fourth! ! 42.97!(3.75)! 42.28!(3.77)! ! !
Least!satisfied! ! 1.33!(4.19)! 2.57!(4.21)! ! !
Interviewer(observations(sweep(two!(ref!=!most!favourable)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! ! ! 1.37!(3.47)! 1.44!(3.47)!
Third! ! ! ! 43.83!(3.64)! 43.54!(3.64)!
Fourth! ! ! ! 43.76!(3.98)! 43.29!(3.98)!
Least!favourable! ! ! ! 1.05!(4.40)! 1.33!(4.41)!
Maternal(psychological(distress!(ref!=!none!)! ! ! ! ! !
Current!(sweep!four)! ! ! 45.67!(3.20)*! ! 45.50!(3.20)*!
Past!(sweep!two!and/or!sweep!three)! ! ! 40.90!(2.94)! ! 40.82!(2.94)!
Persistent!(sweeps!two,!three!and!four)! ! ! 48.94!(3.60)! ! 48.57!(3.58)!
Between!neighbourhood!variance! 678.01!(133.51)! 650.63!(131.67)! 658.31!(137.96)! 650.87!(131.55)! 658.39!(137.78)!
Between!school!variance! 862.36!(134.90)! 855.53!(135.00)! 849.56!(132.50)! 851.69!(134.85)! 845.91!(132.44)!
Residual!variance! 6,887.59!(161.44)! 6,889.52!(162.46)! 6,881.75!(163.13)! 6,894.83!(162.59)! 6,887.66!(163.25)!








Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
MCS!stratum((ref!=!England!4!advantaged)! ! ! ! ! !
England!–!disadvantaged! 49.01!(3.48)! 42.92!(3.70)! 43.02!(3.68)! 42.89!(3.70)! 42.95!(3.68)!
England!–!ethnic! 49.11!(6.54)! 44.91!(6.63)! 45.07!(6.66)! 45.03!(6.62)! 45.09!(6.65)!
Wales!–!advantaged! 7.61!(5.92)! 7.61!(6.03)! 7.54!(6.03)! 7.98!(6.04)! 7.85!(6.04)!
Wales!–!disadvantaged! 41.84!(4.66)! 4.83!(4.91)! 4.81!(4.92)! 4.44!(4.93)! 4.41!(4.93)!
Scotland!–!advantaged! 5.66!(5.29)! 9.41!(6.33)! 9.01!(6.30)! 9.27!(6.33)! 8.85!(6.31)!
Scotland!–!disadvantaged! 417.05!(5.67)**! 47.72!(6.40)! 48.15!(6.37)! 48.15!(6.40)! 48.52!(6.38)!
NI!–!advantaged! 9.48!(6.19)! 13.51!(7.45)*! 13.13!(7.42)*! 13.58!(7.46)*! 13.19!(7.43)*!
NI!–!disadvantaged! 41.12!(5.71)! 9.26!(6.53)! 9.02!(6.58)! 9.21!(6.53)! 8.92!(6.58)!
Girl! 5.99!(2.28)**! 5.92!(2.28)**! 5.82!(2.29)**! 5.99!(2.28)**! 5.90!(2.29)**!
Child!age!in!months! 0.69!(0.41)*! 0.66!(0.41)! 0.67!(0.41)! 0.67!(0.41)! 0.69!(0.41)*!
Has!SEN!statement! 446.42!(4.65)***! 446.49!(4.66)***! 446.12!(4.68)***! 446.50!(4.65)***! 446.12!(4.68)***!
Weekly!family!income!per!£100! 1.95!(0.69)**! 1.16!(0.72)! 1.06!(0.72)! 1.11!(0.72)! 1.01!(0.72)!
NS4SEC!(ref=!manag.!/!prof.)! ! ! ! ! !
Intermediate! 411.61!(3.82)**! 410.72!(3.85)**! 410.76!(3.82)**! 410.74!(3.85)**! 410.80!(3.82)**!
Small!empl.!/!self!empl.! 48.89!(4.46)*! 47.99!(4.50)*! 48.15!(4.47)*! 47.80!(4.50)*! 47.97!(4.47)*!
Lower!supervisory!/!tech.! 41.09!(5.30)! 0.54!(5.31)! 0.41!(5.28)! 0.67!(5.31)! 0.53!(5.29)!
Semi!routine!/!routine! 416.18!(4.10)***! 414.22!(4.14)***! 414.08!(4.13)***! 414.40!(4.15)***! 414.28!(4.14)***!
No!parent!in!work! 412.58!(4.68)**! 412.12!(4.69)**! 411.60!(4.66)**! 412.22!(4.70)**! 411.73!(4.67)**!
Housing!tenure!(ref=!owner)! ! ! ! ! !
Rented!privately! 0.89!(6.19)! 1.24!(6.21)! 1.58!(6.20)! 1.28!(6.22)! 1.60!(6.21)!
Social!housing!! 411.17!(3.94)**! 49.20!(3.96)*! 48.78!(3.99)*! 49.20!(3.98)*! 48.72!(4.01)*!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
Maternal!age!(years)! 0.01!(0.23)! 40.14!(0.23)! 40.13!(0.23)! 40.15!(0.24)! 40.14!(0.24)!
Maternal!NVQ!(ref!=!level!4/5)! ! ! ! ! !
Level!3!! 47.08!(3.49)*! 45.76!(3.51)! 45.86!(3.51)*! 45.81!(3.51)*! 45.93!(3.51)*!
Level!2! 413.28!(3.12)***! 411.64!(3.13)***! 411.76!(3.13)***! 411.71!(3.13)***! 411.82!(3.13)***!
Level!1! 423.31!(5.11)***! 420.95!(5.14)***! 421.25!(5.14)***! 421.05!(5.14)***! 421.37!(5.14)***!
Overseas!only! 434.99!(9.48)***! 434.99!(9.46)***! 434.78!(9.42)***! 434.81!(9.46)***! 434.59!(9.42)***!
None! 429.15!(5.20)***! 426.72!(5.20)***! 426.66!(5.19)***! 426.89!(5.20)***! 426.87!(5.19)***!
Number!of!siblings!(ref!=!none)! 40.62!(1.22)! 40.86!(1.21)! 40.85!(1.22)! 40.89!(1.22)! 40.88!(1.22)!
Family!structure!(ref!=!both!natural!!parents)! ! ! ! ! !
Natural!mother!/!other!partner! 42.73!(6.13)! 42.34!(6.12)! 41.78!(6.17)! 42.73!(6.13)! 42.14!(6.18)!
Single!mother! 43.92!(3.68)! 43.99!(3.72)! 43.66!(3.71)! 44.02!(3.72)! 43.68!(3.71)!
Child!ethnicity!(ref!=!White)! ! ! ! ! !
Mixed! 411.35!(7.95)! 412.08!(7.98)! 412.00!(7.92)! 411.76!(7.98)! 411.67!(7.93)!
Indian! 46.85!(10.86)! 49.94!(10.86)! 49.41!(10.89)! 49.22!(10.87)! 48.76!(10.89)!
Pakistani!! 442.40!(10.71)***! 441.95!(10.68)***! 441.13!(10.77)***! 442.22!(10.68)***! 441.51!(10.77)***!
Bangladeshi! 411.29!(18.72)! 49.03!(18.74)! 48.50!(18.67)! 49.55!(18.73)! 49.11!(18.67)!
Black!Caribbean! 449.94!(12.20)***! 451.91!(12.19)***! 451.38!(12.25)***! 451.65!(12.18)***! 451.08!(12.25)***!
Black!African! 454.07!(14.78)***! 454.38!(14.72)***! 454.64!(14.79)***! 455.49!(14.75)***! 455.75!(14.81)***!
Other!(incl.!Chinese)! 410.10!(14.73)! 412.39!(14.76)! 411.79!(14.72)! 412.45!(14.77)! 411.88!(14.73)!
Rural!(ref!=!urban)! ! 44.69!(3.11)! 44.71!(3.07)! 44.03!(3.09)! 44.13!(3.05)!
Median!household!income,!per!£1000! ! 0.37!(0.26)! 0.37!(0.26)! 0.37!(0.26)! 0.37!(0.26)!







Model(A( Model(B( Model(C( Model(D( Model(E(
IMD(education(domain,(per(decile((ref=most(deprived)( ! 1.93!(0.78)**! 1.93!(0.78)**! 2.03!(0.78)**! 2.03!(0.78)**!
Neighbourhood(satisfaction(sweep(two!(ref!=!most!satisfied)( ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! 44.87!(3.48)! 44.66!(3.48)! ! !
Third! ! 45.40!(3.63)! 45.01!(3.62)! ! !
Fourth! ! 47.06!(3.81)*! 46.53!(3.83)*! ! !
Least!satisfied! ! 42.41!(4.26)! 41.38!(4.29)! ! !
Interviewer(observations(sweep(two!(ref!=!most!favourable)! ! ! ! ! !
Second! ! ! ! 41.35!(3.54)! 41.21!(3.53)!
Third! ! ! ! 44.11!(3.70)! 43.89!(3.70)!
Fourth! ! ! ! 46.11!(4.02)! 45.75!(4.03)!
Least!favourable! ! ! ! 0.94!(4.42)! 1.23!(4.43)!
Maternal(psychological(distress!(ref!=!none!)! ! ! ! ! !
Current!(sweep!four)! ! ! 44.50!(3.29)! ! 44.48!(3.28)!
Past!(sweep!two!and/or!sweep!three)! ! ! 44.34!(3.01)! ! 44.33!(3.01)!
Persistent!(sweeps!two,!three!and!four)! ! ! 46.57!(3.68)*! ! 46.40!(3.66)*!
Between!neighbourhood!variance! 287.19!(119.50)! 263.32!(102.60)! 281.51!(111.91)! 264.10!(102.86)! 281.56!(112.04)!
Between!school!variance! 198.99!(105.77)! 188.09!(97.02)! 153.72!(109.53)! 193.69!(97.61)! 161.71!(109.64)!
Residual!variance! 7,994.17!(175.71)! 7,990.27!(179.94)! 8,004.16!(181.37)! 7,983.99!(179.77)! 7,996.33!(181.51)!
Bayesian!DIC!(smaller!is!better)! 77,517! 77,501! 77,504! 77,499! 77,503!
***!p!<!0.001!!!!!!**!p!<!0.01!!!!!!*p!<!0.05!!!!!!!1!All!models!additionally!adjusted!for!school!year!and!language!spoken!in!the!home!(data!not!shown)!
